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INTRODUCTION

With more than forty years gone since the outbreak oT
the Second World War, there is unabating interest in the
events that had led up to it. It is important, first and fore-
most to see clear who was responsible for that war and
how, if at all, it could have been averted.
One plain fact is that the Second World War had been

engineered by the German, Italian and Japanese imperialists.
In the mid-1930s they had started an outright struggle for
world domination, having first launched a frantic drive to
prepare their economies and armed forces for war and
installed terrorist fascist dictatorships.
Confronting the bloc of fascist aggressors was the Ang-

lo-b ranco-Amcrican group of imperialist powers intent on
retaining their own dominating position in the world which
I hey had gained through their victory in World War I. The
aggregate potential of the Anglo-Franco-American group of
nations, together with other countries which were close to
them, was superior to that of the aggressors. But the ruling
circles of Britain, France and the United States felt they
had nothing to gain from another world war. So they sought
to preserve and, if possible, consolidate their world positions
without war.

In spite of the worsening relations between the imperial-
ist powers, the basic antagonism was still between them and
the world s first socialist state.

The fascist aggressors did not even bother to conceal that
they regarded fighting communism and destroying the Soviet
state as basic, to their foreign policy programme. So the
Anglo-Franco-American group decided to do everything
possible to compose its differences with them at the Soviet
Imon’s expense. The British foreign service was particular-

a

]y active. Britain’s reactionary governing quarters bent every

effort to strike an imperialist deal with the Nazi Reich so

as to divert its aggression from the British Empire eastward,

against the Soviet Union.

The Soviet Government clearly saw the formidable danger
hanging over the USSR as extremely explosive hotbeds of

war cropped up in the capitalist fold. The Soviet people were
faced by the hardest and crucial task of saving their land
from destruction in the flames of a worldwide war.
As the danger of war loomed larger, the Soviet govern-

ment did everything possible to accelerate economic growth
and build up national defence capability. It was precisely
the strength and power of the Soviet Union that the aggres-
sors had to take into account, above all, as they figured out
whether to attack the USSR.
The Soviet diplomacy undertook a vigorous effort to use

whatever opportunity there was to oppose aggression, as the
fascist powers menaced not only (lie Soviet Union, but many
other nations, large and small. That menace created cerLain
requisites for co-operation between the capitalist countries,
thus threatened, and the USSR. So the Soviet Government
did its best to bring the nations anxious to prevent war
into a common front to counter the aggression.
The Soviet Union was aware of tho entire complexity of

the problem. For it meant, in point of fact, establishing co-
operation with one group of imperialist powers having no
stake in war under the prevailing circumstances against
another group on course for aggression. The reason why the
USSR sought such co-operalion was because it wanted to
safeguard both its own security and the peace of the
world.

Soviet diplomacy laid bare the aggressors’ expansionist
plans, exposed the mortal danger they spelled for many
nations and peoples, and worked hard to stop the aggressor
powers from tacking together their anti -Soviet blocs and
drawing more states into them. At the same time it exposed

_

scheming of the reactionary governing circles of West-
ern Powers in trying to placate the aggressors at Soviet ex-
pense and getting them to destroy the Soviet state.

At the same time, Soviet diplomacy advanced a construc-
l,VG acKon programme to keep the peace, curb the fascist
nggressors and stop the drift to war. It called for depend-

e collective security systems to he set up in Europe and
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in the Far East in order to raise insurmountable barriers in
the aggressors’ way.
The Soviet Union’s vigorous efforts for peace and inter-

national security, its resistance to fascist aggressors and
determined support for the victims of aggression earned it
immense international prestige. The peace-loving people of
all lands saw the world’s first socialist nation as the stan-
dari -bearer in the battle to safeguard peace and prevent war.

the soviet Unions foreign policy of the 1930s was a
clear indication of its steadfast commitment to peace.

Chapter I

THE GATHERING CLOUDS
OF WAR

GERMANY, JAPAN AND ITALY
ON THE WARPATH

There was an essential change in the balance and align-
menl of forces between the major imperialist powers in the
early 1930s. Germany, Japan and Italy, ruled by ultra reac-
tionary fascist forces, warlords and monopolists openlv
sought to redraw the map of the world. They challenged the
Anglo- Franco-American group of powers in a bid to dis-
lodge them from their dominant positions. It is that strug-
gle of the German, Japanese and Kalian aggressors for
world supremacy that led up to the outbreak of the Second
World War. Lenin pointed out that ‘“world domination’ is,

PI11
.

7t briefly, the substance of imperialist policy, of
winch imperialist war is the continuation”. 1

The land -grabbing plans of Germany, Japan and Italy
'v ere a formidable danger to many nations.

Hotbed of War in the Far East

The first hotbed of another imperialist war was created
uy the Japanese militarists. Japan, one of the victor powers
in the First World War, reaped a sizeable proportion of the
spoils in the Far East and in the Pacific. The success,
gained without an extra effort, moreover, whetted the ex-
pansionist ambitions of the country’s ruling elite and
iostered the samurai spirit of the Japanese warlords. They
oreamed of fresh conquests and of domination over the
'viiole of East Asia and. the Pacific.
The worst ever economic crisis which broke out in the

capitalist world at the time exacerbated the contradictions
Jctween the imperialist powers. Japanese-American rela-
in.ns were extremely strained. Back in 1918, Lenin, speak-
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ing of the Japanese-American imperialist contradictions,

pointed out that “the economic development of these coun-
tries has produced a vast amount of inflammable material
which makes inevitable a desperate clash between them for

domination of the Pacific Ocean and the surrounding ter-

ritories”. 2

The U.S. ruling circles attached paramount importance to

expanding and consolidating the American “invisible em-
pire”. The U.S. home market could not absorb all the out-

put of American industry which had greatly expanded to

fulfil World War I orders. American monopolies were look-
ing for more markets and more room for investment. The
Washington system of treaties, concluded after World
War 1, anchored the American principle of “open doors”
and “equal opportunities” in China. Big Business counted
on the United States’ economic power enabling it to pene-
trate the vast Chinese market and capture dominant posi-
tions in it. The crisis whetted the appetites of American
monopolies.

Japan’s increasing economic penetration of China and a

prospect for American monopolies to he driven out of the
Chinese market altogether in the event of China being over-

run by Japan were a formidable challenge to the U.S. At
the lime, however, the United States strove to avoid an
armed confrontation with Japan. Late in 1933, a well-in-
formed American journalist Knickerboker pointed out in a
conversation with the Tress Department Chief of the Soviet
Embassy in Berlin that American government sources
thought a Japaneso-American war inevitable. The U.S. was
intensely preparing for that war and building up a power-
ful naval and air force. Meanwhile, its policy towards Japan
was one of peace gestures to gain time. On the other hand,
the U.S. government felt sure that Japan would first attack
the USSR to capture the Soviet Far East so as to reinforce
her rear, and only after that would she start her projected
mammoth battle against the U.S. over the Pacific. 3

Japan’s aggressive ambitions had likewise accentuated
Hie Anglo-.Tapanese contradictions. British imperialism had
penetrated the Far East, and China, in particular, when
Japan was still no rival for it to fear. In the East, Britain
was in possession of such major military and economic
strongpoints as llong Kong, Singapore, etc. Many big British
commercial, industrial and financial companies, with assets

10

adding up to 1,500 million dollars, were ruling the roost in
China. ^ et by the early 1930s, Japanese imperialists were
treading on the heels of British colonialists. Japan had a
larger force in the Far East than the British Empire which
had its possessions and armed forces scattered in all con-
tinents.

The British foreign service, seeing no chance of success
in an open confrontation with Japan, chose to seek an im-
perialist collusion with her, agreeable to a certain reparti-
tion of the spheres of influence in her favour in the Far
East.

True, should Britain have joined forces with other na-
tions, they could have stood up against Japanese expansion-
ism in that zone. The matter came before the League of
Nations, too, but the British Government did not find it

possible to resort to economic or other sanctions against
Japan. 4

There was, however, full unanimity between the govern-
ments of the U.S. and Britain on one point: both would
liave been pleased most to sec Japanese aggression directed
against the USSR rather than against China. British con-
servative quarters believed, the Soviet Ambassador
[ Maisky wrote on March 10, 1933, that the capture of
Manchuria by the Japanese could lead to a war between
the USSR and Japan, and that, in their opinion, would have
been a “real blessing of history”. 5

Now, with British secret archives of the prewar years
available to historians, there is enough incontrovertible
evidence on hand to hear out this account of British policy.
Uvo most influential members of the British Government,
Neville Chamberlain and John Simon, submitted a memoran-dum calling for improved relations with Japan, notably, for
concluding a non-aggression pact with her. Their principal
argument was this: “As regards Russia, anything that
akes Japan feel more secure tends to encourage her in an

aggressive attitude towards Russia”. 6

Influential reactionary circles of the United States were
aiso hopeful of a conflict between Japan and the USSR.

tl> Tree
11 imPorialism was interested in such a war between

*o LhSR and Japan anyway, because the U.S. craved for
rn the Soviet Union and Japan to be weakened.
Jim r,.,li ng circles of Britain and the United States had
0,| gli reason to expect an armed clash between Japan and

11



the USSR. On course for aggression ever since 1931, the

Japanese imperialists seized Northeast China (Manchuria),
setting up a puppet state of Manzhou-Guo. Along with plan-

ning for continued aggression against China, the Japanese
samurai coveted the Soviet Far East and the Mongolian
People’s Republic. Japan had more than once rejected the
Soviet proposals for concluding a non-aggression pact be-

tween the USSR and Japan.

Japan’s War Minister, General Araki energetically plumped
for attacking the USSR . He told a conference of gov-

ernors in 1933 that “in the pursuit of her national policy,

Japan is hound to confront the Soviet Union” and that it

was “necessary for Japan to take possession, by force of

arms, of the territory of Primorye (Maritime Territory),

Trans-Baikal and Siberia”. 7 The British military attache

in Tokyo E. A. H. James said the position of the quarters

The Soviet government was well aware of the danger
looming across the Far Eastern border of the USSR. Am-
bassador William Bullitt, reporting to Washington about
his conversation with J. V. Stalin and K. Y. Voroshilov on
December 20, 1933, wrote that, in discussing the situation

in the Far East, the Soviet leaders voiced most serious ap-
prehension over the possibility of a Japanese attack in the

coming spring. 13 People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs

Maxim Litvinov declared on December 29, 1933, that the

policy of Japan “is now the darkest storm-cloud on the in-

ternational political horizon”. 14

Aggressive Designs of the Nazi Reich
represented by Araki was that “it is necessary to tight Rus-
sia sooner rather than later”. 8 A Foreign Office Memoran-
dum lo the British Government in May 1933 also stated
that “the Japanese Army concentrates its whole attention

on a future war with Russia”. 9 On June 2, Araki and his

supporters got the Japanese Emperor, Ilirohito, to decide
that the Soviet Union was Japan’s “Enemy Number One”, 10

i.e., military preparations had to be made, first of all, for a

war against the USSR. The German military attache in the

USSR, Hartmann, reported the same news to Berlin, re-

ferring to statements by the Japanese military attache in

Moscow, Kawabc. lie wrote that “the Soviet Union is not
desirous of war and is doing its best to avert it,” but the
Japanese could start hostilities as early as the spring of

1934. 11

Japan was making intense preparations for a war against,

the USSR. Manchuria and Korea which she had seized were
turned into one vast bridgehead. The strength of the Kwang-
lung Army stationed in Manchuria was being increased,

and military installations, roads, depots, barracks and air-

fields were being built. Following the seizure of Manchuria
and part of North China in 1933, the Japanese Army Gen-
eral Staff specified and particularised its war plan (Plan
“Otsu”); it called for 24 out of the 30 projected divisions
to he provided for military operations against the Soviet
Union. The opening one was to have seized Maritime Ter-
ritory to be followed up by a strike at Lake Baikal area. 12

n

A yet more dangerous hotbed of another imperialist world
war appeared shortly in Central Europe with the rise of
Nazi Germany. The German imperialists, notwithstanding
their defeat in the First World War, had not desisted from
their aggressive plans. Having outstripped her old rivals,

Britain and France, in industrial development by the late
1920s, Germany set about rebuilding her military power in
order not only to take revenge for the defeat, she had
sustained, but redraw the map of Europe at her own discre-
tion.

The National Socialist Party which had come to power in
Germany openly declared its objective of establishing a
new order” in Europe and the world. Tho progressive press
was perfectly right in describing tho 30th of January, 1933,
when Hitler became the Chancellor of Germany, as the
Black Day ’ for Europe. German monopolies backed up the

Aazis who promised to restore the power of Germany, crush
l ie revolutionary movement inside the country and open
the way for German imperialism to grab foreign lands.
The Nazis intended to start carrying out their aggressive

designs by setting up a strike force in Central Europe in
he shape of a Nazi Reich with a population of 90-100 mil-
IQn of people of the so-called Aryan origin. “Austria bc-

.p to this nucleus”, Hitler argued in 1932. “This goes
without saying. But it comprises, besides, Bohemia and
Moravia, as well as the Western regions of Poland. . . The
altic states are part of this nucleus also.” The population

t °land, Czechoslovakia and the Baltic states, except the
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Germans residing there and the “elements fit for Germani-
sation”, was to have been destroyed or evicted. Nature is
cruel, Hitler maintained, and if the Nazis can, without the
slightest pity, send the cream of the German nation into
the crucible of war, they can, with even greater reason,
“destroy millions of people of an inferior race”. 13

The Nazis planned to subject a whole system of vassal
states to this Nazi Reich and create a “thousand-year em-
pire” with the German “race of masters” dominating them
all. That was to have been followed up, according to the Na-
zi plans, by a full-scale expansion into other continents.
Their ultimate goal was world supremacy. 16

When the Nazi chancellor set out his programme before
the German army chiefs, on February 3, 1933, he announced
his plan to strengthen the Wehrmacht to tlio utmost so
as to achieve "political might”. That “political might” was
to be used, Hitler declared, for: “Winning more living space
in the East and its ruthless Germanisation”. 17

The German Nazis saw a cruel and merciless total war
as the way to establish their world domination. 18 “War”,
Hiller said, “is the most natural and the most common
thing. War is ever, war is everywhere. There is no begin-
ning, no peaceful end. War is life. . . So 1 want war.” 19

The ambitions of the Nazi Reich in foreign affairs were
based on the aggressive aspirations of German imperialism,
militarism, landed aristocracy and big monopolies, which
had been harboured ever since the days of Bismarck, but
the Nazis imparled a particularly sinister character to
them. 20

Having drawn their own conclusion from Germany’s bit-

ter experience in WT
orld War I, the Nazis decided to ad-

vance towards their goals step by step, crush their adversa-
ries one by one, starting with the weakest. A possibility of

yet another war on two fronts at once— in the East and in
the West— looked like a dreadful nightmare to them. “The
mistake of confronting England, France and Russia should
not, of course, be repeated”, 21 von Ribbentrop said.

The Nazis made full use of their diplomatic service to
disunite the possible adversaries and collude with some of

them against others. They intended to abide by those trea-

ties and agreements for just as long as they found that to

be of benefit to themselves. “Why mustn’t I conclude trea-
ties in good faith today so as to break them in cold blood

14

tomorrow? -^-Hitler declared. The “threat of Bolshevism”
was another argument the Nazis played up trying to set the
nations oi Europe apart. Hostility towards the USSR was,
the Nazis hoped, to have assured them the sympathy of the
reactionary forces of all capitalist countries.
The Nazis considered the routing of the USSR and sei-

zure of Soviet lands to be their major task, but they realised
how compiex it was. “Soviet Russia”, Hitler said, “is
a diificult task, I can hardly begin with it.” 23

A feverish German arms build-up ensued. The Nazis
coined the motto “guns before butter”. The magnates of
German industry blessed that policy. In April 1933 the
Imperial federation of German Industries submitted to
Hitler a plan for industrial reorganisation to prepare
tor war.

In October 1933 Germany walked out of the Geneva Dis-
armament Conference, thereby showing to the entire world
that she was on the warpath, and made no bones about it.
At the same time, the Nazis announced their withdrawal
Irom the League of Nations as it, too, could have been a
certain hindrance to their plans for total aggression.

there was an alliance of aggressors in the making, set-
ting out to carve the world up and bring it under their own
nomination. They had fascism as their ideological weapon—
an undisguised terroristic dictatorship of the most reactiona-
ry, most chauvinistic and most imperialistic elements of Big
Business.

The world situation as it shaped up came under scrutiny

?QQ
t

/
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<

“ongress oi tlie CPSU(B) in January-February,
J he policies of Japan and Germany, with extreme

reactionaries, fascists and warlords in power, made it abso-
lutely clear, as the Central Committee of the CPSU(B) sta-
ted m its Report to the Congress, that “there are frantic pre-
parations under way for a repartition of the world and redi-
VlS0n

(

of the spheres of influence”, for a new imperialist
war ‘Once again, just like in 1914”, it was pointed out at
no Congress, “the parties of bellicose imperialism, the par-
ses of war and revenge, are coming to the fore.” The dan-
ger ot fascism was especially emphasised. The Report of
the Central Committee of the CPSU(B) pointed out: “Chau-
vinism and preparation for war as basic elements of foreign
policy, and the taming of the working class and a reign of
error in home policy as an indispensable means of slreng-
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thening tho rear of the future war fronts—that is what pre-
occupies most the present-day imperialist politicians.” That,
applied to German imperialism, first and foremost. 2/‘

So it was demonstrated at the Congress that imperialism
as a social and economic system was breeding another world
war and that fascism was playing a special role in engineer-
ing it. Fascism is war” was the conclusion the Communists
made under those particular circumstances.

Plans for a “Crusade” Against the USSR
Nazi Germany’s expansionist ambitions were an enormous

danger to the people of all European nations. So it was a
matter of vital concern for them to curb the fascist aggres-
sors and thwart their man-hating plans. Tho ruling circles
of the Western powers held different views, however.

Ihe course of events in Europe and in tho world largely
depended on tho position of Britain. The British Empire,
just like many other nations, was in danger of attack by
t le Nazi Reich. Had Britain been resolved to resist aggres-
sion together with the Soviet Union, France and other coun-
tries, tho aggressive action by the Nazi powers could have
been checked and peace safeguarded. But it was not the
peace-keeping, but their own far-reaching imperialist plans
that were uppermost in the minds of the reactionary politi-
cians who ruled Britain at the time.

Fascism by itself did not worry the City tycoons. On the
contrary, the British reactionaries bailed the fascist dicta-
torships in Italy and Germany. They saw those regimes as
props to shore up capitalism and barriers to stem the rising
tide of revolutionary struggle of the working class in Eu-
rope. At the same time, the British ruling circles hoped to
use Hitler Germany as a weapon to fight the USSR with.
Iheir basic principle was that “if Britain is to live Bolshe-
vism must die!” 20 So tho ruling circles of Britain regarded
Hitler Germany, above all, as a potential class ally in action
against the Soviet Union rather than as a dangerous impe-
rialist rival. The British government looked for an accom-
modation with the Nazi Reich in the hope of stabilising the
situation in Western Europe by making some concessions
to it, and canalising German aggression eastward, against
the USSR.

That is to say that the reactionary ruling circles of Bri-

tain were thinking, first and foremost, not of how to resist

fascist aggression, but of how to stop the wheel of history,

check the worsening general crisis of capitalism and prevent

progressive social change gaining ground iu the world and,

above all, destroy the first socialist state.

British imperialism’s policy on the “legitimacy of wars”
did not differ from Hitler’s and Mussolini’s views. Referen-

ces to tli is issue in British historical literature usually men-
tion Maurice Ilankcy who had been the British Govern-
ment’s secretary for 20 years (1919-1938) and, therefore,

embodies the continuity of its policies. Hankey said that

war was “the right and proper process by which tilings

move in this world”. And it would be naive to expect, lie

pointed out, that imperialism could pursue an unimperialist

policy. 26 '27

Describing the position of Britain’s ruling circles, the So-

viet Embassy in London reported to Moscow on April 25,

1933, that in recent months they Had increasingly “tended
to galvanise the idea of creating an anti-Soviet front. These
trends were arising . . . from the triumph of Hitlerism in

Germany and the mounting aggressiveness of Japan in the

Far East”. Britain’s policy was to “pound her fist in the

Russian issue”. That was the policy of setting up a “holy
alliance” by which to smash the Soviet Union.

It was rightfully pointed out in the Report of the Central

Committee of the CPSU (Bolsheviks) to the Seventeenth
Party Congress in January 1934 that invectives in Britain

against the USSR could not be considered accidental.

The Nazis, intent on removing all obstacles to Germany’s
rearmament and to the preparations for war, encouraged
British reactionaries in their hope that their aggressive de-

signs were against the East alone.

A. Rosenberg, one of the ringleaders of nazism, told the

British government in May 1933 that Germany was agree-

able to relinquish her claims in the West but demanded that
in return she should be given the right to rearm, to annex
Austria and “adjust” her frontiers with Czechoslovakia and
Poland to Germany’s advantage, and to capture the Baltic

slates. Rosenborg pointed out that Germany would eventual-
ly direct her forces against the USSR.
Germany’s Minister of the Economy A. Ilugonborg pro-

duced a memorandum at the economic conference in Lon-
don in June 1933 outlining an explicit demand for Germany

16
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to be given some living space” in the East, partly at the
expense of the USSR. A letter from the People’s Commis
sariat lor Foreign Affairs, dated June 27, 1933, regarding
that; unprecedented document, pointed out that “the German
government is prepared to join a military coalition against
ns . . . and demands only two things in exchange— the free-

9nd comPensation at the expense of the
tJbhK. the German government found that the present mo-
ment with the possibility of Japan attacking us still not
ruled out and with relations with Britain still very strained
... is propitious enough for it to offer its services for the
struggle against us.” It is clear from the foregoing that
jcnnanys plans included “a war against us and that the

space^’

^

SltUati°n iS n° m°r0 than a terQP°rary breathing

the policy of the British ruling circles in seeking an an-
ti Soviet collusion with the Nazis was abundantly demon-
strated by (lie talks which went on between Britain, France
Germany and Italy t,o conclude a “pact of understanding
and co-operation” (Four Power Pact). The Four Power Pact
had been proposed by the Italian fascist leader Mussolinim order to make Italy—on a par with Britain, France and
Germany a full member of the European four-power direc-
torate. At the same time, the Italian fascists expected to
compel a revision of the treaties of the Versailles system
which arose from the First World War, undermine the posi-
tions of France in Europe and, above all, her links with
the countries ol Southeast Europe and transform the Danu-
man and the Balkan countries into Italy’s “sphere of in-
fluence”.

To begin with, Mussolini concerted his proposal with the
Nazis On March 14, 1933, he communicated his draft pact
to Berlin and on the following day received a blessing from
Germany’s Foreign Minister von Neurath who called this
proposal an “inspired conception”. 29 That position of Ger-
many was quite understandable. Such an act was to elevate
a vanquished and injured” Germany to a status of equa-
lity with Britain and France. 30

Mussolini’s proposal called for revising the peace treaties
and for Germany to he granted the right to rearm. Even-
tually, Germany hoped to use the Four Power Pact in order
to carry out her aggressive plans in the East.

Mussolini handed the draft Four Power Pact he had con-
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certed with Hitler to Prime Minister of Britain R. MacDo-
nald who arrived in Rome on March 18 for talks with the
Italian government. The British government gave its full

backing to that proposal.

The four-power talks ended on July 15, 1933, in the sign-
ing of a Four Power Pact in Rome.
The full danger of the plans behind the Four Power Pact

was perfectly clear to the Soviet Union. Izvestia wrote on
March 30, 1933, that the USSR could not stand by watch-
ing with indifference the “attempts at setting up a so-cal-
led ‘four-power concert’ arrogating the right to decide the
destinies of the nations”. During his meeting with the Ger-
man Ambassador in Moscow von Dirksen on April 3, the
People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs M. M. Litvinov point-
ed out that it was quite natural for the states outside the
pact to view it negatively. 31 Tho Deputy People’s Commissar
for foreign affairs N. N. Krostinsky declared on June 4,
1933, in a conversation with the Italian Ambassador B. At-
tolico that “since the four powers concluding this pact have
very many points of divergence, it naturally seems that
the only point they do not diverge on is their common hos-
tility for communism. The failure to invito us to join in dis-
cussing this pact confirms that it is objectively directed
against us.” 32

The plans of British imperialism, connected with the con-
clusion of tho Four Power Pact, was demonstrated best of
all by yet another rumpus stage-managed in Britain as part
of an anti-Soviet campaign during the negotiations about
the pact. Back in October 1932 the British government ter-™inated Hs trade agreement with tho USSR and on April
U, 1933, imposed an embargo on the import of all major
* oviet export goods into Britain. That amounted, in point
oi tact, to declaring a trade war on the Soviet Union. At the
same time the British Foreign Secretary John Simon declared

p.
the Soviet trade delegation in London was divested

ol its right of diplomatic immunity. The Soviet Embassy in
London had every reason to qualify those acts of the British
government as an attempt to pursue a “big stick” policy

j..

1 legard to the USSR. 33 The British government’s posi-
'on came under criticism oven in a number of British news-
papers. The Daily Herald

,
for oxample, described the gov-

inment s action as a cynical political game without pre-
cedent in history. 34
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The signing of the Four Power Pact brought forth some
serious misgivings not only in the USSR but in a number
oi other countries which could bo an object of the four-pow-
er deal. That applied, above all, to the countries of East-
ern Europe, including the allies of France. In France, too,
incidentally, the pact came up against strong opposition. For
example, in a memorandum of March 18, 1933, the French
Foreign Ministry expressed its apprehension lest the pact
should torpedo the League of Nations, destroy the whole
system of France’s alliances with a number of small nations
and also cause her to lose her leading role in Europe since
the decisions of the four-power “European directorate”
would most often be directed against the interests of France
because “Great Britain, Italy and Germany are interested
in limiting France’s role in Europe.” 35

the plotting of the Four Power Pact aroused extreme
anxiety of the small nations of Europe. They realised,
A. V. Lunacharsky, member of the Soviet delegation to the
Disarmament Conference, pointed out, that in the event of
the four powers uniting, they “will he shared between cruel
shepherds like a flock of sheep”. 38 Even the French press
noted that to conclude the pact would mean that France
was ignoring the interests of her East European allies. Op-
posing this “holy alliance” of the Great Powers, the French
newspaper Le Journal wrote that before cutting off the left
leg of Poland, the right arm of Czechoslovakia and both
legs of Romania and the limbs of Yugoslavia, it is neces-
sary, at least, as custom would have it, to seek the patients’
consent for it. The Four Power Pact came to be quite right-
fully called a “pact of butchers”.
The serious apprehension of a number of countries over

the Four Power Pact stopped it from ever coming into force.
The French government did not find it possible to bring it

before parliament for ratification.

The rapprochement between Poland and Nazi Germany
was yet auother factor essentially influencing the alignment
of forces in Europe. Germany’s Propaganda Minister
Goebbels, who was in Geneva in April 1933 at the Disar-
mement Conference, proposed the following terms for a set-
tlement of German-Polish relations to Poland’s Foreign
Minister J. Beck: Poland would cede the so-called corridor,
that is, the Polish Maritime strip, to Germany while get-
ting an outlet to the sea at the expense of Lithuania and
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Latvia. Thereupon, the two countries would go to war
against the USSR and, with the Ukraine captured, Poland

would also obtain an outlet to the Black Sea, including

Odessa. 37 The talks on these questions were continued dur-

ing another Goebbels-Beck meeting in September.

Being well informed of the aggressive intentions of Po-

lish reactionaries under Pilsudski, the Nazis decided to use

them in their own interests, making Poland their “ally” for

a while. By whetting the appetites of Polish imperialist ele-

ments, the Nazis were trying to convince them that, together,

they would he in a position to overpower the USSR.
Although Poland herself was in danger of being overpower-

ed by Nazi aggressors who were dreaming of seizing her

territory and exterminating her population, Poland’s gov-

erning quarters would not give up their own plans for grab-

bing foreign lands. The Seventh World Congress of the

Communist International stated that “German imperialism

has found an ally in Europe— fascist Poland, which is also

striving to extend its territory at the expense of Czechoslo-

vakia, the Baltic countries and the Soviet Union.” 38

The Polish ruling quarters wanted to time the realisation

of their plans for caplumig more of Soviet land to coincide

with a Japanese invasion of the USSR. The Chief of the

Eastern Department of Poland’s Foreign Ministry T. Schaet-

zel said in a conversation with the Bulgarian Charge d’Af-

faires in July 1934 that Poland “expects that should a war
break out in the Far East, Russia will be crushed, and then
Poland will include Kiev and some of the Ukraine within
her borders.” 30 The Polish Ambassador to Japan did not

even find it necessary to conceal that he had received a lot

of money from his government to work towards pushing
Japan into a war against the USSR so that this war could
he “used by Poland and Germany for an offensive against
the Ukraine”. 40 The British Foreign Office had some in-

formation to the effect that Poland’s policy was “to divide

Russia into a group of separate states independent of Mos-
cow”. 41 The governments and, more particularly, the mili-

tary quarters of Poland and Japan established the closest

over co-operation against the Soviet Union.
The People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs M. M. Litvi-

nov, speaking with American diplomat W. Bullitt, spelled
out the apprehensions the Soviet Union had on that account,
i’he People’s Commissar pointed out that the Soviet govern-
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t he ruling circles of Finland maintained an extremely
hostile and aggressive stand with regard to the USSR Thev
were planning to capture Soviet Karelia. This was no secret
to foreign diplomats in close contact with the ruling ele-
ments of Finland. Thc Polish Minister in Helsinki F. Char-wat communicated to Warsaw on December 29, 1933, that
r inland s policy was “aggressive against Russia...”. Char-
wat called l inland the “most bellicose state in Europe”. 46

The Latvian Minister in Finland, in his turn, informed Riga
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he Karelian issue has gripped thomndh of hinmsh activists. These elements are impatiently
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waiting for Russia to come into conflict with any of the

Great Powers, first with Poland and now with Germany or

Japan, in order to carry out their programme. This move-
ment . . . may one day serve as the spark that will set the
powder keg alight.” 47 The former President of Finland
P. Svinhufvud said that “any enemy of Russia must always
he a friend of Finland”. 48 So the Finnish ruling quarters
went on by that guideline.

The so-called activist wing of the Finnish bourgeoisie
(Papuans and others) counted on the implementation of

Japan’s and Germany’s aggressive plans against the USSR
creating the conditions for carrying out a programme for a

“Greater Finland”. On January 11, 1934, Litvinov wrote,
with reference to that issue, that “the Lapuans would have
Finland extend all the way up to the Urals. . . and the

craziest of them would see the frontier of Finnish lands
stretching as far as Altai. Lapuans and activists arc pin-

ning great hopes on Japan as well . . . Finland is the most
anti-Soviet of all the Baltic states.”

119 The former Prime
Minister V. Tanner also admitted in a conversation with thc

Soviet Minister B. Y. Stein that, in the event of war in the

Far East, the USSR must consider the possibility of a “re-

petition of the Karelian venture of 1922”. No wonder, there-

fore, that the Japanese aggressors devoted a great deal of at

tention to Finland. So, the Japanese Charge d’Affaires in

Finland pointed out during a meeting with Soviet Minister
B. Y. Stein that the Japanese mission in Finland existed at

the demand of the country’s military circles to meet “the
contingency of a Japanese-Soviet war”. 50

Considering that Finland’s position in respect to the

USSR was growing increasingly hostile, the Soviet govern-
ment found it necessary to draw the attention of the Fin-
nish government to the abnormal situation shaping up.
B. S. St.omonyakov told the Finnish Minister in Moscow
A. Yrjb-Koskinen on January 15, 1934, that fairly wide cir-

cles and influential organisations in Finland were engaged
in aggressive activities against the USSR. These circles, he
said, are out to create “Greater Finland” by annexing some
of Soviet land. Some of them are “proposing to annox East-
ern Karelia and Ingermanland to Finland” while others
are circulating maps of a “Greater Finland” with borders
stretching a.s far as I he Urals. 51 On his arrival in Helsinki
in September, Yrjb-Koskinen could not fail to admit in a
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SOVIET ACTION FOR PEACE
AND FOR THE PREVENTION OF WAR

The Soviet government, invariably followed a policy of
peace. That was prompted by the very nature of the social-

ist state striving to spare the mass of the people the incal-
culable horrors and calamities that imperialist-bred wars
bring with them. The Soviet people were anxious to pre-
serve and strengthen peace also because, with the socialist

country still encircled by hostile capitalist powers, a war
could spell great danger to its very existence.

To keep the peace was likewise an essential and, indeed,
indispensable condition for continued progress in building
a new type of society in the Soviet Union. Only in a peace-
ful environment, could the Soviet people concentrate their
efforts on advancing the economy, science and culture.

Therefore, to ensure this favourable international environ-
ment tor the attainment of communism was the top priority
of Soviet foreign policy.

Setting off Soviet foreign policy against the policies of

imperialist powers and exposing the slanderous inventions
bourgeois propaganda was circulating about it, Litvinov
said: “The Soviet, state, which rejects chauvinism, national-
ism, racial or national prejudice, sees its national priorities
not as conquest, expansion, or extension of its territory, it

sees the honour of the people not in educating them in a
spirit of militarism and thirst for blood, but only in achiev-
ing the ideal it has emerged for and which it sees as the
whole sense of its existence, namely, in the construction of
socialist society. It intends, unless obstructed, to devote all

of its national energies to this work, and this is the inex-
haustible wellspring of its policy of peace”. 56 The People’s
Commissar emphasised that the USSR was in no need even
of victorious wars.
The Soviet government was guiding itself in its relations

with other countries by the Leninist principle of peacefid
coexistence of nations with differing social and economic
systems. We have to build socialism, the People’s Commis-
sar for Foreign Affairs said, in one country, surrounded by
capitalist countries which occupy live sixths of the world’s
area. We cannot ignore this fact and we do not ignore it

and, therefore, we strive to discover and apply the methods
pf peaceful coexistence of both social systems. 57
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h Congross of the Communist International

(1 JzS). It was proved that the assertion that Communists
were encouraging imperialist wars to expedite the revolu-
tion was sheer slander. It was stressed that “the Commun-
ists in the interests of the masses of the workers and of allthe toilers who bear the brunt of the sacrifice entailed by

npor^tont fight against imperialist war”. 59

„
VVlUl tho Naz,s m power, this issue was re-examined in

the now context at the Thirteenth Plenum of the Executiven"ee ,°f the
9
omm™ist International in Decomber

i .• Speak! ng on behalf of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (Bolsheviks), D. Z. Manuilsky emphasised
that it, was a mistake to assume that “it is impossible to
hinder tile coming of imperialist war, that, a real revolution
will only begin as a result of a new imperialist war”. He
pointed out that it was necessary to do everything to pre-
vent- a new war. That was, notably, a clear piece of evidence
to disprove the spurious assertion of imperialist propaganda
that the Soviet Union was dreaming of nothing short of pro-
voking war between imperialist states. 60

The Comintern reverted to the matter at its Seventh Con-
gress iii 1035. The position of Soviet Communists was set
out by V. G. Knorin. “Although war will eventually produce

a revolutionary crisis in capitalist countries,” he stressed,

“it will bring with it incredible hardship, death, hunger and
suffering to the working people, wipe out the productive
forces of all countries and destroy workers’ organisations.
War imperils the life of millions of proletarians and the
vestiges of democracy which in some countries still give the
working people some opportunity to defend their interests
under capitalism. War threatens the independence of small
and weak nations. It is the greatest calamity for all peo-
ples. Therefore, the Communists, who are defending the in-

terests of the peoples, are tho defenders of peace and must
avert war.” 61 This position of Communists found expression
in the resolutions of the Congress: “The Seventh World
Congress of the Communist International most determinedly
repudiates the slanderous contention that Communists de-

sire war, expecting it to bring revolution.” 62

The Soviet Communists, too, wore in agreement with the
guidelines worked out at the Comintern congresses on the
issues of war and peace. The struggle of the USSR for

curbing aggressors and safeguarding peace, a matter of vi-

tal concern to the mass of the people in all countries, was
consistent, wholly and entirely, with the major principle of

Soviet foreign policy— proletarian internationalism.

The resolution of the Seventh World Congress of the
Communist International stated that the peace policy of the
USSR was not only directed towards the defence of the
Land of the Soviets, “it also protects the lives of the work-
ers of all countries, the lives of all the oppressed and ex-
ploited ... it serves the vital interests of humanity.” 63 There-
fore, Soviet foreign policy was easy and clear for the great
mass of the people to understand, and had the support of

the masses and the progressive forces of all nations. And
that gave it more opportunity for action to keep and streng-

then the peace.

The question was, however, how feasible the prospect
of preventing war was. Fatalist concepts of the inevitability
of wars were rather current in the communist movement on
account of the experience of the First World War. But. as
a new alignment of forces shaped up in the world, a now
approach to the problem of averting the war danger was
being worked out and the conclusion made that the battle
for peace was not hopeless. By the mid- 1930s, the USSR
had developed into a mighty power and its foreign policy
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nte(* out in his rePort to the Seventh
Vvoild Congress oi the Communist International that “the
Communists must abandon the fatalist view that it is im-
possible to prevent the outbreak of war, that it is useless
lighting against war preparations.” 64

If was stressed in Manuilsky’s report on the outcome of^,,ngress tilG new situation compelled a somewhat
different view of the working people’s prospect in their
struggle against war. It is beyond dispute that wars are ine-
vitable as long as capitalism exists. But there are now more
opportunities lor effective opposition to imperialist wars
than there had been before the First World War broke out
tins is due, above all, to the existence of the peace-keeping
soviet Imon. Small nations whose independence is threat-
ened by war can join the effort to defend peace. Also the
ug states winch do not want war for various reasons can
take part in this action against war. 65

The Soviet Union’s persistent efforts for peace and its
policy of peaceful coexistence had nothing in common with
supine pacifism. While following a policy of peace, the So-
viet government was determined to give a fitting rebuff
to any aggressive encroachments by imperialist forces.

the Soviet Union was taking whatever steps it could to
discourage the aggressors from any war-like ventures a-
cross its borders. At the same time, considering that it was
not the Soviet Union alone, hut other nations as well that
faced such a danger, the USSR attached tremendous impor-
tance to rallying as many countries as possible for resist-
ance to aggressors. The greatest danger was hanging over
some small or militarily rather weak nations. So the Soviet
Union was prepared to lend them its support and assistance
ai
T to co-operate with them in action to deter aggression.
The Soviet government took into consideration the funda-

mental contradictions between the two major alignments of
capitalist powers. The plans for a repartition of the world
being hatched by tlio aggressive bloc with Nazi Germany
and militarist Japan in the lead, were a threat to the other
alignment of imperialist powers France, Britain and the
U.S. which had won the imperialist war of 1914-1918, divid-
ed the world at their own discretion as a result of that war,
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and strove to retain their world positions. The Soviet govern-
ment was far from regarding as just the terms of the
Versailles-Washington system of peace treaties created by
those powers in consequence of their victory in the war.
But that did not mean, of course, that it considered an-
other world war necessary in order to have them changed.
On the contrary, it was opposed to such a war. And this
signified that, if there was a will, it was quite possible to

find common ground for joint action by the Soviet
Union and this alignment of powers to prevent war.
A number of medium-sized and small nations would have

joined such a peace front. The Soviet government deemed
the co-operation of all those nations in peace-keeping not
only quite possible but necessary as well. This viewpoint
inspired the Soviet proposals for organising a collective se-
curity system in Europe to oppose aggression.

In the circumstances that prevailed at the time the So-
viet government thought it to be the most important task
to prevent war by the collective efforts of all nations an-
xious to keep the peace. The Report of the Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bol-
sheviks) to the Seventeenth Party Congress pointed out that
in an environment of "prewar jitters enveloping a wide range
of countries, the USSR continued to abide . . . firmly and
unshakably by its positions of peace, opposed to the threat
of war, acting to preserve peace, and anxious to meet half-
way those nations which stand, in one way or another, for
the maintenance of peace, exposing and unmasking those
who prepare and provoke wrar.”

The Seventeenth Congress of the Soviet Communist Par-
ly brought oul the factors the USSR counted on in its hard
and involved battle for peace:

a) its growing economic and political strength;
b) moral support from millions of working people of all

countries vitally interested in the maintenance of peace;
c) the common sense of the nations which are not inte-

rested, for some reason or other, in a disruption of peace;
d) the Soviet Armed Forces prepared to defend the nation

against attacks from outside. 66

Soviet foreign policy combined an earnest determination
lo maintain peace with a readiness to offer a determined
resistance to aggression. It guided itself by the immutable
principle that “peace must not be waited for, but fought
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soviet foreign policy.

The subsequent consolidation of the international posi-
tions of the USSR and of its influence on the development
ol international events were directly connected with the
growth of the strength and power of the Soviet Union.
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rebuilt thc national economy devastated during
World War I, the Civil War and foreign intervention,
the Soviet Union had fulfilled its first five-year economic
development plan ahead of schedule, by 1933. That was a
giant leap forward. Once an agrarian country, the Soviet
Union became a modern industrialised nation, it had 1,500
industrial projects launched due to the heroic labour effort
ol the Soviet people. From now on thc Soviet Union could
produce most ol the industrial plant and equipment it need-
ed al lts ovvn enterprises. The second five-year plan (1933-
193/), stiil more sweeping in its scope, began to be carried
out.

All that combined created the necessary conditions for
the country’s defence capability to be strengthened.
As staled in the new Constitution of the USSR, adopted

in 1.)//, the Soviet Armed Forces are called upon to defend
the socialist homeland and socialist gains, the peaceful
work of the Soviet people, thc sovereignty and territorial
integrity of the State and its security. 67 Under the most
complicated conditions of those times when thc Soviet
Union was in a hostile capitalist encirclement, and when
imperialist powers W'ent on planning to destroy the world’s
first socialist state and some of them openly embarked on
the path of aggression, the Soviet Armed Forces -were effec-
tively discharging those functions.

Urgent steps were taken to bolster the Soviet Far Eastern
defences in the face of an imminent danger of armed attack
by Japan. The Soviet Pacific Fleet began to be built in 1932.
The building up of the Soviet Air Force in the Far East
bad a sobering effect on the Japanese aggressors.
The Soviet government did an enormous amount of work

to strengthen the international position of the USSR. Back
in the 1920s, the Soviet Union managed to normalise rela-
tions with almost all the neighbouring states through all
kinds of treaties. Diplomatic relations wore established with
all the Great Powers, except the U.S The changes in
the alignment of forces of the imperialist powers by the
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early 1930s presented further opportunities for more vigo-
rous Soviet diplomatic activity.

With the Soviet Union having become one of the world’s
strongest nations, a number of capitalist countries had to
revise much of their earlier policies towards it. While in
earlier days, back in the 1920s, the imperialist powers often
attempted to settle various international issues without the
USSR and contrary to its interest, now more and more na-
tions, also lacing a threat from aggressors, were coming to
look at the Soviet Union as a nation capable of making a
sizeable contribution towards strengthening peace and in-
ternational security.

J lie resurgence of aggressive German imperialism and
its plans to redraw the map of Europe and of the rest of
the world could not but provoke some grave concern in
France and, along with that, some of the well-known chan-
ges m her foreign policy. The most striking indication of
those changes was the revision of the position France held
in respect of a non-aggression treaty with the USSR. While
in previous years, France had repeatedly declined the rele-
vant proposals of the Soviet government, in 1931 she de-
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f willing to conclude such a treaty with tho
USSR. In 1932 the Soviet government succeeded in cou-
ciudmg non-aggression pacts not only with France, but also
with ioland, Latvia, Estonia and Finland which took
Prance s stand on the matter as their guide.
The Soviet-French treaty of non-aggression provided thc

ground lor the subsequent improvement of relations between
the two countries. The re-emergence of a danger of aggres-
sion irom Germany brought with it some objective ^pre-
mises for co-operation between the USSR and France in ac-
tion to keep the peace in Europe. The Soviet government
clearly saw thc danger from Nazi Germany that was hang-
ing over Europe.

The Nazi Reich, possessing fairly large economic and
manpower resources, could create large armed forces in a
matter of years and begin to carry out its foreign policy
Programme of aggrandizement. The danger of war in case of
*i lusion of the forces of the aggressor powers would have
neen particularly great.
The Soviet government was consistently and tirelessly

pressing for effective measures to deter tho aggressors. It
round it necessary to raise a reliable barrier in the way of
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the aggressors, rallying together the forces of the nations
Ui at wanted to prevent war.

Certain possibilities lor a collective peace-keeping front
t° he formed in Europe did exist. But those possibilities bad
to be translated into a reality.

Indivisibility of Peace

I he Soviet government, considering it necessary to nip
the aggression in the bud, put forward the principle of “in-
divisibility of peace”. It proceeded from the assumption that
if was easier to prevent a fire than to put it out, or the more
so when it would have engulfed many countries, if not en-
tire continents. It was the maintenance of world peace that
served best to ensure the peace of every particular country,
that of the Soviet Union, among them.

liad it proved possible to stamp out the hotbeds of war
in Europe and in the Far East as soon as they had emerged,
and to curb the German and Japanese aggressors, the Soviet
Union would not have had to fear their attack. That would
have been an optimal course of events for the USSR, and
the best guarantee of its security. It would have been entire-
ly different if the aggressors, taking advantage of the lack
of co-operation between the non-aggressor nations, would
have overrun them one by one, thereby building up their
own forces. Such a course of events would have contradicted
the vital interests of the people of all nations, including the
USSR. So the principle of indivisible peace responded to
the interests of all nations under a threat of attack.
While on this subject, one cannot fail to mention that

historical publications in Western countries have given
much currency to the argument that the Soviet Union
dreamed of a war between the two imperialist alignments. 68

The earlier account of the Soviet Union’s attitude to war as
well as the Soviet policy based on the principle of indivi-
sible peace show such contentions to be utterly baseless.

Soviet diplomacy produced a series of specific proposals
for strengthening peace and security.

Definition of Aggression

To lay down well-defined and clear-cut standards of re-
ference to identify aggression was a matter of great import-
ance. Therefore, on February 6, 1933, the Soviet government
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brought before the Geneva Disarmament Conference a draft
declaration to identify the attacking side. To work out ge-
nerally acceptable principles to define aggression was of
great importance, above all, to the nations facing an imme-
diate threat of attack. 'The aggressor countries were seek-
ing all kinds of excuses to justify their attack on other
states. To have accepted the Soviet-proposed definition of ag-
gression would have made it impossible for an attack on
other nations to be justified by any excuse and easier to
identify the guilty party promptly and properly in the event
of an armed conflict, and, thereby, to apply the necessary
joint measures against the aggression. The Soviet draft was
examined by the Security Committee of the Disarmament
Conference and approved by it with some amendments. 69

However, when the Soviet draft declaration was referred
to the General Commission of the Conference, it became
obvious that its passage was being dragged out. Some im-
perialist powers did not conceal that they found (his defini-
tion of aggression “inconvenient” and “embarrassing”. Re-
porting to Moscow on March 11, 1933, on the consideration
of the Soviet proposal, the Soviet representative at the Con-
ference V. S. Dovgalevsky wrote that it had been supported
by the delegates of France, of the Little Entente, Scandi-
navian and some other states. But other imperialist powers— Germany, Italy, Japan, the U.S. and Britain took up a
dilferent stance. 70 Britain’s position, which was presented
by Anthony Eden, was particularly negative.
Under the circumstances, the Soviet government decided

to press for the acceptance of its proposal in a different
way. On April 19, Litvinov, on instructions from the Soviet
government, handed to the Polish Minister in Moscow Ju-
liusz Lukasiewicz, the proposal to call a conference so as to
sign the protocol on the definition of aggression between
the USSR and the nations of the Eastern Europe which had
concluded non-aggression pacts with the Soviet Union. The
People’s Commissar said that such a protocol would strength-
en mutual confidence between the nations of Eastern Eu-
rope. It would be a reassuring factor in the “troubled inter-

national situation” and would likewise stimulate the accept-
ance of the definition of aggression by other states. 71 The
Polish government, however, took a negative line on this

question, thus frustrating the proposed conference.
Taking advantage of the arrival of representatives of all
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neighbouring states in London in June 1933 (for the eco-
nomic conference which was meeting there) Litvinov calledon them to sign a convention about the definition of aggres-
sion right there, in London. The People’s Commissariat for
foreign Affairs cabled to the People’s Commissar to say
that we are most oi all interested in a pact with adjacent
countries, including Poland and Finland”. 72 However Po-
land continued to stick to her earlier negative position at
these negotiations. Poland’s representatives were trying in
every way to play dowm the importance of such an agree-ment and among other things, to limit the range of its sig-
natories the Polish envoy in Britain E. Baczynski declared,
on behalf of lus government that Poland agreed to sign only
such a convention about the definition of aggression aswould include only the neighbours of the USSR, without
any other nations having the right to accede to it. That
meant ruling out the possibility of Lithuania, Czechoslova-
kia and other countries ever joining the convention although
they had already declared themselves willing to sign it. As
a result, the talks to sign the convention were dragged out.

Hie lolish government also objected to the convention
remaining open to China and Japan, although they were the
neighbours ol the USSR. Even the Romanian representative
at the talks N. litulescu stated that “Poland is telling by
her behaviour to the whole world that she does not wantany peace between the USSR and Japan” 73

The government of Finland was also dragging its feet indelinmg its attitude to the Soviet proposal, producing all
kinds ol reservations, including the one about its right to
withdraw Jrom the convention at any moment. Germany and
Lntain were also opposing the signing of the convention.

t i Vmoo? government’s efforts had their effect. On
July o, 1933, the convention on the definition of aggression
was signed by the USSR, Estonia, Latvia, Poland, Romania,
turkey, Iran and Afghanistan. A similar convention, com-
prising the USSR, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Turkey and
}
ogoslavia, and open to any other nation, was signed on

J uly 4, and a convention between the USSR and Lithuania
was signed on July 5; Finland subscribed to the convention
on July 22.

ihe conclusion of that convention was a tangible contri-
bution towards opposing aggression and working out inter-
national legal principles designed to help prevent aggres-
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sion. The definition of aggression contained in the con-
vention lias since been widely used in international law. At
the same time, that convention, signed by a number of coun-
tries of Eastern Europe, was a kind of counter-
weight of the Four Power Pact which the ruling quar-
ters of the Western powers had at one time tried to set up.

Litvinov told the WT

orld Economic Conference in Jmndon
that the USSR, consistently abiding by the principle of peace-
ful coexistence, was willing to develop its relations with
all nations, guided by this principle. 74 The British Spectator
stated with full reason on July 14, 1933, that the creation
of a system of treaties about the definition of aggression
was a great success for Soviet diplomacy and a logical up-
shot of the Soviet Union’s policy of peaceful coexistence.
The Soviet government brought before the World Eco-

nomic Conference a thoroughly drafted proposal to sign a pro-
tocol on economic non-aggression. Under the Soviet draft,

all the parties to the protocol were to abide in their policies
by the principle of peaceful coexistence of nations irrespec-
tive of their social and political systems. They were to re-

nounce discrimination of every shape or form in their eco-
nomic relations with each other. 75 However, representatives
of a number of powers, opposed to the Soviet proposal re-

garding the definition of aggression, did not want to accept
the proposal about economic non-aggression either.

Belated Recognition

The normalisation of Soviet-American relations wras one
of the major problems of Soviet foreign policy. Describing
U.S. policy, Litvinov said at a session of the Central Execu-
tive Committee of the USSR that America had for many
years “carried on the war declared by the capitalist world
after the October Revolution against the new Soviet system
of state aiming to create a socialist society. That was a war
against the peaceful coexistence of the two systems”. 76 The
growing intensity of American-Japanese contradictions in
Asia and in the Pacific and the increased danger of an
armed conflict between Japan and the U.S. compelled the
American ruling circles, however, to change their attitude
to the USSR. Some convincing arguments in favour of dip-
lomatic relations with the USSR were produced by the
American Nation magazine: “The Russian issue is very real
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today, and must be faced immediately . . . recognition al-
ready means more to the United States than to the Soviet
Union.. „ Mr. Hoover’s attitude on Russia has jeopardized

I ie position ol the United States iu the Pacific area, where
the late of nations may be decided during the next decade
U his policy is not quickly reversed, the loss may be irre-
trievable Now America needs Russia’s aid in the Pa-
cific. 77

The absence of any contact with the USSR in internation-
al affairs could not but weaken the U.S. position in front
of Japan, this issue gave rise to a good deal of controversy
in the U.S. ruling circles. It was summed up most clearly
by the Washington Post on December 30, 1933: the basic
argument in favour of recognition is that a strong Russia
would be an effective counterweight to Japan in East Asia
and would, therefore, lessen the danger of war between Ja-
pan and the U.S. The strongest argument against recogni-
tion is that it would strengthen Russia and in that way
help her preach Communism of which she is the birthplace.

Large sections of American opinion, including influential
industrial and commercial quarters interested in expanding
economic links with the Soviet Union were pressing hard
lor diplomatic relations to be opened with the USSR.
At the same time, there wore still quite influential forces

at work in the U.S. against the recognition of the USSR.
When Secretary of State Henry Stimson was advised in
1932 to meet the Soviet delegate at the Disarmament Con-
ference, he, raising his hands, exclaimed: “Never, never! It
will be centuries before America recognises the Soviet
Union”. As Henry Morgenthau, who was then in the U.S.
government, pointed out in his reminiscences: “The State
Department in 1933, frankly, was unsympathetic, if not hos-
tile to the whole idea of opening relations with the Soviet
Union” 78

Franklin D. Roosevelt, who became U.S. President early
in 1933, found it right and proper to take the initiative in
normalising relations with the Soviet Union. The basic fac-
tor that made it imperative for the United States and, es-
pecially at that particular moment, to change its mind about
opening relations with the USSR, was the threat to U.S. in-
tcrosts from Japanese aggressors in the Far East. *

* The first Soviet Ambassador in Washington A. A. Troyanovsky
subsequently pointed out in a letter to Moscow that the main factor
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The consistently peace-socking character of Soviet foreign

policy and the Soviet Union’s increasingly active involve-

ment in the resolution of pressing international problems,

including its readiness to make a sizable contribution to-

wards combating aggressors, and the rapid growth of the So-

viet Union’s strength and international prestige played an
important part in compelling the ruling circles of the United
States to decide that they had to co-operate with the USSR.
Information about the importance the U.S. was at-

taching to relations with the USSR appeared in

the American press over and over again. The New York
Times stated in January 1933 that relations between the

U.S. and Japan were extremely strained. The policy of non-
recognition of the USSR drastically weakened the U.S. po-

sition in the Far East. The League of Nations and the U.S.

would not be in a position to establish a proper relationship

with Japan if they maintained a hostile attitude towards the

Soviet Union which was the third side to the Pacific trian-

gle.

On May 16, 1933, two months after it came into office,

the new American government established its first direct

contact with the USSR. On that day, Franklin Roosevelt

sent his messages to the 53 heads of state participating in

the World Economic Conference in London, and the Disar-

mament Conference in Geneva, including the Chairman of

the All-Russia Central Executive Committee M. I. Kalinin.
Urging specific moves to strengthen peace, the U.S. Presi-

dent called for all nations to conclude a non-aggression pact

between them. Kalinin’s message in reply to Roosevelt,

which was sent three days later, contained a brief account
of the Soviet Union’s consistent action for peace and disar-

mament. “The Soviet Government”, the message said, “has
concluded non-aggression pacts with most of the nations it

has official relations with and it cannot but welcome your
that had prompted Roosevelt to recognise the USSR was the ag-
gravation of relations between the U.S. and Japan (USSR FPA,
s. 05, r. 14, f. 79, pp. 81-82) . The American Ambassador to the USSR
W. Bullitt, who was Roosevelt’s closest adviser on relations with
the USSR in 1933, also said that the U.S. had recognised the USSR
out of political considerations arising from the situation in the Far
East (USSR FPA, s. 05, r. 14, f. 80, pp. 69-75). The following events
showed how essential that factor was for the U.S.: only eight years
later (in December 1941) the U.S. was openly attacked by Japan,
Ulus being plunged into a bitter armed struggle for domination of
the Pacific, which was part and parcel of World War II.
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lisation of Soviet-American relations might have on the si-tuation in the Far East. For example, the New York Ame-rican newspaper wrote on September 27 that if Japan everintended to establish her domination of the Pacific, violateAmerican rights or threaten American territory on theislands or m the continent, America would have an ally or
at least a friend in the person of Russia. The San Francisco
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Isolated voices of American opponents of establishing

relations with the USSR were drowned in a loud chorus ofthose who favoured a change of the United States’ earlier
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manifestly bankrupt policy towards the Soviet Union.
As a result of Litvinov’s talks with Roosevelt, there was

an exchange of notes in Washington on November 16, 1933,

formalising the establishment of diplomatic relations be-

tween the USSR and the U.S. The notes recorded the hope
that relations between the two nations would forever remain
normal and friendly and that the two nations “henceforth

may co-operate for their mutual benefit and for the preser-

vation of the peace of the world”. 81

For the United Stales to establish diplomatic relations

with the USSR meant admitting the failure of its policy

of ignoring the world’s first socialist state. So farsighted a

politician as Roosevelt could not have failed to take steps

towards ending the abnormal situation that existed at the

time, and revise U.S. policy regarding the Soviet Union.

“It is necessary to do justice to President Roosevelt’s far-

sighted approach”, Litvinov said, “because soon after tak-

ing office or, perhaps, even before that, he saw the futility

of any further action against us for the sake of capitalism,

and the benefit of relations with us for the sake of Ameri-
can national interests and those of international peace.” 82

The Report of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks) to the Seventeenth

Party Congress described the establishment of diplomatic

relations with the U.S. as an essential achievement of the

Soviet policy of peace. “There can be no doubt”, J. V. Sta-

lin said in the Report, “that this act is one of most serious

importance in the entire system of international relations.

The point is that it does not only serve to increase the chan-

ces of peace-keeping, improve relations between the two
countries, strengthen trading links between them and create

a base for mutual co-operation. It is a landmark between
the old times when the U.S. was seen in different countries

as a base of support for all kinds of anti-Soviet trends, and

the now times when this base has been removed by its own
good will from the way to the mutual advantage of both

nations.” 83

Pacific Pact Drafted

With the establishment of Soviet-American diplomatic

relations, the USSR sought to invite the U.S. to play its

part in stabilising the situation in the Far Fast. The So-

viet government considered it necessary to conclude a Paci-
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he pact to this end. It look into account the fact that theconsolidation of peace in the Far East would create optimalconditions lor the maintenance of peace in Europe and
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the letter pointed out, that “we can offer quite effective re-
sislance if the worst comes to the worst, that is, if Japanese
militarists really tried to attack the Soviet Union. Because
of the measures we have taken in the last two years or sowe do not find ourselves by any means defenceless in case
ol the enemy s attempt to put us on our mettle.” 85

In the Par East Japan, as stated earlier on, threatened
not only the Soviet Lnion, but the U.S. interest as well. Roo-
sevelt did not conceal in his conversations with Litvinov
in Washington, during the talks about the establishment of
diplomatic relations, that America was seriously concerned
over the aggressiveness of the Japanese militarists. Tn that
connection, the Soviet representative suggested that it would
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by ll,e GSSR, the U.S., China and Japan, but Roosevelt
hunted himself to instructing Bullitt to deal with the mat-
ter and report to him.
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The People’s Commissar suggested during the conversa-
tions with the U.S. President that the USSR and the U.S.
could likewise conclude an agreement on joint action to
meet a threat to peace. However, President Roosevelt de-
clared that he preferred to make unilateral declarations when-
ever necessary. So, the U.S. gave no support, either to that
far-reaching Soviet proposal which, if accepted by the U.S.,
could have changed the worsening international situation
for the better.

So these tacts indicate that, the Soviet government was
ready and willing to establish active co-operation with the
U.S. in opposing Japanese aggression, but the U.S. govern-
ment did not intend to take really effective steps against
the aggressors at the time, and hoped that Japan would
begin by going to war against the USSR, and that would
make the U.S. position easier. The American journalist
Knickerhoker who had close contact with Bullitt and other
influential American officials, told a Soviet, diplomat in
Berlin in November 1933 that the U.S. did not contemplate
effective co-operation with the USSR in opposing Japanese
aggression. That was due, in part, to a fear of an eventual
full victory of the USSR over Japan and a revolutionary
outburst in Japan and China. 86

In the very first conversation with the U.S. Ambassador
in Moscow, Bullitt on December 11, 1933, the People’s Com-
missar for Foreign Affairs, speaking on behalf of the So-
viet government, reiterated the Soviet proposals for conclud-
ing a Pacific Pact and for possible co-operation between the
USSR and the U.S. to meet a threat of war. However, Bul-
litt passed it over. Two days later the same issues were
discussed between Deputy People’s Commissar for Foreign
Affairs L. M. Karakhan and Bullitt. Recording the U.S. Am-
bassador’s remarks in his transcript, Karakhan pointed out
that one could guess from Bullitt’s words that a study of the
question of a Pacific Pact in Washington had led ‘to “ne-
gative conclusions”. A few days later Bullitt told the Peo-
ple’s Commissar that he foresaw “great difficulties” about the
matter. The Soviet government still considered it necessary
to press for the conclusion of the Pacific Pact. Troyanovsky,
appointed as Soviet Ambassador to the IJ.S. in December
t933, was instructed to “uphold the desirability of the pro-
posal for a non aggression pact to be concluded between
the USSR, the U.S., Japan and China.” 87
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On February 23, 1934, Troyanovsky was received by Pre-
sident Roosevelt. The Soviet Ambassador said that it was
desirable for the USSR and the TJ.S. to co-operate in oppos-
ing Japanese aggression. He pointed out. that “it will not
be an easy thing to deter Japan and get her to reduce her

ff2cm
teS ’ ^aPan Wl ^ not Hsten Other to America or to the

USSR separately, but she will listen to them both even at
II

the eleventh hour, that is why we must be in contact” 88

Roosevelt, however, dodged the subject. The issue of the
Pacific Pact was once more raised by Litvinov with Bullitt
1 n

.

March 1934 after the TJ.S. Ambassador returned from a
trip to the TJ.S. However, Bullitt “has not given a reason-
able answer”. 89

By the spring of 1934 it had become obvious that Japan
did not yet consider herself sufficiently prepared for Avar
against the Soviet Union. That Avas indicated, for example,
by the fact that the Japanese government had chosen China
as the main target of her further aggression. On April 17,
1934, it published a statement clearly indicative of her
intention to establish her control over all of China to the
extent of crowding out Britain, France and the U.S. Tn that
connection, the Soviet Embassy in London pointed out in
a letter of May 11, 1934, to the People’s Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs that, as British political circles believed,
the general strengthening of the USSR, its achievement in
international affairs, and the defence measures it was tak-
ing in the Far Fast, above all, its powerful Air Force capa-
ble of wiping out Japan’s major centres in a matter of
hours, all those facts persuaded the Japanese ruling estab-
lishment that to attack the Soviet Union under those ob-
jective circumstances would he a rather risky enterprise. 90

Although the immediate danger of Japan attacking the
USSR was no longer there, the Soviet Union Avcnt on pres-
sing for the Pacific Pact to be concluded. On May 13, 1934,
Litvinov told W. Bullitt that so long as the TJ.S. and Bri-
(ain stuck to their policies in the Far East, Japan could do
whatever she pleased. “The only effective method of restrict-
ing the Japanese is to arrange at once joint action by all
powers having interest in the Pacific.” 91

However, the U.S. goA-ernment did not support the Soviet
proposals for strengthening peace in the Far East, while
keeping up its policy of abetting Japanese aggression.
The British goAmrnment considered concluding a bilateral
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treaty of non -aggression with Japan so as, by ensuring its

self-seeking interests in the Far East, to push Japan into
armed action against the USSR. It was Chamberlain acting
for Premier Baldwin while he was on leave, who took the
initiative on September 1, 1934. Even some of the Foreign
Office staff had serious doubts about the expediency of such
a move. The Chief of the Far Eastern Department, Ordc,
pointed out in his memorandum on the subject that such
a pact “will surely bring nearer the day when she will at-
tack Russia’ . However, Japan’s aggressive ambitions were
directed not only against Russia and so it was “after a suc-
cessful settling of accounts with Russia and a pause for re-
covery that Japan may become a real danger to our own
possessions in the Far East.” 92 The British ambassador to
Japan was instructed to find out the price Japan wms ready
to pay in return for Britain’s consent to conclude a pact
that was ol so much benefit to Japan. Chamberlain and
Simon took up the cudgels for a pact Avith Japan. 93 How-
ever, because of the impending talks with Japan on matters
arising from her reluctance to prolong the existing agree-
ments about, the balance of the naA^al forces of the imperial-
ist powers, the negotiations Avith her on that subject were
adjourned.

For Peace in the Baltic

It Avas a matter of particular concern to Soviet diplomacy
to resolve the problems of Northeast Europe, to ensure
peace and security in that region because the capture of the
Baltic states by the Nazi Reich or the establishment of Ger-
man domination over them by any other means was bound
to spell the^most immediate danger to the Soviet Union.

Until 1917, the Baltic states had formed part of Russia.
Following the victory of the Great October Socialist Revolu-
tion, Soviet government was established also in the Baltic
states but it was brought down through foreign armed inter-
vention (German, above all). The Soviet government agreed
in 1920 to conclude peace treaties with Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania and to recognise them on the understanding that
they would alloAV no foreign military presence on their ter-
ritory. 9l The USSR had unfailingly attached tremendous
importance ever since to having this provision of the peace
treaties complied with.
The Soviet Union put forward a series of most important
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specific proposals which, once carried out, could have en-
sured the maintenance of peace in Eastern Europe, includ-
ing the Baltic states. The general idea behind all of them
was to unite and rally the forces of East European nations
under threat of aggression from Hitler Germany. “The or-
ganisers of anti-Soviet intervention”, Izvestia pointed out on
October lo, 1933, “have always regarded the Baltic states
as springboards for attacking the Soviet Union. The pre-
sent trumpeters of German nazism are looking at them in
exactly the same way. . . That is why the Soviet Union can-
not, of course, remain indifferent in the face of intensified
rsazi activities in the Baltic states.”

in a conversation with the Latvian Minister in Moscow,
on December 11, the People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs
stressed that the USSR was very closely watching the course
° events in the Baltic states and that in all international
negotiations Soviet diplomats kept those states in mind, and
(bat the Soviet U n ion would “always do its host to act in
common with them”. The Minister expressed his gratitude
for the Soviet stand. 95

ihe uSSR attached no less importance to preserving the
independence and inviolability of Poland and preventing
German aggression against her. Had the aggressive plans
ol Hitler Germany in relation to the Baltic states and Po-
land been thwarted and had those states become parties to
a collective security system to oppose German aggression,
no Nazi forces would ever have gained an access to the
Soviet borders.

Realising the sharply intensified danger across Poland’s
Western frontiers upon the advent of Nazis to power in
Germany, the Polish government also began to show inte-
rest in a certain improvement of relations with the USSR
in 1933. True, by the end of 1933, the Nazis were reported
to be seeking an amicable agreement with Poland’s reac-
tionaries headed by Pilsudski, so as to make it harder for
all the nations of Europe, threatened by aggression from
the Nazi Reich, to unite and rally together.
On December 14, 1933, the USSR informed Poland of its

proposal to publish a joint Soviet-Polish declaration stating
tboir adamant determination to safeguard and defend peace
in Eastern Europe. In the event of a threat to tlie Baltic
states, the USSR and Poland, under that draft declaration,
undertook lo consider the situation. 96
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Since the USSR and Poland were two largest nations of
Eastern Europe, the publication of such a declaration would
have had tremendous positive importance for peace in this
region. The idea behind the Soviet proposal was to give
the Baltic states under a threat of German aggression a
sense of confidence in their own strength and stiffen their
resistance to German expansionism; to reduce the force of
Germany’s pressure on the Baltic slates; lay a material base
for negotiations between representatives of Poland and the
USSR about co-operation in promoting peace. Although Ger-
many was not mentioned in the Soviet proposal, it did imply
action against the threat to the Raltic states from the Nazi
Reich. Should Poland have accepted the Soviet proposal,
that would have been a -warning to Germany and would
have deterred her acts of aggression against the Baltic
stales. 97

True, the Polish government announced that it was not
opposed, in principle, to considering the Soviet proposal, 98

hut. it was not its intention to put it into practice. The Po-
lish reactionary ruling quarters did not want any co-opera-
tion with the USSR. While planning to create a “Greater
Poland”, they had chosen to co-operate with the Nazi
Reich and other aggressors in the hope that they could
carry out their plans of aggrandizement, above all, at the
expense of the Soviet Union.
The Nazis decided to exploit the mood of Polish govern-

ing circles to further their own interests. Above all, they
strove to prevent the projected rallying of the nations of Eu-
rope in opposition to the expansionist ambitions of German
imperialism. The Nazis told the Poles that they were pre-
pared to pledge non-aggression and broached the subject of
co-operation between Germany and Poland in seizing some
of Soviet land and sharing the Baltic states between them.
The Polish rulers were delighted by the offer. Pilsudski,
talking to Hitler’s emissary Rauschning on December 11,
1933, suggested an alliance between Germany and Poland,
pointing to the inevitable prospect of war between them and
the USSR. 99

A German-Polish declaration of fricndsliip and non-ag-
gression was published on January 26, 1934.
By that declaration the Nazis, with Pilsudski’s men aid-

ing them, raised serious obstacles in the way of establish-
ing a front to defeud peace in Europe and drove a wedge



between the nations objectively interested in resisting Nazi
aggression. Poland had virtually broken with the bloc of na-
tions created by France in the 1920s and was actually be-
coming an element of the aggressive bloc of fascist powers,
the declaration gave rise to the closest ever co-operation
between Poland and Germany,

All the assurances of the Nazis to the effect that they had
no aggressive plans whatsoever against Poland were perfidi-
ous in their character, of course. Poland still remained
among the lirst few countries the Nazis planned to include
in the German “living space”. It was for that reason, as evi-
denced by the documents of the German Ministry for Fo-
reign Affairs then published, that the Nazis decided to limit
themselves to signing a joint German-Polish declaration ra-
ther than a non-aggression pact as was usually done in
such cases. The Nazis acted on the assumption that the de-
claration would subsequently be easier to break than a
treaty. At the same time, the declaration avoided the ques-
tion of Germany recognising the existing German-Polish
frontier and contained nothing beyond an obligation to re-
solve all issues m disputo without resort to force. Soon
alter the declaration was signed, Hitler told his closest as-
soemtes that “all the agreements with Poland are transito-
ry 9

Referring to the lessons of German-Polish relations the
foreign Minister of Romania, Gafencu subsequently re-
marked with good reason that Hitler’s assurances, when he
gave them, “bound the assured, not himself”. 101

What claimed attention, besides, was the absence of a
provision, common to agreements of this kind, that in the
event of an attack by one of the parties to the declaration
against a third state, the other party had the right to con-
sider it null and void. That meant, for instance, that in
the event of a German attack on Austria, Poland was to
keep out.

Following the publication of the Polish-German declara-
tion of non-aggression, the Polish government no longer

neccssary Lo con(luct any negotiations with the
UtnSR about co-operation in opposing German aggression.
On February 3, 1 934, it informed the Soviet government
that it considered the issue of a Soviet-Polish declaration
to have lapsed. 102

Representatives of the Polish government asserted in
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their ioreign policy statements that they adhered to an
“even-handed approach in relations with Poland’s two great
neighbours—Germany and the USSR. In actual fact, how-
ever such statements were no more than diplomatic cover
for the actual course of Polish foreign policy, that is the
course towards closer dealings with Hitler Germany on an
anti-Soviet ground.

A Standing Peace Conference Proposed

The Disarmament Conference resumed in May 1934
However, after Germany had declared back on October 14,
1933 that she would no longer atlond the conference and
set about feverishly rearming herself, the efforts to draw
up a convention on arms limitation turned out to have been
finally wrecked. “The conference on disarmament”, Lloyd
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Speaking at a meeting of the General Commission of the
Disarmament Conference on May 29, Litvinov suggested
that the conference might look for some other guarantees
of peace (in addition to disarmament). The People’s Com-
missar pointed out in that connection the possibility of
sanctions being applied against peace breakers as well as
ol Luropean and regional pacts on mutual aid in action
against aggression. He went on to set out a proposal by the
Soviet government lo transform the Disarmament Confe-
rence into a standing Peace Conference which would be
averting the outbreak of war, seeing to the security of all
nations and universal peace, working out, amplifying and
improving the methods of promoting security and respond-
ing in good time to the warnings about a war danger and
to the appeals for aid to the nations in danger and “lend-
ing well-timed possible assistance to them, whether moral
economic, financial or of any other kind”. 10,‘

Objecting lo the Soviet proposal, the British Foreign Se-
cretary John Simon declared that Britain did not want the
disarmament conference transformed into a security con-
ic rence. The Soviet proposal was, however, seconded by
France and a number of other states. On June 8, it was de-
cided to refer it to the governments of all nations.

In that connection the People’s Commissariat for Foreign
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Affairs sent a letter to the Soviet Ambassador in the United
States giving a detailed motivation of the Soviet proposal
as well as the draft statute of a standing Peace Conference.
The Ambassador was instructed to explain to the Americans
llie aims the Soviet government pursued by its proposal.
The letter stressed, in particular, that since with the disar-
mament conference adjourned, there was no more ground
for co-operation between the members of the League of
Nations and the U.S. in matters of peace keeping, the stand-
ing Peace Conference would again “create the possibility
ior such permanent co-operation. . . It goes without saying,
tlie letter said, that in the faco of an absolutely negative
U.S. attitude to the whole idea, the Soviet Union would
hardly do as much as table its draft in the League of Na-
tions, “because America's co-operation is one of the main
objects pursued by us”. 105

^

On receiving this letter, the Soviet Charge d’Affaires
13. V Skvirsky talked the matter over with U.S. Secretary
of State Cordell Hull who declared that “ho cannot bind
himself by a definite position for or against the draft” ex-
plaining this by saying that the U.S. was careful about the
possibility of being involved in an international political or-
ganisation. 106 Hull’s answer, in fact, meant that the U.S. re-
jected the Soviet proposal. It was impossible under the cir-
cumstances to bring it to fruition.

Churchill wrote, regarding the role the U.S. could have
played in safeguarding peace, that “if the influence of the
United States had been exerted it might have galvanised
the French and British politicians into action. The League
of Nations, battered though it had been, was still an august
instrument which would have invested any challenge to the
new Hitler war menace with the sanction of international
law. Lnder the strain the Americans merely shrugged their
shoulders.” 1117 The United States, joining Britain and
France in abetting aggression, had made impossible a ral-
lying of the lorces which could have barred the way to ag-
gression.
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EASTERN PACT NEGOTIATED.
TREATY OF MUTUAL ASSISTANCE BETWEEN
THE USSR AND FRANCE

Soviet Initiative

Towards a Regional Pact

The talks which began laic in 19313, on the Soviet govern-
ment's initiative, for concluding a regional pact to safe-
guard the security of the nations of Eastern and Central
Europe, occupy a special place in the history of the Soviet
efforts for peace and against aggression. “The Soviet Union
is interested in strengthening peace everywhere”, Izvestia
wrote on January 29, 1934, “for, with international rela-
tions strained as they are, an armed clash between the
Great. Powers, wherever it may break out, would tend to
escalate into a world war. More particularly the USSR is

interested in the maintenance of peace in Eastern Europe.”
The Soviet government did a lot towards strengthening

peace on the Soviet borders. It had concluded non-aggres-
sion treaties with many nations. That meant that all of
them recognised peaceful coexistence as basic to their rela-
tions with the USSR. The signing of agreements about
the definition of aggression and a number of other measures
went far towards promoting the cause of peace.
However, at a time when certain powers were already

heading for aggression, measures of that kind were not
enough to keep the peace. Tim aggressors were in no mood
to reckon with any treaties or any standards of internation-
al relations. They were intent on using force to carry out
their plans and were preparing for war. It was senseless to
try and admonish them by any peace offers or appeals for
peaceful coexistence.

I here had to be a different kind of action, the action
that could ensure peace and security in spite of the aggres-
sors’ plans. Aggressors based their policies on the use of
force, ] "8 and they did not reckon with the interests of other
nations unless these had a requisite force behind them. Nazi
Germany, using her economic potential, was quickly build-
ing up the strength of her war machine as well, developing
into the mightiest staLe of capitalist Europe. With her preda-
tory foreign policy, she became a formidable threat to many
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nations of Europe. What made matters still worse was the
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Resides, the French system of alliances with Poland andsome other states of Central and Eastern Europe was grad-uaUy losing its earlier import because as the alignment
of forces m Europe changed, so did their foreign policy
oi lentation. lhe french government’s attempts to come
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to terms with Nazi Germany, notably at the expense
of the small nations of Central and Eastern Europe, also
greatly undermined relations of those countries with France
and their confidence in her.

At tlie^ same time, the rapid economic growth of

the USSR and the enhancement of its defence ca-
pability led to it being considered in France as a
possible partner in opposing the danger of Nazi aggression.
In the context of a deep economic crisis, the interests of the
French business community in increased trading links with
the USSR was likewise a matter of no mean importance.

However, there were quite a few personalities in France’s
ruling circles who were in favour of co-operation with
Nazi Germany. Foreign Minister J. Paui-Boncour admitted
in a conversation with the Soviet Ambassador V. S. Dovga-
levsky on November 22, 1933, that “there are influential po-
litical, commercial and industrial circles in France seeking
an accommodation with Germany”. lie remarked that hut
for his opposition, “Daladier would already be conducting
direct negotiations with Germany.” 111

The Frcncli government, having overcome the waverings
due to the fierce resistance of reactionary elements which
wanted no trucks with the Soviet Union, finally arrived at
the conclusion that there had to bo co-operation with the
USSR in action against Nazi aggression. With Germany
having left the League of Nations and walked out of the
Disarmament Conference, Paul-Boncour, talking to the So-
viet Ambassador Dovgalevsky, pointed out, referring to ap-
propriate statements by certain Soviet diplomats, that the
question of supplementing the 1932 Soviet-French non-ag-
gression pact with a pact of mutual assistance might come
up, indeed, in due course. In a conversation with Litvinov
iu Paris on October 31, J. Paul-Boncour “mentioned sever-
al times mutual assistance as complementing the non-ag-
gression pact”. It was he, too, who raised the question of
the USSR joining the League of Nations. 112

^

On November 29, 1933, the People’s Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs informed the French government that the
USSR was willing to consider concluding a treaty of mu-
tual assistance with France and joining the League of
Nations. The instruction to the Soviet Ambassador in France
v“'as: “You may open your conversations with Boncour on
these grounds. Communicate the results.” On the following
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day Dovgaievsky informed Paul-Boneour al)out it. Litvinovsaid in those days: “Wo have set firm course towards acloser relationship with France." «» Shortly afterwards Dov-galevsky was summoned to Moscow to be given circumstan-
tial instructions regarding subsequent negotiations with theFrench government.

JMute welcoming the French proposals in principle, theSo\iet government still considered it more reasonable for
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1933
’ 1,10 Soviet government drafted

the lollowing proposals to he communicated to the French
government: 1

L! iS WilUng t0 j°ln the Usague of Nationson certain conditions.

2) The USSR does not object to a regional agreement
being concluded within the framework of the League ofNations about mutual defence against aggression from Ger-many.

o) I he USSR is willing to see this agreement joined byRelgnim, France Czechoslovakia, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia and Finland or by some of these countries, with
France and, Poland in without fail.

4) Negotiations to specify the commitments under a fu-
ure convention on mutual defence can begin upon the sub-
mission oi a draft agreement by . . . France.

•>) Regardless of the obligations under the agreement
on mutual defence, the parlies to the agreement must un-
dertake to render each other diplomatic, moral and, as fai-
ns possible, material aid also in the event of an armed at-
tack not envisaged by the agreement itself. .

.” 114

I lie document just quoted contained a brief and concise
account of the overriding positions of principle which in-
Jormed of the struggle the Soviet state had launched
against the growing danger of another world war For this
reason it is necessary to take a closer look at some of them

vr?’ in f3

,

lstinction from the French proposal for a bilat-
eral Soviet-French pact, the Soviet Union was pressing
lor a wider agreement. The Soviet government considered
some action to prevent war and to check the aggressors to
lie the major task in hand. The Soviet-French treaty about
mutual aid in resisting aggression could play a tremendous
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part in this respect. But to conclude a multilateral agree-

ment on collective security would have been a matter of

far greater importance for ensuring a safe peace in Europe.
Should Germany have nevertheless launched the war, she
would have had to wage it against all the parties to the
pact at once, that is, under extremely unfavourable circum-
stances.

Second, it is worth looking through the list of nations
which were projected as parties to the regional agreement
which has gone down in history as the draft Eastern
Pact. 115 One condition of particular importance in the So-
viet proposal was that France and Poland were to have been
indispensable parties to this pact.

A word of comment on French participation. The USSR
could have assumed contractual obligations regarding aid

to the nations listed in its proposal only if France had as-

sumed the same obligations. Otherwise, should France have
stayed out in the event of the USSR entering the war
against Germany because of her attack upon the Baltic

countries, the Soviet Union would virtually have found it-

self alone in a state of war against the Nazi Reich, while
the overriding concern of Soviet foreign policy at the time
was to avoid such a war.
The reactionary circles of the Western powers, above all,

those of Britain, strained every nerve in those years to pro-

voke war between the USSR and Germany as well as the

USSR and Japan. But the Soviet Union was cautious
enough not to fall for that kind of provocation. Naturally,

(he Soviet Union could have come to the aid of a victim
of aggression even without having a treaty of mutual as-

sistance with it. It did actually lend such assistance on
more than one occasion, as will yet be shown. This assis-

tance has been always provided with due regard for the

particular situation and by such means and methods as to

keep the USSR from being involved in a war against ag-

gressors in what would have been extremely dangerous and
unfavourable circumstances for the USSR, without allies.

It would, have been a different matter if France had joined

the USSR in helping the victim of aggression, as envis-

aged in the Soviet proposal. In such a case, there would
have been enough ground for expecting that, faced by the

prospect of a war against the USSR and France at once,

Nazi Germany would not have ventured into acts of aggres-
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’ a word of comment about the League of Nations
I he institution of the League of Nations was part and par-

cel of the Versailles system of peace treaties created by the

Entente Powers and the U.S. as a result of their victory in

World War I. It was one of the instruments in the hands

of those nations by which to ensure the immutable territo-

rial and political outcome of the victory they had won, and

the dominant position of the Anglo-Franco-American impe-

rialist alignment in the world. Along with that, ever since

it was founded, the League of Nations had been one of the

centres for organising foreign intervention against tlie So-

viet state and other anti-Soviet acts. However, by 1933 the

role of the League of Nations within the system of interna-

tional relations had radically changed. The positions of

France and Britain in the world grew weaker, and the League

of Nations stopped being an instrument of their domi-

nation of other nations. Yet it could still play a certain po-

sitive role as one of the means to ensure collective security

and to make its contribution towards the struggle against

aggression and for the consolidation of peace and interna-

tional security. For example, Article 10 of the Covenant of the

League of Nations stipulated that in the event of aggres-

sion by one of its members against any other, all the re-

maining members were under obligation to apply economic

and military sanctions against the aggressor. 116

On joining the League of Nations, the Soviet Union was

anxious for it to become effective in strengthening peace

and security. In the event of an attack against the USSR
by any state whatsoever, all other members of the League

of Nations were obliged to come to its aid. True, there was

no particular reason to hope that the other members of the

League would actually render assistance to the USSR. Si-

multaneously, the USSR came under obligation to render

assistance to other members of the League of Nations

should they have fallen victim to an act of aggression. The

Soviet state was willing, on its part, to join the League of

Nations’ collective action in providing assistance to a victim

of aggression.

That was what made the Soviet Union’s accession to the

League of Nations worthwhile and possible. The inability

of that organisation to take any effective steps against the

Japanese aggressors who bad invaded Northeast China

(Manchuria) in 1931, damaged its prestige. But the entry

of the USSR into the League of Nations, prepared to make

a tangible contribution towards action against aggression,
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give more attention to action against the Far Eastern ag-
gressor.

Speaking at a meeting of the Central Executive Commit-
tee of the USSR on December 29, 1933, Litvinov emphas-
ised that “the maintenance of peace cannot depend on our
el forts alone and demands co-operation and assistance from
other nations’’. Seeking, therefore, to establish and maintain
friendly relations with all nations, the USSR was giving
particular attention to strengthening the relations and se-
curing a maximum rapprochement with those of them
which, like the Soviet Union, were interested in the preser-
vation of peace and willing to oppose peace breakers. “The
Soviet Union, on its part, is ready to accomplish this task
because work in this direction is dictated by the interests
of the working people of the whole world and by the se-
curity of all peoples, including, of course, the peoples of the
Soviet Union. The peoples, like ours, who have provided
the fullest possible evidence of their commitment to peace
and their respect for the security of oilier nations, have also
the fullest possible right to their own security.” 118

By its proposal for concluding a regional agreement on
mutual defence against Nazi aggression, the Soviet govern-
ment started a new stage of active struggle for peace and
security in. Europe. Soviet action against aggression, deter-
mined and guided by its positions of principle, won wide-
spread recognition and support by the mass of the people in
all European countries.

The proposals of the Soviet government were handed by
Hie Soviet Ambassador in Paris Dovgalevsky to the French
Minister for Foreign Affairs J. Paul-Boncour on December
28, 1933. Having looked them through, the French Minister
could not help admitting that they had outstanding impor-
tance for the maintenance of peace. “We are undertaking a
job of great importance with you, today we have begun
making history with you,” 119

lie told the Soviet Ambassa-
dor.

It was not, however, without some hesitation that the
French government accepted the proposal submitted by the
Soviet government. In spite of the danger hanging over

J

1 ranee, that country’s reactionary elements still bestially
haled the Soviet stale and would not hear of any co-opera-
tion with it. They hoped to come to terms with the Nazis.

It was not until April 20, 1934, that Louis Barthou (who
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succeded J. Paul-Boncour as Minister for Foreign Affairs
in February) informed the Soviet government that he had
been authorised to continue the negotiations. Barthou worked
hard, as he usually did, to make the negotiations a suc-
cess. lie understood perfectly well what danger was facing
Trance from Nazi Germany and saw the Soviet Union as
the major ally in action to ward it off. At the same time he
believed that, should France decline the Soviet proposal, the
l SSR could find itself forced to take steps to resume such
relations with Germany as bad existed between the two
countries under the terms of the 1922 Treaty of RapalTo.
And then Germany would roap the benefit France had re-
jected.

Late in April 1934 the Secretary General of the French
Ministry for Foreign Affairs, A. Lcger informed the Soviet
Embassy in Paris about the outline (sketch) for the pact
proposed by the Soviet Union to be formalised as a treaty.
The idea behind that outline was to conclude a multilater-
al regional pact of mutual assistance (Eastern Pact) with
the USSR, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland and the Bal-
tic states in it and France out. The parties to the pact wore
to have pledged non-aggression and mutual assistance in
the event of aggression. However, only the neighbouring
states were to have afforded mutual assistance under the
French scheme.
Another idea was for the USSR and France to conclude

a bilateral treaty of mutual assistance associated with the
Eastern Pact as well as with the 1925 Pact of Locarno.
L rider that treaty, France would have afforded assistance
to the Soviet Union, had it been attacked by any of the
parties to the Eastern Pact; the Soviet Union would have
come to France’s aid, had she been attacked by one of the
Locarno nations. 120 (Besides France, the parties to the
Pact of Locarno were Germany, Britain, Italy and Belgium.)

file outline worked out by the French Foreign Ministry
narrowed down the obligations France was to have assumed
in accordance with the Soviet proposal; she was commit-
ting herself to giving assistance to the USSR only rather
than to all the parties to the Eastern Pact. True, France
was bound by allied obligations also with Poland and Cze-
choslovakia under the treaties she had earlier* concluded.
But in the event of a German attack on Baltic states, France
could have stayed out. The Soviet Charge d’Affaires in
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France M. 1. Rosenberg immediately drew A. Lcgcr’s atten-
tion to that flaw in the scheme he had proposed. The
Secretary General of the French Foreign Ministry replied
that the French government could not assume any obliga-
tion regarding aid to the Baltic countries.

lhe draft treaty worked out by the French Foreign Mi-
nistry differed from the Soviet proposal also in that it pro-
vided for Germany to join the Pact as well. Naturally, such
a modification could complicate the negotiations about the
Pact right away, but, considering the importance which the
French government attached (partly under the influence of
Britain and Poland) to Germany being offered to join the
Pact, the Soviet government did not object to its proposal
being so amended.

In his conversations with Louis Barthou on June 4, 1934,
Litvinov reverted to the issue of aid to the Baltic countries.
The French Minister found the Soviet arguments convin-
cing, but gave no final answer to them. The draft Eastern Pact
was examined on June 5, 1934, at a French Cabinet meet-
ing which approved it in principle. 121 But on the question
of guarantees for the Baltic countries, it took up a negative
stand. Barthou communicated this decision to the Soviet
Foreign Minister on the following day.
The Soviet government continued, however, to insist on

French guarantees being extended to the Baltic states and
objected to the division of the parties to the Pact into neigh-
bours and non-neighbours since no aid for the latter was
envisaged. In the end, the French government recanted such
a division but it still refused to commit itself to aiding the
Baltic states. "With the major issues regarding the conclu-
sion of the Eastern Pact settled between the French and
Soviet representatives, it was decided to start negotiations
with the governments of other nations which were to ioin
the Pact.

The outline-text of the Pact consisted of a treaty of re-
gional mutual assistance, a treaty between the USSR and
Franco as well as a General Act, It was envisaged that Po-
land, the USSR, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Esto-
nia, Latvia and Lithuania would be parties to the treaty of
regional mutual assistance. The treaty, apart from commit-
ting the parlies concerned to aid each other in the event of
aggression, provided for their consultations with a view to
preventing war or restoring peace. Under the Soviet-French
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Treaty, the USSR was to become a guarantor of the 1925
I act of Locarno, on a par with Britain and Italy. France
committed herself to assisting the USSR in the event ofan attack against it by any of the parties to the Eastern
I act. Under the General Act, the Eastern Pact was to havecome into effect once the USSR joined the League of Na-

While informing the Soviet ambassadors in the countries
concerned about the outline-text of the Pact, the Soviet For-
eign J eople s Commissar, emphasised that it was not a draft
but a mere outline handed to him by the French in Geneva,
in his letter he noted, m particular, that it was worthwhile
including a definition of aggression in the regional pact,the 1 eople s Commissar took the view that Czechoslovakia,
to!and and the Baltic countries, having signed the conven-
tion a bout the definition of aggression, “can hardly object
to (Ins amendment, Nor is Franco likely to oppose it but
Germany must be expected to resist it.” 122

First of all France informed Czechoslovakia and Poland
about the draft Eastern Pact, On June 6, 1934, the Soviet
ambassadors brought the negotiations to the knowledge of
the governments of the Baltic countries. On the following
day, the proposal for concluding the Eastern Pact was pas*
se.l on to the German government by the French Ambassa-
dor.

Active Soviet efforts for peace and security in Europe
iiad Jed to a general improvement of Soviet-Czechoslovak
as well as Soviot-Romanian relations by that time. In ear-
lier years, the governments of Czechoslovakia and Romania
with such influential leaders as Benes and Titulescu, invar-
iably held extremely anti-Soviet positions. With the inde-
pendence of both countries threatened by the Nazi Reich
they had to revise their policies regarding the USSR which
was (he principal fighter against Hitler aggression. By an
exchange of notes on June 9, 1934, the USSR established
diplomatic relations with Czechoslovakia and Romania
On being proposed to conclude the Eastern Pact, the

Czechoslovak government immediately announced that it
accepted this proposal and was ready to join the Pact, even
in the event of Germany opposing it.
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Opponents of the Eastern Pact

Poland’s position was entirely different. In a conversa-
tion with Louis Barthou in Geneva on June 4, 1934, Joseph
Beck said he was sceptical of the chances of success for
this Pact. 123 Litvinov cabled from Geneva on the same day
to say that_Beck was “against the pacts we have proposed”.
On June 27, lie stated that “Poland is the main hindrance
to the realisation of a regional pact”. 124

The Soviet diplomacy did whatever it could to explain to

the Polish government the immense importance which the
Eastern Pact could have for her independence. Izvestia said
on July 16, 1934, that the Eastern Pact offered Poland some
real guarantees of the security of her borders which could
not ho regarded as sufficiently ensured by the Polish-Ger-
man declaration of friendship and non-aggression. The pa-
per expressed the hope that the Polish government “on re-

flection, will find this pact useful both for the Polish Re-
public and for universal peace”.
The position of Finland regarding the Eastern Pact was

also negative. As the German Minister in Finland W. Blii-

clier pointed out, Finland was looking at the Eastern Pact
very negatively and was, on the contrary, seeking a closer
relationship with (lie countries hostile towards the Soviet
Union. 125

Right from the outset Nazi Germany set out to wreck
the talks on the Eastern Pact, The German Foreign Minis-
ter von Neurath declared (if tentatively) on June 13 to Lit-
vinov who was passing through Berlin that “the outline of

the Pact is unacceptable to Germany”. 126 German diplomacy
was frantically active against the Pact, for it could have
been an obstacle in the way of the Reich’s aggressive de-
signs. The German Foreign Ministry was summoning, one
after the other, the representatives of the countries which
were projected as parties to the pact. German diplomats
were just as active in this subversive business in the capi-
tals of the countries concerned.
Barthou decided to inform Britain, too, about the plans

for concluding the Pact. He passed the outline to the Bri-
tish on June 27. The position of Britain, which was an in-
fluential nation in Europe, was of great importance in the
talks on the Pact. Iiad Britain supported the idea of con-
cluding the Eastern Pact, that could have foreclosed the
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exactly delight the British government,” The AmericanBaltimore Sun noted on February 13, 1935, that there weresome people m Britain who hated the USSR more than they
loved peace Rone of those people could admire the East-
ern Pact which promised peace to communist Russia at
least for 10 years Rone of them would regret to see Ger-many 1 oland and Japan attack the USSR together. They
would bo gladly selling war equipment to them for that
purpose.

The London government did not like that the conclusion
o the Eastern Pact would have strengthened the position
of France, Britain s ally. It preferred to see France depen-
dent on Britain which offered the British government a re-
liable instrument of influencing all French foreign policy
and, by the same token, virtually assured Britain her ma-
jor role in resolving many European problems.

Barlhou made a special visit to London early in JulyDo t to compel a reversal of Britain’s unfavourable attitude
towards the Eastern Pact, British diplomacy ultimately de-
cided to meet the French ally half-way nominally, but in
actual reality there was nothing but a semblance of Brit-

02

ish “support”. The sum and substance of British policy
was this: it was to make public a statement of British sup-
port for the idea of the Eastern Pact with a view to pre-
venting the possible conclusion of a bilateral French-Soviet
treaty of mutual assistance (British diplomacy was partic-
ularly averse to such a treaty), hut to do everything pos-
sible to make the successful completion of negotiations on
the Eastern Pact impossible by all kinds of backstage tac-
tics. First of all, British diplomacy called for Germany to he
involved in an agreement between the USSR and France
on mutual assistance, although there was no doubt (rather
just because of that) that Germany would not accept that
proposal.

Speaking in Parliament on July 13, the British Foreign
Secretary John Simon declared that Britain supported the
Eastern Pact, 131 At the same time, in private conversations
British government officials made it clear to (lie German
government that they had no sympathy at all, in actual
fact, for the Eastern Pact, On July 19, Simon told the Ger-
man Ambassador Hoesch that “the British Government had
decided to support the Pact proposals in view of the threat-
ened alternative of a formal Franco-Russian alliance, which
Britain wished to avoid in all circumstances. .

.” 132

The U.S. government was also opposed to the conclusion
of the Eastern Pact, As American historian Foster Rhea
Dulles pointed out in this connection, the United States of
America “hoped that if war broke out in Europe, it might
somehow be channeled into a crusade against Communism
and accomplish the purposes which Allied intervention had
failed to achieve in 1918.” 133

Without giving an official answer for the time being to
the proposal to join the Eastern Pact, Germany still did not
make any secret of her negative attitude to it, seeking to
frustrate the Pact plans.

The government of Poland, claiming that the pact could
not be concluded without Germany, also stuck to its nega-
tive position.

The conclusion of the Eastern Pact was to meet the na-
tional interests of the Baltic countries. But it turned out
that neither France, nor Britain wished to come to their
aid in the event of German aggression. For instance, the
Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Ro-
bert Vansittarl told tlie Secretary-General of the Ministry
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for Foreign Affairs of Latvia V. Munters that he did not
see the slightest prospect ahead for the British and French
governments to assume any obligations regarding a guaran
tee oi the status quo in the Baltic region. 134

In those circumstances Latvia and Estonia look up what
amounted to a wait-and-see position. Lithuania alone, under
an immediate threat from Nazi Germany, was the only one
ol the Baltic countries to have unconditionally supported
(lie Eastern Pact.

1 he new phase in the negotiations about the Eastern Pact
h«?gan rn the autumn of 1934. Hitler and Nourath, talking
with the Polish Ambassador Lipski in Berlin on August 27,
l.k>r, proposed secret Polish-German co-operation with the
aim of preventing the conclusion of the Eastern Pact, Al
the same time the Nazis made clear the ground on which
I ar- reaching Polish-German co-operation was possible. Hit
ler declared that if Poland’s outlet to the sea had been cut
east ol Eastern Prussia in Versailles in 1919, Poland and
Germany would long since have been allies and Poland
could be turning her eyes East, 135 A few days later Lipski
communicated Poland’s consent to “undeclared” co-opera
(ion with the Nazi Rcicli with, a view to scuttling the Pact,
On September 8, 1934, Germany sent an official memo

random to the other projected parties to the Eastern Pact
announcing that she did not intend to participate in a mul
tuateral treaty providing for mutual assistance. The German
goNemment indicated that it preferred bilateral agreements.
> till, considering it politically disadvantageous to turn down
unconditionally the idea of concluding a multilateral treaty
at all, it expressed its consent to the signing of a treaty
that would contain nothing beyond obligations about non
aggression and consultations. 136

The Poiish government followed in the footsteps of the
Nazi Reich. On September 27, 1934, it officially declared
that it could not adhere to the Eastern Pact unless Germa
ny was in it. Poland said also that she would not be a party
to a pact together with Czechoslovakia and Lithuania. 137

I hat was a clear indication of the Polish rulers’ ill designs
in respect of those two states.

The USSR Joins

the League of Nations

Ever since it was founded, the League of Nations had
been one of the centres for planning and plotting anti-So-

viet acts of imperialist powers. Therefore, the Soviet Union
had, quite naturally, maintained a negative stand with re-

gard to the League until the early 1930s. However, by 1933

the international situation had materially changed. The An-
glo-French imperialist alignment was coming under moun-
ting pressure from Japan and Germany. London and Paris

had to revise much of their policy towards the Soviet Union.

That told on the League of Nations as well. Moreover, many
members of the League found it desirable for the USSR to

participate in that ogranisatiou so as to make it more effec-

tive in resisting aggression.

The question of the USSR joining the League of Na-
tions was first brought up by the French government when
it began to show interest late in October, 1933, in co-opera-

tion with the USSR in the struggle against aggression from
Germany.
The Soviet government found it possible to join the

League of Nations, the more so since the aggressive powers—
Japan and Germany—had left it. While handing the Eastern

Pact proposal to J. Paul-Boncour on December 28, 1933, the

Soviet Ambassador Dovgalcvsky informed him about the

Soviet consent in principle to join the League of Nations.

Setting out the Soviet Union’s position with regard to

the League of Nations, Stalin said in a conversation with

American journalist Walter Duranty: “In spite of the with-

drawal of Germany and Japan from the League of Nations
or, perhaps, just because of that, the League can become a

certain brake to hold up military operations or impede them.

If that is so, if the League can turn out to be something
like a little hurdle to make things somewhat more difficult

for war and somewhat easier for peace, then we are not

against the League. Should that be the course of historical

events, it cannot be ruled out that we may support the

League of Nations in spite of its glaring shortcomings.” 138

The French government reverted to the question of the

USSR joining the League of Nations in June 1934. The
Soviet Union gave a positive reply. The French Foreign

Minister was handed a statement by the Soviet government
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to the effect that the USSR had earlier linked its accession
to the League with the conclusion of the Eastern Pact butwas now prepared to join the Lcaguo subject to an appro-
pnate mutation and a guarantee oi a permanent seat in the
Louncii he USSR, it was pointed out, expected that this
SLfiP
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faclIliate tlie conclusion of pacts to strengthen
pGtlCG •

Most of the members of the League of Nations reacted
positively to the Soviet Union’s accession to that interna-
tional organisation. The British government also declared
not without some hesitation though, that it was ready to
support (lie idea of the Soviet Union joining the League of
Rations. However, the governments which hold an extre-
mely hostile position with regard to the USSR, reacted to
tnat step oi the Soviet Union unfavourably.

Poland’s position could not but call for vigilance The
i olish ruling establishment always was after an internatio-
na, isolation of the USSR so as to create a favourable set-
tl

c

ng
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r ltS "^“Soviet designs. With the USSR in the League
of Rations (just as with the Eastern Pact concluded),
the position of the Soviet Union would have changed appre-
oably. the plans for an international isolation of the USSR
W'ould also have been frustrated. There was a very painful
reaction in Warsaw, besides, to the idea that on joining
he League of Rations, the USSR was likewise to become
a permanent member of the Council. The Polish leaders
had for years pressed hard for Poland to he recognised as
a Croat Power and a dominant force in Eastern Europe. To
this end, they strove to secure, notably, a permanent seat in
the Council of the League of Nations. The Soviet Union’s
accession to that organisation and the granting of a perma-
nent seat to it in the Council, that is, the recognition of its
immense role in international affairs, combined to strike at
the great-power ambitions of the Polish government. On
July 4, the Soviet People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs
reported from Geneva that the Polish Minister for Foreign
Affairs J. Beck was active behind the scenes conducting
virulent propaganda against our joining the League”. 140

The position of Finland with regard to the Soviet Union’s
accession to the League of Nations also proved to be un-
friendly. The question of the USSR joining the League of
Rations was taken as an excuse for yet another anti-Soviet
campaign in the Finnish bourgeois press.

A negative stance was taken up also by certain countries
whose ruling quarters, just because of their class hatred
for the Soviet state, did not find it possible to establish even
diplomatic relations with the USSR (Portugal, Switzerland).
On September 14, 1934, the Soviet People’s Commissar

on his arrival in Geneva, concerted with the French repre-
sentatives the outline invitation for the USSR to join the
League of Nations and the Soviet government’s reply to this
invitation.

On the following day, representatives of the 30 member-
countries of the League of Nations sent a message to the
Soviet government pointing out that they, “considering that
the task of maintenance and organisation of peace, which is

the basic purpose of the League of Nations, demands the co-
operation of all nations, hereby invite the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics to join the League of Nations and to
bring in its valuable co-operation.” 141

The question of the USSR joining the League of Nations
was examined at an Assembly session on September 18.

There had to be a two-thirds majority for the admission and
a unanimous vote for the election to Council membership.
39 members of the League voted for the admission of the
USSR to the League, 3 against (the Netherlands, Portugal
and Switzerland), and 7 abstained. There was not a single
vote against the inclusion of the USSR in the Council, but
10 nations abstained. 142 So the USSR was admitted to the
League of Nations and became a permanent member of its

Council.

Speaking in the Assembly in connection with the Soviet
Union’s accession to the League, the Soviet Foreign Com-
missar declared that unfortunately the League of Nations
had no means at its disposal for the complete abolition of
war. However, given the firm will and close co-operation of
all its members, much can be done to prevent war. “The
Soviet government has never stopped working to achieve
this end ever since it came into existence”, he declared.
“Henceforward it wants to join its efforts with those of other
nations represented in the League.” The Soviet representa-
tive said that mere declarations wrcre not enough to keep
the peace, it took some more effective means to do so.

143

The Soviet Union’s entry into the League of Nations sub-
stantially reinforced that international organisation and its

potentialities for the maintenance of peace. The Soviet de-
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fence capability and economic resources materially increas-
ed the League’s potential powers and possibilities essential
to the struggle against aggression. The Soviet government’s
determination to do everything possible to check aggression
and strengthen peace could increase the efficiency of the
League of Nations and enhance its role in resolving the
problems of war and peace,
The Deputy Secretary-General of the League of Nations

Francis Paul Walters of P>ritain, admitted that Soviet par-
ticipation in that international organisation was “an event
of first-class importance in the political evolution of the
post-war world”. 144 Even bourgeois politicians and histo-
lians had to admit that the Soviet Union became the most
active partisan of the policy of collective security in the
League. 145 Once in the League of Nations, the Soviet Union
became a full-fledged party to what was the major interna-
tional organisation in those years, where it could play an
active part, on a par with Britain, France and other coun
tries, in resolving international problems, including the prob-
lems of peace and security. All that opened up further
opportunities for the Soviet government lo intensify the
battle for peace and against aggression.

Soviet-French Protocol

In view of the negative position of the Nazi Reich and
Poland, the Soviet government decided to press for the con-
clusion of the Eastern Pact without them, that is, with the
countries willing to participate in it.

The French Foreign Minister Louis Barthou kept up his
active stand in favour of the conclusion of the pact. It was
not for nothing that he was one of the European statesmen
the Nazi secret services decided to “remove”. The assassi-
nation of Barthou was entrusted to the Assistant German
Military Attache in Paris Speidel. A detailed plan for the
assassination, codenamed “Teuton Sword”, was worked out.
The killing of Barthou in Marseilles on October 9, 1934,
was a serious blow at the plans for concluding the Eastern
Pact.

Laval, who became the French Foreign Minister, made
some fundamental changes in the country’s foreign policy
since he considered an understanding with Germany to he
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his main concern. Even at the Barthou funeral, Laval told

the Czechoslovak Foreign Minister Eduard Bene§ that there

was no point in being in a hurry to develop a closer rela-

tionship with the USSR since it was more important to

reach agreement with Germany. 146 The French Minister de-

clared that “of all the French political leaders he, Laval, had
done most for a rapprochement with the Germans,”
and that he was “ready to reach agreement with Ger-
many”. 147

All that meant an end to the process of consolidation of

Soviet-French relations which had been going on until then.

Taking into account the prevailing mood in France,

Laval kept saying that he would carry on Barthou’s
policy, while working underhand towards “freezing” rela-

tions between the USSR and France. Tt was not for nothing

that the French Foreign Minister should have been christe-

ned the “balancing Laval”.

The most important task before Soviet diplomacy at the
time was to forestall a Gorman-French deal which meant,
above all, that the Nazis would he getting a free hand in

the East in return for Germany’s pledge not to attack France.

The Soviet People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs

proceeded from the assumption that, should the Eastern
Pact be concluded, it would be, apart from everything else,

a certain guarantee against an anti-Soviet collusion between
France and Germany. Since there was no reason to expect the

Pact to be signed soon, it was decided to offer to the French
government lo sign an accord about a “reciprocal commit-
ment of the USSR and France to conclude no political agree-

ments with Germany without prior mutual notification as

well as about informing each other about all political ne-

gotiations with Germany”. 148

The Soviet government succeeded in having a Soviet-

French protocol signed on December 5, 1934, whereby both

governments pledged themselves not to enter into any nego-

tiations about any agreements that could damage the pre-

parations for, and the conclusion of, the Eastern Pact. A
few days later Czechoslovakia acceded to the Soviet-French

protocol.



Treaty of Mutual Assistance Between
the USSR and France
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tion was of no lesser significance for the USSR because itwas also anxious to avoid being bound by a treaty obliga-
tion regarding assistance to Czechoslovakia without any
guarantee that France would come to her aid
However, the French government did not want to commit

itself to concert its position regarding assistance to Czecho-
slovakia with the Soviet Union. It sought to retain full free-
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The Soviet government still considered it most reasonable
to conclude the Eastern Pact in one form or another. On
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tbe Soviet People’s Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs informed its Ambassador in France that the Soviet
position is to have a pact of mutual assistance in the East
with Germany and Poland as parties to it and, should Ger-many refuse to participate, with, at least Poland and, in
case of Polands disagreement, with France, Czechoslovakia
and the Baltic countries as parties to it. . . As to Laval’snew proposal about a bilateral pact of mutual assistance, it
is not clear to us -what we can gain from it so that was yet
to be cleared up.
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The Soviet Union still could not fail to attach major im-
portance to the Eastern Pact safeguarding the Baltic states
as well from German aggression. On this subject, the Peo-
ple’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs indicated that “the
occupation of those countries by Germany would be the
start of her attack on the USSR”. Therefore, France must
lend assistance to the Soviet Union as soon as the German
Armed Forces crossed their Eastern border. Should the Bal-
tic countries be left without the guarantees of France and
other parties to the Eastern Pact, and should the Soviet
Union want to come “to the aid of those countries”, the
People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs stated, “wro would
bo deprived of French assistance as well in the course of
further hostilities and with Germany developing her of-

fensive against our borders, because we would have been
the first to go to war against Germany to defend the Baltic
countries. We would, evidently, have to confront France
and Britain in a major dispute on this account”. 151

On April 6, the Soviet Ambassador in Paris, V. P. Potem
kin, made an appropriate statement to the French Minister
for Foreign Affairs. However, the French government did
not support the Soviet proposal for concluding the Eastern
Pact without Germany and Poland. Besides, Laval told the
Soviet Ambassador that France had never agreed to gua-
rantee aid to the Baltic states. Therefore, the only option
was to conclude bilateral agreements. On April 9, the
French government officially announced that France was
willing to conclude a treaty of mutual assistance witli the
USSR. 152

In view of the worsening international situation and im-
possibility of a larger agreement, the Soviet government de-
cided to sign a bilateral Soviet-French Treaty of Mutual As-
sistance. On April 10, the Soviet Ambassador in France
Potemkin received appropriate instructions from Moscow.
These called, in particular, for including a provision about
the USSR and France affording immediate assistance to
°ne another in case of aggression, without waiting for any
decision by the Council of the League of Nations. 153

In mid-April 1935 Litvinov and Laval held negotiations
in Geneva to draft the treaty. But these negotiations showed
that Laval could not be relied upon. Ilis ambition to come
to terms with the Nazis was only too obvious. Litvinov
pointed out that Laval would be glad to see the Soviet-
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French pact “wrecked without him being personally re-
proached for it”. “But Laval himself would not want to stop
the negotiations and renounce the pact unless the outlines of
a collusion with Germany emerged. The best thing for Laval
to do was to drag out the negotiations in the hope that Ger-
many would make some attractive offer to France with as-
sistance from Britain.”

Litvinov found from his discussions with Laval that “one
should not pin any serious hopes on the pact in the sense
of real military aid in the event of war. Our security will
still remain the exclusive concern of the Red Army. The
pact has predominantly political significance for us, reduc-
ing the chances of war both from Germany and from Po-
land arid Japan.” 154

The Treaty of Mutual Assistance between the USSR and
France was signed on May 2, 1935. The preamble pointed
out that the treaty had the aim of strengthening peace in
Europe and I hat the two nations would work for an appro-
priate European agreement. They undertook to consult one
another in the event of a danger of aggression against the
LSSPv or France, and to lend one another immediate assist-
ance in the event of an attack by any European state. The
Protocol to the treaty made it clear that the contracting
parties were under obligation to afford assistance to one
another subsequent to an appropriate recommendation from
the Council of the League of Nations; if the Council still
did not produce any recommendation, the obligation regard-
ing assistance would nevertheless he fulfilled. The treaty
was concluded lor a term of five years. Both governments
declared in the protocol that they considered it desirable to
conclude a regional agreement containing the terms of mu-
tual assistance to replace the Soviet-French treaty. 155

fhe government of Czechoslovakia declared its desire to
conclude a similar treaty with the USSR. The Treaty of
Mutual Assistance between the USSR and Czechoslovakia
was signed on May 16, 1935. It had a reservation, included
upon the initiative of the Czechoslovak government, to the
effect that the obligations of the USSR and Czechoslovakia
to provide assistance to one another would remain valid
only in case of assistance from France as well to the USSR
and Czechoslovakia in the event of aggression. 156

The conclusion of the treaties of mutual assistance with
France and Czechoslovakia was a result of the Soviet
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Union’s vigorous and consistent struggle for peace and

against aggression. The Soviet-French and the Soviel-Cze-

choslovak treaties of mutual assistance could have become
a major factor for peace and security in Europe. What was
required, however, for that to be so, was for all the parties

to the treaties to fulfil the commitments they had assumed

(

in good faith. These treaties could also have been the nu-

cleus for other European nations threatened by Nazi aggres-

sion to rally round the USSR, France and Czechoslovakia.

But the French government, under Laval, never thought of

earnest co-operation with the USSR. Laval’s major preoccu-

pation was to reach an accommodation with Germany. Be-

ing unable to avoid signing the treaty with the Soviet

Union, since that was demanded by the largest sections of

the French people, Laval saw it as, above all, a means of

making Germany enter into an amicable agreement with
France. Laval said he was signing the pact with the USSR
to have more trump cards in playing for agreement with
Berlin. 157 At the same time Laval feared lest the USSR,
knowing about the intention of British and French reactionary

elements to arrive at an understanding with the Nazi Reich,

should find it necessary to work for normalising relations

with Germany. The desire lo prevent the revival of “Rapal-

lo” was one of the major reasons why Laval did not venture

to break off uegolialions with the USSR and agreed to sign

the treaty. 158

Laval affirmed on various occasions that he did not pro-

pose to turn the Pact with the USSR into an effective ag-

reement, that is, supplement it with a military convention.

For instance, ho assured German diplomats that he had no

thought of developing the pact with the USSR “into a closer

alliance”. 159 During his meeting with Goring in the latter

half of May of 1935, Laval assured him that he was doing

everything to lessen the significance of the treaty with the

USSR. 160

Although the position of Czechoslovakia was particularly

precarious, her ruling circles attached but limited importance

to the treaty. In a letter of information to the Czechoslovak

ministers abroad, F. Renes, explaining bis government’s po-

sition regarding the treaty with the Soviet Union, wrote

that should Russia be once more kept out of European af-

fairs as she had been at the 1922 Genoa Conference, that

could again automatically entail a German-Russian rappro-
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The French government transmitted a memorandum to
proposing that the Eastern

act should he concluded on the foregoing terms * fi/j

However, Laval once more showed himself as cunning ashe was shortly afterwards. On June 25, 1935, the FrenchAmbassador in Berlin Frangois-Poncet, meeting the Secre-
tary of State at the German Ministry for Foreign Affairsvon Bulow

, told him that in the event of an Eastern Pact
S

f

lgne
G
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’ wit, '0Ut the wovislon for mutual assis-
tance, the Soviet-French treaty “would become invalid” 165

Luring his conversation with the German Ambassador' inParis von Roster on July 27, Laval said lie attached major
importance to a Franco-German understanding and was pre-
pared to make certain concessions to bring it about. He em-
phasised the identity of views of the two countries on the
struggle against Bolshevism. Pointing out that the Franco-
Soviet treaty had been concluded for a short term of five
years, Laval stressed that this alone showed that France
was not desirous of binding herself up with the USSR for
too long. He declared that should Germany agree to co-oper-
ate and undertake, by concluding a multilateral pact, to re-
train from attacking any of its signatories, France “would
band her paper back to Russia”,* 00

that is, would abrogate
her treaty with the USSIf,

8

That is to say that right after the signing of the Soviet-

French treaty, the French foreign service entered into ne-
gotiations with the Nazis which meant, to all intents and
purposes, that in the event of agreement with Germany,
France was prepared to betray her ally and renounce the
treaty she had just concluded with the USSR.
However, the German government decided to reject the

Eastern Pact in its new form as well. Tt self-righteously

declared that because of the conclusion of the Franco-Soviet
treaty of mutual assistance, its earlier statements on the
matter were null and void.

Tt was, beyond dispute, Hitler Germany that played the
leading role in thwarting the plans for concluding the East-
ern Pact. Not only did she refuse to be a party to it, but.

exerted pressure on other possible parties to the pact as
well. And yet, should the governments of all other nations,
projected as parties to the pact, have really shown themsel-
ves far-sighted enough and concerned about the security of
their respective countries, they ought to have signed the
Pact even without Germany in it. Much of the blame for

the breakdown of the negotiations about the Eastern Pact
lay, therefore, with the ruling circles of bourgeois-landlord
Poland.

A large measure of responsibility for wrecking the con-
clusion of the Eastern Pact rested, besides, with the gov-
ernment of Britain whose policy hampered the effort to
strengthen the security of Europe. Even the Polish diplo-

matic service referred to the “double-dealing of England”
which, while paying lip-service to the idea of the Eastern
Pact was, in reality, wholly appreciative of Poland’s nega-
tive stand. 167

Although the Soviet-French treaty had been signed, La-
val, who became the French head of government in June
1935 (along with retaining his post of Minister for Foreign
Affairs), was deliberately sabotaging it.

Under the French Constitution, the treaty could have been
endorsed and put into effect by the President of France
without delay, but Laval had it referred to parliament no-
torious for its unwieldly multitier procedure. As long as La-
val remained head of government, the Treaty of Mutual As-
sistance between the USSR and France never came into

effect-

The matter was taken off the ground only after a new go-
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immediately after the signing of the Soviet-French Treaty

of Mutual Assistance the Soviet government, seizing the
opportunity offered by Laval’s arrival in Moscow, raised the

^
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^'0n m| itm\V co-operation. Laval cabled from Moscow
- a> 10, 1 93.), that the Soviet government, in view of

possible aggression, proposed “considering now the technical
arrangements to give the pact its full effect”. 169 The Soviet
miUtary attache in France informed the French General
Staff late m May that the Soviet General Staff was ready

Staff”
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taCtS t0 be estabIished with the French General

The General Staff of the Soviet Armed Forces beganplanmng action with a view to lending military assistance
to France in the event of her being attacked by Germany. 171

d .Tune 193o the Soviet Ambassador in France Potemkin
took the matter up with the French War Minister Jean
!

ab,
‘f

however, as the latter admitted, Laval “did not rel-
isti the brutal automatism of a military convention” 172

The Deputy Chief of the French General Staff, General
Loizeaii attended a military exorcise in the Ukraine in theautumn ol 193;. at the invitation of the General Staff of the

tied Army. He came to the conclusion that Soviet service-

men had a high morale and great stamina and that the So-

viet forces were capable of holding back enemy forces in

the event of a conflict and even in the opening stages of

war. 17:i

In spite of general Loizeau’s favourable evaluation, the

French General Staff looked upon the Soviet-French treaty

as a purely diplomatic document without ever considering it

right and proper to complement it with a military conven-

tion. As the French historian M. Mourin pointed out, the

French General Staff proceeded from the following consider

ations: “If the French forces remained orientated, following

the concepts of the government’s general policy, only to-

wards defensive action behind the Maginol Line, military

accords with the Soviet Union would be of little use, taking

into account, the absence of a common frontier between Rus-
sia and Germany and the refusal of Poland and Romania,
confirmed in September 1935, to accord Soviet troops the

right of passage through their territory.” 17/‘

Instead of taking steps towards an understanding with

the Polish and Romanian governments, the French author-

ities decided to shelve the issue of military co-operation

with the USSR. The Chief of the French General Staff, Gen-
eral Gamelin, arranged with the French Ministry for For-

eign Affairs that the methods of French-Russian military

co-operation “will not be discussed”. 175

Objectively, France should have been even more interest-

ed than the USSR in making the treaty really effective by hav-

ing it supplemented with agreement on military co-opera-

tion, for the Soviet Union had no common border with Ger-

many. So it was more probable for the Soviet-French treaty

to come into play when the Nazi Reich attacked France

(Germany had a common border with her and had invaded

her territory more than once) or any of the weaker Euro-

pean countries with whom France was linked by allied com-
mitments, that is, Czechoslovakia or Poland. Once at war
with Germany, in consequence, France would, naturally, he

interested in getting assistance from the USSR. But while

a German attack on the USSR was impossible without Ger-

man forces having to pass through the territory of East

European countries, it was just as impossible for the Soviet

Union to lend effective assistance to France without Soviet

forces having to pass through the territory of certain coun-
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Therefore, the question of iiow theiKbu could afford assistance to France did arise several
times.

Early in 1937 the Soviet military attache in France was
asked by the French General Staff about the form and
amount of aid the USSR could provide in case of a German
attack on France or Czechoslovakia. On February 17, 1937, the
Soviet Ambassador and the Soviet military attache in Paris
communicated the answer from the Soviet General Staff to
the Chief of the French General Staff and then to the Prime
Minister of France:

There can be two versions of Soviet military aid.
1. If Poland, which was in alliance with France, and

Romania, which was in alliance with France and Czeciio-
slovakia, fulfil their duty and give consent to the passage
o± Soviet troops through their territory under a decision tak-
en at their own discretion or in compliance with a decision
by the Council of the League of Nations, the USSR will
have an opportunity of providing its aid and support by all
the services. .

.

2. Should Poland and Romania object, for unclear rea-
sons, to the USSR affording assistance to France and Cze-
choslovakia, or should they refuse to permit the transit of

. T°con
tr°°pS throu«h their territory, assistance from the

USbR in such a case would inevitably be limited.
The USSR will be in a position to dispatch its troops by

sea into the territory of France and its Air Force units to
Czechoslovakia and France.
The size of this assistance should be stipulated under

a special agreement between the states concerned.
In both cases, the USSR will offer naval assistance.
The USSR will be able to supply France and Czechoslo-

vakia with petrol, fuel oil, lubricants, manganese, foodstuffs,
armaments, engines, tanks, aircraft, etc.”

ihe Soviet General Staff put the following questions on
its part:

”1. What aid could France afford to the USSR in the
event of an attack by Germany?

In what way should the size of this aid be fixed?
2. What arms could France deliver to the USSR?” 176

There was, however, no reply to these counter-questions.
This document shows that the Soviet government was de-

termined to have the closest possible co-operation witii
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France in resisting possible aggression by Nazi Germany. In

particular, the Soviet Union was prepared to conduct nego-

tiations with France to draw up specific terms for the pro-

vision of mutual assistance. Unfortunately, the government
of France did not support this initiative in spite of the na-

tion’s vital interests.

On handing this document, the Soviet government offi-

cially raised the “cardinal question” about effective Soviet-

French military co-operation as early as 1937, which arose

subsequently (in August 1939) during the Soviet-British-

French military negotiations in Moscow. Effective Soviet

involvement in war against the Nazi aggressors was possible

only in case of a positive solution to the issue of Soviet

troop transit through the territory of the countries lying

between the USSR and Germany. * And it was sheer hypo-
crisy on the part of military representatives of Britain and
France to pretend in 1939 that for Soviet military repre-

sentatives to have raised such a question was something
unforeseen which they had no possibility to prepare for in

advance.

In the course of the Soviet-French negotiations about the

Eastern Pact and the conclusion of the Treaty of Mutual
Assistance between the USSR and France, the governments
of all the nations concerned carefully analysed all the

issues fundamental to curbing the aggressors which crop-

ped up again in 1939 right before the outbreak of war. Of

course, it would have been far better for peace in Europe,
if the ruling circles of the Western powers had realised in

good time, back in the mid-1930s, the full gravity of the

danger the aggressors posed to all nations of Europe. In the

national interest of their countries, they should have got

down to setting up a dependable common front to safeguard

peace together with the Soviet Union instead of working
out their insidious plans for a collusion with Germany so

as to set her against the USSR. The Soviet Union was de-

termined to do its best to safeguard peace.

* The importance of the position of Poland and Romania was
indisputably realised in Britain and France. This was to be seen
from the memorandum compiled for the British government on
November 12, 1937, by the Chiefs of Staff of Britain’s Naval, Air and
Land Forces. It stated that intervention of Russia on the side of

France and Britain can quickly become a real danger for Germany
only in case Poland maintains a friendly position and shows desire
for co-operation. (I. Colvin. The Chamberlain Cabinet, London, 1971,

p. 60).
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Chapter II

NAZI AGGRESSORS
and their backers

N

GERMAN AND ITALIAN FASCISTS
ON THE OFFENSIVE

Britain’s Bid for an Understanding
with Germany

Early in 1935 the British government made yot. another
attempt to come to terms with the Nazi Reich and to reani-
mate the Four Power Pact. They realised perfectly well that
l he course of events in Germany and her rearmament, first
and foremost, would lead her before long to attempting to
redraw the map of Europe and, indeed, not only of Europe.
Some serious thought was given in London to the ways of
saving the British Empire from that danger.
The general line of British policy was to ward oJT the

danger menacing the British Empire through an imperialist
deal with the Nazi Reich, as stated earlier on, and channel
the aggressive designs of the Nazis eastward, against the
Soviet Union.

It was decided in London to begin negotiations with Ger-
many, having first concerted the major issues with France.
In mid-December 1934, the British government invited the
French head of government Pierre Flandin and the French
Foreign Minister Pierre Laval to London to negotiate the
subsequent political course of the two countries.
At a meeting on January 14, 1935, the British cabinet

debated its position on the coining Anglo-French negotia-
tions. The British ministers proceeded from the assumption
that the major objective of Britain and France was to achieve
agreement with Germany, and, among other things, to
bring her back into the League of Nations. To that end,
they were prepared to acknowledge Germany’s equal rights
in the arms field. London knew that France would not agree
to Germany s rearmament without some extra guarantees
of her own security which would make it more difficult to
reach an agreement with her, the more so since the British
government held a negative position in the matter. It was
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decided that Britain must not reaffirm the commitments
she had under the 1925 Treaty of Locarno, and that there

was even less reason to agree to consultations of represen-

tatives of the General Stalls of Britain and France. It was
necessary to avoid admitting that demilitarisation of the

Rhineland by Germany was a “vital British interest". 1

London was prepared to agree to the establishment of

German land forces of a total strength of 300,000 (21 in-

fantry and 3 cavalry divisions) and an air force equal both

to the British and the French, that is, with a total of 1,000

first-line aircraft. 2

in order to have the French government accept those

plans, London decided to offer it to conclude a pact of in-

stant mutual aid in addition to the 1925 Treaty of Locarno

between the parlies to this treaty in the event of an air at-

tack (the so-called Air Pact). This treaty was of interest to

Britain herself, first and foremost. But it would have a cer-

tain sense for France as well because under the Treaty of

Locarno the provision of assistance to a victim of aggression

was bound up with the cumbersome procedure of the

League of Nations while the Air Pact implied instant aid.

There were Anglo-French negotiations in London from

February I to 3, 1935. The British government proposed

finding common ground for the two countries to begin ne-

gotiations with Germany. London proceeded from the as-

sumption that this could not he done without abrogating the

military articles of the Treaty of Versailles limiting Ger-

many’s armaments. It was prepared to grant the Nazi Reich

the right to increase its armed strength. To “reassure’

France, the British government expressed its readiness for

an Air Pact to be concluded between the signatories of the

Treaty of Locarno. 3

The Anglo-French conference ended with a joint commu-
nique, being issued. With reference to the negotiations be-

tween France and Italy early in January in 1935, and subse-

quently to the negotiations between representatives of Brit-

ain and Franco in London, the British and Frencli minis-

ters came out for the “progress” thus achieved to be devel-

oped trough “the direct and effective co-operation of Ger-

many". They spoke up for a “general settlement" consist-

ing of the Eastern Pact and the Danubean Pact (non-inter-

vention in the affairs of Austria), agreement on armaments

to replace the military articles of the Treaty of Versailles
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limiting the arms forces of Germany; and agreement on the
return ol Germany into the League of Nations, and, above
all, the proposal for concluding the Air Pact. 4

It was realised in London that the decisions taken at tin;
Anglo Trench conference could not hut cause concern in the
Soviet Union. The Foreign Office even drew up a special
memorandum on bebruary 7 clearly demonstrating the lor
eign policy designs ol the British ruling circles. It empha-
sised: Russia is really airaid that Germany, in combina-
tion with Poland, is planning to expand in the East" and
is, therefore, interested in co-operation with France. Since
Prance is also concerned over her security, she is prepared
to co-operate with Russia. However, the projected “general
settlement" with Germany and the Air Pact were designed
to give France the security she wanted.

I hose who drew up the memorandum proceeded from the
assumption that all that would be subverting Soviet-French
co-operation and the forecasting of the subsequent course of
events could be based on the following considerations: “If
Germany and Poland had no plans for future penetration
towards the East, they would not bo so opposed to the East-
ern Pact. . . The need of expansion will force Germany to-
wards the Past as being the only held open to her, and as
long as the Bolshevist regime exists in Russia it is impossi-
ble for this expansion to take merely the form of peaceful
penetration.” 5

This document clearly indicated the full meaning of the
-general settlement” with Germany which the British and
French ruling quarters had agreed on during their negotia-
tions in London. That was the same old Four Power Pact in
a new wrapping. The policy of the British government
clearly revealed an intention to ensure “Western security”
through an agreement with Germany and channel fascist
aggression against the Soviet Union.

Indeed, the London communique could not but worry the
Soviet government. Soviet Ambassador in London I. M. Mai-
sky pointed out that the position held by London was to be
explained by the fact that "there has been revived hope in
the British government quarters in recent weeks for a pos-
sibility of finding common ground with Hitler.” fi Neither
could one overlook some articles by Lord Lothian and other
British advocates of the “appeasement" policy which appeared
in the British press in those days. In view of that, the
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People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs stated that the

“British concerned themselves only with security in the

West without having any interest in the East or Southeast

where they are prepared to give Hitler a free hand.” 7

Driven by their class hatred, the British reactionary quar-

ters were prepared to put even their own interests at stake

just to prevent the international positions of the USSR from

being strengthened and keep it internationally isolated so as

to make it easier for the fascist aggressors to attack it.

Being aware of the British government’s readiness to meet
Germany’s demand for armaments, Hitler decided to con-

front it with an accomplished fact just before the projected

Anglo German negotiations.

There was an announcement in Berlin on March 13, 1935,

about the creation of a German Air Force and on March
16—about the introduction of conscription. In that way the

Nazi Reich grossly violated the major provisions of the

Versailles Peace Treaty and launched accelerated prepara-

tions for war. Nevertheless, the British government was still

ready to negotiate with the ringleaders of the Nazi Reich.

The matter was taken up at a British Cabinet meeting on

March 18. It decided that in spite of the above-mentioned

action by the German government there was no reason for

abandoning the visit to Berlin by British representatives. 8

The Soviet government considered it necessary to do

everything possible to forestall the rearming of Germany
and the preparations for, and launching of, another world

war. The only way to do so was through joint action by

ail the nations under threat of aggression. The Soviet Union
called for a conference of the states which had signed the

Treaty of Versailles and other peace treaties, in which the

USSR could also lake part.

The men in London, however, preferred to negotiate with

the aggressor rather than oppose aggression. On March 25

and 26, the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

John Simon, and the Lord Privy Seal, Anthony Eden, made
a visit to Berlin for conversations with Hitler, Neurath and

Hibbcntrop. The conversations showed that the Nazi Reich

leaders were in no way disposed to accept most of the pro-

posals put forward by Britain and France on February 3,

that is, they did not want to be bound by any commitments
which could have subsequently hindered the implementa-

tion of their aggressive designs. Hitler announced that he
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Cflin J °hn Sim011 and Anthony Eden sug-gested the possibility of their visiting also Warsaw and Mos-
cow. the Soviet government favoured the idea. 10 Howeverwhat created a predicament in London was the puzzle over
the question of who of the British ministers was to go to
Moscow. The matter was examined at a British Cabinet
meeting on March 6. It was decided the visit to Moscow was
to be made by Lord Privy Seal Anthony Eden .

11

While discussing the matter with Soviet Ambassador Mai-
sky, John Simon did not conceal that far from every-
body in Britain was sympathetic about the idea of a visitby a British Minister to Moscow; there were influential
groups opposed to such a move .

12

Stalin, Molotov and Litvinov conferred with AnthonyMen on March 38 and 29. The Soviet representatives at
these talks declared that, considering the aggressive aspira-
tions of the Nazi Reich, the USSR found it necessary to
continue pressing for the conclusion of the Eastern PactAt the same time Eden’s attention was drawn to the fact
that the British government’s policy of conniving at the
learmament of Germany could have dangerous consequences

11
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1'' ^ovicl Ummq the representatives
ol the USSR declared, had not the slightest doubt as to the
aggressive nature of the Nazi Reich because its foreign po-
licy was guided by two basic ideas—that of revenge and
that of establishing their own domination of Europe. IIow-
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ever, it would have been still too early to say in what parti-

cular direction Germany would bo striking first. “Hitler,
while pushing his plan for Eastern expansion into the fore-
ground at the present time, wants to have the Western na-
tions rise to the bait and get them to sanction his arma-
ments. When these armaments attain the level Hitler want-
ed them to, the guns might -well start firing in an entirely
different, direction.” 13

Intense preparations got under way in London in the
meantime for an Anglo-Franco-Ttalian conference in Stresa
which was to be called because of Germany’s violation of
the military articles of the Treaty of Versailles. The British
government’s position at the conference was thoroughly
examined at a Cabinet meeting on April 8, 1935. The gener-
al viewr of the members of the Cabinet was, as stated in
the Minutes of the Cabinet meeting, that should France and
Italy propose an end to negotiations with Germany and a
lough line in the policy of the three nations towards
her, Britain “should not agree to it”. Therefore, Britain’s

position was: “We should not agree to make a complete
breach with Germany and to take no action accept to threat-
en her. . . We should make clear that we should like to
make more propositions to Germany.” Britain could not
agree to the conference ending with a declaration to say
that Britain “would not stand a breach of the peace any-
where. . . We ought not to accept further commitments. .

.

Having established contact with Germany we ought to keep
it,” To cut it off “would he an obvious mistake”. 14

The conference at Stresa raised the question of applying
sanctions against Germany but the British representatives
spoke out against them. 15 The pow-ers attending the confe-
rence limited themselves to expressing their regret over
Germany’s violation of the terms of the Treaty of Versail-
les. John Simon declared that the British representatives
“could not at Stresa enter into a new commitment”. 16

With the conference over, some Western commentators
referred to a “Stresa Front”. Yet that was nothing hut a
smoke screen to cover up the retreat of Britain and France
in the face of German imperialism which was regaining its

power.

The Council of the League of Nations went into session
immediately after the conference. Tt produced a resolution
based on the conference decisions which was not surprising
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because its participants called the tune in the Council. But
the British representatives did their utmost to emasculate
them. John Simon vaingloriously cabled From Geneva: “I
succeeded m considerably attenuating the terms of the re-
solution agreed at St-resa.” 17

Largely through the efforts of the British government
the resolution of the Council of the League of Nations was
limited to deploring any unilateral breach of international
commitments, noting that this could put the League of Na
trnns m peril. The Council’s decision was not, naturally,
sufficient to raise a dependable barrier in the way of the
INazi Reich’s aggressive policy.
Meanwhile, London was pressing for negotiations about

no balance of ihe naval forces of Britain and Germany
Any agreement on that subject meant that Britain would
be legalising the Nazi Reich’s infringement of the respective
articles of the Treaty of Versailles. The building up of the
German naval forces spelled danger to many nations with
navies not as large as that of the British Empire. That ap-
plied, for example, to France, the USSR, and other coun-
tries io prove that Germany must have a Navy equivalent
to ,»o per cent of the British one, Neurath made it quite
clear that only in (hat case would Germany have the pos-
sibility to dominate the Baltic, 18 that is intimated in no
uncertain terms that the proposed deal was anti-Soviet
VVh.lc neglecting the rightful interests of many nations,
Britain was unilaterally prepared to grant Germany the
right to a sweeping build-up of her Navy.
A German delegation led by Ribbontrop arrived in Lon-

don for the talks. It was extremely truculent. The main
topic to negotiate was the size of the prospective German Na-
vy. However, Ribbentrop opened with a statement of Hitler’s
intention to build a Navy 35 per cent the size of the British
one. He said he was prepared to start negotiations only if
Hie British officially consented to that demand right, away. 19

The rulers of the proud British Empire were quite discon-
certed. Their protests were turned down out of hand, and
London gave in. The preliminary condition laid down by
the Nazis was accepted. On June (5, John Simon declared
dial “His Majesty’s Government intended to recognise the
Reich Chancellor’s decision as the basis of future Naval dis-
cussions." 2n So there was practically nothing left to nego-
tiate.

8G

The Anglo- German naval agreement was signed on June

18, 1935. Germany was granted the right to enlarge her Na-
vy by more than five times. The Nazi Reich now had the

opportunity of expanding its Navy so that, although not in

a position to rival Britain on the seas, it still could he, as

Churchill put it, the “master of the Baltic”. 21

The effect that agreement had on the subsequent course

of events in Ihe Baltic and, more particularly, on the poli-

cies of the Baltic states, can be seen from a report by the

German legation in Estonia in 1935: “This agreement is

viewed as recognition of Germany’s hegemony on the Bal-

tic which has led to a higher evaluation of Germany as a

power factor. There has since been appreciable change in

(he position of the leading personalities relative to Ger-
many." 22 The German Minister W. Bliicher in Helsinki ap-

praised the influence of the treaty on Finland in a similar

way. 23

The British government’s policy of encouraging fascist

aggression against the East posed a tremendous danger to

world peace, and to Britain. Winston Churchill, one of the

few Conservatives who took a more sober view of the trend
of developments in Europe, pointed out in his conversation
with the Soviet Ambassador to Britain on June 14, 1935,

that Hitler Germany was a huge war machine with half a

dozen gangsters in control. Nobody knew what they would
do tomorrow and where they would strike at. He conceded
that the USSR might, not he Germany’s first target, because
that would be rather dangerous for herself. “Other direc-

tions,” lie said, “are more probable.” While criticising those

British leaders who hoped to secure Britain’s interests by
giving Germany a free hand in the East, Churchill said

that their designs boiled down to this: “Germany has to

fight somewhere, and she has to expand her possessions

into some direction—so lot her better carve out an empire
for herself at the expense of the states situated in Eastern,

Southeastern and Central Europe! Let her comfort herself

with the Balkans or the Ukraine, but leave Britain and
France in peace.” 24

It is the trends Winston Churchill was so critical of that

dominated Britain’s foreign policy. British journalist and
historian lan Colvin pointed out that the men in charge of

British foreign policy were after an understanding with Ger-
many and that was basic to the nation’s foreign policy. The
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British ruling circles presented the policy of abetting fas-
cist ^aggression eastward to ensure “Western security” as
the “appeasement” of Germany. It gained wide currency in
Britain in 1935, Colvin stated. 25

Subsequently Britain had to pay dearly for that policy of
aiding and abetting the resurgence of the German Navy. 26

Along with naval discussions, Britain opened negotiations
with the Nazi Reich about the conclusion of an Air Pact
between the Locarno powers. On May 24, 1935, John Simon
instructed British Ambassador in Berlin Eric Phipps to find
out whether Hitler was prepared to start negotiations with
a view to concluding that pact. 27 Since the German Air
Force was still materially weaker than that of Britain, France
and their allies and, besides, to have concluded such an
agreement would have been tantamount to Britain and
trance recognising Germany’s right to have an Air Force
(she was banned from doing so by the Treaty of Versailles),
the Nazi Reich found the signing of the Air Pact to he of
much benefit to it. It gave an affirmative answer immedi
ately and submitted Us own proposals. 28

Britain’s interest in a Western Air Pact was due to the
fact that the information she had obtained about the rapid
growth of the German Air Force caused her to fear that in
a few years she might well face a German air invasion. Un-
der the Air Pact, France, Italy and Belgium were to have
come out at her side in such a case. Besides it was hoped
in London that the signing of the Western Air Pact would
be a big stride lorward towards concluding a “general settle-
ment with Germany.

I he major point of Air Pact for France in the militarv
sense was that it guaranteed her instant aid from Britain in
case oi a German attack, 29 whereas under the Locarno Pact
Britain was obliged to aid her only after the appropriate de-
cision by the League of Nations. But still there was a great
deal of apprehension in Paris. It was the German Land
Horce, rather than the Air Force, that posed the main dan-
ger to France. She was interested also in concluding the East-
ern and Danubian pacts. It was believed in Paris, and not
without good reason, that in the event of a Western Air
Pact being signed along with the signing of the Anglo-Ger-
man naval agreement, Britain would lose all interest in
other problems of paramount importance to the security of
trance. All that complicated and dragged out the talks.
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The facts just cited provide striking evidence of British

diplomatic activity in pursuit of wide-ranging agreement

with Germany. But the contradictions in Western Europe

had grown so sharp as to make agreement between them ex-

tremely difficult and even impossible, as the subsequent

events showed.

Italy Attacks Ethiopia

Fascist Ttaly set course for aggression to join Japan and

Germany in this club in the mid 1930s. She had, potential-

ly, less strength than the two other major aggressors. But

by its very essence, Italian fascism was no less aggressive.

The leader of Italian fascism, Mussolini, openly ex-

tolled war as mankind’s natural state.

Ttaly picked Ethiopia, an independent, but militarily

weak African state as a target for her expansionist ambi-

tions. Mussolini proclaimed his aim to be the destruction

of the Ethiopian Armed Forces and the full conquest of

Ethiopia. Tn December 1934, the Italians provoked an armed

clash between Italian and Ethiopian troops at the Wal-
Wal Fort. That was the forerunner of an impending storm.

While preparing to attack Ethiopia Mussolini decided to

get France neutralised by concluding an imperialist deal

with her to divide their spheres of influence in Africa. That

deal was struck by Laval and Mussolini in Rome on Janua-

ry 7, 1935. Laval agreed to turn over to Ttaly some of the

French colonial territories bordering on Italian colonies in

Africa, in exchange for the Italian fascists’ promise to main-

tain friendly relations and consult France in international

affairs."' He promised to Mussolini not to interfere with his

designs on Ethiopia. 30

According to the information obtained by the Soviet Am-
bassador to France, V. P. Potemkin, from the French Am-
bassador to Ttaly, Charles Chambrun, Laval had told Mus-

* Laval hoped that in virtue of that, agreement with Italy,

France would be in a position to transfer 18 divisions from the

Italian to the German frontier, and that additional show of force

on the Rhine would deter Hiller from taking any action in the West
and set his steps upon a Drang nach Osten (F. Birkenhead, Halifax.

The Life of Lord Halifax. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1066.

P. 343)

.
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so] ini that Franco had no political interests in Ethiopia and
that, she would not object to the Italians reaching agree-
ment with Ethiopia to establish Italy’s virtual protectorate
over that country. 31

During the conference at Stresa in April 1935, the British
representatives, in their turn, also made it quite clear to the
Italians that they would not stand in the way of their
capturing Ethiopia, although the British government had
enough Forces and resources to forestall the Italian aggres-
sion. For example, it could have prevented the shipment of
Italian troops through the Suez Canal. That alone would
have thwarted Italy’s aggressive plans.
An inter-departmental committee, which was set up to

identify the course for the British government to follow,
issued a report on June 18, 1935, pointing out that Italy’s
action did not affect such vital interests of Britain in and
round Ethiopia “as would make it essential for His Majes-
t.y’s^ Government to resist an Italian conquest of Ethio-
pia . With this verdict to go by, the British government
also started conniving at Italian aggression.
The Italian intelligence service obtained all of its secret

information about the policy of the British government
through the British Embassy in Rome. For five prewar
years, the British Embassy in Rome was a “sieve through
which official secrets filtered to Mussolini and Hitler” 33
r

l herefore, Mussolini knew very well that the British gov-
ernment expressed no particular concern over his plans
to bring Ethiopia under Italian domination.

Having virtually made sure or the consent of France and
Britain, Italy began concentrating her forces near the Ethio-
pian frontiers. Ethiopia appealed to the League of Nations
for help. Although the Soviet Union had no diplomatic re-
lations with Ethiopia at the time, the Soviet delegation
consistently spoke up in the League of Nations for faithful
observance of the terms of its Covenant related to the provi
sion of aid to a victim of aggression. The People’s Commis-
sar for Foreign Affairs of the USSR Litvinov declared at a
session of the Council of the League of Nations on Septem-
ber 5 that the Council had no right to disregard the con-
flict, thereby giving Italy a “free hand”. That would amount
lo a violation of their commitments by members of the
League and a breach of the Covenant of that international or-
ganisation, while strict observance of the Covenant was cs-
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gential to the stabiltiy of the entire edifice of international

peace and security. The People’s Commissar called on the

Council to spare no effort and no resources in order to avert

an armed conflict and fulfil the obligations which were the

“League’s raison d’etre”. 34

Speaking in the Assembly of the League of Nations on

September 14, Litvinov set forth, in particular, the Soviet

Union’s attitude to the colonial policy of the imperialist

powers in general. The Soviet government, he declared, is

opposed, as a mailer of principle, lo the system of colonies

and to the imperialist policy of spheres of influence. lie

stressed that the Soviet government attached paramount im-

portance to whether or not the League of Nations would

actually become an instrument of peace. That instrument of

peace, he pointed out, might well come handy in the future

too. Litvinov called on the members of the League to pledge

themselves to allow no more encroachments on its Cove-

nant as an instrument, of peace, but use it in all cases of

aggression, from whatever quarter. 83 In a telegrammc to

the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, Litvinov em-

phasised that “the very Tact of the League applying serious

sanctions against Italy will be a formidable warning for

Germany as well”. 36

The Soviet government’s appeal for effective action to be

taken to make fascist Italy’s aggression against Ethiopia

impossible was not supported, however, by other members

of the League of Nations, notably by Britain and France.

The British Foreign Secretary, Samuel Hoaro, assured the

Assembly that the British government maintained its loyal-

ty to the League of Nations and lo the principles of collec-

tive security. He declared that Great Britain was ready to

fulfil her obligations under the Covenant of the League but

qualified this statement by saying that all the measures to

be taken had to be collective. 37 Even British historians ad-

mitted that the. speech did contain “a great deal of bluff,

not to say duplicity”, because no one in London set any

particular store by the League of Nations, let alone by

its application of sanctions. 38 Ilenry Channon also pointed

out in his diaries: “Britain has asked the League for sanc-

tions which, she knows, will never he given, and we have

saved our face.” 39

The French Foreign Minister, Laval turned out lo be the

best assistant of the Italian aggressors. Litvinov pointed out
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that. Laval was defending Ttalv’s interests in the League
better than the Italians themselves did it. Laval’s position
the Peoples Commissar reported to Moscow, will have the
effect of playing down the League’s prestige and encourag-
ing Mussolini s aggressiveness”. 40

When it became obvious that France and a number of cap-
italist countries would hardly agree to take an effective partm action against the Italian aggressors, somebody in theWest began to prompt” the Soviet Union that it could just

1 co7® ou
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ainst My single-handed. Naturally, theUS..K could not fling itself into such a venture. The So-
viet Union was prepared to play its part in good faith in
collective sanctions. Should, however, the USSR have start-
ed to oppose the Italian aggressors alone, it could have
lound itself m an extremely precarious situation.

I\o sooner had the Assembly of the League of Nations
risen on October 3, 1935, than Italy attacked Ethiopia. The
. oviet Union lost no time in speaking out in support of the
victim of the aggression and for collective action hv mem-
bers of the League of Nations to curb it. Pravda in a lead-
ing article War in East Africa” on October 5, underlined
the tremendous danger of a now “devastating world impe-
rmhst shambles’. Having denounced Italy’s intention to
turn Ethiopia into her colony hy means of war, Pravda
pointed out: The position of the Soviet. Union is wellknown -it is one of consistent defence of the peace and
freedom of the nations. Our proletarian state is opposed to
the imperialist ambitions of Italian fascism.”
The Council of the League of Nations met for an emer-

gency session at short notice. On October 7, the Council
found Italy guilty of aggression. Tt decided also on econo-
mic and financial sanctions to he applied against Italy, par-

Italy

°n 911 ernbarg° °n the 0Xp0rt of war eq^ipinent to

As to the military sanctions, the Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of Britain and France, Samuel Hoare and Pierre
Laval agreed that they would oppose military sanctions 41

Soviet diplomacy vigorously insisted in the League of
Nations on the need for the strict- fulfilment of the provi-
sions of the Covenant concerning action to control aggres-
sion Speaking at. the emergency session of the Council of
the League of Nations on October 10, the Soviet represen-
tative V. P. Potemkin declared that “the USSR considers
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it to be its duty to reaffirm its readiness to fulfil all obli-

gations, together with tiie other members of the League of

Nations, which its Covenant imposes on all of them with-

out exception.” He emphasised that the unity of action by

the members of the League was the surest means of curb-

ing the Italian aggression against Ethiopia. Such unity ol

action could serve as a gage, Potemkin stressed, of the ear-

ly achievement of collective security which could forestall

“further attempts from whatever quarter to break the gen-

eral peace”. He called for “collective and determined' ac-

tion.
42 The USSR consistently carried out all the decisions

of the League of Nations concerning sanctions.

The Soviet government’s official position was set out also

in the note issued on November 22 hy the People’s Com-

missariat for Foreign Affairs in reply to the note from the

Italian Embassy in Moscow objecting to the decisions tak-

en hy the League of Nations. The government of the

USSR pointed out that “while consistently abiding by the

policy of peace, it considered it necessary for the obliga-

tions it has had assumed under the Covenant of the League

of Nations to be faithfully carried out. it could not agree,

the note said, that Ethiopia “must he an exception and

that she must not enjoy ail those rights which have been

granted hy the League of Nations to the rest of its mem-
bers ... A different line of conduct would amount to repu-

diating the fundamental principles of the League of Na-

tions, renouncing collective organisation of security, en-

couraging aggression and rejecting the possibility of dem-

onstrating international solidarity in maintaining and

strengthening world peace, which is the bedrock principle

of the policy of the Soviet Government.

The so-called oil sanctions against Italy were of parti-

cular significance in action against Italian aggression. She

had no oil resources of her own and to have cut off oil sup-

plies for Italy would have virtually made it impossible for

the Italian aggression to continue. The USSR and some

other petroleum-exporting countries were prepared to stop

exporting petroleum products to Italy. But for the oil sanc-

tions to he effective, they had to be applied by all petro-

leum-exporting countries. The position of the United States

was of particular importance under the circumstances. How-

ever, the U.S. government refused to cut off oil exports to

Italy. And so did France. 44
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Since Britain could have played an enormous role in
opposing the Italian aggression, the Soviet government
tried to come to terms with the British government about
that. On instructions from Moscow, the Soviet Ambassador
in London 1. M. Maisky met the British Foreign Secretary
Samuel Hoare on November 6, 1935. The Ambassador told
turn that Italy was a relatively weak aggressor. Other pro-
spective aggressors were stronger and more dangerous. “We
consider it extremely important,” ho stressed, “for Italy to
be used as an example to teach a lesson to all possible ag-
gressors in general.” 45

The matter was thoroughly examined at a British Cabi-
net meeting on December 2. Some of its members express-
ed the apprehension lest the application of effective (oil or
any other) sanctions against Italy should have caused the
fascist regime in that country to collapse altogether with
the result that Mussolini 'would probably disappear from
Italian politics and there might be a Communist Govern-
ment in Italy and a complete alteration in the whole Euro-
pean situation”. Therefore, the British Foreign Secretary
Samuel Hoare went out of his way to prove that it was ne-
cessary to postpone the application of oil sanctions while
pressing, m co-operation with Laval for “peace negotia-
tions to be opened as soon as possible. Hoare’s proposals
were approved by the Cabinet, 46

l he so-called IIoare-Laval agreement, whereby France
and Britain expressed their consent to one-third of the ter-
ritory ol Ethiopia being annexed by Italy, was concluded
on December 8, 1935. When the agreement came before
the British Cabinet meeting later in the day, it was point-
ed out that it was extremely advantageous to the aggres-
sor- Italy, and virtually unacceptable to the victim of the
aggression, that is, Ethiopia. Nevertheless, the agreement
was unanimously approved by the British government and
it was decided to exercise “strong pressure” on Ethiopia to
make her comply with the demands contained in the Hoare-
Laval agreement. 47

Emperor Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia was ready to be-
tray the interests of his people. On February 19, 1936, he
sent a top secret message through the British military atta-
che m Ethiopia to the British government to announce his
readiness, lirst, to open negotiations with the Italian gov-
ernment, and second, “to tie Ethiopia to England cither in
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the form of a protectorate or in the form of a mandate". ^

The latter proposal turned out, however, to he unacceptable

to Britain since the incorporation of Ethiopia in the Brit-

ish Empire under the circumstances of the day would have

automatically put Britain into a state of war against Italy.

The IIoare-Laval agreement was so odious that it was
kept top secret, yet its substance leaked into the press,

touching off a storm of indignation in Britain and outside.

Samuel Hoare had to step down as Foreign Secretary but

that did not mean any change in the British government’s

policies. Britain and France went on favouring the Italian

aggressors.

So did the United States, albeit in a different form. On
August 31, 1935, the House of Representatives and the Se-

nate of the U.S. Congress adopted a joint resolution to ban
arms sales to belligerent nations. That started the notori-

ous neutrality iegislation which was to play so negative a

role on the eve of the war. The position taken up by the

United Slates was virtually playing into the aggressor’s

hands. Italy was making all types of weapons herself. The
victim of the aggression -Ethiopia, having no munitions

industry at all, had to buy weapons and ammunition abroad.

The American market, however, was now closed to her.

The half-and-half sanctions announced by the League of

Nations could not deter the aggressors. In .spite of Ethio-

pia’s stiff resistance, Italian troops, resorting lo the most
bestial methods of warfare up to and including the use of

poison gases, succeeded in defeating the Ethiopians. With
Ethiopia annexed, Mussolini pompously proclaimed Italy

an empire in May 1936.

Reporting to the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Af-

fairs about his conversation on the matter with D. Lloyd
George, I. M. Maisky wrote that Lloyd George cursed

Prime Minister S. Baldwin and his ministers in the

strongest terms he could find, insisting that should a policy

of sanctions against Italy have been applied consistently

from the very outset, Ethiopia would have remained intact

and “a formidable precedent could have been created for any
future aggressor, including Germany”. 40

The defeat of Ethiopia by Italy was a direct consequence

of the policy of connivance at aggression pursued by Brit-

ain, France and the United States and a result of their im-

perialist collusion with the Italian aggressors. It was hoped
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in London and Paris that in case of an amicable agreement
\vilh Italy at Ethiopia s expense, the conclusion of a Fourower 1 act could have been tried again.

I he Soviet Union was the only one of the Great Powers
to speak up consistently in support of Ethiopia’s just natio-
nal liberation war. Britain and France, having failed to in-
tervene in behalf of Ethiopia, left the League of Nations it-
self in sorry plight. From then on this organisation ceased
to play any more or less essential role in international af-
fairs brnaJl nations of Europo, which had earlier counted
on the League oi Nations supporting them in case of ag-
gression against them, were coining round to the conclusion
that it was not to be relied on. The plans for developing

e League oi Nations into an effective instrument of col-
lective security were hit hard. At the same time, the ag-
gressive powers came lo the conclusion that they did nothave to be afraid of that organisation any longer. All that
dirt irreparable damage to the cause of peace

German Troops Moved into Rhineland

Nazi Germany followed Italy in striking out at peace and
the security of the nations. She decided to make short shrift
of the provision of the 1925 Treaty of Locarno whereby
Germany had pledged herself to have no troops on the left
hank ol the Rhine and inside a 50-krn strip along the right
iiank: (these restrictions were imposed by the Peace Treaty
of Versailles). For Germany the whole point of that action
was above all, that by building military fortifications in
that region, she would have made extremely difficult an in-
vasion by French forces, should France have decided to
come to the aid of her allies in Central and Eastern Europe
in case of German aggression against them. At the same
time it was a kind of test for Hitler to see how Britain and
1' ranee would behave in similar circumstances at a later
date. 50

t he French Ambassador in Berlin Andre Francois-Poncet
stated on February 4, 1936, that the Nazis were increasing-
ly vocal and their claims increasingly defiant. What was
emerging into the foreground with growing evidence was
their fanaticism, the spirit of domination, the persistent
striving for revenge and the Lheories of racial superiority.

9C

Plans for establishing German hegemony in the Danubian
region were being hatched and colonialist demands made. 51

The British government, too, realised the whole complex-
ity of the situation. On January 17, 1936, the new British

Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden submitted a circumstan-
tial memorandum “The German Danger” to the government
containing a wealth of indisputable evidence of the Nazi
Reich’s aggressive designs. However, Eden’s idea was not to

oppose the danger of aggression from Germany, but “to

consider whether it is still possible to come to some modus
vivendi . . . with Hitler’s Germany”. 52

The Foreign Office Central Department Chief, William
Strang urged in a memorandum he had prepared on the
subject that some far-reaching concessions should be made
to Germany so as to “deprive her of an excuse” for acts of

violence. He considered it possible to agree to Germany es-

tablishing her economic domination of Central and South-
east Europe. The Foreign Office economic adviser, F. Ash-
ton-Gwatkin called for giving her financial support to the

same end along with allowing her an access to sources of

raw materials, and perhaps, even returning some of her
former colonies to her; giving Germany a free hand in dev-

eloping her economic relations with the countries of Cent-

ral and Southeast Europe; and economic co-operation of

Britain and Germany, for instance, in the exploitation of

the natural resources of Russia. 53

The question of a possible occupation of the demilitarised

Rhineland by German troops became one of particular relev-

ance at the time. The matter was considered by the Brit-

ish government back in January 1935 when it was decided

that “demilitarisation of the Rhineland was not a vital Brit-

ish interest”. 54 At the same time, as Foreign Office records

indicate, it was realised perfectly well in London that as

a result of that action “the Russians, Poles and Czechs will

find their alliances with France materially depreciated”. But
that did not worry the British ruling circles too much. On
the contrary, they showed a clear interest in having those

alliances scrapped to make it easier for the Nazis to expand

eastwards.

Once informed, on March 5, 1936, about the occupation of

the Rhineland the Nazis had planned to begin in a matter

of days, the British government re-examined the issue in

detail. All opposition to that action was out of the question.
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Anthony Eden urged the immediate resumption of negotia-
tions with Germany. He called for talks to be opened with
her about an Air Pact before proceeding to discuss the abo-
lition oi the demilitarised Rhineland zone and other prob-
lems.” On the following day Anthony Eden invited Ger-man Ambassador L. Hoesch and, declaring himself for Ang-
lo- 1 - ranco-German co-operation, proposed the conclusion of
an Air 1 act as the first question to take up. On hearing such
an oiler, the Psazis felt themselves definitely assured that
Ifiere was no reason to fear any opposition from London and
I ans to the Reich’s action in respect of the Rhineland. The
reply to that offer had been framed by the Nazi Reich in

advance.

1 he demilitarised Rhineland zone was occupied by Ger-
many on March 7, 1935. The German government demago-
gically declared that, it was not under obligation to honour
the terms of the 192,) treaty ol Locarno because of France’s
ratification ol the 'Iroatv of Mutual Assistance with the
UbbR.
T° s°r,en the reaction of other nations, the Nazis came

forward with a statement of their “commitment to peace”.
I hey expressed their readiness to conclude a non-aggres-
sion treaty with France and Belgium instead of the Pact of
Locarno and also to consider bringing Germany back into
the League of Nations.
The violation of the existing treaties by the Nazi Reich

and the consolidation of its strategic positions constituted an
immense danger to the cause of peace and security in Eu-
rope The Soviet Union, guiding itself consistently as it
did by the interests of peace in its foreign policy, lost no
time in roundly condemning the aggressive action by the
Nazi chieftains. A leading article in Izvestia on March 14.

f i’

stressed L’SSR “is opposed to the violation
of the Treaty of Locarno by Germany, which cannot but
increase the danger of war”.

The invasion of the demilitarised Rhineland by German
troops was a serious test for France to pass. The French
ruling elements did not want to resist Hitler’s venture, ai
though they had every opportunity to do so. France was mil-
itarily the strongest state in Western Europe at the time.
Germany, on the other hand, had just started to create her
major armed forces. So it was by no accident at all that
the German units entering the Rhineland should have got
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an order to withdraw to their starting positions forthwith in
the face of any counter-measures by France.
The French government could also have resorted to col-

lective sanctions, with reliance, among other things, on the
Treaty of Mutual Assistance with the USSR. On March 7,

1936, the French Foreign Minister communicated to Soviet
Ambassador Potemkin that, with German forces in the Rhine-
land zone, the French government called for the Council
of the League of Nations to meet, and hoped that the USSR
would give its full backing to France in it,

56 On March 9,

1936, the Ambassador, acting on instructions from the So-
viet government, replied that France could rely, wholly and
entirely, on support from the Soviet Union in the League of
Nations. ,)7 French diplomats highly appreciated that ex-
pression of solidarity. 58

A number of France’s allies among the small nations of
Europe, such as Belgium or Czechoslovakia, also declared
themselves ready to help her, since they realised that the
matter at issue was, to all intents and purposes, one of their
own fate.

France’s ruling circles understood perfectly well that her
position was crucial at the moment to the subsequent exter-
nal political orientation of all of those countries because in
the event of a German victory in the impending conflict,

they could defect into the victor’s camp. “The question now
being decided, ’ said one of the documents of Quai d’Orsay,
“is whether Europe will be German or not.” 59 Representa-
tives of the French ruling establishment, although they did
make some threatening speeches, were hesitant in actual
fact and did not make bold to take more or less drastic ac-
tion by way of resisting the aggressors.
The British government found it necessary to discourage

any military action by France against Germany. 60
It insist-

ed on France taking no steps pending a conference of the
Locarno powers and the consideration of the matter at issue
in the Council of the League of Nations. The only thing
that preoccupied London, rather that of fighting the aggres-
sive policies of Germany, was that of sitting down again
with Nazis at one table as soon as possible. An effort to
find ways towards agreement with the Third Reich was
launched by the British Cabinet Foreign Policy Committee
consisting of the Premier and most influential ministers,
which was set up at about that time. The British raised the
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question of concluding a new Pact of Locarno while drop-
ping all reference to the demilitarisation of the Rhineland.
The members of the committee showed themselves to he
keen, too, on the question of bringing Germany back into

the League of Nations. 61 The problem of giving Germany
back her former colonies was carefully studied.

The British Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs Robert Cranborne took the matter up with
the Soviet Ambassador. He pointed out that the British gov
crnment “would like to restore the old Locarno without the

demilitarised Rhineland”. Maisky objected to London’s in-

tentions and declared that “the only worthy reply to Hitler

would he by an all-round consolidation of collective securi-

ty, including some measures of repression against Germany
which the League of Nations would consider possible”. 62

One of the basic reasons behind such a position of the

British ruling quarters was the fear that a policy aimed at

resisting Hitler might crush fascism and establish Bolshev-
ism. G3

A conference of the Locarno powers (Britain, France,

Italy and Belgium), without Germany, however, among
them, opened in Paris on March 10, 1936. it produced no
positive results whatsoever. It was decided to refer the

matter to the Council of the League of Nations. The British

representatives succeeded in getting the Council to meet in

London this time, rather than in Geneva, and to have repre-

sentatives of Germany invited to it. That was a clear effort

to come to terms with the Nazi Reich rather than oppose its

violation of the existing treaties.

As it considered, on March 11, the situations thus shap-

ing up, the British government, on Anthony Eden’s motion,

opposed all sanctions against Germany and urged the res-

umption of talks with her to achieve an under-

standing. 64

At a League of Nations session on March 14, the British

government did all it could to prevent any sanctions being

applied against the Nazi Reich. British diplomats argued

that to have broken some treaties did not yet mean aggres-

sion. The Soviet People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs, in

London for the Council’s deliberations, cabled to Moscow' his

own observations of the mood in the British capital. He re-

ported that “the British are trying to involve the French in

the talks with Hitler as soon as possible.” 65
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At a meeting of the Council on March 17, the People’s

Commissar reaffirmed the readiness of the Soviet Union to

express—together writh the other Council member-countries

their common disgust at Germany’s violation of her in-

ternational commitments, condemn her action and join in

using the “most effective means of preventing any similar

violations in the future”. While denouncing Hitler’s Germa-

ny for having broken the treaties she had signed, the Peo-

ple’s Commissar criticised the policy of connivance at such

moves. He opposed the collective surrender to the aggressor

and the collective rewarding of the aggressor by taking de-

cisions to suit and benefit him, and the decisions which, on

the grounds of avoiding an imaginary danger of war today,

would be creating the requisites for a real war tomorrow. 66

The Chairman of the Council of People’s Commissars,

V. M. Molotov also confirmed that “all the aid essential

to France in case of a possible attack . . . would be offered

by the Soviet Union. 07 The Soviet Union’s adamant stand

on the matter arose from its persistent effort for peace and

collective security. It was realised quite wr ell in the Soviet

Union that one could not. work for peace without working

to uphold the inviolability of international commitments. It

was impossible to assure collective security without taking

collective measures against the violations of the existing

treaties.

Still British diplomacy managed to get the Council of the

League of Nations to limit itself to stating the fact of Ger-

many having broken her treaty obligations. No sanctions

against her w'ero applied, and that decision suited the Na-

zis perfectly well because their action remained unpunished.

Reporting to the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Af-

fairs about the views and moods in British government

quarters, the Soviet Embassy in London pointed out that

these could be summed up as attempts to keep Britain’s

military commitments limited to France and Belgium and,

eventually, to seek an accommodation with Germany. 08 While

counting on the conclusion of a new pact with Germany

to guarantee once again the so-called “Western security”,

the British government was ready to leave the nations and

peoples of Eastern and Central Europe at the mercy of the

Nazis. That wras the policy which, as we shall yet see, sub-

sequently led to the Munich sell-out and then to war.

France followed in Britain’s footsteps in treading the
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same path of danger to the cause of peace. The French For
eign Minister P. Flandin, setting out the basic principles
of his country’s foreign policy in the circumstances that had
emerged after March 7, 1936, declared: “We shall have to
make the best terms with Germany we can get, and leave
the rest of Europe to her fate.” 69 A mere four years later
that policy brought France to her defeat and disgraceful
surrender.

The search of accommodation among the Western powers,
and on the anti-Soviet grounds at that, had the support of
the reactionary circles of the United States. For example,
the U.S. Ambassador in Paris, Bullitt, urged “reconciliation
between France and Germany” in opposition to the USSR. 70

By the remilitarisation of the Rhineland the Nazi Reich
strengthened its strategic position for further acts of aggres-
sion. As a matter of urgency, the Nazis set about putting
up the so-called Ziegfricd Line along the German-French
border. The Nazi Reich sought to reinforce its rear to launch
aggressive action in Central and Eastern Europe. At the
same time the Ziegfricd Line was to serve as the starting
point for a subsequent invasion of France.

France’s positions in Europe were badly undermined, and
so was her allies’ confidence in her. The remilitarisation
of the Rhineland by the Nazis signified that in the event of
the Nazi Reich attacking France’s allies in Central and East-
ern Europe, she would now find it far more difficult to help
them out by full-scale action on the Western Front. It was
precisely at that time that the French ruling quarters def-
initely embraced the concept that in the event of the Third
Reich attacking France’s allies, the French Army would
stick to a defensive strategy, that is, sit it out behind the
Maginot Line. The Chairman of the Council of People’s
Commissars, Molotov, pointed out in an interview with the
editor of the French Le Temps newspaper Chastenet on
March 19, 1936: “The remilitarisation of the Rhine Region
has, certainly, intensified the threat to the nations east of

Germany, notably, the USSR. It would be wrong to fail to

see that”. 71 The Soviet-French Treaty of Mutual Assis-
tance, even not in force as yet, was losing much of its sig-

nificance as a military-strategic factor.

While urging the French government to resign itself to

the acts committed by the Nazi Reich, Britain expressed
her willingness to assume certain obligations in relation to

France. On April 1, the governments of Britain and Franco ex-

changed official letters whereby the British government declar-

ed that should the attempts at concluding a new agreement
involving Germany, instead of Treaty of Locarno, prove fruit-

less, Britain would come to France’s aid in the event of a

German attack on her. As the British-French military ne-

gotiations, which followed soon afterwards, showed, the

British government had no serious intention, in fact, to lend

any effective military assistance to France. Those commit-

ments of Britain’s did no more than create the impression

that France could rely on her support. In actual fact, there

was no reason at all for France to count on any British

aid to speak of.

Subversion Against the League

of Nations

With the danger of war growing, the Soviet government
found it necessary to renew its attempts at rallying the for-

ces of the nations which were the targets of German and

Italian aggression. The Soviet Union was pressing for the

consolidation of the League of Nations and for making it

more effective in preventing war and keeping the peace.

The Soviet Union proceeded in advancing its proposals from

the assumption that the overall military and economic

strength as well as the manpower resources of the non-

aggressor nations were by far superior to any possible corn-

lunation of aggressive powers at the time. It would have

been enough for the non-aggressor nations to unite and to

demonstrate the possibility for their joint action for peace,

for the war danger to be averted and the security of all

nations strengthened

.

The Soviet government attached special importance to

co-operation with France and Britain in various areas, in-

cluding the League of Nations, it is worth mentioning in

this context the negotiations which took place early in

1936, notably, during the visit of Litvinov and Marshal

Tukhachevsky to London (for the funeral of King

George V), as well as the Soviet Ambassador’s conversa-
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lions with British statesmen in London. Soviet Ambassador
in London, Maisky conferred with British Foreign Secre-
tary Anthony Eden on this subject on January 11, 1936.
Informing the British Ambassador in Moscow about it

Anthony Eden wrote: “As to general policy, Mr. Maisky
maintained that the essential thing was that His Majesty’s
Government, the Soviet Government and the French Gov-
ernment should work together in leadership of the League. If

they did that and if they used every opportunity to streng-
then the League and if they remained firm, he believed
that the German menace might be met at laid without
war. . . That was why his Government attached such great
importance to our close co-opcration.” 72

Litvinov’s conversation with Anthony Eden on January
30 was even more important. The British Foreign Secretary
wrote about it: “Mr. Litvinov emphasised his anxiety to do
everything in his power to improve relations between our
two countries. Was there not any further step that could
be taken? If so, he would welcome it. 1 replied that I could
think of nothing new. . . Mr. Litvinov . . . asked . . . was if

not possible, for instance, to conceive of some agreement
between Soviet Russia, France and the United Kingdom?
I replied that I could not visualise how this could be pos-
sible.” 7 ' On February 5 Maisky talked it over, besides, with
British Secretary for War A. Duff Cooper. 74

On April 2, 1936, the Soviet Ambassador informed the
Foreign Office that in the opinion of the Soviet government,
to save Europe, “it is extremely necessary to establish clos-

er co-operation between the USSR, France and Great Brit-

ain in the battle for peace.” He pointed out that “only an
iirgent consolidation of collective security, ready to meet
any further aggression by Germany with resolute action,

could bring it home to Hitler that peace is more profitable,

after all, than war”. 75

The Soviet government’s initiative was not supported by
Britain’s ruling establishment. They sought agreement with
the Nazi Reich rather than with the Soviet Union. The For-
eign Office believed that they should by no means discuss

Anglo-Franco-Soviet co-operation with Maisky, so as not
to compromise the negotiations with Germany. 76 Even the
West German historian A. Kuhn pointed out that “the Brit-

ish ambition to come to terms with anti-communist states

hindered all intensification of Anglo-Soviet relations.” 77

m

The considerations which the British top leadership pro-

ceeded from in opposing the idea of co-operation with the

Soviet Union could be summed up as follows.

Should insurmountable obstacles have been raised in the

way of the German aggressors, that would have meant as-

suring peace not only for Britain but for the Soviet Union

as well. But while the British Conservatives wanted peace

for Britain, they, guided by their class considerations, by

no means wanted to have the Soviet Union live in peace,

going ahead with the construction of its new, socialist type

of society.

If, with Britain, France, and the USSR in alliance, things

would still have come to the point of war, Nazi Germany

would have inevitably been defeated. But for the same class

considerations, such a victory did not suit the British Con-

servatives either, since the Soviet Union would have been

among the victor powers, that is to say, not only would it

have continued to exist but it could even have strengthened

its position in the world. Besides, it was taken into account

in London that the war could have led to socialist rev-

olutions breaking out in a number of capitalist coun-

tries.

This can well be seen from a statement made by British

Premier Baldwin in 1936. He said that in the event of an

armed conflict, Britain “might succeed in crushing Ger-

many with the aid of Russia, but it would probably only

result in Germany going Bolshevik”. 78

The rulers of the British Empire had worked out their

own general strategic plan providing for an imperialist

collusion between Great Britain and the Nazi Reich. In

return for the Nazi pledge not to encroach on the British

Empire T^ondon was ready to grant Nazi Germany the

“right” to aggression eastwards in the hope of eventually

pushing her into a war against the Soviet Union.

It was expected in T.ondon that the security of the British

Empire would thus be ensured, and the Soviet Union

would be destroyed or, at any rate, weakened, and that

Nazi Germany, Britain’s major imperialist rival, would be

extenuated, too.

British Premier Baldwin said in 1936, setting out his

views on the subject: “We all know the German desire, and

he (Hitler) has come out with it in his book, to move East

and if he should move Fast it should not break my heart. .

.
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If there is any fighting in Europe to be done, I should like
to see the Bolsheviks and the Nazis doing it.” 79

I hat course of the British Conservatives ran counter to the
national interests of Britain and the British people. It was
Iraugh t with the most serious consequences for Britain
(it proved to he one of the essential causes behind the out-
break of the Second World War).

Tlie British Ambassador in Moscow. Lord Chilston found
it necessary to warn the Foreign Office that, in spite of all
good will of the LSSR and its desire for co-operation with
Britain, this policy of London could eventually have unfa-
vourable consequences for it. lie wrote that the Soviet gov-
ernments policy was to secure collective action to deter
Germany: but should it find that all of its attempts at safe-
guarding its own security in that way were to no avail, it
could reverse its policy towards Germany and opt for the
normalisation of relations with her. 80

Although there were serious difficulties to surmount— be-
cause of that policy of Britain’s ruling circles—in streng-
thening the security of Europe, the Soviet Union continued
l.o do everything possible, on its part, to rally all the nations
objectively interested in the maintenance of peace.

The Soviet government still considered the United States’
participation in the promotion of peace most important. The
L.S. Charge d Affaires in the USSR, L. Henderson, com-
menting on Molotov’s report to the Central Executive Com-
mittee in a dispatch to the Department of State on January
I I, 1936, laid accent on the passage which referred to the
need for closer relations between the Soviet Union and the
United States which, as Molotov pointed out, “has enor-
mous significance from the point or view of the preserva-
tion of general peace”. This statement and the conversation
with the Soviet Ambassador in Washington, A. A. Troya-
novsky, who had arrived in Moscow, had given enough
reason to Henderson to tell the Department of State that
the Soviet government was counting on U.S. aid in creating
a system of collective security. On April 17, W. Bullitt re-
ported to Washington about iiis conversation with Litvinov
who had emphasised the importance of joint:, efforts by the
U.S. and the USSR “in the interest of peace”. According
to Bullitt, Litvinov was inclined to think that should a war
break out in the West, that would be a war of Germany
against France, and Japan would not attack the USSR
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alone, without Germany. Therefore, showing concern not

only for its own country, but for general peace, the Soviet

government offered the United States to share in a collec-

tive effort to strengthen the security of the peoples. Yet

Washington showed no interest in these proposals. 81

Speaking on July 1 and September 28, 1936, about action

to promote peace in the Assembly of the League of Nations,

Litvinov, under instructions from the Soviet government,

declared that the only way to safeguard peace was by set-

ting up a system of collective security. He called lor the

League of Nations to be transformed into a bloc of states

concerned with preserving peace and united for mutual

defence and assistance. We demand, he said, “that this

bloc should really organise mutual assistance, that it should

draw up its action plan in good time so as not to be caught

napping, and that war-making activity going on outside this

bloc should be effectively countered by the organisation of

collective resistance”. 82

Because not all the members of the League of Nations

agreed to share in applying military sanctions against the

aggressor, the Soviet government spoke up for the members

of the League to conclude regional or bilateral pacts of mu-

tual assistance. In case of the need for military sanctions

to be applied, this could be done by the parties to the ap-

propriate regional agreements and also— subject to then-

own desire—by other members of the League. These pro-

posals of the Soviet government to strengthen the League

of Nations were passed on to the League’s Secretary-Gener-

al on August 30, 1936. The Soviet government strongly op-

posed the proposals of certain countries for the abrogation

of the Article 16 of the Covenant of the League of Nations

which envisaged sanctions against an aggressor.

The steadfast effort of the USSR Tor peace and collective

security contributed towards raising the Soviet Union’s in-

ternational prestige. Some remarks by the former British

Premier Lloyd George, in his conversation with the Soviet

Ambassador on July 1, 1936, are most indicative in this res-

pect. The international role of the USSR, Lloyd George

said, is rising. The policies of Britain and France are be-

coming increasingly unclear, wavering and indefinite. Thai,

naturally, is undermining the confidence, particularly, of

the medium-sized and small nations, in London and Paris.

“Meanwhile, the USSR has all along been pursuing a clear-
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cut and definite policy of peace.” So is there anything sur-
prising, indeed, he said, “if medium-sized and small na-
tions are more and more taking the USSR as their guide-
P«*ind 1 they mcreasm^y re^ard it as their own lead-

One ol the top officials in the Secretariat of the League
of nations, b. Walters pointed out in his two-volume AHistory of the League of Nations that ever since it joined

io League, the USSR had been its “convinced supporter”,
ihe conduct of the USSR towards the aggressive powers wasmore consistent with the Covenant than that of any other
great power

, and that Soviet Union played the leading
part in the League as it concerned security. 84

Ilf

Tllc controversy which developed in the League at the
uric over the prospect of amending its Covenant, showed,
however that the League was sliding down to utter impo-
tence and collapse. This was due, in part, to the Western
powers connivance at aggression. With reference to the mat-
ter, Maisky reported to Moscow that the major trend to be
observed among the majority of Conservatives and the one
shared by the British government was towards Britain’s
semi isolation ’ in international affairs. It boiled down to

I! ?
reform of the League of Nations (“pulling the League’s

teeth out
) that is, to the formal or actual abrogation of

Article lb of the League Covenant. 85 Because of Britain’s
and r ranee s short-sighted policies, the League of Nations
found itseff hamstrung and incapable of safeguarding peace

Ihe aggressor states were out to subvert the League of
Nations. Italy followed Japan's and Germany’s example by
leaving the League in December 1937.

Nazi Germany was pressing the small nations of Europe
lo boycott the League’s action against the aggressors. The
Nazis realised perfectly well that the consolidation of the
League and the conclusion of regional pacts of mutual assis-
tance would hamper their land-grabbing plans. Therefore,
the German government wanted as many European coun-
tries as possible to declare neutrality in case of any armed
conflict in Europe and refuse to participate in the applica-
te01 ’ of sanctions provided for by the Covenant of the League
of Nations. The Nazi Reich thus hoped to obtain an op-
portunity to swallow up the small nations of Europe one
after the other, encountering no organised collective resis-
tance from other states.
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The Polish diplomatic service, with J. Beck at its head,

lent active assistance to the Nazis in undermining the League
of Nations and disuniting the countries of Eastern Eu-

rope in the face of aggression. In 1936 he put forward his

idea of creating a belt of “neutral” states from the Baltic

down to the Black Sea (incorporating the Baltic countries,

Poland and Romania). That proposal played into Berlin’s

hands as it retarded the creation of a genuine system of

collective security.

The British government, too, put forward some peace-en-

dangering plans. For example, Chamberlain, addressing the

British government’s Foreign Policy Committee on March
10, 1937, wondered whether Germany would agree to con-

clude non-aggression treaties with all of her Eastern neigh-

bours. The USSR could also have concluded such treaties

with them. * Essentially, however, his suggestion was that

this scheme would take the place of the Franco-Soviet,

pact. 86 Lord Privy Seal Lord Halifax noted there and then

that he had proposed a scheme of that kind to the German
Ambassador in London, Ribbenlrop, back on February 11,

1937. 87

In subverting the League of Nations, the British govern-

ment still attached special importance to how to do away
with the Soviet-French Treaty of Mutual Assistance that

was so unpalatable to it. Naturally, that had nothing in

common with the consolidation of peace and security in

Europe. Britain’s ruling circles did achieve their aim in

substance, if not in form. That was confirmed by a report

from the U.S. Ambassador in Paris Bullitt to Washington
about his conversation with the French head of government.

Camille Chautemps on December 4, 1937. Chautemps said,

during the meeting that he “would be quite ready to give

the Germans all the assurances possible that France would
never make a military alliance with the Soviet Union di-

rected against Germany or indulge in military conversa-

tions with the Soviet Union.” 88

The Soviet, government considered that one of the possi-

ble useful measures towards creating a broadly-based front

of struggle against aggression was the publication of a

joint declaration by a number of European countries an-

* By that time the USSR had non-aggression treaties with all of

its Western neighbours, except Romania.
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xious for peace to be preserved. 89 So, in a conversation with

ino* . ^mbassador t0 tlle USSR, Davis, on March 26,

,

“le 1 eople’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs stressed
llial iL was not loo late to stop the aggressors through res-
olule action by the peace-loving nations. The publication
0 a *' l

'm declaration by the non-aggressor nations of Eu-
rope that they were standing together for peace could have
played an important part in keeping the peace, the People’s
Gommissar pointed out. If the U.S. were to join in such a
declaration, that would contribute towards preserving peace
not only in Europe but in the Far East as well. 90 The Peo-
ple s Gommissar more than once urged the publication of
such a declaration in bis negotiations with representatives
01 other countries.

The U.S. did not support the Soviet proposal. At the same
time it is worth noting that the U.S. Ambassador in Mos-
cow, Davis, highly appreciated the contribution which the
Soviet Union could make and did make towards streng
thoning peace. Reporting to Washington about the role of
the Soviet military potential in the course of events in Eu-
lope, he wrote on June 28, 1937: “Russia’s might and
strength . . . are ol' indisputable value in deterring Hitler.
The Russian Red Army is one of the strongest factors for
peace in Europe.” 91

SPAIN IN FLAMES

Fascist Intervention
and a Travesty of Non-Intervention

“Clear skies all over Spain”— these words broad-
cast by Radio Ceuta (Spanish Morocco) in the night
of July 18, 1936, signalled a sweeping counter-revolutionary
rebellion in Spain against the Popular Front government.
The uprising began to be plotted right after the elec-

tions of February 16, 1936, in which the Popular Front
parties scored a major victory. They won 269 seats in the
newly-elected parliament. The right-wing parties gained
lo7 seats, and the centre parties—48. Having been defeated
at the polls, Spanish reaction set out to gain political power
through violence with the backing of German and Italian
fascists.
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The fascist powers—Germany and ltaiy—were prepared
to aid Spanish reaction both for political and strategic and
for economic considerations. Hitler and Mussolini were ex-

tremely displeased with the consolidation of democratic
forces in Spain and with the sweeping anti-fascist move-
ment in that country. They feared that the Popular Front
victory in Spain could lead to the growth of the forces of

democracy and progress in other countries of Europe.
Besides, Germany and Italy counted on the victory of

reactionary forces in Spain helping them reinforce their

own military and strategic positions for expanding aggres-
sion. The plans which the Nazi Reich had built on the in

tervention in Spain were revealed in a memorandum of the

German Ministry for Foreign Affairs. It pointed out that
the situation in Franco would change radically because her
Iberian frontier and lines of communication with her colo-

nial empire would come under threat, “Gibraltar would be
worthless, and the freedom of movement of the British

fleet through the Straits would depend on Spain, not to men-
tion the possibility of having submarines and light naval
forces as well as the air force operating from the Iberian

peninsula in all directions of the compass. A European con-

flict in which the Rome-Berlin Axis was aligned against
England and France would lake on an entirely different,

aspect if a strong Spain joined the Rome-Berlin Axis.” 92

Mussolini expected that by strengthening his foothold on
the Iberian peninsula lie would take a big step towards re-

storing the Roman Empire and transforming the Mediterra-

nean into an “Italian lake”. He was already dreaming of

the glory of ancient Roman emperors.
What attracted Italy and Germany also was Spain’s

wealth of natural resources such as coal, iron ores, mercury,
tungsten, lead, etc.

War equipment from Germany and Italy streamed thick

and fast into Spain soon after the outbreak of the rebel-

lion. That was because, among other things, as State Se-

cretary of German Ministry for Foreign Affairs Ernst von
Weizsacker pointed out in his diary, Franco, who led

the fascist uprising in Spain, could not “establish his rule

in Spain with his own forces alone”. 93 Some 50 thousand
German servicemen (including airmen and tankmen) were
sent to Spain. The aid which Hitler gave to the Spanish re-

bels was estimated by German sources at 500 million marks
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(200 million dollars). 94 Italy supplied 1,930 guns, 7.5 mil-
lion shells, 240 thousand rifles, 325 million cartridges
7,633 motor vehicles, 950 tanks and armoured troop car-
riers. Close on 1,000 Italian planes were involved in the
Spanish war, having made over 86 thousand sorties and
dropped 11,584 tonnes of bombs. Around 150 thousand Ital-
ian soldiers fought against the Spanish Republic. As Ita-
ly’s Foreign Minister Ciano said in a conversation with Hit
ler, the expenses incurred by the Italian intervention in
Spain amounted to 14,000 million lire (700 million dol-
lars). 95

The British Conservatives also had all their affection for
Spanish reactionaries. The class hatred of the British rul-
ing circles for the Popular Front government was greater
than their fear lest Spain should find herself, in the event
of a rebel victory, in the camp of Britain’s prospective mil-
itary adversaries.

The diary of one of the British “die-hards”, Henry Chan-
non had an entry dated July 27 which said: “For a few
days, we had hoped that they (the rebels -Ed.) would win,
though tonight it seems as if the Red government, alas,
will triumph.” 96

1 he class sentiment of the British ruling circles proved
to be particularly acute because a Popular Front govern-
ment was formed also in France, following the victory of
the left forces in the elections of the spring of 1936. If' the
infection of Communism, the British Conservative Daily
Mail wrote, now spreading in Spain and France, overflows
into other countries, the two governments -German and
Italian -which had killed this infection on their own soil
would turn out to he our most useful friends. 97 The British
government considered it undesirable to render even the
least support to the legitimate government of Spain or
somehow handicap the action of the Spanish rebels.
The British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden pointed out

in a conversation with the Soviet. Ambassador that a Franco
victory would not be much of a danger to British inter-
ests. 98 Neither did Winston Churchill conceal in his con-
versation with the Soviet Ambassador that Franco’s victory
was, in his opinion a “lessor evil” than the victory of the
Republican government of Spain. 99 In Paris, meanwhile,
the British Ambassador made no bones of Britain’s sympa-
thy for the rebels. 100

The French government of the day was headed by Leon

glum, the right-wing socialist leader who, in fact, shared

the British Conservatives’ policy with regard to Spain. On

July 25, 1936, the Blum government banned arms delive-

ries to Spain and ordered the French border with Spain to

he closed. In common with the British “die-hards”, Blum

,
was striving for an “appeasement” of Germany and for a

Franco-German rapprochement. On September 12, 1936, the

Soviet Ambassador to France, V. P. Potemkin, reported to

the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs that the ag-

gravation of the internal situation in the country, the Spa-

nish events, Britain’s indecision and the Germany’s grow-

ing might were strengthening in France the "trend towards

an accommodation with Germany. . . Anti-Soviet sentiment

is seen growing.” 101 French politicians G. Bonnet and

G. Mandel admitted in a conversation with Potemkin that

the Blum government, toed the British line in seeking agree-

ment with Germany. 102

Barely half a year after the Soviet-French treaty of non-

aggression came into effect, the French government started

to consider getting rid of it. The French Foreign Minister

Yvon Delbos said in November 1936 that “the chief aim

|
of the French-Russian agreement wras to draw7 Germany

away from Soviet Russia, that is, to counteract a possible

renewal of the Rapallo policy”. At present the signing of

the German-Japanese Anti-Comintern Pact “definitely can-

celled such a possibility. Therefore, the attitude of the

French government toward an agreement with Russia

might also be subject to certain alteration.” Delbos main-

tained that there was a majority opinion in France in favour

of mutual understanding with Germany. 103

U.S. policy with respect to the Spanish issue differed but

outwardly from that of Britain and France. Whereas the

British and French governments pursued a policy of ""non-

intervention”, that of the United States adhered to the

policy of isolationism. The U.S. neutrality^ legislation w7as

extended to cover Spain on January 7, 1937. That went far

towards complicating the position of the Republican govern-

ment for it deprived that government of an opportunity to

buy war equipment in the United Slates. The best evi-

dence to that effect was provided by this statement, of fran-

co: “Neutrality legislation . . . the quick manner in which

if was passed and carried into effect is a gesture wr e, na-

8 — 076
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Italian domination of Spain”, 105 the U.S. Ambassador in
Berlin William E. Dodd stated.

Due to persistent efforts by Britain and France, 27 na-
tions of Europe concluded an agreement on non-interven
tion in the affairs of Spain in August 1936. A Non-Inter-
vention Committee started to function in London in comp-
liance with this agreement. The Soviet Union agreed to
take part in its work at the request of France. The Soviet
government guided itself, in so doing, by a desire to loca-
lise the civil war in Spain, to prevent it escalating into a

world war. At the same time the Soviet Union proceeded
from the assumption that without foreign intervention, the
Spanish people, who were, as the election had shown, in

their majority at the side of the legitimate Republican gov-
ernment, could uphold their democratic gains and bar the
way to reaction and obscurantism. The Soviet representa-
tive in the London-based Non-Intervention Committee in
the affairs of Spain had instructions, notably, to try to ham-
per arms supplies to Spanish rebels and press for strict

control over the action of Germany, Italy and Portugal. 1<M!

The participation in the Committee gave the Soviet gov-
ernment a chance of upholding the interests of the Span-
ish Republic in it, preventing it from taking any deci-

sions likely to infringe its legitimate rights and interests

and expose the German and Italian invaders.

Soviet Aid to the Spanish People

The Soviet government faithfully honoured the agree-
ment on non-intervention. But when it became obvious
that Italy and Germany were rendering all possible mili-

tary aid to the Spanish rebels, the Soviet Union issued a

warning on October 7, 1936, that, unless the violations of

the agreement on non-intervention were stopped, the USSR
would consider itself free from obligations arising from that

agreement. 107

However, military supplies for the rebels from Germany
and Italy, far from ending, went on expanding. Under those
circumstances, the Soviet government came forward with
a new statement on October 23. it pointed out that the
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agreement on non-intervention had turned into a scrap oi

paper and was virtually null and void. Having no desire

to be a party to that unfair business, the statement said,

the Soviet government saw but one way out of the prevail-

ing situation and that was by restoring the government of

Spain’s right and opportunity to buy arms. 'Hie Soviet

Union pointed out that “it cannot consider itself bound by

the agreement on non-intervention any more than any ol

the other parties to this agreement”. 108

The Soviet position of principle as regards the Spanish

Republic was set out in a letter of December 21, 1936, from

J. V. Stalin, V. M. Molotov and K. Y. Voroshilov to the

Spanish head of government Largo Caballero. “We have

considered and we do consider it to be our duty,” the letter

pointed out, “to come to the aid, within the limits of the

possibilities at our disposal, to the Spanish government

which is leading the struggle of the entire working people

and of all Spanish democracy against the military- fascist

clique which is an instrument, of international fascist for-

ces.” 109

Since non-intervention in the affairs of Spain had been

reduced to a mere farce because of the action of the Third

Reich and fascist Italy, the Soviet government deemed it

to be its duty to resume the sales of war equipment to the

legitimate government of Spain. When the fascist forces

launched their offensive on the 7th of November, 1936, to

capture Madrid, the legitimate Spanish government already

had some Soviet tanks and aircraft at its disposal.

The slogan of Spanish patriots “No pasaran!” rang out

in many countries of the world. Under that slogan, from

20 to 25 thousand volunteers, who had arrived in Republi-

can Spain from all countries, including the Soviet Union,

were heroically fighting for democracy, against fascism.

The Spanish reactionary forces, when starting the rebel-

lion, hoped for a quick and easy victory over the Spanish

Republicans. However, their designs fell through. A mass

of the people of Spain rose to fight the rebels. Their hero-

ism proved to bo superior to fascist weapons. Having braved

the onslaught of the invading forces against the Span-

ish capital, they frustrated the fascist plan to make short

shrift of the Republic. What happened instead was the first

major armed battle in Europe of the forces of aggression

and fascism against those of peace and progress which went

8*
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on for over two years.

The Civil War and foreign intervention in Spain substan-

tially changed the alignment of forces in Europe. Since the at-

tention of Britain, France and Italy, for whom the problems of

the Mediterranean were of tremendous importance, had

been riveted to the events in Spain, those in Central Europe

receded into the background. The Nazi Reich look advan-

tage of that to step up its action and start outright prepara-

tions for the seizure of Austria and Czechoslovakia. What
made things easier for it was that France was departing

from the course towards co-operation with the Soviet. Union

she had barely taken, and joined Britain in seeking an

imperialist deal with Germany and Italy, that is in abetting

their aggressive designs.

The Berlin Rome Axis.

Anti-Comintern Pact

Close co-operation of Italian and German fascists in the

invasion of Spain accelerated the cobbling together of their

aggressor bloc. “We must take up an active role,” Hitler

said in a conversation with Italy’s Foreign Minister Ciano.

“We must go over to the attack.” The Nazi Chancellor ar-

gued that there was no clash of interests between Germany
and Italy: Germany must have a free hand in the East oi

Europe and in the Baltic region, while any change in the

balance of forces in the Mediterranean must be in Italy’s

interest. He said the German government, was successfully

conducting negotiations on co-operation also with Japan and

Boland. The tactical field on which Germany and Italy

could execute their manoeuvre in respect of the Western

powers, Hitler stressed, was that of anti-Bolshevism. 110

A German-Italian agreement which started the so-called

Berlin-Rome Axis was signed the day after that conversa-

tion, on October 25, 1936. The two aggressors agreed on

measures they could take to help the Spanish rebels. The

Nazis recognised Italy’s annexation of Ethiopia, while the

Italians promised not to interfere in relations between Ger-

many and Austria.

The Nazi Reich attached tremendous importance also to

strengthening its links with Japan since she could become
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its major ally in the war both against the USSR and

against the Western powers. German-Japanese talks had

begun on Germany’s initiative back in 1935. Japan, which

harboured the idea of a far-reaching expansion into the Far

Eastern and other areas of Asia was also interested in hav-

ing allies. The Japanese military attache in the USSR Ka-

sahara, in his reports to the War Ministry, emphasised the

need to “involve the Western neighbours and other states

in the war against the USSR”. 111 Hostility towards the

USSR was equally great in Nazi Germany and in militarist

Japan. On January 12, 1936, the Soviet Ambassador to Ger-

many, Y. Z. Surits, reported, with many facts to bear him

out, that Germany and Japan, “treaty or no treaty . . . will

join forces in a conflict against the USSR. So far as wo are

concerned, Japan and Germany arc bound together by the

ties of blood, by a community of interests and by the you-

scratch-my-back-and-I-scratch-yours principle”. i12 The rul-

ers of Germany and Japan, however, feared they could pro-

voke the displeasure of the Western powers by concluding

an outright military alliance. To conceal the true purpose

of the German-Japanese collusion, the Nazis offered to call

it “Anti-Comintern Pact”. The Pact was signed on Novem-

ber 25, 1936.

Naturally, the name of the Pact misled nobody in the

Soviet Union. It laid, in fact, the foundations of the mili-

tary alliance of the aggressors in the coming war. A secret

agreement was signed together with the Pact between Ger-

many and Japan providing that in the event of a conflict of

one of its signatories with the USSR, they “must immedia-

tely consider steps required for the defence of their common

interests”.
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The Gestapo chief Himmler, informing Hitler on January

31, 1937, about his negotiations with the Japanese military

attache in Berlin General Oshima, pointed out that the ob-

ject of the measures being worked out by German and

Japanese representatives was to dismember Russia, starting

from the Caucasus and the Ukraine. 114

A bilateral Italian-Japanese treaty was concluded also on

December 2, 1936, to form a bloc of three aggressor powers.

The “Axis” became “Triangle”. The Deputy People’s Com

missai1 for Foreign Affairs of I lie USSR, B. S. Stomonyakov,

pointed out in a letter to the Soviet Ambassador in Tokyo

M. M. Slavutsky that Japan had further strengthened her
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links with Germany and Italy and, according to quiterelmMe sources, the Japanese government considered these
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Soviet steamship Timiryazev was sunk in the Mediter
ranean on August 30, 1937, and the Blagoyev on Soptem
her I. I he Soviet government lodged a strong protest with
the government ot Italy.

Increasingly brazen action of pirates in the major impe
rial lines ol communication routes of Britain and Francecmld not. but anger their own ruling establishment. After
an unidentified ’ submarine torpedoed the British destroyer
llcwoc, on August 31, Britain, which once ruled the seas
found it impossible to tolerate such humiliation any longer’
So when the french government, early in September, called
lor a conference on action to control piracy in the Mediter-
ranean, Britain seconded that initiative.
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An international conference met in Nyon on September
10-14, 1937, to work out a specific and effective agreement
to control piracy in the Mediterranean. Speaking at the con-
ference, Litvinov declared that the Soviet Union was inter-
ested in the questions it dealt with not only because the
USSR had its shores washed by the waters mixing with
those of the Mediterranean, which linked the Soviet ports
with the outside world as well as between themselves, bn!
also because “the Soviet Union as a major power, con-
scious of its rights and obligations, is interested in keeping
up the international order and peace and in opposing all

kinds of aggression and international violence”. 117

It was decided at the conference to destroy the subma-
rines that would attempt to attack merchant shipping and ap-
propriate measures were outlined. Their effect at once put
an end almost totally to fascist piracy in the Mediterra-
nean.

The Nyon Conference was of great importance also in
that it showed the possibility and effect of collective action
against aggression. It offered conclusive evidence to show
that, given joint determined action bv the USSR, Britain
and France, the aggressors would have to retreat. Its deci-
sions were a great achievement largely due to Soviet diplo-
macy.

The Washington Star, in an article “Victory of Red Di-
plomacy”, said on September 12, 1937, that one had to re-

cognise that the result of anti -pirate conference in Nyon
looked too much like a victory for Soviet diplomacy. That
Conference had been organised by Britain and France, but
it was thanks to Russia alone that the Conference was com-
pelled to take prompt and concrete decisions.

That positive experience of collective action against the
aggressor was not, unfortunately, taken into account by the
ruling circles of Britain and France subsequently in what
was a far more complex setting.

Spanish Fascists in Madrid

Meanwhile, the fascist powers continued to render tre-

mendous assistance to Franco. Having bin'll up their forces,

the invaders and Lhe rebels launched an offensive early
in 1938. On April 15, they succeeded in breaking through
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to the Mediterranean, north of Valencia, cutting Spanish

territory in two. That seriously complicated the situation

of the Spanish Republic.

The Republic was stabbed in the back by British Premier

Neville Chamberlain. On a visit to Rome, he signed a treaty

of friendship and co-operation with Mussolini on April 16,

1938. Under that treaty, the British government acknowl-

edged Franco’s right of a belligerent part after some of the

foreign combatants had been withdrawn from Spain. At the

same time, Britain recognised Italy’s annexation of Ethio

pi a.

The policy of the French government differed but little

from that of Britain. The government of Daladier which
came into office in April 1938 turned right abruptly. The
Soviet Ambassador in Paris, Surits, pointed out on June 26,

1938, that the French Minister for Foreign Affairs, Georges

Bonnet, “has taken a definite lino towards strangling Bar-

celona and establishing ‘normal’ relations with Franco”. 118

The Spanish people, with support from the progressive

forces of the whole world, continued their heroic resistance

to the fascist invasion. However, the position of the Repub-

lic was getting increasingly critical because of the collu-

sion of the reactionary governing quarters of Western pow
ers with German and Italian fascists.

On February 27, 1939, Britain and France recognised the

government of Franco and broke off diplomatic relations

with the Spanish Republic. Under those circumstances, the

Soviet government found it impossible to continue to parti-

cipate in the deliberations of the Non-Intervention Commit-

tee. On March 1, 1939, it decided to recall its representative

from the committee.

Shortly afterwards the fascist forces captured Madrid

and established their domination of the whole country by

the end of March. The victory of the Italian and German
invaders and rebels over the Spanish Republic essentially

altered the situation in Europe. The hopes of the British

ruling circles that they could keep Spain under their con-

trol by economic means proved to be an illusion. On March

27, 1939, Franco joined the Anti-Comintern Pact. Having

thus blown up France’s rear, Germany and Ttaly created fa-

vourable opportunities for stepping up their acts of aggres-

sion in Central and Eastern Europe.
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THE WAR
IN THE FAR EAST

Outbreak

of the Japan-China War

On July 7. 1937, Japanese troops provoked an incident

with Chinese forces in the area not far from Peking hat

•was the start of the Japanese invasion of North and then

Ct

The Japanese government had worked out a plan to estab-

lish Japanese domination of Eastern Asia Basic P

ciples of National Policy”. First of all, the Japanese militar-

ists intended to capture North China and then tho rest;
of

China Japan proposed to swell her armed forces stationed

in Korea and Manchuria so as, subsequently attacking the

USSR “strike a decisive blow at the Russians at the very

outbreak of the war”. They planned, besides, to penetrate

the South Seas area. It. was found necessary to speed up

and ting off the preparation of Japan’s Armed Forces for

vvnr in order to achieve all those designs.
V

The Japanese ruling quarters believed that the in erv^

tion by Germany and Italy in Spam created a favourably

context for their aggressive plans to be carried out..
_

U s Under Secretary of State Sumner Welles pointed out

in that connection that tho “bandit nations drew together

their respective policies became more and more clearly

Sy
Once° through with her preparations, Japan set about can

eying ont her far-reaching plans of aggrandizement in July

1937 That was how the Japan-China war started.

'

It was one of the conflagrations later to become part, of

th

The
C
Sovi^°government clearly realised the full gravity

of the situation as it shaped up both in Europe and m the

Far East. Jzvestia unequivocally put the question. I eacc

or War?” in its leading article “Against War, Against Fas

cNm” This question, the paper pointed out, sounds today

aslunous al never before for if is agitating the mmds of

millions of people anxious about their future
.

. tio-

monopolfes°of the SSS. Itates, Britain and France. The
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Anglo-Franco-American alignment was potentially far
stronger than Japan. Joint action by these three powers
could have deterred the aggressors. All the more so since
Japan s war plans could have been nipped in the bud, should
I he I S., Britain and France have established co-operation
with the Soviet Union. The governments of the three pow-
ers, however, wanted no trucks with the USSR, although
they were thereby undermining their own positions.

Iho reactionary quarters of the Western powers still
hoped that the war between Japan and the USSR would
begin sooner or later. And in that case, they presumed,
Japan would have to stop her expansion into the areas
where she would be threatening the interests of the United
States, Britain and Franco. Moreover, the Western powers
expected that, such a war would certainly weaken both the
I SSR and Japan which would give the United States, Brit-
ain and France an opportunity not only to maintain their
positions in the Far East, but even reinforce them.

British imperialists kept on conniving at aggression in
I he Far East as well as in Europe. They clearly sought a
compromise arrangement with Japan at China’s expense.
However, they were not averse to their interests being de-
fended by others. It was a war between Japan and the
I SSR that, as stated earlier on, suited Britain most
of all.

The United States thought its interest to be far more
hurt by Japan’s actions in China than by the Italian aggres-
sion in Ethiopia, the German and Italian intervention in
Spain and other developments in Europe. Japan was the
United States’ major imperialist rival. Nevertheless, the
U.S. also took up a rather restrained position over the Jap-
anese invasion of China. The U.S. ruling circles feared,
in particular, that should it have joined the war against
Japan, Britain and France would shift its brunt to the Unit-
ed States. This led to the U.S. together with Britain and
France conniving at Japanese aggression. Measures, taken
by the U.S., Britain and France in connection with the Jap-
anese aggression boiled down to an attempt at somehow
protecting their major interests in China by means of an
imperialist collusion with Japan. The rilling quarters of
those countries did not so much as contemplate any defence
of China s interests or any assistance to it in resisting the
Japanese invasion. On the contrary, the imperialist powers
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feared that the Chinese, should they have succeeded in

heating hack the Japanese imperialist incursion, could have

also expelled other colonialists from their country.

The Soviet Union at Chinas Side

The Soviet Union was alone ready to lend a helping hand

to China in the struggle against the Japanese aggressors.

The Soviet government had no particular contractual obli-

gations to China. Nevertheless, true to its policy of support-

ing the victims of imperialist aggression, it was ready and

willing to come to the aid of the Chinese people in their

struggle against foreign intervention.

The Soviet government took advantage of Anthony Eden’s

visit to Moscow in 1935 in order to talk the issue ol a Paci-

fic Pact over with him. What the Soviet Union offered to

conclude was no longer a non-aggression pact hut one of

mutual assistance. The People’s Commissariat for Foreign

Affairs said on the eve of Eden s visit: “We are prepared to

co-operate with Britain as well as with other nations in se-

curing peace in the Far East.” “In concrete terms we con-

template a regional Pacific Pact of Mutual Assistance in-

volving the USSR, China, Japan, Great Britain, the United

States, France, Holland...” The Pact meant essentially that

"Japan’s further aggression would be resisted by the forces

of all the other parties to the Pact.”
122

On March 28, 1935, the Soviet People’s Commissar for

Foreign Affairs emphasised in a conversation with Anthony

Eden that for a lasting peace to he ensured in the Pacific

“there must he collective efforts by all the interested na-

tions”. However, Eden did not go along with that proposal.

11c questioned the United States’ readiness for active co-

operation in safeguarding peace and security in the Far

East. 123

The British government was not inclined to share in sot-

ting up a collective security system in the Far East, but it

sought to put the blame for abetting the Japanese aggres-

sion on the United States.

The U.S. government still preferred a different way of

ensuring its interest in the Far East.
r

J hat was stated quite

openly by Walton R. Moore, U.S. Deputy Under Secretary

of State, in a conversation with the Soviet Charge d’Affai-
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Since the danger from Japan continued to grow (it came
to full-scale fighting across the MPR border), the USSR and
the MPR signed a protocol on mutual assistance on March
12, 1936. Referring to the import of (hat protocol, the Peo-
ple's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs pointed out in a let-

ter to the Soviet Ambassador in Japan that it “is a new
link in the chain of consistent actions whereby we are curb-

ing the aggression against the MPR. Now Japan is, of

course, in tio doubt that her conquest of Mongolia would
lead to a war against the Soviet Union.” 129 That protocol,

just as (lie gentleman’s agreement, was of tremendous im-
portance for safeguarding the security of the MPR and
strengthening peace in the Far East.

On March 1, 1937, Litvinov Look the question of a Paci-

fic Pact of Mutual Assistance up with the Chinese Ambas-
sador to (lie USSR Jiang Ting-fu. “It is my conviction,”
lie said, “that such a pact alone can definitely stop Japan’s
aggression and ensure peace in the Far East.” lie went on
to point out that this had to bo brought home to the other
powers, particularly Great Britain and the United States,

and that both Chinese and Soviet diplomacy had to work
towards that end. 130

The Soviet Ambassador to China (Nanking), D. V. Bo-
gomolov received detailed directives in mid-March for his

negotiations with the Chinese government. The directives

proposed concluding a treaty of friendship with the Nank-
ing government providing for “either party to refrain from
taking any step or concluding any agreement which could

benefit a third state threatening to attack the other contrac-

ting party”. It also provided for both parties to take steps

“with a view to protecting their common interests”. The
Soviet government expressed its readiness to conclude a mil-

itary and technical agreement with the Nanking govern-
ment providing for the sale of aircraft, tanks, and other

military and technical equipment to bo paid for out of a

50 million dollar credit granted to this end, as well as for

Chinese airmen and tankmen to be trained in the USSR.
The Soviet Union called for the treaty of friendship to

incorporate a pledge by both parties to do their utmost to-

wards the early conclusion of the Pacific Pact of Mutual
Assistance. On April 1, Bogomolov passed these proposals

to Rung Hsiang-hsi. 131

However, the Chinese government was still wavering. On
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.fune 16, 1937, the Soviet Ambassador in China reported to
the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs that the Chi-
nese government looked askance at the idea of a Pacific
Pact because it was afraid of arousing Japan’s displeasure
and finally closing the door to a bilaterial agreement with
Japan which Chiang Kai-shek was still hoping for”. The
Chinese were giving no reply to the proposal for concluding
a treaty of non-aggression and helping China with supplies
of war equipment. 132

On May 14. Prime Minister Joseph Lyons of Australia
also came forward with a proposal to conclude the Pacific
1'act, which, however, was a pact of non-aggression, rather
I hart one of mutual assistance. The Soviet government decid-
ed, therefore, to try once more to get the Pact concluded.

In the latter half of May, Litvinov while in Geneva for a
session of the Council of the League of Nations, was nego-
tiating the Pacific Pact with the British Foreign Secretary,
Anthony Eden, and the President of the Executive Yuan
of China, Kung Hsiang-hsi. 133 The Soviet Ambassador in

London I. M. Maisky was instructed to talk the matter over
with Lyons. The Ambassador was asked to inform the Au-
stralian Prime Minister about the Soviet Union’s positive
response to his proposal, but along with suggesting a pad
of mutual assistance. 134

On June 15, Maisky had an appropriate conversation with
Lyons. I’ho latter reacted favourably to the idea of conclud-
ing a pact of mutual assistance, but suggested that neither
Britain nor the United States were prepared to conclude
such an agreement. 135

Tho Soviet Ambassador in Washington Troyanovsky was
asked to find out where the United States stood on the
matter. “True,” the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Af-
fairs wrote to him, “we meant a Pacific Pact of Mutual As-
sistance, while Lyons is reducing the whole thing to a
pledge of non-aggression.” 138

Roosevelt, however, showed no desire to join the pact.
He told Troyanovsky on June 28 that the U.S. could not
enter into any alliances or any similar agreements. As to
Lyons’ proposal for concluding a Pacific Pact of Non-
Aggression, Roosevelt did not second it either on the plea
that there was no point in concluding such a pact with no
Japan in it.

137

When the Japanese invasion of China began on July 7,
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1937, the Soviet press roundly condemned that action of the

Japanese aggressors. “This is a new and important stage in

the imperialist struggle iu Eastern Asia and in the Pacific”,

the Izvestia wrote, “and a new and essential stage in the

aggression of Japanese imperialism seeking to subjugate the

Chinese people.” 138

It was on July 19, 1937, that the Chinese government

finally ventured to accept Soviet aid. it asked the USSR
through the Soviet Ambassador to provide war equpiment,

and grant appropriate credits. 139 The Soviet government

responded to China’s request for aid. On July 29, the Soviet

Ambassador to China was instructed to inform the Chinese

government about the Soviet consent to meet its request. ' l !

While expressing its readiness to supply China with war

equipment, the Soviet government found it necessary for

the USSR and China to conclude, tentatively, a treaty of

friendship and non-aggression because there had to he a

guarantee that “our weapons will not he used against us”.

The Soviet Ambassador raised the matter several times with

representatives of the Chinese government. 141

Meanwhile, China was pressing hard for the conclusion

of a Soviet-Chinese treaty of mutual assistance. The matter

was raised with the Soviet Ambassador on July 16 by the

President of the Legislative Yuan of China, Sun Fo. Chen

Li-fu, who was negotiating with the Soviet Ambassador on

instructions from Chiang Kai-shek, insisted on such a treaty

being signed when he conferred with him three days lat-

er.
142 Explaining the sum and substance of those Chinese

proposals, the Soviet Ambassador wrote in his dispatch to

Moscow: “Banking on a Japanese-Soviet War remains

Chiang Kai-shek’s idee fixe.”
143

As China was already in a virtual state of war with Ja-

pan, the Soviet government, naturally, did not find it possi-

ble to conclude a bilateral treaty of mutual assistance with

her. 144 Maxim Litvinov wrote to the Soviet Ambassador that

“the idea behind the Chinese insistence on this issue at the

present moment is, in point of fact, that we should get in-

volved in a war with Japan right now”. 140

On August 21, 1937, the USSR and China signed a trea-

ty of non-aggression which was, under the circumstances,

one of supreme importance for strengthening China’s inter-

national position. In an editorial on the treaty, Pravda em-

phasised that the treaty was a fresh expression of the



friendship which the peoples of the USSR had for the Chi-
nese people in battle for their freedom and independence.
I lie Soviet-Chinese treaty, the article pointed out, practical-

ly confirmed and anchored the principle of the indivisibility

of peace and the need to defend peace both in the West and
in the East. “The Soviet-Chinese Treaty shows to all na-
tions the way to oppose the war threat. . . It is a new in-

strument of peace.” 148

The conclusion of the Soviet-Chinese Treaty of Non-Ag-
gression, the Soviet Ambassador to Japan Slavutsky pointed
out, produced a “tremendous impression” in Japan. 147 To-
kyo qualified the treaty as a diplomatic setback for Japan.

Agreement on the actual deliveries of war equipment to

China on account of the Soviet-granted long-term credit

was reached as early as September 14. The delivery of the

first batch of aircraft was to be within the shortest possible

time-limits at the request of the Chinese delegation. The
Soviet side undertook to ship the first 225 aircraft, includ-

ing 62 medium bombers and 155 fighter planes to China by
October 25, 1937. 148 The Chinese Ambassador to the USSR
Jian Ting-fu declared in a conversation with Deputy Peo-

ple’s Commissar Stoinonyakov that the Chinese were most
pleased with the spirit and outcome of the negotiations

which had given China even more than they had expect-

ed. 149

By the middle of 1938, the Soviet Union had delivered to

China 297 aircraft, 82 tanks, 425 guns and howitzers, 1,825

machine-guns, 400 motor vehicles, 360 thousand shells, 10

million cartridges and other items of war equipment. 150 So-

viet aid made it possible for China to hold out, avoid being

defeated and having to surrender, and to keep up resistance

to the Japanese aggressors.

Because of Soviet aid to China, however, the danger of

Japan attacking the USSR had increased. The French For-

eign Minister, Delbos, told the U.S. Ambassador in Paris,

Bullitt, on August 26, 1937, that he had received a message
from the French Ambassador in Japan saying that “Japan
is likely to declare war on the Soviet Union”. The British

Ambassador to Japan Craigie also pointed out that the

Japanese “would have to square their accounts with the

USSR”. The U.S. Assistant Military Attache in Japan Weck-
erling wrote to Washington that “the Japanese Army re-

gards Soviet Russia as its principal enemy”, and that there
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was a feeling of certainty that “nothing can prevent anoth-

er Russo-Japanese war.” 151 The Soviet Ambassador to Ja-

pan, Slavutsky, states that the Japanese militarists were

trying with might and main to make the Japanese people

accept the “inevitability of an imminent war with the So-

viet Union”. 152

What complicated the Soviet Union’s international posi-

tion even more was that in the event of war in the bar

East, it would have to reckon also with serious complica-

tions across its Western border. The Japanese Ambassador

in Berlin told the French Ambassador A. Franpois-Poncet

that the German and Italian governments had promised

to Japan “active military aid in the event of the USSR
being involved in a Far Eastern conflict on China’s

side”. 153

The position of Poland also aroused grave apprehension.

The Japanese military attache in Poland Generaj Sawada

asking the Polish government on August 24, 1937, to sup-

port the Japanese during the discussion of the Japan-China

conflict in the League of Nations, stressed that China was

co-operating with the USSR while Japan and Poland had

“common interests” in respect to the Soviet Union. The

Polish government readily responded to that request in the

belief that “Japan is Poland’s natural ally”. 154

Japan did not venture, however, into a war against the

USSR. Along with the rapid economic growth of the So-

viet Union, its defence capability was mounting. Besides,

the Soviet government had been constantly giving most

careful attention to strengthening the defences of its Far

Eastern border. This could not but produce a sobering ef-

fect on the Japanese aggressors.

Japanese Aggression

and the League of Nations

In mid-September 1937, the Chinese government ollicial-

ly asked the Council of the League of Nations for sanc-

tions against Japan under the terms of the Covenant. The

Soviet government informed China that it would support

its request. 155
.

The governments of Britain and France found it undesir-

able for the Japanese aggression to be considered in the
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League of Nations, first of all, because they did not propose
to take any measures against Japan. Besides, if there was
no way at all of avoiding a discussion of this issue, Lon-
don and Paris wanted it to involve also the United States

of America. Therefore, Britain and France preferred to see

the Japan-China conflict considered in any agency represen-

ting the United States as well, rather than in the League
of Nations.

Speaking before the Assembly of the League of Nations

on December 21, the Soviet People’s Commissar for Foreign
Affairs Litvinov emphasised that aggression was manifest-

ing itself in now and more violent forms. However, the

League of Nations stayed out of those events, without reacting

to them. The People’s Commissar called on all nations to

pool efforts in working for peace and opposing aggression.

He pointed out that the “League’s resolute policy in deal-

ing with one case of aggression would spare us all other

cases. And then, only then, would all nations come to see

that aggression docs not pay and that aggression is not

worth making.” 158

The Soviet Union has gone down in the history of the

League of Nations as the most consistent champion of the

victims of the German, Italian and Japanese aggression,

and as the protagonist of those forces in it which demand-
ed the full maintenance of the Covenant. 157

In advance of the League of Nations’ discussion of Jap-

anese aggression, scheduled for September 27, the People’s

Commissar had received the following directive: “It is desir-

able for us both to see Japan voted aggressor and most
effective sanctions applied against her. However, in case of

an obviously passive reaction of other states ... we do not

consider it politically expedient for the Soviet delegation

to be the pace-setter risking to strain still more the Soviet

Union’s relations with Japan and to give more food for

charging us with incitement. Should, however, the other

members of the League of Nations show a serious inten-

tion to raise the question of Japan’s responsibility and of

declaring her to be an aggressor, you ought to be active in

supporting this effort. Since it takes a unanimous vote for

her to he found guilty of aggression, it is doubtful that such

a vote could be obtained. If, after all, in spite of all expecta-

tions, such a decision were taken and the question of sanc-

tions automatically arose, nothing would prevent you from

declaring . . . for the application of most effective sanctions
against Japan.” 158

The representatives of Britain and France in the League
of Nations did not conceal that the two powers did not in-

tend to take any steps against the Japanese aggressor. 159

They referred to the fact that they did not know the posi-

tion of the United States.

Under instructions from Moscow, the Soviet Charge d’Af-
faires in the United States, Oumansky, approached Under-
secretary of State Sumner Welles asking him to explain
the position of the United States. The latter replied that

the U.S. government was not in a position to draw any
distinction between the aggressor and the victim of aggres-
sion and “to sympathise with the victim on any ground
whatsoever”. 100 After hearing Welles make his point, Ou-
mansky described the U.S. policy as “very discouraging”. 181

Under those circumstances, the League of Nations’ deci-

sions on Japanese aggression adopted on October 6 turned
out to be extremely inconclusive. The League limited itself

to stating that Japan had broken its commitments under
the existing treaties and to declaring “moral support” for

China. It recommended to the Powers concerned to call a

special conference on the matter. 162

The Brussels Conference

Preparations began, under a decision of the League of

Nations, for a conference of nations with a stake in the
Far Eastern situation. Brussels had been chosen as the
venue for it.

The question of attendance arose right away. It was the
United States, Britain and other sponsors of the conference
that were particularly anxious to get the Japanese aggres-
sors invited. Owing to this, Litvinov wrote to the Soviet
Ambassador in the United States Troyanovsky that by ur-

ging the Japanese to attend the conference, they were as-

sured in every way that “it will consider a reconciliation

rather than any measures against Japan whatsoever.” 163

The Government of Japan declined, however, to attend
the conference.

In the opinion of the U.S. government, the conference
was to have tried to reconcile Japan and China. Roosevelt
told the leader of the American delegation at the conference
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i\ orman Davis that the word “sanctions is to be rigorously
avoided”. 164

I’he British government also proceeded from the assump-
tion that “the conference was uot meeting in order to con-
sider whether sanctions should be imposed against Japan,”
hut for “restoration of peace by agreement”. 165

Only the USSR was still urging effective steps against
the Japanese aggressors and for the defence of China. The
Soviet delegation in Brussels worked under instructions to
press for a declaration or a resolution of the conference to
recommend to all participants “to render China all possible
and maximum assistance both individually and collective-

ly”. 166 Litvinov wrote on October 20, 1937 that the USSR
considered it desirable for effective sanctions to be applied
against the Japanese aggressor. 167 In a conversation with
the U.S. Ambassador to the USSR on October 29, the Peo-
ple's Commissar again stated that the Soviet Union was
seriously interested in ending the aggression and establish-

ing peace and collective security. The USSR was prepared
to take up a resolute stand in co-operation with the United
States, France and Britain, he declared. 108

It was the U.S. delegation that called the tune at the
Brussels Conference, which opened on November 3, 1937,
with its programme of “appeasement” of the Japanese ag-
gressors. Norman Davis did not find it right and proper to

point out in his speech who was the aggressor and who its

victim. Japan and China, he said, “have come into conflict

and have resorted to hostilities”. And he proposed that the

conflict should be solved on a basis that is “fair to each
and acceptable to both”. 169 That could mean only one
thing: the United States was prepared to see Japan’s ag-

gressive ambitions gratified at China’s expense, and the

Chinese people humbly putting up with it. The British and
the French followed in his footsteps. Anthony Eden and
Yvon Delbos declared that they subscribed to all Norman
Davis had said.

It was the Soviet delegation alone that took up a posi-

tion of principle at the conference. The leader of the Soviet

delegation in Brussels, Maxim Litvinov, in his speech on
November 3 expressed his disagreement with the policy of

the United States, Britain and France which advocated a

peace “acceptable to both”. He pointed out that there was
nothing easier than to say to the aggressor: “Take your
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plunder, take what you have seized by force, and peace be

with you,” and to say to the victim of aggression: “Love

your aggressor, resist not evil”. But that can call forth

nothing but more acts of aggression, he emphasised. In

such a case, the conference could turn out to be a “tool of

the aggressor”, instead of acting against aggression. Hav-

ing reiterated the oft-stated position of the USSR regarding

action to oppose aggression, Litvinov stressed the necessity

of rallying the nations working to keep the peace. 170

The assessment of the Soviet delegation’s position given

by Norman Davis is noteworthy. “Litvinov is arguing to

me”, he wrote to Washington, “in favour of close co-opera-

tion and understanding between Britain, the United States

arid Russia on the ground that if Japan were confronted

with such a combination, she would agree to stop hostili-

ties.” 171

On November 6, the conference drew up the text of anoth-

er appeal to Japan inviting her to join it. Then it was ad-

journed pending her reply.

In the meantime, Japan went on intensifying and ex-

panding her military operations in China. On November

12, Japanese troops captured Shanghai, thereby apprecia-

bly strengthening their foothold in Central China. On the

same day, the Japanese government once more rejected the

appeal from the Brussels Conference.

The Brussels Conference resumed on November 13. The

Chinese representative raised the question of economic sanc-

tions against Japan and assistance to China. However, the

representatives of the United States, Britain and France

turned a deaf ear to it. Norman Davis intimated that he

was still hoping to get Japan to co-operate.

The Soviet delegation again came out in support of the

Chinese proposal. Potemkin, who now led the Soviet dele-

gation, declared that to end the aggression there would

have to be “co-operative and effective efforts by the powers

interested in keeping the peace in the Far East. Every

concrete initiative in this sense would be supported by the

Soviet Union. 172 Davis reported to Washington that Potem-

kin “was very insistent in urging us to recommend concrete

measures against Japan” because there was no other way

to stop the conflict. Potemkin reiterated that the USSR
“would join in anything the British and ourselves might

be prepared to do”,
171
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On November 24 the conference adopted a declaration to
say that, it was suspending its sittings temporarily in order
to afford the participating governments the time “to further
explore all peaceful methods by which a settlement of the
dispute may be attained.” 174 That was the last meeting of
the conference.

The breakdown of the Brussels Conference was a direct
sequel to the policy of abetting the Japanese aggression
which was pursued by the United States, Britain and France.
While the major responsibility for “non-intervention”
in the German-Ttalian invasion of Spain lay with the Brit-
ish and French “appeasers”, the main blame for the policy
of abetting the Japanese aggression rested with the United
States.

The ruling circles of the United States, Britain and
France considered that the best Avay out of the situation
Ihus created was through an imperialist collusion with
Japan for the “peaceful” plunder of China by all of them
so as to have the Japanese aggression turn against the So-
viet Union. Since the Japanese imperialists continued their
acts of aggression in China, in violation of the interests of
the United States, Britain and France, and showed no in-
tention of attacking the USSR for the time being, the gov-
erning quarters of the Western powers tried to push the
USSR into some kind of action against Japan. That came
to light in the closing days of the Brussels Conference.

Potemkin wrote from Brussels, reporting his conversa-
tion with the Chairman of the conference, Paul Spaak, Bel-
gium s Foreign Minister, that the latter had provocatively
declared that “the best moans to make Japan more tract-
able was by sending a few hundred Soviet aircraft to give
Tokyo a scare”. Potemkin replied that there must have
been some in Brussels who evidently were too fond of “hav-
ing others pull the chestnuts out of the fire for them”. 175

The Soviet government gave a sober assessment of the
situation. It was prepared to undertake most effective meas-
ures in assisting China in its struggle against the Japanese
aggressors, hut it wanted to do so together with the United
States, Britain and France. The Soviet Union could not fail

to take into account under the circumstances the fact, in

particular, that in the event of war with Japan, it could
have run the risk of being attacked by Germany and even,
perhaps, by some other of its Western neighbours who had

m

long been co-operating with Japan on an anti-Soviet

ground.
After the conference, Litvinov, writing to the Soviet Am-

bassador in the United States, Troyanovsky, pointed out

that the USSR had, right from the start, been sceptical of

the possible outcome of the Brussels Conference, and, there-

fore, had held a “rather restrained position” at it, but the

conference ended “even more disgracefully than one could

have expected it to”. ,7fi

The utter futility of the Brussels Conference because of

the position of the Western powers had the effect of in-

tensifying the Japanese aggression in China. On November

27, that is, two days after the conference was over, Japanese

troops launched an offensive against Nanking, which was

the home of the Chinese government at the time. The city

fell to them on December 13.

Japanese Aggressors Defeated

at Lake Khasan

The events which occurred in the area of Lake Khasan,

the Soviet Far East, in July and August 1 938, provided

clear evidence of the Soviet Union’s determination and rea-

diness to give a resolute rebuff to aggression.

While waging their war against China, the Japanese im-

perialists began to show themselves aggressive throughout

the Far East, including the areas close to the Soviet fron-

tiers. The Soviet government had to make repeated repre-

sentations to the Japanese authorities. The Deputy People’s

Commissar for Foreign Affairs Stomonyakov drew the at-

tention of the Japanese Ambassador in Moscow, Shigemitsu,

to the fact, that there was a systematic campaign of slan-

der and propaganda of war against the Soviet Union in Ja-

pan, often with the involvement of official institutions and

personalities. The Japanese military leaders did not stop

short of direct calls for a war against the USSR. 177

Japanese troops systematically violated the Soviet bor-

der. About a dozen Japanese combat aircraft invaded So-

viet airspace on April 11, for example. On June 8, Ihe Ja-

panese attempted to land a 29-man armed band on the So-

viet hank of the Amur River. The Japanese authorities had

more than once detained Soviet ships without any excuse
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whatsoever. On February 19, they seized the Soviet freight
er Kuznetskstroi in a Japanese port, with a crew of 35 and
37 passengers. The Soviet press had every reason to qualify
that as "‘yet another deliberate Japanese provocation”. 178

At the same time, the Japanese ruling circles, drilling
the nation for a war of aggression against the USSR, were
stoking up anti-Soviet feelings in Japan. “Japan’s position
with regard to the USSR,” the People’s Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs said, “has become still more aggressive and
arrogant.” The Japanese militarists “are systematically striv
ing to exacerbate relations, without missing a single oc-
casion or opportunity for it. They have Japanese diplomacy,
with Hirota and Shigomitsu in the lead, at their service.” 179

The Japanese acts of provocation had attained a particu-
lar degree of intensity by the middle of the year. The
Japanese press (as the Asahi, Yomiuri and other newspa-
pers) was openly calling for a war against the Soviet
Union and the capture of the Soviet Far East. The Japa-
nese troops stationed in Korea deliberately started acts of

,|
provocation against the Soviet frontier guards at Lake Kha-
san. 180

Tn mid-July, the Japanese Charge d’Affaires in Moscow
turned to the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs
with an unjustified claim that Soviet troops were illegally

holding the western shore of Lake Khasan. The Japanese
diplomat was offered to look through the 1869 Hunchung
Agreement with a map appended to it which left no room
for doubt that the western shore of the lake was part of
Soviet territory. 181

Calling on the Soviet People’s Commissar for Foreign
Affairs on July 20, Japanese Ambassador Shigemitsu once
more demanded the withdrawal of Soviet troops from the
area concerned. “Otherwise,” the Ambassador threatened,
“Japan would have to conclude that she has to resort to
force.” Litvinov reminded the Ambassador that the Japa
nose Charge d’Affaires had been shown the official docu-
ments which quite clearly indicated the borderline passing
through the mountains west of Lake Khasan. Soviet fron-
tier guards in that area have no other object, the People’s
Commissar said, than to defend the Soviet frontier. “There
is complete peace on the border, and it can only be broken
by the Japanese-Manchurian side which, in that case, will
be held responsible for the consequences.” “As to the resort
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to force,” the People’s Commissar emphasised, “if Mr. Am-
bassador considers such a threat and intimidation to be a

good diplomatic expedient which may have an effect on
certain states, in fact, he must know that such an expe-

dient will not work in Moscow.” 182

On July 29, 1938, Japanese troops launched military oper-

ations against the Soviet frontier guards on the Western
shore of Lake Khasan. With a wealth of facts at its dis-

posal, the International Military Tribunal for the Far East
found in its indictment of the major Japanese war criminals

that the Japanese attack at Lake Khasan had been delib-

erately planned by the Japanese. The Tribunal stated that

“the operations of Japanese troops were of a demonstrably
aggressive character.” 183

Early in August, the Soviet forces launched resolute

I
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counter-action against the Japanese aggressors and cleared

them out from Soviet territory on August 9. Heavily
trounced, the Japanese had to retreat. A cease-fire agree-

ment was achieved on August 10.

The defeat of the Japanese invaders in the area at Lake
Khasan was a telling blow to the aggressive designs of im-

perialist Japan, those against the USSR, in particular. The
Soviet head of government V. M. Molotov, summing up the

events at Lake Khasan in bis report to a meeting of the

Moscow City Soviet on November 6, 1938, stated: “Can
there be any doubt that the Japanese attack on our mari-

time provinces was a test of strength for launching a war
in the Far East? Should the Soviet Union have failed to de-

monstrate the firmness of its foreign policy in real action

and its immutable commitment to the defence of its fron-

tiers by the force of the Red Army, that could well have
served as an occasion for staging further acts of aggres-

sion. Our adamant position during those events brought
those high-handed adventure-seekers both in Tokyo and
Berlin back to their senses and compelled them to beat a

retreat. Beyond dispute, the Soviet Union has thereby ren-

dered the greatest possible service to the cause of peace.” 184

[

The defeat of the Japanese troops at Lake Khasan was, in

particular, a case of minor assistance to the Chinese people

who went on fighting against the Japanese aggressors. Hav-
ing demonstrated that the Japanese invaders were by no
means omnipotent, those events went far towards reinforc-

ing Chinese people’s will to resist the aggressors.



China Aided by the USSR Alone

Getting war equipment abroad was still much of a head-
ache to China. In January 1938, the Chinese government
sent an emergency mission to the USSR, Britain and France,
led by the Chairman of the Legislative Yuan, Sun Fo,
to ask the governments of these countries for aid to China
in her struggle against aggression. On his arrival in Mos-
cow, Sun Fo told the Deputy People’s Commissar for For-
eign Affairs, Stomonyakov, that “in waging their war
against the invaders, that is, for their liberation, the Chi-
nese people are drawing their strength from the sympa-
thies and support of the USSR”. 185

From Moscow Son Fo proceeded to London and Paris
only to return several months later empty-handed. In a con-
versation with Deputy People’s Commissar Potemkin on
May 19, 1938, he admitted that the results of his tour were
discouraging and that Britain and France avoided giving
any aid to China. “The USSR remains the only country to

be giving real aid to China,” 186 Sun Fo declared.
Britain’s position in relation to China could be clearly

seen from the memorandum submitted by the Foreign Of-
fice to the British government’s Foreign Policy Committee
on May 31. China, the memorandum said, “is fighting our
own battle in the Far Fast, for, if Japan wins, our interests
there arc certainly doomed to extinction. The Japanese Ar-
my and other high authorities have left us in no doubt about
that. Our immense vested interests in North China and Shan-
ghai will be the first to go and the Japanese Army and Navy
set no limits to their appetites on the Continent and in the
South Seas. Tf China can only fight Japan to a stalemate,
we and the Americans will then be able to intervene with
effective results and safeguard our position for another
generation.” 187

On the following day, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
John Simon flatly declared in the Foreign Policy Committee
which was considering the matter, that there could lie no
question of a British government loan to China. He also
expressed some very serious apprehension that assistance
to China, even if insignificant, could entail most negative
consequences for Anglo Japanese relations. 188

China was still getting aid from the Soviet Union alone.
Another agreement was signed between the USSR and Chi-
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na in Moscow on July 1, 1938, under which the Soviet

Union supplied China with 300 aircraft, 300 guns, 1,500

automatic rifles and 500 machine-guns, 300 lorries and

other war equipment. 189

In a letter to the Soviet government, the President of the

Executive Yuan of China Rung Hsiang-hsi expressed “most

profound gratitude” for “effective sympathy and genuine

friendship”. Rung Hsiang-hsi pointed out that as a result of

the “splendid and valuable assistance” in the shape of com-

bat aircraft and other war equipment, China got an oppor

trinity of “wearing out the enemy’s aggressive forces and

keeping up a sustained struggle”. 190 The British historian

Keith Middlcmas pointed out that the USSR, supplying

China with munitions once more “appeared as champion of

the free world against aggression”. 191

Experienced Soviet military advisers (V. I. Chuikov,

P. S. Rybalko, P. F. Batitsky, A. I. Cherepanov, to name
just a few) arrived in China to share in making plans for

the conduct of war against the Japanese invaders and in

training Chinese officers and men. Over 90,000 people had

their training under the guidance of Soviet instructors in

various educational establishments and units of the Chinese

Army. Soviet airmen had volunteered to join the battle

against the aggressors in China. 192

in the summer of 1938, particularly in the face of the

determined position taken up by the Soviet Union during

the armed conflict at Lake Khasan, the Chinese government

was once more pressing hard for a Sino-Soviet alliance to

be concluded and for the USSR to enter the war against

Japan. 193 However, the Soviet government exercised the

necessary caution. While providing China with an increas-

ing amount of war equipment, the Soviet Union did not

find it possible to go to war against Japan. The Soviet Am-
bassador to China, I. G. Luganets-Orelsky emphasised in a

conversation with Sun Fo that the Soviet Union, by its mil-

itary, diplomatic and economic moves, had already prepared

extensive ground for the development of Soviet-Chinese

relations whereas to have concluded the pact as proposed

by China could have had some materially negative conse-

quences. 194

On September 8, 1938, the Soviet Ambassador bad re-

ceived the following instructions as to the answer to give

to the Chinese government:
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“I. At present the USSR does not consider it expedient
to go to war against Japan in isolation from Britain or the
United States. .

.

2. The USSR will go to war against Japan only under
the following three conditions: a) if Japan attacks the
USSR; b) if Britain or the United States join the war
against Japan; c) if the League of Nations obliges the Pa-
cific Powers to confront Japan.

3. The USSR is prepared, under all circumstances to help
China by supplying her with defence facilities under the
treaties concluded between China and the USSR.” 195

On the same day. Luganets-Orelsky passed this reply to
Sun Fo.

The defeat, of the Japanese aggressors at Lake Khasan
and the Soviet Union’s effective assistance to China clearly

demonstrated the potentialities of the USSR as well as its

determination to take the necessary steps towards checking
the aggressors.

Chapter 111

THE WAY TO MUN1CA

AUSTRIA,
HITLER’S FIRST VICTIM

As the Nazi rulers of Germany prepared for war, their

appetites were growing. Having strengthened the Reich’s

Western frontiers by the occupation of the demilitarised

Rhineland and taking advantage of the overall exacerbation

of the international situation, the Nazis were gradually get-

ting down to carrying through their aggressive designs in

Central and Eastern Europe. Their first object was to take

hold of Austria.

The Soviet Union proceeded from the assumption that to

preserve Austria’s independence was an important matter

of principle for the maintenance of peace in Europe. The

annexation of Austria would provide Germany with good

vantage-ground from which to launch her aggression against

Czechoslovakia. The USSR was prepared to co-operate with

other nations in the defence of Austria. As early as Lido,

Litvinov wrote that the fate of Austria seriously affected

the security interests of the Soviet Union. “We cannot be

indifferent,” he pointed out, “to any intensification of Nazi

Germany whatsoever.” 1 in February 1936, the Soviet Am-

bassador in Paris, V. P. Potemkin, reaffirmed in a conver-

sation with the French Foreign Minister, Pierre Flandin,

that the USSR was prepared to join other members of the

League of Nations in imposing collective sanctions against

the aggressor in the event of attack on Austria. 2

On July 11, 1936, the Nazis forced the Austrian govern-

ment into an agreement compelling it to concert its foreign

policy with Germany. Describing that agreement and its

implications for Austria, the Soviet Ambassador in Vienna,

1. L. Lorents, wrote in May 1937 that Berlin kept up in its

violent and brutal pressure on Austria. “There is a grow-

ing realisation here that the agreement, of July 11, 1936,
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in its Berlin interpretation, must be an instrument to make
the AnschluG with.” 3

On June 24, 1937, Germany’s War Minister W. Bloui-
berg endorsed a directive for the invasion of Austria code-
named “Operation Otto”. As he set out his foreign policy
programme to the top members of the General Staff on Nov-
ember 5, 1937, Hitler emphasised that “there is only one
way the way of violence’ to achieve Germany’s aims. The
primary task was to capture Austria and Czechoslovakia 4

On December 7, 1937, Blomberg signed the plan of prepa-
rations for the seizure of Czechoslovakia (“Operation
Grim”).

Italy's accession to the Anti-Comintern Pact in November
1937, the opening of negotiations to transform that pact into
a military-political alliance of the three aggressors, and Italy’s
withdrawal from the League of Nations a month later all
pointed to the growing danger of war.

The USSR Urged Resistance
to Aggressors

The Soviet. Union proceeded from the belief that to keep
the peace, the aggressor bloc had to be confronted by a un-
ited front of the nations interested in preventing war. The
view in the USSR was that the sooner the ruling circles
of Britain, France and the United States realised the need
for a collective effort to safeguard peace, the easier it would
be to put paid to the aggressive action by the fascist states
in preparation for another world war.
The forces of peace were stronger, not weaker, than

those of aggression and war. Therefore, the action by ag-
gressors, who, besides, resorted to bluff and blackmail, could
have been checked. The Soviet government was consistent-
ly pressing for urgent and united action by the peoples and
nations keen on preserving peace to straitjacket the aggres-
sors.

the League of Nations could still do much towards for-
estalling aggression. The aggressors, on their part, were
trying hard to scuttle the League by all means to the ex-
lent of getting its Covenant revised. More particularly, they
insisted on the deletion of Article 16 providing for sanc-
tions against the aggressor. “The major driving motive be-
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iiind the intriguing of Beck and other agents of Germany,

Italy and Japan against the League of Nations,” the Soviet

People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs emphasised on Jan-

uary 4, 1938, “is the desire to do away with the Franco-

Soviet and Soviet-Czechoslovak pacts based on Article 16

of the League’s Covenant.”

The People’s Commissar pointed out, explaining the So-

viet position with regard to the League of Nations, that il

would be a matter of immense political importance under

the prevailing circumstances to publish a joint Anglo-

Franco-Soviet Declaration in defence of the League of Na-

tions, which the USSR had been urging for over a year.

Yet Britain fought shy of such a declaration. 5

The Soviet Union was calling most serious attention to

the storm clouds gathering over Austria. The Soviet govern-

ment realised that a Nazi seizure of that country would be

nothing hut a link in the whole chain of events which

would ultimately lead to another world war. The Soviet

government urged collective action to safeguard peace in

Central Europe.

Chamberlain’

s

“Riding the Tiger” Dream

In preparation for overrunning other countries, Hitler

attached paramount importance, notably, to his diplomatic

stock-in-trade. The Nazi foreign service was charged with

the business of forestalling concerted action by the USSR,
France and Britain as that would have virtually made Ger-

man aggression impossible. Ribbentrop, who was appointed

ambassador to Britain in 1936, lost no time in brainwash-

ing the British ruling element, banking, above all, on their

anti-communism and anti-Sovietism. For example, talking

to Winston Churchill, he sought to prove that Germany was

striving for friendship with Britain. She would even “stand

guard for the British Empire in all its greateness and ex

tent,” but “what was required was that Britain should give

Germany a free hand in the East of Europe.” 6

Ribbentrop’s assurances that Germany was seeking an

understanding with Britain were, naturally, sheer fraud. Tn

one of his secret documents, Ribbentrop wrote that the task

before German diplomacy with regard to German-British re-
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iations was to ‘‘foster England’s belief that a settlement and
an understanding between Germany and England are still
possible eventually”, along with “quiet but determined
establishment of alliances against England”. 7

Ribbentrop had the full understanding and confidence of
many members of the British government because his as-
surances were consonant with their hopes that the Nazi ag-
gressors would turn East, first of all.

Neville Chamberlain, Prime Minister since late May
1937

,
was the most consistent champion of an accommoda-

tion with Germany. Chamberlain had intestinal hatred for
everything progressive. Communism was his “Enemy No.
1 and the Soviet Union an object of vicious hatred. Even
British historians who have studied Chamberlain’s policies
could not fail to admit it. For example, Robert Scncourt
stated that Soviet Russia was Chamberlain’s “declared ene-
my”. 8

Chamberlain’s political sympathies were with the extreme
reactionary forces both in Britain and elsewhere. He saw
Hitler and Mussolini as bis class allies, first and foremost.
Chamberlain took it into his head that he was destined

to carry through a two-fold plan: strangle the Soviet Union
with Nazi hands and wear out the forces of Germany as
Britain’s imperialist rival. “Neville believes that he is a
man with a mission to come to terms with the dictators”, 9

Anthony Eden pointed out in his memoirs. He believed that
one could come to terms with the aggressors, and do so
under conditions that would not affect the basic interests of
the British Empire. Chamberlain thought, as Churchill apt-
ly said about him, that one “can ride the tiger”.

The position of Anthony Eden, as the Britain’s Foreign
Secretary, differed from Chamberlain’s by methods of exer-
cising foreign policy rather than by substance. Beck wrote,
commenting on the pronouncements of the British Foreign
Secretary in a conversation with him, that Eden had re-
vealed an intention “to come to terms with Germany” but
showed his “typical restraint” with regard to Russia. 10

The policy of France was no less short-sighted. There
was no doubt that the French government perfectly realised
the full gravity of an impending hurricane. That meant
that France should not have allowed the Nazi Reich to ov-
errun other nations and so strengthen itself. She could have
relied in that policy on her Treaty of Mutual Assistance
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with the USSR, yet the French ruling circles did not wish
to co-operate with the Soviet Union.
With the Popular Front government in office in 1936, it

was the domestic political considerations that came to play

a growing role in foreign policy options of the bourgeois
parties. Whereas in earlier days, many of their leaders had
favoured a firm independent foreign policy with a view to

strengthening the security of the nation and, in that con-

text, promoting co-operation with the USSR, after the vic-

tory of the Popular Front in the elections, the fear of the

“Red menace” prompted most of them to collude with the

aggressors “at any price”, that is to betray the national in-

terests. The same considerations had a growing influence

on the right wing of the Radical Socialist Party which formed
part of the Popular Front. That was true, in particular,

of such leaders as Edouard Daladier, Georges Bonnet, to

mention just these two, who were playing a major role in

framing France’s foreign policy.

The class motives behind the policies pursued by Bri-

tain as well as by France were brought out by Litvinov

in his conversation with the French Ambassador to the

USSR, Robert Couiondre. The People’s Commissar pointed

out that Britain would have sought a closer relationship

with the USSR, if there had been no social hostility of

Britain’s dominant classes towards the Soviet Union in the

way. The same can well be said about France where there

are quite a few influential personalities (like Flandin) who
are openly advocating a Four Power Pact. 11 The Soviet

Ambassador to France, Surits, wrote that there was a declin-

ing intention in that country to impart an effective char-

acter to the Soviet-French Treaty of Mutual Assistance

and to treat it from the standpoint of its “original designa-

tion”. This treaty, like relations with the USSR in general,

was being seen in France “not in the sense of general op-

position to the German threat, not in the positive sense, but

rather in negative: there is a prevalent desire to keep the

USSR as far away from Germany as possible, and to pre-

vent and obstruct German-Soviet rapprochement”. 12

D. Lloyd George considered the French government’s re-

pudiation of the Franco-Soviet pact to have been an act

of sheer folly. Referring to the question of who could save

France in the event of war, he rightfully pointed out: “Not

Britain, but the USSR alone ... A victory over Germany
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can be decided only by a large land army. It is the USSR
alone that has such an army.” VJ

Nevertheless, the ruling circles of France proceeded from
the assumption that Britain was her most important ally.

\el those were utterly baseless illusions. Here is a note,
made by British General Ironside, in his diary on February
(i, 1938, that is particularly indicative in this respect. “Our
government appears to recognise,” lie wrote, “that if we
again land an Army in France, it must mean a repetition I

of the 1914-1918 struggle under more difficult circum-
stances. . . . The present Government has rightly made up its

mind not to do this, even in the face of the danger that,

France may be overwhelmed.” 11

However, the military doctrine of the French themselves
corresponded to the British one in principle. The French
Vice Premier Daladier believed that France must show con-
cern for her linos of communication with her North African
colonies; for the rest she “would be able to live safely be-
hind the Maginot Line no matter what might happen in

Central and Eastern Europe”. 15

The government of the United States had also been in-

formed of the aggressive plans of Nazi Germany. Assistant
Secretary of State Messersmith wrote on October 11, 1937,

that, the plans of Nazis boiled down to the following: seizure
of Austria and Czechoslovakia; establishment of Germany's
domination of Southeast Europe, capture of the Ukraine;
isolation of Russia; weakening of France through breaking
off her alliance with Russia; gradual dismemberment of the

British Empire; finally, action against the United States. 10

Nevertheless, the United States, far from intending to

take any steps whatsoever against the aggressors, went on
encouraging the policy of accommodation with them which
was pursued by the ruling establishment of Britain and
France. The French Foreign Minister, Yvon Deibos, did not

even conceal during his meeting with Maxim Litvinov on

November 6, 1938, that the United States was pushing
France into an accommodation with Germany. 17 The rea-

son behind that position of the United States, was, as Un-
der Secretary of State Sumner Welles admitted in his me-
moirs, the prevalent view in the United States in the au-

tumn of 1937 that Hitler wrould not go to war against

the Western powers unless and until he had destroyed his

true enemy—-the USSR. 18
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American historian Frederick L. Schuman, describing the

policies of Britain, France and the United States, wrote

that the propertied classes of the Western powers “admired

fascism and supposed that their own interests would be

served by maintaining and extending fascist power”. More-

over, many of the political leaders of those countries “fond-

ly hoped and fervently believed that a free hand for the

fascist Triplico ... would eventuate in a German-Japanese

attack on the Soviet Union”, that “civilisation would there-

by be saved from Bolshevism, and that France, Britain

and America could remain neutral while fascism and com-

munism destroyed one another”.

Striving for an understanding with the Nazis, the British

government decided to send one of its most influential mem-
bers, the Lord President of the Council, Lord Halifax (for

rner Viceroy of India) to Germany. A conversation between

Lord Halifax and llitler took place on November 19, 1937.

Halifax praised Hitler for having “achieved a great deal . . .

by destroying Communism” in Germany which meant she

“could rightly he regarded as a bulwark of the West against

Bolshevism”. He intimated that should there bo a “general

settlement” whereby Germany would have undertaken to

respect the integrity of the British Empire, the British gov-

ernment was prepared to give her a free hand in Central

and Eastern Europe. Halifax said this applied to Germany s

designs on Austria, Czechoslovakia and Danzig. He quali-

fied his statement hv saying that Germany must expand

without resorting to armed force. 20

The reservation was due, in part, to the fact that, taking

into account the existence of a military alliance between

France and Czechoslovakia, the British government feared

that the invasion of Czechoslovakia by German forces could

have led to an armed conflict which would have involved

Britain next, to France. And that war would have dashed

all hopes of British reactionary quarters for a war between

Germany and the USSR.
On November 24, Halifax reported to a British Cabinet,

meeting about his visit to Hitler. On hearing him, Chamber-

lain pointed out that the object of his tour had been to find

out the German position with regard to the possibility of an

Anglo-German agreement and expressed his profound satis-

faction with the outcome. 21

The French Premier, Chaiitemps, and the French Foreign



Minister, Delbos, were invited to London late in November
1937 to concert the subsequent plans of the two Powers re-

garding the negotiations with the Reich. They seized the
occasion, to specify their position in the event of German
aggression against Czechoslovakia. Chamberlain firmly de-

clared that Britain must not be involved in the war over
Czechoslovakia. Delbos, setting out the position of France,
noted that her treaty with Czechoslovakia would come into

effect if there was an act of armed intervention by Germany
but should Germany annex the Sudetenland without a di-

rect “act of aggression”, the treaty “would not come into

operation”. 22

That statement showed France prepared to see her ally

broken up without, however, certain “rules of the game”
being broken. As we shall yet see, Chamberlain would
make every effort to let Germany commit all her acts of

aggression without a gross violation of those “rules”.

During unofficial meetings of British and French leaders,

their policy was being discussed even more frankly. Delbos,

on arrival in Warsaw after his visit to London, described

the mood prevalent in Britain: “Chamberlain is convinced

that there is no other way to follow and that it is worth-
while corning to terms on co-operation with Germany and
Italy.” It was clear from the talks with the British, the

French Minister said, that “London lias turned sour on

the USSR” and that “Britain has no objection to the USSR
staying outside the Pact and, even more, to a conflict erupt-

ing between Germany and the USSR.” 23

The talks which took place in London made it clear that

neither Britain nor France were going to afford any help

and support to Czechoslovakia if Germany sought to carry

through her plans without resorting to outright aggression.

Still less did they mean to oppose Germany’s take-over of

Austria.

When the results of the Anglo-French negotiations came
up for consideration at a British Cabinet meeting, Chamber-
lain reported that “an understanding was reached to con-

tinue the effort to seek a general settlement with Germa-
ny”. 24 The items to be thrashed out in an Anglo-German
agreement were examined in detail at a meeting of the

British government's Foreign Policy Committee on January

24 and February 3, 1938. The question of the Soviet-French

and Soviet-Czechoslovak treaties of mutual assistance was
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also taken up. The Cabinet members who attended the meet-

ing did not conceal that they found those treaties to be

hindrance to an accommodation with Germany. The British

Ambassador in Berlin, Nevile Henderson, who was taking

part in the discussion, said point-blank that “it would first

be necessary for Czechoslovakia to escape from the arrange-

ments she had made with Soviet Russia ”. 25

Nor did Hitler have any reason to be concerned over tlie

position of the ruling circles of the United States. Soviet

Ambassador A. A. Troyanovsky stated on March 2, 1938,

that “the fate of Austria is not arousing any particular an-

xiety over here. Isolationists of all stripes are generally

prepared to put up with all fascist annexations”. 2<i

The A nschlufi

Early in March 1938, Hitler speeded up the drive lo seizo

Austria. To make sure of his stakes, former German
Ambassador in London von Ribbcntrop now appointed Ger

many’s Foreign Minister, arrived in London on March 10

to “Lake leave”. Chamberlain and Halifax used the occasion

lo offer Hitler their heart and soul. 27

There was another meeting on the same day, not so

official, yet no less important. That was the meeting of

Horace Wilson, Chamberlain’s closest adviser, who clearly

had the latter’s instruction to disclose more of the British

government’s cherished plans to the Nazis, with an of-

ficial of Ribbentrop’s staff, Erich Kordt. Wilson declared

that Chamberlain was determined “to persist in his policy

of bringing about an understanding with Germany and Ita-

ly”. Referring to co-operation between the West European

powers and revealing the British government’s ultimate ob-

jective, Wilson stressed: “Russia ought to be left out entirely

at the present time. The system there was hound to

melt away some day.” 28

Ribbcntrop immediately reported to Hitler about the initial

results of the assignment he had carried out to find out the

position Britain would take up “if the Austrian question

cannot he settled peacefully”. lie expressed his conviction

that Britain would offer no opposition. Chamberlain and Ha-

lifax were trying, Ribbcntrop wrote, “to reach a peaceful

understanding among the four Great Powers of Europe

without the Soviet Union”. 23



I Tiller found once more that lie could go ahead with his
plans without Tear of intervention by the Western powers.
On March 11 lie issued his directive for the invasion of Aus-
tria. ‘‘Unless other means achieve the end”, he wrote in
that directive, “I propose to enter Austria with my armed
forces.” ;!0 On orders from Berlin, the Austrian Nazis made
a take-or-leave-it demand to Chancellor K. Scliuschnig of

Austria to resign and to be succeeded by the Fuhrer of lo-

cal Nazis Seyfi-Inquart, In the night of March 12, Hitler’s
forces crossed into Austria and got her annexed to Ger-
many. That act of the Nazis was in no way opposed by
Britain, France or the United States. As one can see from
a note in Chamberlain’s diary on March 13, in spite of the
AnschluB he still hoped to start the Anglo-German lalks

again some day. 31

It should, however, he pointed out that neither London
nor Paris, nor Washington could fail to realise that the An-
scliluB was the beginning of the end of the Versa illcs-Wa-
shington system of treaties which served as a prop for their
dominant position both in Europe and in the rest of the
world. Ambassador Maisky wrote on March 12, 1038, that
there was “clear confusion” within the British ruling cir-

cles following the Nazi seizure of Austria. “The Premier’s
prestige has been struck hard and the chances of an early
realisation of a Four Power Pact have come to nought right

away.” 32

The Nazi annexation of Austria went far towards strain-

ing the situation in Europe. On March Id, the People’s

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs stated that it appeared to

he the major development since the First World War and
one “fraught with the greatest perils and, not in the least,

for our Union”. 33

Referring to Germany’s seizure of Austria, the People’s
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, Litvinov, pointed out in an
interview that in the last few years the Soviet government
had more than once denounced international crimes and de-

clared itself to he prepared to “take an active part in all

the measures directed towards organising collective resis-

tance to the aggressor”. The Soviet government condemned
the armed invasion of Austria and the act of violence
in depriving the Austrian people of their indepen-
dence. 34

At the same time the Soviet LInion was exposing those
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who, by their policy of compromising with the aggressors,

made the German takeover of Austria possible and paved

the way for Hitler to Vienna. It is quite certain, Pravda

pointed out., that the unbridled fascist aggression is a direct

consequence of Chamberlain’s political strategy. “His policy

of an explicit collusion with the aggressors and of renounc-

ing the system of collective security has given the war-

mongers a free hand.” 35

With Austria annexed to the Reich, a direct danger

faced Czechoslovakia.

The Polish Ultimatum
to Lithuania

The reactionary ruling circles of Poland, who d> earned

of grabbing more land for themselves, that of the Soviet

Union, first and foremost, were not idle either. The U.S.

Ambassador in Warsaw, A. J. Drexcl Biddle, arrived at the

conclusion, drawn from his conversations with the Polish

Foreign Minister, J. Reck, that Poland was striving for a

close relationship with Germany and welcoming German-

Italian co-operation in opposition to communist Russia for

she regarded her as her main enemy. 30 Fhe Nazis proceeded

from the belief that Poland’s home and foreign policies fit,

in perfectly with those of Germany, Italy and Japan, and

she should, therefore, be brought into the Anti-Comintern

Pact. They made appropriate suggestions to her on several

occasions. 37 Finding it inconvenient to join the Anti-Co-

mintern Pact openly (at least for the time being), Poland

declared herself to be in solidarity with the signatories to

the Pact in many ways, including her policy towards the

USSR. On June 13, 1938, Beck told Germany’s Foreign

Minister von Neurath that he considered combatting Bol-

shevism “the primary aim of his policy”. 38 On March 31,

the new German Foreign Minister, von Rihbentrop, look

the opportunity of his conversation with the Polish Ambas-

sador in Berlin, Jozef Lipski, to express his “haunting idea

of broad anti-communist co-operation”. The Polish Ambas-

sador replied by saying that he was convinced tlial co oper

ation between Germany and Poland “in the struggle

against communism” was well worthwhile. 39 Whetting
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the appetites of the Polish ruling establishment, the Nazis
made a point of telling Poland that it was “not enough” for

her to have an outlet to the Baltic Sea, and that she must
also have an “outlet to the Black Sea”. 40

Polish ruling circles had Lithuania, too, as yet another
object of their aggressive aspirations. In the night of

March 11, Polish frontier guards provoked an incident on
the Polish-Lithuanian border to create a pretext for a Po-
lish invasion of Lithuania. The Polish rulers of the
day saw the takeover of Lithuania as a “compensation” for

the support they gave to Germany’s aggressive plans
against Austria. 41 The Polish Przeglad Powszechny maga
zine wrote: “We must get some compensation because of

the AnschluC. .
.

Qualitatively, because of her geopolitical

position, Lithuania is very valuable.” 42

An emergency conference was called in Warsaw on

March 12, attended by the Inspector-General of the Armed
Forces Rydz-Smigly, Premier F. Skladkowski, and J. Szem-
bek who deputised for Beck while lie was out of Warsaw,
ft was decided to press for the political subordination of

Lithuania to Poland. 43

A large Polish force was concentrated near the Lithua-
nian border poised for an invasion of Lithuania at any
moment.

Poland and Nazi Germany acted in the closest contact.

For instance, during Beck’s visit to Berlin in January 1938
Goring informed him that Germany considered the An
schlufi to be her top priority. Hitler emphasised that lie was
prepared to resort to force to this end. Beck told the Nazis
that Poland had no objection to the AnschluC: “Poland has
only economic interests” in Austria; we have no political

interests in that country”. 44 During the subsequent discus-

sions with Goring, on February 23 and March 12, Beck
and Lipski reaffirmed their statements that Poland did not
object to Germany taking over Austria. Goring replied that

Hitler “will be obliged to Poland for such a stand”. 45

Tt was as early as March 16 of the same year that the
Nazis “repaid” the Polish ruling circles. On that day Go-
ring invited Lipski to talk over subsequent German and Po-
lish co-operation. The Polish Ambassador informed him of

Poland’s designs on Lithuania. Tn the same terms in which
the Poles had couched their consent to the annexation of
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Austria by Germany, Goring announced Germany’s consent

to Poland’s seizure of Lithuania, hedging it in only with a

remark regarding Klajpeda. Lipski wrote that Goring showed

understanding for our point of view. He stressed Ger-

many’s interest in IHajpeda (Memel), otherwise expressing

his desinteressement with regard to Lithuania”. 46 Goring

expressed some apprehension, however, that Poland’s ac-

tion might cause complications in her relations writh the

USSR. Tn that context, he came out with “an open offer

for Polish-German military collaboration against Russia”.

Lipski immediately notified Warsaw of the position taken

by the German government on “Poland’s possible action

against Lithuania”, that is, regarding an invasion of Li-

thuania by Polish troops.

A German invasion of Lithuania was also in the prepar-

atory stage. On March 17, Bock instructed the Polish Minis-

ter in Berlin to inform Goring confidentially that “rela-

tions with Lithuania got strained not only because of the

frontier incident”. Lipski was to declare that in case of a

rejection of the Polish ultimatum by Lithuania, there would

he an invasion of Lithuania by Polish forces, and “German

interests in Klajpeda would be respected by the Polish

side”. Lipski lost no time in carrying out that instruction

and assured Goring that he would be keeping the German

government abreast of the subsequent course of events. Lip-

ski considered the conversation to have been extremely im-

portant because that allowed him to inform Warsaw about

Germany’s stand on “Poland’s possible action against Li-

thuania.” 47 That is to say, Poland intended to take over

Lithuania, with the exception of Klajpeda which she was

prepared to “cede” to Germany.

Germany’s intentions were to be seen from Ribbentrop s

note of March 17. “Tn case of a Polish-Lithuanian conflict”,

he wrote, “I consider the occupation of the Memel Territory

necessary within the first few hours. Appropriate prepara-

tions for this have been made”. The Chief of the High

Command of the Armed Forces, Keitel had prepared a spe-

cial map showing the German-Polish line of demarcation

on the territory of Lithuania, according to which the Ger-

man forces were to occupy Klajpeda Territory along with

some other areas of Lithuania. 48

Lithuania found herself face to face with the fatal dari-
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pr from two aggressors at once— Poland and Germany, act-
ing in close contact.

It was Soviet support alone that saved the Lithuanian
people from being enslaved by foreign invaders. On March
16, 1638, the Soviet People’s Commissar for Foreign Af-
fairs summoned the Polish Ambassador in Moscow,
VV . Grzybowski, to tell him that the gravity of the situa-
tion compelled the Soviet government to draw the Polish
government’s attention to the fact that the Soviet Union
could not stand by, looking indifferently at Lithuania in
danger. 49

Meanwhile the Soviet government took steps to influence
Poland through her ally, France. The People’s Commissar
gave instructions to the Soviet Ambassador in Paris to see
the French Foreign Minister Paul-Boncour immediately and
urge him to take the necessary steps in order to “deter
Warsaw from undertaking a reckless venture that can set
the whole of Eastern Europe on fire”. The Ambassador
was also to inform the French Minister about the statement
made to Grzybowski. 50 On March 18, the Soviet govern-
ment, Considering the continued aggravation of the situa-
tion, gave the Polish Ambassador another strong warning. 51

The Soviet government’s intervention prevented Lithua-
nia from being overrun by Poland and Germany. Besides,
those events were the best evidence possible to show that
the aggressors would have stood no chance of success, in
other parts of Europe as well, should the Western powers
have acted together with the Soviet Union instead of yield-
ing ground to the aggressors.

I he Polish rulers, however, did not give up their aggres-
sive aspirations. The Polish ministers in Bucharest A. Ar-
ciszewski sought to prove to the Romanian King that Hitler
Germany was stronger than the Soviet Union and that, in
case of an impending war, Poland would join a bloc con-
sisting of Germany, Italy, Finland, Latvia, Estonia, Hun-
gary, Austria and Bulgaria: Poland would welcome the ac-
cession of Romania and, together with her- Yugoslavia and
Greece— in that bloc. 52 In July 1937, the Chiefs of General
Staffs of Poland and Romania concluded an agreement un-
der which Poland committed herself to fielding 330,000
soldiers and Romania, 250,000 in the event of war against
the USSR. It was decided that should the territory thus
acquired fall into their hands, it would he divided between
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them: the territory south of the Vinnitsa—Kiev— Desna
river line, comprising Odessa, would be annexed by Roma-

nia and those North of that line, comprising Leningrad,

by Poland. 53

As will yet be shown, Poland closely co-operated with

the Nazi Reich in the aggression against Czechoslovakia

as well.

OPPOSITE REACTIONS
TO GERMANY’S AGGRESSIVE PLANS
AGAINST CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Operation “ Griin

”

After llie annexation of Austria, the German General

Staff got down, under instructions from Hiller, to laying

the ground for the the seizure of Czechoslovakia (Opera-

tion “Griin”). In the military sense, the capture of Czecho-

slovakia was au uneasy task, however. Germany had not

yet completed her preparations for a major war. At the

same lime, the Czechoslovak Army was rightfully considered

one of the best armies in capitalist Europe in terms of

its equipment and combat training. A fortified belt, patterned

after the Maginot Line, had been installed in those re-

gions of Czechoslovakia which bordered on Germany.

Besides, Czechoslovakia had treaties of mutual assistance

with the two major powers of Europe the USSR and

France. For that reason, the Nazi foreign service found an

international isolation (neutralising) of Czechoslovakia to

be its most important objective. Considering that she was

a connecting link between various alliances (like the Little

Entente), created by France during the inter-war period,

the Nazis counted on getting all those alliances dismantled

by neutralising Czechoslovakia. Both for the sake of car-

rying out their operation “Griin” and for facilitating the

implementation of other aggressive plans, the Nazis were

still pressing for the international isolation of the Soviet

Union. 54

The “Fifth Column” of the Nazis in Czechoslovakia—

their agents among the Sudeten Germans—was charged

with the mission of blowing the nation up from inside so

as to reduce its ability to resist. On March 28, 1938, Hitler

gave his instructions to Hcnlein, the fiihrer of the Sudeten
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German fascists, to get more active and confront I he gov-
ernment of Czechoslovakia with demands that would be
clearly unacceptable to it.

55

Collective Resistance
to Aggression Urged

The Soviet government had every reason to believe that
the German aggressors could still have been checked, should
they have had a united front of non-aggressor nations stand-
ing up against them. It considered it necessary, in partic-
ular, to prevent the Nazis overrunning Czechoslovakia.
The Soviet, Union was prepared to make its sizable con-

tribution to peace-keeping. It had enough forces and possi-
bilities for that. Following the successful fulfilment of its
Second Five-Year Plan, the Soviet Union came to lead
Europe and rank second in the world (after the IJ.S.) in
industrial output.
The USSR was determined to take all the necessary

measures to avert a further expansion of the German ag
gression and, in particular, to carry out its commitments
under the Treaty of Mutual Assistance with Czechoslovakia.
Un March 15, 1938, Deputy People’s Commissar for For
eign Alfairs V. P. Potemkin assured Czechoslovak Minister
in Moscow Zdenck Fierlinger that, in the event of an attack-
on Czechoslovakia, the Soviet government would fulfil its
allied commitments in full. At the same time, a similar
statement by the Soviet government was communicated to
the governments of France and Great Britain. 56

On March 17, the Soviet People’s Commissar for Foreign
Affairs made an official statement regarding the exacerba-
tion °f the situation in Europe. He noted that the German
annexation of Austria, situated in Central Europe, had creat-
ed an indisputable danger to all European nations. Refer-
ring to the obligations devolving on the USSR from the Co-
venant of the League of Nations and the treaties of mutual
assistance with France and Czechoslovakia, the People’s
Commissar declared that the Soviet government “is still pre-
pared to participate in collective action that could be de-
cided on in co-operation with it and would have the object
of arresting the continued development of aggression and
removing the increased danger of another world shambles.
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It is willing to start immediate discussions with other pow-

ers in or outside the League of Nations on all practical

steps dictated by the circumstances. Tomorrow it may be

too late, but today there is still the time for it, if all the

nations and, in particular, the Great Powers, lake up a firm

and unequivocal position with regard to the problem of

collective peace keeping.” 57

The texts of this statement were forwarded to the gov-

ernments of Britain, France, the United States, Czechoslo-

vakia, the Balkan, Baltic and Scandinavian states as well

as Poland, Belgium and Turkey.

The British Ambassador in Moscow Lord Chilston, ad-

mitted, as he conferred with Maxim Litvinov on March 19,

1938, that the Soviet government’s statement has touched

off a great movement among the British members of par-

liament. To explain the substance of this statement, the

People’s Commissar said that it had to be understood as an

invitation to start negotiations and the venue and timing

of these negotiations can be considered, depending on reac-

tion from the Western powers. It is necessary, be pointed

out, to find out the opinion of the countries concerned in

advance so that “the invitations to the conference could be

sent out”. M

The Soviet Union’s proposal for collective action to safe-

guard peace had, however, no support from the Western

powers.

A ccommodation with

the Aggressor Sought

The British government persisted in its earlier course

of action, witness Neville Chamberlain’s utterances at a

meeting of the government’s Foreign Policy Committee on

March 15. “The Prime Minister”, said the minutes of the

meeting, “did not think that anything that had happened

should cause the Government to alter their present policy,

on the contrary, recent events had confirmed him in his

opinion that that policy was a right one and he only re-

gretted that it had not been adopted earlier.” 59 This opin-

ion was shared by Lord Halifax. He declared in a con-

versation with Czechoslovak Minister in London Jan Ma-
saryk that he did not want to give up altogether the hope

that an accommodation with Germany could still bo found

some day. 60
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On March 18, Foreign Office presented for the conside
ration hy the British government’s Foreign Policy Commit-
tee a thoroughly elaborated Memorandum on the Czecho
slovak question, pointing out that the British government
had to choose between three options:

1. Conclusion of a “grand alliance” with the participa-
tion of b ranee and other countries against aggression (as
proposed by W inston Churchill in the House of Commons
on March 14).

2. Commitment to afford assistance to France in the
event of her honouring her contractual obligations with
regard to Czechoslovakia.

3. Mo new commitments to France. 61

On the same day, the question was carefully examined at
a meeting of the government’s Foreign Policy Committee.
The tune was called by Chamberlain, Halifax and the Min-
ister for Co-ordination of Defence, Thomas lriskip, who
came out against the first two possible options for British
policy.

Foreign Secretary Halifax intimated in his statement that
there should he no obstacles in the way of an accommoda-
tion with Germany. "The more closely we associated our-
selves with France and Russia”, he maintained, “the more
difficult would it he to make any real settlement with Ger-
many. At the end of the meeting, Halifax, summing it up,
stated the general view that. Britain must decline to under-
take any fresh commitment, and must try and persuade the
Czechs and the French that “the best course would be for
Czechoslovakia to make the best terms she could with Ger-
many”. 62

The decisions taken at that meeting were put at the
root of the entire subsequent activity of the British foreign
service. It saw its main task in preventing France from af-

fording assistance to Czechoslovakia, which could have got
Britain involved in a war against the Third Reich. And that
would have meant the failure of Chamberlain’s entire for-

eign policy line directed towards achieving agreement with
Germany. It was the “solution of the Sudeten problem”,
that is, the incorporation of the Sudetenland in Germany
hy “peaceful means” that the British government considered
to be the major precondition for such an accommodation
under the circumstances of the day. That was the course
that was “crowned with success” in Munich.

In a note of March 22, 1938, to the French government
Britain announced that she did not find it possible to as

sume any fresli commitments in Europe and that France
could not count on Britain's assistance in the event of her

going to war to lend a helping hand to Czechoslovakia. 6:5

It was still believed necessary in London to draw Ber-

lin’s attention to the possibility of Britain being embroiled
in war contrary to her own will, should Germany resort to

acts of outright armed aggression to expand into Central

Europe. Speaking in the House of Commons on March
24, Neville Chamberlain made an official statement to the

effect that Britain did not propose to assume any further

commitments in Europe. But should a war break out, he

said, “it would he well within the bounds of probability that

other countries, besides those which were parties to the orig-

inal dispute, would almost immediately he involved. This

is especially true in the case of two countries like Groat

Britain and France, with long associations of friendship,

with interests closely interwoven...” 64 The Chamberlain

government was, therefore, “persuading” Berlin to refrain

from launching an armed conflict by virtually assuring Na-
zi Germany that she would be able to achieve her ends by

other means.
This position of the British ruling establishment rested

on the hope that having carried out their aggressive plans

against Czechoslovakia, German aggressors would keep
moving east. By building their policies on such false hopes,

the British reactionaries left the vital interests of the Brit-

ish people exposed to a mortal danger because the Nazis

were planning to go to war against Britain first and against

the USSR afterwards. That is why it was Britain, above all,

that would he assuring her own security in the event of co-

operation with the USSR. That short-sighted approach of

British politicians was particularly evident from Ribben-

trop’s directive of April 19, 1938, to the State Secretary at

the German Foreign Ministry: “Russia should be officially

called enemy, but in reality everything must be directed

against England.” 65

The Soviet proposal of March 17 for urgent steps to be

taken to resist aggression was not so much as mentioned at

any of the meeting of the British government and its For-

eign Policy Committee in those days. The negative attitude

to it had been shaped in advance by the general foreign
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policy course of Britain's ruling establishment. However,
since the Soviet proposal had fetched widespread response
from many nations, Chamberlain found himself constrained
to touch on it in his foreign policy speech in Parliament
on March 24. lie expressed his displeasure with the fact
that the object of this proposal was “to negotiate such mu-
tual undertakings in advance to resist aggression” and de-
clared it to he unacceptable to the British government. 66

Neither did France support the Soviet proposal of Marcli
17, although the Anschluh represented an outright danger
to her ally, Czechoslovakia. The Czechoslovak question was
examined at a meeting of the Permanent Committee of Na-
tional Defence under the chairmanship of Edouard Daladier
on March 15. It was the defeatist standpoint that prevailed
in the debate. Daladier assorted that France was not in a
position to lend Czechoslovakia “any immediate assistance”;
she can only pin down German forces on the Franco-Ger-
man border by a mobilisation. Members of the Committee
took up a negative stand on the question of possible co-oper-
ation with the USSR in affording assistance to Czecho-
slovakia. The conclusion reached at the end of the meeting
was that France “cannot impede action against Czechoslo-
vakia”. French statesmen refusing to co-operate with the
Soviet Union were actually leaving their ally, Czechoslo-
vakia, at the mercy of Nazi Germany. 67

In a letter of April 4, to the Soviet embassy in Paris,
the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, describing
the policy of France, pointed out that in spite of the extreme
tension of the international situation, the French govern-
ment was not changing anything about its position of
indecision, inactivity and credulity in the face of the events
creating a direct danger to general peace and outright me-
nace to Franco proper. Neither the annexation of Austria by
Germany, nor the critical situation of Czechoslovakia, or
the Polish ultimatum to Lithuania, or the appearance of
German and Italian troops on the border between Spain
and France, nor, ultimately, the arrogant pronouncements
of Mussolini who was threatening war against Europe,
"could wake the French up, make them change their mind
and do something at least for their own self-defence”. 68

The position of the United States was likewise of essen-
tial importance under the circumstances of the day. The
U.S. Government left the Soviet proposal of March 17

100

unanswered. U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull, retracing

the background to this issue in his Memoirs
,
wrote that

in view of the fact that the American response, “under

the limitations of our policy against entanglements, must
be negative and might therefore discourage Russia”, it was
found that the best course would be to send no answer at

all.
e9 In a directive letter to the Soviet Ambassador in

Washington, the Soviet People's Commissar for Foreign Af-

fairs, commenting on the U.S. stand, said: “Roosevelt and

Hull keep treating the world to their homilies while doing

nothing for the sake of peace. Seen against the background

of the Neutrality Act still in force and unlimited arms

supplies to Japan, the afore-said homilies look revolt-

ing.” 70

It was hoped in Washington that the Nazi Reich, engaged

in its aggression against the East, would not represent any

particular danger to the United States. American historians

Danger and Gleason pointed out that Roosevelt was “not

particularly bothered” by the Anselllull “He was convinced

that Hitler would embark on his Eastern venture.” 71

The Soviet Union True

to Its Commitments

The Soviet government attached paramount importance

to preventing Germany from overrunning Czechoslovakia.

The Czechoslovak Minister in the USSR, Zdenek Fierlin-

ger, reported to Prague on April 23, 1938, that he had re-

ceived a message from the Soviet Ambassador to Czechoslo-

vakia, S. S. Alexandrovsky, who was in Moscow at the

time, for transmission to the Czechoslovak government,

which said, in particular: “The USSR, should it be asked

for it, is prepared to take all the steps required, together

with France and Czechoslovakia to ensure the security of

Czechoslovakia. It has all the necessary means at its dis-

posal for this purpose. The condition of the Army and the

Air Force permitted it to do so.” 72 On April 27, the Czecho-

slovak Minister stressed in a conversation with Potemkin

that this position of the Soviet government was “very en-

couraging for the Czechoslovaks”. 73

The People’s Commissar for Defence, Kliment Voroshi-

lov, told the British military attache in Moscow, R. Fire-
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brace, on May 2, 1938, that the Soviet Union would cer-

tainly loyally honour all its commitments under the treaty

with Czechoslovakia. 74 In virtue of that treaty, the Soviet

Union was to provide assistance to her only if France did

likewise. That did not mean that the Soviet government
could not afford any assistance to Czechoslovakia without

waiting for France to enter into the war beforehand, should

Czechoslovakia have offered resistance to the aggressor and
asked the USSR for help against the German aggression.

Although, consequent upon the Nazi annexation of Austria,

the situation in Europe had seriously deteriorated, the posi-

tion of Czechoslovakia was not hopeless. In a crucial mo-
ment, should Czechoslovakia have given a determined re-

buff to the aggressors, there could still have been a collec-

tive front of struggle against the fascist invaders.

The matter was brought up, for example, by Mikhail

Kalinin, President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet

of the USSR, in his report on April 26, 1938. After setting

out the terms of the Soviet-Czechoslovak Treaty, he added:

“Naturally, this Pact does not forbid either party to come
to the other’s aid without waiting for Franco to do so.” 75

The same issue was touched upon by Stalin during his

conversation with Klement Gottwald, General Secretary of

the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czecho-

slovakia in the middle of May 1938. 76

Describing the Soviet position, the French Ambassador
in Moscow, Coulondre, wrote to Paris that the USSR was

earnestly striving for co-operation with the Western powers

over Czechoslovakia. 77

Big Stick Mediators

In the meantime, the governments of Britain, France and

the United States went ahead with the policy of abetting

German aggression.

The British government’s foreign policy course showed
itself once again quite clearly in connection with the An-
glo-French talks. A British Cabinet meeting on April 27

was to work out the British position at these talks. Foreign

Secretary Lord Halifax proposed telling the French that

Britain was “anxious to pursue the interrupted negotia-

tions” with Germany. 78

The same Cabinet meeting heard a clear exposition of

Britain’s attitude to the issue of military commitments in

relation to France. We shall yet see how persistently Bri-

tain was avoiding any commitment to the USSR during the
Anglo-Franco-Soviet talks in the summer of 1939. It was
reaffirmed at the Cabinet meeting that the Chamberlain
government did not want to assume any commitments what-
soever with regard to France either. So, in summing up
the discussion during the Cabinet meeting, Lord Halifax
declared that, by common consent of the Cabinet members,
Britain “could not undertake any commitment to send troops

to the continent”. While considering it necessary to keep
France on the leash, he pointed out that the French should
not be told that the British would not send troops under
any circumstances. It was likewise decided that should the

British still find it necessary to send their troops to Frauce,
the strength of the troops to be sent at the start of the war
would not exceed two divisions, although that would shock
the French very strongly. As to Czechoslovakia, it was de-

cided to tell the French once more that Britain could not

undertake any military commitment to send troops to the

continent. 79

A new French government was formed on April 10, 1938,

with the key posts filled by the partisans of an accommoda-
tion with Germany —Edouard Daladier as the head of go-

vernment and Georges Bonnet as Minister for Foreign Af-
fairs. The position of France was increasingly defeatist.

The Chief of the French General Staff, general Gamelin,
told British War Secretary Hore-Belisha two weeks later

that it was “impossible for France to give military assistance

to Czechoslovakia”. 80

The Anglo-French conversations, held in London on Ap-
ril 28 and 29, showed both countries to be inclined to stick

to their former policies on the Czechoslovak question. Cham-
berlain, for example, flatly declared to the French that in

case of France providing assistance to Czechoslovakia, Bri-

tain would slay out. 81 The British ministers were also pres-

sing for the French to “bocome more aloof from the Rus-
sians”. 82 Daladier and Bonnet declared that they were de-

termined to press “any solution” on Czechoslovakia to the

extent of making her neutral if only they could avoid war
in that way. 83

It was agreed that the British would intensify their “me-
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diation’* between Berlin and Prague with a view to “set-

tling” the Czechoslovak question without war. The sum and

substance of the agreement reached was formulated by

Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

Cadogan in the following way: “Agreed we should both

urge Benes to do his utmost and that we should ask Berlin

what they want.” 84

The British government did intensify its "mediation”.

Under its instructions, the British Minister in Prague,

C. Newton, called on the Minister for Foreign Affairs of

Czechoslovakia and made a statement trying hard to prove

the “absolute necessity” of yielding ground to the Nazis. 80

On the other hand, the British embassy informed the Ger-

man Foreign Ministry on May 9, 1938, that, should the

Germans confidentially advise what solution of the Sudeten

German question they were striving after, “the British Gov-

ernment would bring such pressure to bear in Prague that

the Czechoslovak Government would be compelled to accede

to the German wishes”. 86

Although France had a treaty of mutual assistance with

Czechoslovakia, the French government considered it pos-

sible to honour its commitments to Czechoslovakia only if

Britain declared herself to be willing also to come to Cze-

choslovakia’s aid. Since there was no intention in London

to lend any assistance to Czechoslovakia, neither did H ranee

intend to come out in her support. The French government

had virtually abandoned an independent foreign policy of

her own by that time and was meekly following in the wake

of Britain’s policy or seeking an accommodation with Ger-

many. Yet the French ruling circles did not ven-

ture to renounce in public their obligations under the trea-

ty with Czechoslovakia. Having admitted in a conversation

with the U.S. Charge d’Affaires that without Britain France

did not intend to afford any assistance to Czechoslovakia,

the French Minister for Foreign Affairs Bonnet said, how-

ever, that “publicly he would have to state the opposite”

just as the French government did. 87

The Czechoslovak ruling circles were also increasingly

inclined to take up a defeatist stance. On May 17, Presi-

dent Benes said in a conversation with British Minister

Newton that Czechoslovakia’s relations with the USSR “had

always been and would remain a secondary consideration,

dependent on the attitude of France and Great Britain. .

.
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If Western Europe disinterested herself in Russia, Czecho-

slovakia would also be disinterested.” 88

While in Geneva in mid-May 1938, at a session of the

Council of the League of Nations, the Soviet People’s Com-
missar for Foreign Affairs, Litvinov, met the French and

British foreign ministers, Bonnet and Halifax. Bonnet, in

particular, wanted to know what position the USSR would

take in the event, of German aggression against Czechoslo-

vakia. As the People’s Commissar reported to Moscow, the

French Minister put the matter in such a way as to betray

his desire to get an answer that would be tantamount to a

Soviet refusal of assistance to Czechoslovakia. He clearly

wanted to take advantage of that answer in order to make
it easier for France to escape her commitments with regard

to Czechoslovakia. 89 Replying, the People’s Commissar said

it was desirable for representatives of the French, Soviet

and Czechoslovak General Staffs to consider some military

action that could bo taken by the three nations. 90 YeL Bon-

net. did not respond to that important initiative.

Neither did Halifax display any interest in co-operation

with the USSR. When Litvinov reminded him of the So-

viet statement of March 17, 1938, about the Soviet readi-

ness to join in collective action against aggression and to

take part in a conference of the nations concerned in order

to agree on the necessary steps to be taken, Halifax ignored

them. After criticising Britain’s policy on Germany, the

People’s Commissar set out the Soviet “concept of collec-

tive security which, if put into effect, would have saved

Abyssinia, Austria, Czechoslovakia and China”. 91

Meanwhile, the Nazis set about their business with more

dispatch. There was to be a municipal election in Czechoslo-

vakia on May 22. With that date drawing nearer, the Nazi

organisations of Sudeten Germans had drastically intensified

their action. They attempted to mako the election look like

a referendum on the future of Sudeten region. In the

meantime German troops began to he concentrated in secret

across the border of Czechoslovakia. 92 There was enough

reason to fear that Sudeten Germans might provoke some

disorder on May 22 which would come about together with

a German invasion of Czechoslovakia. That entailed a quite

natural, though partial, call-up in Czechoslovakia, ft was

carried through swiftly and in an organised way, and the

Czechoslovak Army was determined to heat hack the ag-
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Fearful of an armed conflict, the British and French rul-

ing circles were in utter confusion. The French government
found it necessary to make yet another public statement to

the effect that it would support Czechoslovakia. The British
government, too, had to react, willy-nilly, to the events
which were taking place. It decided, however, not to go be-

yond its statement of March 24 whose essence was that Ger-
many had to engage in “guess-work” about Britain’s posi-

tion in case of war breaking out. The Permanent Under-
secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Cadogan, had put it

down in his Diaries that his discussion of Britain’s position

with Halifax produced the following result: “Decided, we
must not go to war.” After that, Cadogan pointed out, lie

sent the British Ambassador in Berlin, Henderson, the text

of a statement to the German government which did not,

however, have any serious meaning. 93

The British government, therefore, virtually avoided con-
sidering the situation as it shaped up. There was no deci-

sion to change its earlier course. The British diplomatic

service did not propose to warn the Nazis seriously about
anything, still less threaten them with the possibility of

Britain entering the war. Cadogan had a perfect idea that

there was no point in one more British “demarche”.
On May 21, the German government was handed a Brit-

ish statement saying that in the event of a German-Czecho-
slovak conflict, France would be obliged to intervene, and
under those circumstances British government “could not

guarantee that they would not be forced by circumstances

to become involved also. This point was quite clearly ex-

pressed by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons
on March 24.” Meanwhile, the British government assured

Hitler that it was doing its utmost to promote a “peaceful

solution” of the Sudeten question and for that reason

urged it to “exercise patience”. 94

Consequently, the British had virtually assured the Nazis

that they would help them achieve their aims without war.

Hitler’s aide, Captain F. Wiedemann, pointed out that the

British had let the Germans know: “Bombs on Prague

mean war. Tactics against the Czechs: not to shoot but to

strangle.” 95

At the same time, Britain’s ruling establishment was
doing everything to forestall possible assistance to Czecho-

slovakia from Frauce. Having studied the French govern-

ment’s statement of May 21, to the effect that, it was pre-

pared to honour its commitments lo Czechoslovakia, the

British decided to call their French allies to order. Halifax

told British Ambassador in Paris Phipps to warn the French

that Britain on her part would not go beyond the statement

made by the Prime Minister in Parliament on March 24.” 96

On May 22, Phipps officially declared to Bonnet that the

British government was not obliged or inclined to assist

France unless she joined the war to defend Czechoslovakia

from German aggression. Moreover, the British government
demanded that, before taking any steps which were likely

to exacerbate the situation and lead to war, the French
should consult the British government. 97

The Chamberlain government, undertook, besides, yet

another demarche in Prague to force Czechoslovakia

into surrender. Alluding to a meeting at the Foreign

Office Cadogan said it had “decided to use big stick on
Benes”. 98

The French government was also exerting mounting pres-

sure on Czechoslovakia. The Nazis were immediately in-

formed about those moves and took them as evidence that

Czechoslovakia would have to surrender even without war.

The Soviet Union was still the only country that was, in-

deed, ready and willing to render assistance to Czechoslo-

vakia under the terms of the treaty with her in that hour
of danger.

In a conversation with the Czechoslovak Minister in the

USSR, Fierlinger, Litvinov welcomed Ihe steps taken by
Czechoslovakia. People’s Commissar of Defence K. Y. Vo-

roshilov “earnestly spoke about the full readiness of the

USSR for cooperation” when he met the Czechoslovak

General 0. Husak. 99

The government of Czechoslovakia had more than once

thanked the Soviet government for having supported Cze-

choslovakia in what were extremely hard times and dan-

gerous circumstances for her. The Soviet Ambassador in

Prague, Alexandrovsky, pointed out in the transcript of

his conversation with Czechoslovakia’s Foreign Minister on

May 30, 1938: “Krofta has repeatedly expressed his unre-

served gratitude in rather warm terms for the steady and

sure support ho has had from the USSR during the recent

critical period. The certainty that the USSR intends quite

seriously and without any hesitation to offer assistance to
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Czechoslovakia in case she should really need it, has a very
reassuring and encouraging effect on Czechoslovakia.” 100

The May crisis showed with striking evidence once again
that the British ruling circles did not intend to offer any re-

sistance to the Nazi aggressors. They had actually brought
the action of the French and Czechoslovak governments
under their own control. Chamberlain and his fellow think-

ers thereby counted on acting as supreme judge capable of

making the victim of the aggression surrender without any
resistance.

Although, as the material just referred to indicates, the

British government did not exorcise any restraining in-

fluence on Germany during the May crisis, after the crisis

British propaganda worked hard to prove that Germany had
yielded ground because of Britain’s resolution. Even Brit-

ish historians admitted that “British minister proved not

unwilling to claim credit for the stand which they had not

actually made”. 101

To sum up, the May crisis confirmed that Britain and
France, far from countering the German aggression

against Czechoslovakia, were, in fact, aiding and abetting it.

It became obvious that in spite of public declarations, the

French government had actually recanted its treaties both

with Czechoslovakia and with the Soviet Union.
With the position of Britain and Franco, as it was, the

Nazi Reich went on preparing for its aggression against

Czechoslovakia. At a conference with Goring, Ribbentrop,

Keitel, Brauchitsch, and some more of his associates, on
May 28, 1938, Hitler declared that he was determined that

“Czechoslovakia shall disappear from the map of the world”.

That would, he said, “clear the rear for advancing against

the West, England and France”. Two days later, on May 30,

Hiller endorsed a new plan to seize Czechoslovakia. It opened
with his words: “It is my unalterable decision to smash
Czechoslovakia by military action in the near future.” 102

The issue of these directives was followed by feverish prep-

arations in the Nazi Reich for an attack on Czechoslova-

kia. The precise date—“Day X”—was chosen and fixed for

these preparations to be completed so that Hitler could de-

cide on the invasion at any moment afterwards, depending

on the general situation. The original date was October 1,

but the final “Day X” was September 28, 1938,
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Pressure Turning into Threat

British diplomacy did everything possible to help Nazis

carry through their plan for an international isolation of

Czechoslovakia. The British Conservatives believed that the

best means of achieving that end was by keeping France in

every way possible from lending assistance to Czechoslova-

kia. The more so since French involvement in war could

lead to Britain getting involved as well. 103

Britain’s policy in relation to Czechoslovakia was set

out in the above-mentioned statement by the British Am-
bassador in Paris, Phipps, to the French on May 22. Reply-

ing to it, Bonnet gave firm assurances that France would

not resort to any military action without having consulted

the British government. He emphasised that should Cze-

choslovakia turn out to be “unreasonable”, “tho French

Government might well declare that France considered her-

self released from her bond”. 104

Halifax brought the question of Britain’s subsequent po-

litical course before the British Cabinet meeting on May
25. After pointing out that the French government was
constantly expressing its apprehension lost they should face

a dilemma of having to choose between the risk of war and

dishonour, Halifax considered it necessary “to obtain a re-

lease for the French from their obligation”. He suggested

that Czechoslovakia should be made neutral. Britain found

it inconvenient to urge that the treaties of alliance between

Czechoslovakia and France and Russia should be scrapped,

but, he said, with Czechoslovakia neutralised, “the Alliances

would automatically disappear”. Chamberlain and the

rest of the Cabinet approved the course of action Halifax

had proposed. 105

The U.S. Ambassador to Britain, Joseph Kennedy, back

in London from a visit to the United States, assured Ger-

man Ambassador von Dirksen that the U.S. government

supported the Chamberlain cabinet, including “its desire

for a settlement with Germany”. 106

Paris, following in the wake of London, was increasingly

inclined to seek agreement with Germany or, to be exact,

to surrender to her. Quai d’Orsay gave no thought to any

co-operation with the USSR in providing assistance for

Czechoslovakia. In a conversation with Polish Ambassador,

J. Lukasiewicz, Bonnet declared that the Franco-Soviet pact
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was very “vague” and that the French government “was not
at all inclined to rely upon it”. He personally “was no ad-
herent of collaboration with Communism”. Bonnet pointed
out that he would be very pleased if, on making sure of ex-
panding co-operation with Poland, he could “tell the So-
viets that France does not need their assistance”. 107

When the Czechoslovak Minister in France, S. Osusky,
took up with Bonnet the question of military negotiations
with the USSR, the reply he got was that “in view of suc-
cessful co-operation between Britain and France, such ne-
gotiations are inopportune now”. 108

A British government representative Lord Runciman ar-

rived in Prague early in August as a “mediator” in the
negotiations between the Czechoslovak government and the
Sudeten German Nazis. From then on, the British and
French pressure on Czechoslovakia was intensified. As As-
sistant Foreign Secretary Oliver Harvey pointed out, “Run-
ciman is being brought into action to help the Government
in the dirty work.” 109

Naturally, the British government could not expect Run-
ciman to settle the conflict. But it presumed that at a cru-
cial moment he could have prepared some proposals which
the British government would have hacked and which could
have been acceptable to Germany. In that case they would
have been offered to Czechoslovakia as a “constructive” so-

lution. Should the Czechoslovak government have refused
to accept those proposals, the full blame would have been
laid on it and there would have been the excuse for Britain
and France to forswear assistance to Czechoslovakia. 110

American Ambassador in Berlin Hugh Wilson arrived in

Prague almost simultaneously with Lord Runciman. His
pronouncements in Prague boiled down essentially to the

idea that the Czechs could hope for their relations with
Germany to be normalised only if Czechoslovakia renounced
her pact with the USSR. 111 In that way U.S. diplomacy
backed up the London plans.

British and French diplomacy was bringing intensified

pressure on the government of Czechoslovakia in an effort

to get it to meet the Nazi demand about the Sudetonland.
The London and Paris “appeasers” went out of their way
to compel Czechoslovakia “to commit suicide in order to

forestall murder”. 112

Reporting the comments by the Czechoslovak -Minister in
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London, Masaryk, Maisky communicated to Moscow that

“the British government had been pressurising Czechoslo-

vakia in every way persuading her to make maximum con-

cessions to the Sudeten Germans. Halifax summoned Ma-

saryk to his office almost every week and advised him, cal-

led his attention, pointed out to him, warned him, and

even threatened him, demanding more and more conces-

sions” to the Czechoslovak Germans. 113

The blow that France, Czechoslovakia’s ally struck at

her was still more telling. On July 20, Bonnet told Czechos-

lovak Minister Osusky that, “France would not go to war

for the Sudeten affair. . . In no case should the Czechoslovak

government believe that if war breaks out we will be at its

side”. That was the first time the French government un-

equivocally warned the Czechoslovaks that it did not propose

to honour its allied commitments. 1,4

Soviet Proposals Ignored

Considering the policy of Britain and France to be extreme-

ly dangerous to the cause of peace in Europe, the Peo-

ple’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs said in its message

to Soviet diplomatic representatives in Prague, Berlin, Lon-

don and Paris on August 11, 1938: “We are extremely in-

terested in the independence of Czechoslovakia being pre-

served and Hitler’s thrust southeast being checked.” How-

ever, the Western powers “do not find it necessary to

seek our co-operation, are ignoring us and deciding among

themselves whatever issues arise from the German-Czecho-

slovak conflict.” 115

Under instruction from the Soviet government. Ambas-

sador Maisky in London said in a statement to British For-

eign Secretary Lord Halifax in August 1938 that the

USSR is increasingly disappointed about the policy of Bri-

tain and France” and considered it to be “weak and short-

sighted”, capable of doing no more than encouraging the

aggressor to make his further “leaps”. Thus, he said, the

Western powers were “assuming the responsibility for ano-

ther world war being brought nearer and launched”. The

policy of Britain and France was described by the Soviet

Ambassador as an attempt at “checking the victim of the

aggression, rather than the aggressor himself”. Jn Prague,
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British and French representatives, lie said, “are speaking
so loud that the Czechs see it, not without reason, as man-
ifest unfairness, while in Berlin they are speaking so soft-
ly that Hitler is ignoring all their overtures. We cannot
have any sympathy for such a policy and we believe that
the fate of Czechoslovakia depends, first and foremost, on
whether or not Britain and France prove capable of taking
up a firm stand against the aggressor in this crucial
hour.” 116

Unlike the Western powers, the Soviet Union was ready
to fulfil its obligations under its treaty with Czechoslovakia.
Maisky told the Czechoslovak Minister in London, on Au-
gust 10, that if Czechoslovakia was attacked the USSR
“will fulfil hor treaty obligations.” 117 A similar statement
was made by the Soviet Ambassador to Lord Halifax on
August 17. 1,8 On the same day, the Ambassador met the
U.S. Charge d'affaires in Britain, Johnson. After reaffirm-
ing the Soviet government’s readiness to fulfil its commit-
ments under the treaty, the Ambassador pointed out that
Czechoslovakia was the major factor behind the situation
in Central Europe. Therefore, “Hitler should not be allowed
to destroy Czechoslovakia and that the time to prevent that
destruction was now”. 119

As Zdenek Fierlinger reported to Prague, the British
Ambassador in Moscow, Lord Chilston, informed him that
he had once more found out what sort of action the USSR
would take in the event of a conflict and received a “very
positive reply that tho USSR will fulfil its treaty obliga-

tions”. 120

The French Charge d’Affaires in the USSR, J. Payart,
referring to a conversation with Deputy People’s Commis-
sar Potemkin to the danger of an armed conflict, asked him,
on September 1, 1938, what the Soviet position would be
in case of a German attack on Czechoslovakia. In putting
that question, ho stressed that Poland and Romania were
not willing to let Soviet troops pass through their territo-

ry. 121 Informing tho Soviet Ambassador in Prague about
that conversation, Potemkin pointed out that what had at-

tracted his particular attention was the special accent Bon-
net made on the difficulties which Soviet military aid

through the territory of Poland and Romania would have
run into. In all probability, Bonnet, by underscoring those
difficulties, wanted to get such an answer from the USSR

as the French government could use “as an excuse for its

own refusal to assist Czechoslovakia”. 122

On September 2, 1938, Payart officially raised the ques-

tion of the Soviet stand with Litvinov. In that connection,

the Soviet People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs remarked
that “France is under obligation to help Czechoslovakia re-

gardless of our assistance, whereas our assistance is con-

I

ditional on French and, for that reason, we have a greater

right to show interest in assistance from France”.

Replying afterwards to a question from the French re-

presentative, the People’s Commissar declared: “Provided

French aid will be forthcoming, we are determined to ful-

fil all our obligations under the Soviet-Czcchoslovak pact,

using all avenues open to us for this purpose.” “So far

as specifying aid is concerned,” tho People’s Commissar
went on to say, “wo consider that a conference of repre-

sentatives of the Soviet, French and Czechoslovak armies

must be called to do it.”

The People’s Commissar -went on to stress the need for

“using all the means available to avert an armed clash”.

He recalled that right after the Anschlufi of Austria, the

USSR recommended a conference of representatives of the

nations interested in maintaining peace to be called. “We
believe that such a conference, with the participation of

Britain, France and the USSR, at the present moment, and

the adoption of a general declaration . . . have more chances

to deter Hitler from a war adventure than any other mea-

sure.” 123

Referring to the above-mentioned “difficulties”, Fierlin-

ger asked the Peoplo’s Commissar whether tho USSR could

give a guarantee of territorial inviolability in case of So-

viet troops passing through the territory of Poland and Ro-

mania. The Soviet People’s Commissar replied that “this

goes without saying”. 124

The situation in Europe was growing more menacing day

by day. On September 3, 1938, the Nazis decided to get

their forces ready for action by September 28. 125 Three days

later, the British government received relevant informa-

tion. 126

With a new crisis fast brewing, Chamberlain held the

conferences of his “inner group” on September 8 and 9,

and a full Cabinet meeting on September 12 to consider

the worsening situation. However, at none of those confer-
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ences and meetings were the Soviet proposals so much as

mentioned. British historian Middlemas pointed out that

they were ignored by the British Cabinet. 127

Having arrived in Geneva on September 11 for the As-

sembly of the League of Nations the British Under-Secre-

tary of State for Foreign Affairs, R. A. Butler, told Bonnet
that the British government would not, probably, agree to

a joint Anglo-Franco-Soviet gesture. 128 When the Soviet

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs met Bonnet on the

same day, the latter limited himself to stating that he

had passed the Soviet proposals to the British, but they

declined them. Bonnet did not even make any reference to

the position of the French government itself. “Bonnet shrug-

ged it off— nothing doing," the People’s Commissar report-

ed to Moscow. 129

So the Soviet proposals of September 2 were not second-

ed by the governments of Britain and France. Yet, to have

carried out those proposals, providing for political and— if

need be— for military measures, could have played an im-

portant part in forestalling aggression and strengthening

the peace. That did not mean, however, that the ruling cir-

cles of Britain and France were not deeply worried both by

the balance of forces and, to no small extent, by class con-

siderations. For a German invasion of Czechoslovakia could

have sparked off a war between the capitalist nations of

Europe, and their own hopes for using Nazi Germany as

a strike force to fight the USSR would have been dashed.

Along with that, the reactionary forces of the Western pow-

ers were fearful of such a war generating revolutionary

upheavals in the German-occupied countries involved.

Things reached a point where French government spokes-

men began appealing to the Nazis to take into account

common class interests, before anything else. For example,

the French Premier Daladier emphasised during his meet-

ing with the German Charge d’Affaires, on September 7:

“After the end of a war, the outbreak of a revolution, ir-

respective of victors or vanquished, was as certain in France

as in Germany and Italy.” 130

British journalist and historian Leonard Mosley has point-

ed out with good reason that the French ruling circles were

panic-stricken in fear of the menace of Nazi Germany, al-

though the French Army was stronger than the German.

“In France this clique [ruling],” he wrote, “was riddled with

corruption and defeatism; hagridden by the menace of Nazi

Germany from outside their borders and by the threat of

domestic Communism within, many of them were increas-

ingly ready to make an accommodation with Germany in

the hope that accord with National Socialism would throttle

the threat of Red revolution.” 131

It would be wrong to believe that Paris underestimated

the gravity of the German danger and the significance of

Czechoslovakia as a military factor. This is what one can
gather from the Memorandum of September 9, 1938, by
the Chief of the French General Staff, General Gamelin.
The Czechoslovak state, lie wrote, is of certain interest,

from the French point of view, in the event of military op-

erations in Europe. By its vory geographic position, Czecho-
slovakia is an obstacle in the way of German expansionist

plans against the East. Besides, the Czechoslovak Army is

strong enough to pin down a large proportion of German
forces, thus draining them off from the Western Front.

Czechoslovakia has 17 infantry divisions—this number
could bo swiftly doubled, and 4 motorised divisions. Final-

ly, Czechoslovakia has some airfields to threaten Germany,
especially if she got some air force reinforcements. For

Germany to occupy Czechoslovakia would mean apprecia-

bly expanding the German military potential (with Skoda
factories, etc.); helping Germany take possession of the na-

tional wealth of Hungary and Romania; arid giving her an

outlet to the Black Sea ports. 132 Yet, all these considera-

tions notwithstanding, the French government was prepared

to sacrifice Czechoslovakia to the Nazis.

It was not by the national interests either, but by their

narrow class interests that the British ruling circles, too,

guided themselves. Of course, none of Ihoir spokesmen ever

revealed that in public, but some touched on that problem
now and again, for example, in their diaries. British politi-

cian Harold Nicolson made the following entry in his diary

on September 11, after his conversation with a Cabinet

member, Oliver Stanley. “Oliver agrees that the conflict

has really nothing to do with Czechoslovakia. . . At the same
time any reference to Russian assistance makes him wince,

and at one moment lie sighed deeply and said, ‘You see,

whether we win or lose, it will be the end of everything

we stand for’. By ‘we’ he means obviously the capitalist

classes.” 133 A similar entry could bo found somewhat later
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in the diary of Assistant Foreign Secretary Oliver Harvey:
“Any war, whether we win or not, would destroy the rich

idle classes and they are for peace at any price.” 134

MUNICH SELLOUT

Chamberlain’s Visit

to Berchtesgaden

The British ruling establishment was increasingly inclined

to surrender the Sudetenland to Hitler Germany in the

hope of reaching an accommodation between the British

Empire and the Nazi Reich in that way. The Times of

London openly suggested in a leading article on September
7 that the Czechoslovak government ought to think of turn-

ing the Sudetenland over to Germany.
A Conservative Party leader, Henry Channon, pointed out

in his diary that the Times article had been produced in

agreement between Halifax and the Times publisher, Geof-

frey Dawson, and was definitely a “ballon d’essai” to sec

how the public would react, and to prepare them for the

Runciman Report containing similar proposals. 135 Halifax

said on September 11, 1938, that the annexation of the

Sudetenland by Germany was the only hope lo avoid war.

He considered it desirable for a conference of four powers—
Britin, France, Germany and Italy—to be called to settle

the matter. 136

The prospect of calling such a conference was discussed

on the same day by the British Ambassador in Paris,

Phipps, with the Secretary-General of the French Foreign

Ministry, Alexis Leger. The French diplomat expressed his

full agreement with the idea of calling such a conference,

stressing that there was no point in the Soviet Union being

invited to attend. 137 On September 13, the decision that this

international conference was well worth-while was taken

at a French Cabinet meeting. The news was immediately

communicated to London. Bonnet considered that the ob-

ject of the conference must be to decide on the transfer of

the Sudetenland to Germany and that it should be attended

by the four Western powers. 138 That was the final abandon-

ment of the struggle against aggression and of the allied

treaties with the USSR and Czechoslovakia by the govern-

ment of Daladier-Bonnet, and their surrender to the Nazi

Reich. 139

A conference of the British Premier with his “inner

group”, called on Chamberlain’s initiative on September 13,

with the international situation further strained because of

acts of provocation by fascist agents throughout the Su-

detenland, decided on the Premier making an urgent trip to

Germany. 140 On the same day, the British Premier sent a

letter Lo King George VI to inform him that the object of

rjj his journey would be “the establishment of an Anglo-Ger-

‘j man understanding” and the settlement of the Czechoslo-

vak question, lie emphasised that his intention was to

sketch out to Hitler “the prospect of Germany and England

as the two pillars of European peace and buttresses against

Communism”. 141

It was realised in Berlin, quite naturally, that the only

thing Chamberlain’s visit could mean under the circum-

stances was Britain’s willingness to make serious conces-

sions. Besides, the Nazis had succeeded in deciphering some

foreign codes and were informed of the negotiations be-

tween London and Paris, on the one hand, and Prague on

the other. For that reason, the Sudeten Germans came into

Ihe open (naturally, on instructions from Hiller) lo demand

the annexation of the Sudetenland to Germany, while Hitler

was just “playing” with Chamberlain. 142

H. Chamberlain, accompanied by H. Wilson
_

and

W. Strang, arrived in Berchtesgaden on September 15. The

British Premier opened his conversations with Hitler by

declaring his desire for an Anglo-German rapprochement

and for an exchange of general views on the policies of

both countries. Hitler, however, demonstrated a manifest

reluctance to discuss problems of that kind at all. He reduced

the entire negotiating process to a consideration of one

particular question that was of interest to him. Being aware

of Chamberlain’s position, Hitler emphatically demanded

that the Sudetenland should be turned over to Germany,

threatening a world war otherwise. Besides, he demanded

the abrogation of Czechoslovakia’s treaties of mutual as-

sistance with other countries. Chamberlain accepted these

demands, but said he had yet to get the official sanction

of his government, and talk the matter over with the h reach

government. 143
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The Berchtesgaden rendezvous gave Hitler an opportuni-
ty to draw the conclusion that there was no reason for him
to fear any British opposition to his plans for the takeover
of the Sudetcnland. Moreover, shortly after that meeting
the German Foreign Ministry representative at Hitler’s

headquarters, Hewel, received information that “Hitler is

further planning the capture of all Czechoslovakia. He is

now quite sure that this objective can be achieved without
any intervention by the British government.” 144

After informing Lord Halifax, Simon and Iloare about
his talks with Hitler, Chamberlain said he thought Hitler’s

demand for the annexation of the Sudeterdand to Germany
could he met. He stressed as the only important point that

this had to be done “in an orderly manner”, that is, so as

not to provoke an armed conflict. Chamberlain expressed
the confidence that the settlement of the Sudeten question
would open the way to Anglo-German understanding. 145

It is the summit conference between Britain and France
in London on September 18 that decided in favour of Hit-

ler's demand for the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia.
That embarrassed even some representatives of the British

ruling establishment. “One of the extraordinary things to

me is how we, with calculated cynicism, sign away the lib-

erty of 9,000,000 people,” 146 said General Ironside in his

Diaries. The French Charge d’Affaires in London, R. Cam-
bon, admitted that the decisions taken by the British and
the French were “the most painful possible experience for

his government for many years.” 147

On the following day, the British and French accomplices
of the Nazi aggressors handed the Czechoslovak govern-
ment their notes which amounted to a joint ultimatum from
Germany, Britain and France demanding that the Sudeten
region should be turned over to the Reich. At the same
time, the British and French governments urged Czechoslo-

vakia to agree to her treaties of mutual assistance with
other nations being replaced by a common guarantee

against unprovoked aggression, expressing their willing-

ness to share in giving such a guarantee. 148

President Roosevelt, having invited the British Ambas-
sador for a top secret conversation on September 20, could

not but admit that Britain and France wanted Czechoslova-

kia to make “the most terrible remorseless sacrifice that

had ever been demanded of a state”. At the same time ltoo-
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sevelt declared that if the policy the British had embarked
on proved successful, “lie would be the first to cheer”. 149

When, however, the Czechoslovak Charge d’Affaires asked
the U.S. government on the same day to publish any state-

ment whatsoever in support of Czechoslovakia, the request
was left unheeded. 150

The USSR Beady la Resist Aggression

The position of the USSR was entirely different. On Sep-
tember 19, 1938, the Czechoslovak government asked the
Soviet government to reply as soon as possible to these

questions: a) will the USSR, in conformity with the Treaty,
afford prompt and effective assistance if France remained
loyal and afforded assistance as well?; b) will the USSR
help Czechoslovakia as a member of the League of Na-
tions? 151

The following instructions were given to the Soviet Am-
bassador in Prague on September 20:

“1. You may give an affirmative answer on behalf of the
Government of the Soviet Union to the question from Benes
as to whether the USSR will render prompt and effective

assistance if France remains loyal to her and affords as-

sistance as well.

2. You may give a similar affirmative answer to the other

question, too. ...” 152

The Soviet Ambassador in Prague, Alexandrovsky, im-
mediately passed this reply to the Czechoslovak govern-
ment. France was informed about it as well. So in those dif-

ficult and dangerous conditions for Czechoslovakia, the So-
viet government once more officially reaffirmed that the

USSR would fulfil its obligations under the pact providing
for assistance to her in the event of an attack by Germany.
In accordance with this decision, Litvinov, speaking before

the Assembly of the League of Nations on September 21,

1938, restated the Soviet government’s position on resis-

tance to aggression. He stressed that measures outlined by
the Covenant of the League of Nations had to be taken
against the aggressor resolutely, consistently and without
hesitation, and in that case the aggressor would not be
tempted and “peace will he preserved by peaceful means”.
Litvinov, in his speech, exposed the disgraceful policy of
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abetting aggression, to the extent of getting “directives and

ultimatums at the cost of the vital interests of any particu-

lar state”. The head of the Soviet delegation read out the

statements which the Soviet government had passed to the

government of France on September 2 and to that of Cze-

choslovakia on September 20.

However, London and Paris were still deaf to the Soviet

proposals. How absurd that was lias been most strikingly

shown in the memoirs of Winston Churchill. “The Soviet

offer was in effect ignored,” he wrote. “.
. .They were treated

with an indifference—not Lo say disdain. . . Events took

their course as if Soviet Russia did not exist. For this we
afterwards paid dearly.” 153

In fulfilment of the emergency instructions of their re-

spective governments, the P>ritish and French Ministers in

Czechoslovakia emphatically declared to the Czechoslovak

government in the night of September 21 that should iL fail

to accept the Anglo-French proposals, the French govern-

ment. “will not honour its treaty” with Czechoslovakia. “If

the Czechs join forces with the Russians,” they emphasised,

“the war can become a crusade against the Bolsheviks.

Then, it will be very difficult for the governments of En-

gland and France to stay out.” 154

Submitting to Anglo-French pressure, the Czechoslovak

government gave up by consenting to Hitler’s Berchtesga-

den demands.
Litvinov repeatedly confirmed the Soviet readiness to

afford assistance to Czechoslovakia also in his conversa-

tions with foreign diplomats and politicians.

For example, Litvinov conferred in Geneva with Lord

Privy Seal de la Warr and Deputy Foreign Secretary But-

ler in the Assembly of the League of Nations in Geneva.

Butler cabled to the Foreign Office quoting Litvinov as

having said that “if French came to the assistance of the

Czechs Russians would take action”. He said that “he had

for long been hoping for conversations between Great Bri-

tain, France and Russia, and he would like to suggest to us

in this informal conversation that a meeting of the three

Powers mentioned, together with Romania and any other

small Power . . . should take place preferably in Paris, and

so show Germans that we mean business.” 155

Chamberlain was almost horrified by the comments of

the People’s Commissar in his conversation with de la Warr
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and Butler. He saw them as a “great danger” (!?) since

to follow them through would have meant, in his opinion,

“to strengthen Bolshevism in the whole world”. 156

For the next few days the British government was almost
continuously in session to consider the increasingly involved

situation, but Chamberlain and Halifax did not even

mention Litvinov’s proposal, thus withholding it from the

Cabinet members. De la Warr, who attended all these sit-

tings, also kept silent.

Although the Soviet government was not in a position

to know about Chamberlain’s reaction to the People’s Com-
missar’s offer, it. gave a perfectly correct assessment of the

situation as it had shaped up and of the possible prospect

ahead. On September 23, the People’s Commissariat for

Foreign Affairs, in reply to the report from the People’s

Commissar about his conversation with de la Warr and
Butler, wrote it was doubtful that France and Britain could

agree to a conference with Soviet involvement because they

had so far been ignoring the Soviet Union. ,57

Even many Western politicians and historians had to

admit that the Soviet stand on assistance to Czechoslovakia

was impeccable. For instance, a prominent British Conser-

vative Party leader L. S. Amery pointed out that “Russia’s

attitude throughout the crisis was perfectly clear”. The
Soviet Union, he wrote, “consistently backed the conception

of collective security.” 158 American historian Arthur H. Fur-

nia also admitted in his study The Diplomacy of Appease-

ment that unlike Britain and France, “the Soviet Union
actually showed a . . . willingness to render military assis-

tance to Czechoslovakia.” 159

The Soviet government held an adamant and determined

position also because Polish aggressors were acting hand in

glove with those of Hitler Germany against Czechoslovakia.

Back on April 17, 1938, Stomonyakov stated that “Po-

land is coming into the open as an actual party to the ag-

gressor bloc. In a hurry not to be too late she presented

her ultimatum to Lithuania right after the Ansohluh and
enforced the establishment of diplomatic and all other re-

lations with Lithuania which she . . . regards as nothing but

the beginning of her gradual colonisation of Lithuania. Po-

land is playing an active role in the German plans to re-

solve the Czechoslovak question. She is openly stirring up
the TeSzin question. . . Poland, as is now obvious to every-
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body, is closely bound up with Germany and will go on
following in her footsteps.” 160

On May 25, 1958, Daladier informed the Soviet Ambas-
sador in Paris, Surits, that his sounding of Poland’s posi-
tion in the event of German aggression against Czechoslo-
vakia bad produced the most negative result possible. Not
only was there no reason to count on support from Poland,
Daladier said, but “there is none to feel sure that Poland
will not strike in the back.” 161

J. Beck informed the Polish Ambassador in Berlin, Lip-
ski, on September 19, 1938, that within two days Poland
would have considerable forces brought up to the Czecho-
slovak border, and that ho was prepared to contact Hitler
or Goring personally about co-ordinating the action by Ger-
many and Poland against Czechoslovakia. 162 On the follow-

ing day Lipski said as much to Hitler, stressing that Poland
“would not shrink from resorting to force” to have her de-

mand met. Hitler assured Lipski that in that case the Third
Reich would take Poland’s side. 1(33

On September 21, the Polish rulers presented an ultima-
tum to the Czechoslovak government demanding that some
areas of Czechoslovakia should be turned over to Poland,
and also denounced the 1925 Polish-Czechoslovak arbitra-

tion trealy. 164 Tn the meantime, Polish forces continued to

be massed close to the Czechoslovak border. The Polish mil-

itary attache in Paris informed the French General Staff

that if German troops should attack Czechoslovakia, Polish

troops at once would seize the whole of Slovakia which
would then be split between Poland and Hungary. 165

On September 22, the Czechoslovak government, report-

ing the immediate danger of an attack from Poland, turned
to the USSR for support. In response, the Soviet govern-

ment passed a statement to the Polish government on the

very next day to the effect that if Polish troops invaded Cze-
choslovakia, the USSR would consider that to bo an act of

aggression and would denounce her treaty of non-aggres-
sion with Poland. 166 The Czechoslovak Minister in Moscow,
Ficrlinger, was immediately informed of that statement. 167

That is to say, the Soviet Union once more confirmed its

resolute stand in defence of Czechoslovakia.

Referring to the policy of the Soviet Union, British histo-

rian John Wheeler- Bennett wrote: “She took every oppor-

tunity to prove her willingness to fulfil her obligations to

France and to Czechoslovakia: again and again this was
emphasised in London, in Paris, in Prague, in Genova and
also in Berlin, to the acute embarrassment of the British

and French governments. According to all available evi-

dence, the conduct of Russia was exemplary throughout the

Czech crisis. She even went beyond the letter of her bond,
threatening to denounce her non-aggression treaty with Po-

land, if that state joined in an attack on Czechoslovakia.” 168

All that was taking place at a time when the situation

was most dangerous for the Soviet Union itself since the

Polish government was harbouring the idea of a joint cru-

sade by German and Polish forces against the USSR. The
Polish Ambassador in Paris, Lukasiewicz, told Bullitt on
September 25 that “a war of religion between fascism and
Bolshevism was about to begin” and that in the event of

the Soviet Union lending assistance to Czechoslovakia, Po-

land was prepared to go to war against the USSR shoulder

to shoulder with Germany. The Polish government was con-

fident, Lukasiewicz declared, that “within three months the

Russian Armies would be in complete rout and Russia
would no longer preserve even the semblance of a state”. 1,19

Romania, too, took up a stand to favour the aggressors.

Informing the Italian government about Romania’s posi-

tion, the Romanian Minister in Rome, Zamfirescu, told the

Minister for Foreign Affairs of Italy, Ciano, that Romania
had objected, continued to object and would be objecting

to Soviet troops passing through her territory to render-

assistance to Czechoslovakia. As regards the deterioration

of relations between Poland and the USSR over Czechoslo-

vakia, the Romanian Minister said that “Romania would
side with Warsaw and in any event the alliance with Po-

land would take precedence over any pledge to Prague.” 170

That meant that in case of an armed conflict breaking out

because of the German and Polish aggression against Cze-

choslovakia, with the Soviet Union involved, Romania could,

in spite of her alliance with Czechoslovakia, side with the

aggressors. 171

Japan also kept up a threatening posture with respect to

the USSR. On September 26 Goring informed the British

Ambassador in Berlin, Henderson, that in the event of a

German-Soviet conflict, Japan had pledged herself to attack

the USSR. 172 The Soviet embassy in Japan also communi-
cated to the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs on
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September 21 that Japanese newspapers went altogether

along with the Nazis over the Czechoslovak question. Some
were calling for the Anti-Comintern Pact to he transform-

ed into a military agreement of Germany, Italy and Ja-

pan. 173

Yet all that notwithstanding, the Soviet Union was still

prepared to fulfil its treaty obligations to Czechoslovakia.

The necessary military measures in preparation for such

a contingency had been taken well in advance.

On September 21, some Soviet military units were put

on the alert in the face of a sharply exacerbated crisis. At
the same lime, other measures were taken Lo reinforce the

units stationed in the western borderland military districts

and enhance their combat preparedness. Altogether, the

units on the alert comprised 1 armoured corps, 30 infantry

divisions, 10 cavalry divisions, 7 armoured brigades, 1 mo-
torised infantry brigade and 12 air brigades, etc, 548 com-
bat aircraft were on hand to be flown to Czechoslovakia. 174

On September 25, 1038, the People's Commissariat of De-

fence instructed the Soviet Air Attache in France, Vasil-

chenko, to communicate the following to the Chief of the

French General Staff, General Gamelin:

“Our Command has so far taken the following prelimi-

nary measures:

1. 30 infantry divisions have been moved into areas in

the direct proximity of the western border. So have cavalry

divisions.

2. The units concerned have been adequately reinforced

with reservists.

3. Our technical forces— Air Force and armoured units

are in full fighting trim.” 175

This information was passed to the French General Staff

on the following day. It was also communicated to the Bri-

tish government in the course of the Anglo-French nego-

tiations then in progress.

A further 17 infantry divisions, 22 armoured and 3 mo-

torised infantry brigades were put on the alert in the clos-

ing days of September. A total of up to 330,000 men had

been called up for service in the Soviet Armed Forces ad-

ditionally. 176

The facts just cited indicate that the position of all the

major parlies involved in the events under review became
quite clear. The Nazi aggressors were acting with increas-
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ing impudence day by day. The Polish ruling circles acted

in alliance with them. The position of Britain and France,

on the other hand, was increasingly defeatist. Not only did

they refuse all support for Czechoslovakia, but, on the con-

trary, they were helping the Nazi Reich annex the Sudeten-

land and did it so as not to provoke a general war in Eu-

rope involving the Western powers as well. It was the So-

viet Union alone which stuck to its firm and consistent po-

sition and emphatically declared its readiness to fulfil its

obligations under the treaty with Czechoslovakia and lend

her effective assistance.

Hitler Mocks His “Appeasers
”

On September 22, Chamberlain, in company of Wilson

and Strang arrived in Bad-Godesberg, for yet another

meeting with Hitler. The British Premier, with a satisfied

aii-, informed Hitler that he had succeeded in obtaining the

consent for the transfer of the Sudetenland to Germany not

only from the British government, but from the French and

Czechoslovak governments as well.

Hitler decided, however, lo harden his demand so as to

take one more step forward towards the liquidation of the

Czechoslovak state.
177 Quito unexpectedly for Chamberlain,

Hitler struck a blow at him that he had prepared well in

advance. Ho mockingly uttered: “1 am very sorry but now

this is no longer enough for us”. In a take-it-or-leave-it

tone, he demanded that the transfer of the Sudetenland to

Germany should be started at once, that is, on September

26, and finished by September 28. 178 At the same time, he

now strongly insisted on some areas of Czechoslovakia

being turned over to Poland and Hungary. Finally, he de-

clared that there were no more conditions for the existence

of the Czechoslovak state. Should his demands be declined,

Hitler threatened, there would be war. 179

In his report on this visit to Bad-Godesberg, Chamberlain

had to admit at a British Cabinet meeting that Hitler’s

latest demands had been a “considerable shock to him”. 180

In spite of the increasingly brazen demands from the Na-

zis, the British Premier never gave up his attempts at

reaching agreement with thorn on the annexation of the Su-

detenland by Germany being carried out “in an orderly
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manner” so as not to spark off a war. As he was about to
leave Bad-Godesberg, Chamberlain assured Hitler that he
would do everything possible to have his demands complied
with. 181

Projected Conference of Aggressors
and Their Patrons

Britain and France once more considered calling a con-
ference of the Western powers and the Nazi Reich to decide
on the “peaceful transfer” of the Sudetenland to Germany,
that is, on the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia. Bonnet
declared at a French government meeting on September 27
that agreement with Germany had to be sought “at any
cost”.

On September 28, Chamberlain informed Hitler that he
was prepared to come to Germany for the third time to dis-
cuss the terms of the transfer of the Sudetenland to Ger-
many. He pointed out that if the Chancellor so wished, repre-
sentatives of France and Italy could likewise take part in
the negotiations. At the same time, the British Premier ex-
pressed his conviction, that is to say, he was actually as-
suring Hitler, that in this way the Nazi Reich could get
its demands met forthwith without war. 182 The U.S. Presi-
dent, on receiving a telegram from the U.S. Ambassador in
London, Kennedy, about Chamberlain’s proposal, sent the
following message to the British Premier on September 28:
“Good man!”. Kennedy, on his part, told Halifax that he
was “entirely in sympathy with, and a warm admirer of

everything” Chamberlain was doing. 183 So Britain and the
U.S. were acting in full harmony.
Following agreement to call a conference of the four

powers— Britain, France, Germany and Italy—Halifax in-

formed about this the Czechoslovak Minister in London
who, naturally, could not conceal a feeling of surprise.
“But this is a conference to discuss the fate of my coun-

try? . . . Arc we not being invited to take part?”
“This is a conference of the Great Powers only.”
“Then I take it that the Soviet Union is also being invit-

ed. After all, Russia has a treaty with my country, too.”
“We had no lime to invite the Russians,” the British

Lord cut off with irritation. 184

Winston Churchill gave a very striking description of the
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position of the USSR and Britain in talking with the So-

viet Ambassador in London on September 29. “Today Chur-
chill, in a conversation with me,” Maisky wrote, “spoke

with great respect and satisfaction of the conduct of the

USSR in the present crisis. In particular, he put a very
high value on Litvinov’s speech in the Assembly, and on
your Note to Poland. The USSR, Churchill said, is doing

its international duty, while Britain and Franco arc surren-

dering to the aggressors. For this reason, (lie sympathy to-

wards the USSR is fast rising. .
.” As to the position of

the British government, Churchill criticised it in very

strong terms, pointing out that it was leading to the inevi-

table outbreak of war. Chamberlain’s resolve to “ignore

and push away” the T'SSR, according to Churchill, was
“not only absurd but criminal”, and the Anglo-French plan

for the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia was outra-

geous. 185

The West German historian Nicdhardt, who had tho-

roughly studied British Public Record Office documents
about the Chamberlain government’s policy towards the

USSR, stated that it was “downright ignoring and isola-

tion of the Soviet Union”. 188

The Munich Deal

The conference of Britain, France, Germany and Italy

was held in Munich on September 29 and 30. It ended

with the alienation of a large strip of Czechoslovak terri-

tory all along the German Czechoslovak border and its in

corporation in the Reich.

Chamberlain and Daladier arrived in Munich, well pre-

pared to surrender. They did not even try to oppose the

demands made by Hitler (technically, these had been pres-

ented by Mussolini). On the contrary, Chamberlain and

Daladier tried hard to outdo each other in paying compli-

ments about something like a generosity of that offer. Hit-

ler boasted later on that Czechoslovakia had been offered

to him in Munich on a platter by her friends. 187

The representatives of Czechoslovakia were told about

the outcome of the Munich deal by the Four Powers as

something like a verdict not subject to appeal. The first an-

nouncement was made by Horace Wilson even before the
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conference was over. On entering the “waiting room”,
where Czechoslovak representatives, summoned to Munich,
had spent hours waiting for this verdict in excitement, he
decided to make them happy:

“It is almost over. You will he glad to know that we
have reached agreement on practically everything.”
“And what is to be our fate?”
“It is not as bad as it might have been.”
And Wilson pointed to a strip on the map painted with

red ink covering almost half the territory of Czechoslova-
kia, from the North, West and South, and including almost
the whole of the country’s defence line.

“But this is outrageous! It is cruel and it is criminally
stupid!”

“1 am sorry. If is no use arguing.” 188

that was how Chamberlain and Daladier struck a deal
with the aggressors in Munich, shamelessly letting Cze-
choslovakia down and helping the fascist aggressors carve
her up.

Naturally, the Four Powers did not have the slightest
legal ground for arrogating the right to make any decision
on that carve-up. Since the deal was a gross violation of

the sovereign rights of the Czechoslovak stale and was im-
posed on Czechoslovakia under threat of force, it was ille-

gal.

Roosevelt sent a message of congratulation to Chamber-
lain through his Ambassador in London Kennedy. Although
Kennedy had also totally supported the policy of conni-
vance with German aggression, he did realise that it would
eventually do its makers no honour. He showed a certain
measure of caution, therefore. On receiving the cable, he
read it out to Chamberlain at 10 Downing Street, instead
of handing it to him. “I had a feeling that cable would
haunt Roosevelt some day, so I kept it.” 189

With the Four-Power talks in Munich over, Chamberlain
offered to confer with Hitler eye-to-eye. Hitler consented.
The British Premier attached paramount importance to

that chat. For he saw the Munich deal about the carve-up
of Czechoslovakia more as a means to achieve his own
ends than anything else. His object was an understanding
between the British Empire and the Nazi Reich on all prob-
lems of interest to both sides so as to turn German aggres-
sion from West to East. Britain’s ruling circles hoped that,
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with Hitler’s pressing demand on the Sudetenland gratified,

the situation was most propitious for an effort to take the

bull by the horns. 190

In the course of that conversation with Hitler, Chamber-

lain gave a fairly transparent account of his own foreign

policy programme. Finding it necessary to demonstrate his

negative attitude to the USSR, the British Premier pointed

out that Hitler did not have to fear any longer that Cze-

choslovakia would be used as a springboard for “Russian

aggression”. He went on to stress that neither did Hitler

have to fear that Britain would pursue a policy of military

and economic encirclement of Germany in Southeast Eu-

rope. What preoccupied him most was an improvement of

Anglo-German relations. And he offered Hitler to sign an

Anglo-German declaration of non-aggression in recompense

for all that Britain had already done for the German ag-

gressors and promised to do later on.

Hitler did not balk at it, and the declaration was signed

there and then. That was, in point of fact, an agreement

between Britain and Germany on non-aggression and con-

sultations. The Nazi Chancellor found it possible somewhat

to sugar the pill of the Munich sellout for the British Pre-

mier because it was very important for him to strengthen

Chamberlain's hand. “You don’t refuse a thirsty man a

glass of lemonade,” Mussolini remarked on the occasion. 191

By signing the declaration Nazi Germany did not mean

to stick to it, however. On the contrary, right there in Mu-

nich the Nazis went on discussing with Mussolini the idea

of a German-Italian-Japanese alliance to prepare for war

against Britain and France. As the conference ended, Rib-

bentrop declared that Chamberlain “has today signed the

death warrant of the British Empire and left it to us to fill

in the date”. 192

What preoccupied the ruling circles of Britain and

France most about the Munich deal was to make it as anti-

Soviet as possible. This can be seen quite well from the

earlier references to the British Cabinet debates on the ma-

jor foreign policy issues. As much can be seen from some

of the diplomatic documents of the United States, France,

Germany, Italy, Poland and other countries at the time. On

October 4, 1938, the French Ambassador in Moscow, Coulon-

dre, pointed out that the Munich agreement “is particularly

menacing to the Soviet Union”. 193 Lord Lothian, appointed as
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British Ambassador to the United States shortly afterwards,
said that because of Munich the political circles of London
believed that Hiller, with Czechoslovakia captured, would
march oil the Ukraine, everybody was waiting lor that to
happen, he emphasised. m

l he anti-Soviet lining of the Four-Power Munich deal
has not been passed over by some Western historians either.
British historian Wheeler-Bennett pointed out that at
Hie time of Munich in the ruling circles of Britain “there
was a secret hope that if the tide of German expansion
could he turned eastward, it would dissipate its force on
the steppes of Russia in a struggle which would exhaust
both combatants”. 195

The same was evidenced by a well-known American col-

umnist Walter Lippmann. He wrote that Britain’s Munich
policy was rooted “in a last vain hope that Germany and
Russia would light and exhaust one another”. 196

West German historian B. Cclovsky admitted that
throughout the pre-Munich period the Soviet government
had tried to compel a change in the “appeasement policy”
so as to create a united front against the aggressors.
“Chamberlain and Bonnctt did all they could to keep the
Soviet Union out. For ideological reasons and for consider-
ations prompted by power politics they were against co-
operation with the Soviets”. It was not “the principles of

democracy and law, but anti-Bolshevism that the govern-
ments of France and Great Britain guided themselves by in
their foreign policies.” 197 Even Lord Halifax’s biographer
Birkenhead had to admit that it was extremely important
to deal with the Soviet Union openly as an ally, and “it

must be counted a glaring error that more realistic efforts

wure not made to secure this end”. 195

The Soviet Union clearly saw the danger arising from
the Munich deal of the four imperialist powers. The Soviet
press pointed out that within a short space of time Ethio-
pia, Spain, China, Austria and Czechoslovakia had fallen

victim to fascist invaders. Along with denouncing the ag-
gressors’ action, the press criticised the policy of abetting

aggression, which was pursued in London and Paris, and
which led to the Munich deal to carve up Czechoslovakia.
“The surrender of the so-called democratic countries to the

aggressor”, Izvestia wrote, “having ostensibly put off the
outbreak of war, is actually bringing it nearer.” 199
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Tn summing up the latest course of events, the Soviet
head of government V. M. Molotov stated in bis report on
November 6 that “German imperialism lias sliced off more
of Czechoslovakia than it could itself have counted on. Some
of the spoils went to Poland, as the ally of German fascism
in the carve-up of Czechoslovakia.” Only the Soviet Union,
lie said, has demonstrated its loyalty to the treaties and
international commitments it had entered into, and its wil-

lingness to oppose aggression. “Only the Soviet Union, the
socialist country, has unshakably stood and does stand for

lighting fascist aggression and for defending peace, freedom
and independence of the peoples from fascist attack.” 200

The Munich deal fundamentally changed the situation in

Central Europe. Having captured Austria and then some
of Czechoslovakia, Hitler Germany substantially streng-

thened her positions.

Czechoslovakia was sacrificed to the Nazis in Munich.
She was forced into accepting an illegal decision whereby
she lost much of her territory including economically most
important areas, and a considerable proportion of her popu-
lation. Because of the mixed population of the regions an-
nexed to Germany, 1,161,616 Czechs and Slovaks found
themselves under the rule of the Nazi Reich. 201 The newly-
drawn frontiers cut and disrupted the country’s major trans-

port arteries. Czechoslovakia was deprived of her natural

borders and frontier fortifications and found herself utterly

defenceless in the face of the fascist aggressor. 202 Half a

year later all this was exploited by the .Nazi Reich for the

complete liquidation of the Czechoslovak state.

The strategic and political positions of France and Bri-

tain also turned out to be greatly weakened because of the

Munich deal. The Anglo-French hegemony in Europe,
which rested on the Treaty of Versailles, was finally done

away with. And so was, in point of fact, the system of mil-

itary alliances France had concluded with other nations

of Europe. The League of Nations was buried. The Soviet-

French Treaty of Mutual Assistance in action against ag-

gression as a means to ensure peace and security in Europe
was virtually invalidated. Nazi Germany got the best oppor-

tunities for continued expansionism, and, for aggression

against Britain and France in particular. French Ambassa-
dor in Warsaw Leon Noel admitted in his recollections

that “the Munich accords and the betrayal of Czechoslova-
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kia arising therefrom represent one of the most pitiful,

shameful and humiliating episodes of the policy conducted
in the name of France during the period between the two
world wars, which led to the most destructive catastrophe
in our history.” 203

The Munich deal brought nearer the outbreak of the Sec-
ond World War.

“APPEASEMENT” POLICY GOING
BANKRUPT

Will the Nazis March
on the Ukraine?

The reactionary ruling circles of Britain and France ex-
pected that following the Munich sellout, Germany’s ag-
gressive ambitions would be turned eastwards, ultimately
against the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Union did, in fact, find itself in a very pre-

carious position. By the joint efforts of Chamberlain, Dala-
dier, Hitler and Mussolini, the USSR had virtually been
forced into a state of total international isolation. The gov-
ernments of Britain and France, hoping to push Germany
into a war against the Soviet Union, stressed openly that
they wanted no trucks with the USSR. After Munich, the
Foreign Office cut off all contact with the Soviet embassy
in London. Britain seriously considered breaking off her
trade treaty with the Soviet Union. French Foreign Minister
Bonnet intended to denounce the treaties of mutual assis-

tance with the USSR and Poland. 204

French Ambassador Coulondre and British Ambassador
Chilston were recalled from Moscow in October 1938 and
November 1938 respectively, whereupon the French and
British embassies in Moscow were in charge of Charges
d 'Affaires for several months.
As the Soviet Embassy in London pointed out, political

circles in Britain as well as the press set about discussing,

right after Munich, the prospect of Hitler “going eastwards
and having the Ukraine as his primary major target”. There
is no doubt, the Soviet embassy pointed out, that a whole
scries of influential personalities (including some members
of the Cabinet) “directly intimated to Hitler about this
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eastern venture, promising at least, favourable neutrality

to him. .

.” 205 The British News Chronicle said that the

“die-hards” were seeking to make Russia and Germany
take one another by the throat.

British historian Middlemas, who thoroughly studied the

declassified documents of the British government referring

to the prewar years, had to admit that there was “evidence

... to justify the Soviet charge that Britain planned to set

Germany at war with Russia”. 206

The Soviet Ambassador to France, Surits, who held sim-

rJ ilar views, reported in a dispatch to Moscow on Novem-
w ber 11, that the French ruling top leadership was “particu-

larly enthusiastic about the Drang nach Osten version im-

plying that Germany is to be given a free hand in the East.

That, in the long run, naturally, meant giving her a free

hand for action against the USSR”. 207

The U.S. Ambassador in Paris, Bullitt, referring to the

post-Munich policies of Britain and France, said that they

would like it to come to war in the East between the Ger-

man Reich and Russia, a long and extenuating war between

them. In that case, the Western Powers “could attack Ger-

many and get her to surrender”. 208

When a Franco-German declaration on non-aggression

was signed on December 6, 1938, as a result of the visit

to Paris by Germany’s Foreign Minister von Ribbentrop,

Daladier and Bonnet became even more confident that the

aggressor’s avid eyes would from now on be turned only

eastwards. Back in Berlin, Ribbentrop was able to declare,

with reference to the Soviet-French Treaty of Mutual As-

sistance, that the declaration signed in Paris finally “de-

tached France from the USSR and prevents any last traces

of risk of Russo-French collaboration.” 209

Having concluded this agreement with Germany, the

French ruling circles -went into raptures. Bonnet wrote,

informing the French ambassadors about his talks with

Ribbentrop, that “German policy is now more concerned

with fighting Bolshevism. The Reich shows her will for

expansion to the East”. 210

To pay the ransom and push Germany into a “crusade”

against the USSR, the British and French ruling quarters

were prepared to leave all the nations of Eastern Europe

at the mercy of German Nazis. The allied treaty with Po-

land, co-operation with the Little Entente and the Franco-
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Soviet pact, Deputy People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs
Potemkin pointed out as he conferred with the French
Ambassador to the USSR Naggiar, on February 9, 1939,
were “recognised already at the past stages of the foreign
policy of France, something like an asset of history”. 211

The Foreign Office also had information that France pro-
posed to get rid of her commitments under the treaties with
Poland, and, above all, with the USSR. 212 Such a course
of the French and British ruling circles after Munich was
still prompted by their hatred of communism whether in
the shape of the Soviet state or in that of the revolutionary
movement in their own countries. “England lias groveled on
its belly before Hitler because it is afraid of commun-
ism,” 213 U.S. Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes
pointed out in his Secret Diary. The British government
even suggested Anglo-German military co-operation in the
struggle against the Soviet Union. 214

The Munich dealers were backed up in every way by
the most reactionary representatives of the U.S. ruling es-
tablishment. As a former U.S. President Hoover argued in
his speech on October 26, 1938, the West European nations
should not have to fear Germany because the opportunities
of the dictatorships lie in expansion eastward; so such ex-
pansion should not be interfered with. 215 The Soviet em-
bassy in the United States noted in this connection that the
reactionary sections of the Republican Party were still

“dreaming of a closer relationship with fascist countries
and nurturing the illusion and the hope that the European
aggressors will act against us”. 216 From as early as the
summer of 1938, the United States was represented by no
more than a Charge d’Affaires in Moscow, and Washington
was in no hurry to appoint a new ambassador.
The British, French and American reaction in every way

egged on the German, Japanese and other aggressors. The
Western press carried no end of reports about the “weak-
ness” of the Soviet Union in the military as well as eco-
nomic respects.

Information was obtained in London to the effect that
Germany had got down to a detailed study of the possibi-
lities of “settlement of the Ukrainian question” and that
Hitler had given orders to the German General Staff to start
preparations for an attack on the USSR. Tho creation of
a “Great Ukraine” which would have consisted of Soviet
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and Polish regions inhabited by Ukrainians, as well as of
the Transcarpathian Ukraine, was viewed by the Nazis as
the most important component of German Eastern policy.
The "Great Ukraine” by itself could exist in their opinion,
only il it unconditionally relied on Germany, which even-

tually must turn it into a German vassal”. 217 ’

Hitler: with Poland
or Against Poland?

The Nazis opened negotiations with Poland, in particu-
lar, on the “Ukrainian question”. Their hopes for success
in negotiating a joint action against the USSR with the
Polish government of the day were not unfounded. There
has already been a reference earlier on to German-Polish
co-operation in March 1938 when, following the Anschlub
of Austria, Poland was particularly anxious to capture Li-
thuania. The talks about co-operation, including military
co-operation, for the “full dismemberment of Czechoslova-
kia and its liquidation as a state began between Polish
Ambassador Lipski and Goring back in the middle of
June. 21?

On September 27 Beck directed the Ambassador in Ber-
lin, Lipski to come to terms with Goring about Poland
being informed in advance of the start of the German mili-
tary actions against Czechoslovakia. “For your confidential
information”, Beck wrote, “I add that we have at our dis-
posal forces under arms capable of action. Relative to the
development of the situation we could take prompt action
following the outbreak of a German-Czech conflict.” 219

Lipski met the State Secretary of German Ministry for
Foreign Affairs Weizsacker to concert action by the two
countries and agree on the “military demarcation line in
the event of a Polish-Czech war”. Right after the Four-Po-
wer Munich deal, in the night of September 30, Poland ad-
dressed an ultimatum to Czechoslovakia for the immediate
transfer of the Teszyn region and on the following day
started to move her troops into that region.
The German and Polish aggressors concluded what

amounted, in point of fact, to an anti-Soviet military al-

liance to come into force if, with the Soviet Union coming
to Czechoslovakia’s aid in defence against Nazi Germany
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and Poland, they would find themselves at war against the
USSR. On September 30, the PolisJi government asked the
Nazis whether it could count on Germany’s benevolent
reaction in case of an armed conflict between Poland and
the USSR arising from an invasion of Czechoslovakia by
Polish troops. On the following day, Lipski relayed to
Warsaw the reply he got from von Ribbentrop: “In the
event of a Polish-Soviet conflict, the government of Ger-
many would take a more than benevolent position in re-
spect of Poland.” Besides, he made it quite clear that the
government of Germany would be helpful. 220 Goring also
assured Lipski on October 1, that “in the event of compli-
cations with Russia Poland can count on most effective
assistance from Germany”. 221

The “Ukrainian question” came under intense study in
Poland right after Munich. The Diuletyn Polsko-Ukrainski,
published by Polish elements close to Beck in the terri-

tory of the Western Ukraine, seized by Poland in 1920,
carried an article on October 2, 1938, about the plans of
Polish imperialists. It called for the Soviet Union to be
divided into a number of independent state entities with
Kiev, Tbilisi, and Samarkand as capitals.

The question of a joint war of aggression by Germany
and Poland against the USSR arose soon afterwards. Rib-
bentrop, speaking to Polish Ambassador Lipski on October
24, 1938, suggested “a general settlement of all possible
points of friction between Germany and Poland”. The
suggestion implied the incorporation of Danzig (with eco-
nomic. privileges preserved in Danzig for Poland) to the
Third Reich, the construction of a German extra-territorial
autobahn and multiple track railroad through the Polish
Corridor; the extension of the Polish-German Declaration
of friendship and non-aggression to 25 years; the provision
of guarantees by Germany relative to the Polish-German
border. Ribbentrop suggested that, having thus reinforced
Polish-German friendship, the two countries should con-
duct a “joint policy towards Russia on the basis of the
Anti-Comintern Pact”. 222

Japanese imperialists, planning for a joint three-power
war against the Soviet Union, were also extremely interest-
ed in German-Polish co-operation against the USSR. 223

The Polish Ambassador in Moscow, Grzybowski, main-
tained in a conversation with Poland’s Vice-Minister for
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Foreign Affairs Szembeck that “Soviet Russia is getting

progressively weaker” and “the Russian problem is loom-

ing”. Grzybowski declared that Poland “must have in-

fluence on this problem”, recalling that there had already

been a historical precedent with Poland having “the final

say in Russian affairs”. He also quoted Pilsudski’s words:

“I shall march on Russia myself.” Grzybowski spoke up

for the restoration of the Polish frontiers of 1772. Nazi Ger-

many considered, not without reason, that—on a par with

Italy and Japan—“Poland will be Germany’s natural ally

in the future German-Russian conflict”.
224

The settlement of the German-Polish imperialist contra-

dictions, connected with the realisation of their conspiracy

against the USSR, proved far from simple, however. Nazi

Germany, while urging the continued consolidation of Ger-

man-Polish “friendship”, saw it as Poland’s full submis-

sion to German domination. Whereas the annexation of the

Sudctenland by Germany was the first step towards the

Nazis overrunning the whole of Czechoslovakia, the incorpo-

ration of Danzig was seen by the Nazis as a test of Poland’s

readiness for co-operation with Germany as would mean

voluntary surrender. The Soviet military intelligence offi-

cer, Richard Sorgo reported to Moscow on October 3, 1938,

that the “Polish question” was the next foreign policy prob-

lem for Germany, but Germany and Poland were expected

to settle it “amicably because of their joint war against the

USSR”. 225 The Commissar of the League of Nations in

Danzig C. Burckhardt also wrote on December 20 after his

visit to Germany that the Ukraine was much of a talking

point there: “Poland is being associated with such plans to

a certain extent on the understanding, of course, that War-

saw will have to pay for it, that it will submit, that it will

be ‘reasonable’ and will follow the way of the Czechs. 226

One indicative statement was made by General Coestring,

the German Military Attache in the USSR, in a conversa-

tion with the Lithuanian military attache: “Poland is a poor

horse harnessed by Germany for a time. ... If Poland counts

on Germany’s assistance in her war against the USSR, she

must know anyway that German troops, once in the Corri-

dor and Silesia, will stay there.” 227

The ruling circles of Poland were prepared to co-operate

with Germany in the imperialist plunder of foreign lands,

particularly in action against the Soviet state. At the same
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time they could not take delight in the prospect of Poland
turning into a rightless vassal of Hitler Germany or of the
Nazis capturing Polish lands. Still less so since it would
have produced a storm of indignation among the Polish
people. Nor did the Polish government like the idea of a
German controlled “Ukrainian state” being created because
it feared that the Nazis would want to annex to it also the
Ukrainian lands which formed part of Poland (that is, the
lands alienated by Poland from the Soviet state in 11)20).

Thus, the Vice-Director of the Political Department of
Poland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs, T. Kobylanski, em-
phasised in a conversation with the German Embassy
Counsellor in Poland, von Scheliah, on November 18, that
if the Germans refrained from their idea of creating a
“Great Ukraine”, “Poland would be willing subsequently to
join Germany in a march on the Soviet Ukraine”. Other-
wise, such action could turn out to be impossible, he point-

ed out. 228

It was, therefore, the reverse side of the medal that began
to show itself little by little as did the “price” which the
Nazi Reich wanted Poland to pay for her part in plunder-
ing foreign lands. Yet quite a few individuals among the
ruling circles of Poland were propared to co-operate with
the Nazis almost under any terms. J. Beck declared, for

instance, to U.S. Ambassador Biddle that Poland “might
have” to co-operate with Germany in creating a Ukrainian
state at the expense of some of the territory of Poland, the

USSR and Romania. 229

Some pronouncements by Karszo-Siedlewski, a former Po-
lish Embassy Counsellor in Moscow, who was appointed
as Minister in Iran in December, were particulary notewor-
thy in this respect. Karszo-Siedlewrski said in a conversa-

tion with von Cheliah on December 28, 1938, that in a

fewr years Germany would be fighting the Soviet Union
and “Poland will support . . . Germany in that wr ar. It will

be better for Poland to side with Germany quite definitely

before the conflict breaks out since Poland’s territorial in-

terests in the West and Poland’s political objectives in the

East, above all in the Ukraine, can be secured only through

a Polish-German agreement achieved wr ell in advance”. 230

The Nazis missed no opportunity, in meeting Polish dip-

lomats afterwards, to raise the question of anti-Soviet co-

operation between the two countries. Hitler remarked in his

m

conversation with Beck on January 5, 1939, that there was
a full community of interests between Germany and Poland

with regard to Russia. 231 As he answered a question from

Ribbentrop on the following day whether or not the Polish

government had forsworn Pilsudski’s claims against the

Ukraine, Beck, reaffirming Poland’s aggressive designs,

stressed that the Poles “had even been in Kiev, and that

these aspirations were doubtless, still alive today.” 232

During his visit to Poland on January 26, 1939, Ribbon

trop raised the matter again. Hitler’s Minister once more
offered to Beck to establish collaboration between Ger-

many and Poland with regard to the Soviet Union and

also in creating the “Great Ukraine”. “Mr. Beck made no

secret,” the transcript of that conversation said, “of the

fact that Poland had aspirations directed toward the .So-

viet Ukraine and a connection with the Black Sea.” On hear-

ing such a statement from the Polish Minister, Ribbentrop

raised the question of Poland joining the Anti-Comintern

Pact, so that she could find herself “in the same boat” with

Germany. Beck promised him that “he would give fur-

ther careful consideration” to this question. 233 At the end

of the visit, the German Ambassador in Warsaw, II. Moltke,

declared, replying to the question about Poland’s position

in the event of a clash between Germany and Russia: “The

situation is quite clear. We know7 that Poland will be at

our side in the event of a German-Russian conflict. That is

quite definite.” 234

In case of a joint w7ar with Germany against the USSR,
Poland’s ruling quarters preferred to see German troops

moved against the Soviet Union through the territory of

other countries, rather than through Poland. The People’s

Commissar for Foreign Affairs pointed out on February 19,

1939, that Poland was dreaming of turning the Soviet Uk-

raine into her ow7n sphere of influence. “She will, however,

he ready to give up her dreams, in case of necessity, and

would not object to Hitler passing through Romania on

his wray to Russia. . . . Nor would Poland object to Hitler

marching through t.ho Baltic states and Finland lo leave

her free to act against the Ukraine in time to coincide w'ith

the policy of Japan.” 235

Howmver, while in the first few months following Munich

the Nazis did consider joint action with Poland against the

Soviet Union, that did not prevent them from circumstan-
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tially working out another version, that is, the plans of
war against Poland as well as against France and Britain
By the end of December, 1938, the further Nazi plans of
aggression had been, in fact, finally clarified. It was decid-
ed to do away with Czechoslovakia in the spring of 1939
and then with Poland so as to act against France and Brit-
ain in the subsequent year, having collected enough
strength and strengthened the rear. 236

I rue, the German press went on discussing for a while
tlie Ukrainian question ’ hut that was nothing short of
misinformation designed to withhold the actual Nazi plans.

In the meantime the Nazis got down to some specific
action in preparation for an attack on Poland. At a confe-
rence which Ribbentrop had with Nazi generals on January

it was stated that the German- Polish declaration of
1931 would be observed only as long as it was found worth-
while. It was envisaged that stops would he taken to
strain relations with Poland to such an extent as to make

nothing hut a military solution of the issue possible.” 237

The A Hack on the USSR
Postponed

As the subsequent events had shown, the expectations of
reactionary elements in Britain, France and the United
States for aggression to he turned towards the Soviet fron-
tiers were found to have been built on quick-sand. The
aggressors had a fairly good idea of the strength and might
of the Red Army and could not venture into anti-Soviet
gamble. Besides, Japan got bogged down deep in the war
against China. Before that war was over, she could actually
consider attacking the USSR only in the event of a So-
viet-German conflict, Germany, on her part, did not con-
sider herself to he prepared sufficiently enough in the mili-
tary sense to venture into a war against the USSR.
At a conference with Keitel and Brauchitsch on Novem-

ber 16 llitler set out his plan to sign a military alliance
with Italy for a war against France and Britain. Italy
would confront them in the Mediterranean and in North
Africa, while German forces would attack France. 238 One
ol fascist "experts” on the problems of Eastern Europe,
W. Markert had information that prior to November and

December 1938, the Nazis had intended to hasten a “clash

with Moscow and to that end get Poland to serve as an
ally against the Soviet Union”. Ribbentrop and Rosenberg
“were in favour of war against the Soviet Union by ex-

ploiting the Ukrainian question. The decisive change in the

evaluation of the political situation and the chances for war
in Eastern Europe came about somewhere around Christ-

mas.” After his long sojourn in Obersalzberg, Hitler de-

clared, referring to war against the USSR, that some time was
still needed for its thorough preparation. 239

The progressive change in the alignment of forces in

Europe in favour of the aggressive powers and more par-

ticularly, the swelling fide of information that Germany was
preparing lo direct her blow not against the USSR, but
against Poland, France and Britain, ultimately began lo

worry the Western powers.

However, in the Diaries of Oliver Harvey, personal sec-

retary of the British Foreign Secretary, we find the fol-

lowing anxious entry dating from as early as November 13,

1938: “Every scrap of information, secret and public, we
get from Germany now shows that the German Government
is laughing at us, despising us and intending to dispossess

us morally and materially from our world position.” 240 On
the following day Lord Halifax, addressing a meeting of

the government’s Foreign Policy Committee, made a sum-
mary of confidential reports indicating that the Nazi Reich

was “becoming increasingly anti-British and that their in

tention was to work for the disintegration of the British

Empire and, if possible, for the domination of the world by
the German nation.” 241

The First Secretary of the British Embassy in Berlin,

T. Kirkpatrick, arrived in London in mid-December with

some material to prove that the Nazis were planning aggres-

sion not. only eastwards but westwards as well.

Chamberlain, however, still hoped for a success of the

course he had mapped out. With reference lo the proposed

measures to strengthen Britain’s ability to resist German
aggression, he declared at a Cabinet meeting that these

proposals “did not tally with his impression of Hitler’s next

move, which would be eastwards, in which case we might
well not be involved at all.” 242

A Foreign Office memorandum submitted to the British

government on January 19, 1939
?
summarised the available
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information about the Nazi plans which was obtained from
various secret sources. In the introductory note to the me-
morandum Halifax pointed out that “hitherto it had been
generally expected that Hitler’s designs would lead him
eastward, and more particularly that he was planning some
thing in the Ukraine. More recently, we have been receiv-
ing reports showing that be lias decided that the moment,
is propitious for dealing an overwhelming blow at the West-
ern powers.” 243 The Foreign Office bad information at the
time that the Nazis intended to start large-scale armed
action by smashing Poland. 244

The French General Staff also arrived at the conclusion
that Germany would rather launch an attack in the West
than a war against the USSR. 245

Nevertheless, the British Ambassador in Berlin, Hender-
son, told Hitler on March 2, 1939 (on his return from a trip

to London) that Chamberlain and Halifax “are still think-
ing on lines of Munich”. Henderson expressed his readiness
to start negotiations with Fiihrer on that basis. 246 The Nazi
Chancellor, however, did not honour the Ambassador with
a reply. He did not want any agreement with Britain, nor
did he intend to concert any of his action with her. Still

less so since Henderson’s offer clearly indicated that the
British government did not mean to put up any resistance
to the Nazi Reich’s aggressive aspirations.

To sum up, by early 1939, the Nazi Reich, enjoying the
benefit of the policy of abetting German aggression that
was pursued by Britain, France and the United States,

came to occupy the dominant position in Central Europe.
The expectations of Chamberlain and his fellow thinkers
that they could strike a deal with the Nazis so as to push
them into an act of aggression eastwards, against the

USSR, turned out to have been unfounded. The Nazis,

while planning their further land-grabbing plans, preferred
to have to deal with weaker opponents for the time being.

They did not as yet make as bold as to confront the USSR,

Chapter IV

ON THE THRESHOLD
OF WAR

NAZI ACTS OF AGGRESSION.
POSITIONS OF THE USSR
AND WESTERN POWERS

The spring of 1939 proved to be the last one before the

war. A certain calm which was in evidence during the

winter months was coming to an end. That was the calm
before the storm. The Nazi Reich was heading for war.

By March the Nazi plans of aggression began to mate-
rialise. Hero is how they were set out on March 13 by
Ribbentrop’s adviser Peter Kleist who had helped him work
out those plans. The decision was to occupy the whole of

Czechoslovakia whereupon Germany would he holding

Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia in her grip and would
have created a military threat to Poland. The annexation
of Mcmcl would enable Germany to “strike root, solid and
firm, in the Baltic as well”. Whereas in earlier times, the

idea was to involve Poland in war against the USSR, now
Germany’s intentions had changed. “It is obvious,” Kleist

said, “that Poland must first he territorially divided (with

the regions once belonging to Germany being detached and
a West Ukrainian state formed under a German protecto-

rate) and politically organised (with Polish state leaders

reliable from the German point of view being appoint-

ed) . . .

.”
All those measures were to strengthen Germany’s

rear whereupon the idea was to launch an “action against

the West”. Somewhat later he specified that the rout of

Poland would be followed by a “Western phase” which was
to have ended in the defeat of France and Britain. After

that, the “great and decisive clash with the Soviet Union
and the smashing of the Soviets would become possible.” 1
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German Aggressors in Prague

Hitler’s troops entered Prague on March 15, 1939. Czech-
oslovakia was liquidated as an independent, state by Ger-
man Nazism. Although Britain and France, while foisting

the terms of the Munich deal on Czechoslovakia, had prom-
ised her their guarantees of aid, they gave her none in

those tragic days.

The British government had precise information about
the coming events four days in advance. Yet it feigned ig-

norance. It was only on March 14 that Halifax, faced by
increasingly alarming news reaching London called a confe-

rence to consider the line Britain was going to take. It

was agreed, his assistant Oliver Harvey wrote later on in

liis account of that meeting, that “we must make no empty
threats since we were not going to fight for Czechoslova-
kia. . . . We should not, however, regard ourselves as in

any way guaranteeing Czechoslovakia”. 2

Chamberlain unofficially informed the Fiihrer that he

“quite sympathized with Germany’s move” in seizing

Czechoslovakia, “even though he was unable to say so in

public”. 3

That was also the position of the United States. Assistant

Secretary of State A. Berlc pointed out in his diaries on

March 17 that Roosevelt “was not particularly bothered”

by Germany’s seizure of Czechoslovakia: “Like many Eng-
lishmen, /he/ may have calculated that a German advance
lo the East would at least afford relief” to Britain and
France.

Tt wras the Soviet government alone that proceeded from
a position of principle in its reaction to the Nazi occupa-

tion of Czechoslovakia.

A detailed account of Soviet foreign policy in the prevail-

ing circumstances was given in the Report, by the Central

Committee of the CPSU(B) to the 18th Party Congress

which was presented by Stalin on March 10, 1939. He criti-

cised both the aggressors and the policy of encouraging

aggression which was pursued by the Western powers. The
Report contained a serious warning that the big and dan-

gerous political gamble started by the partisans of non-

intervention policy might well end in a serious failure for

them. It pointed out that it was necessary to “show cau-

tion and not to allow our country to be involved in conflicts
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by the instigators of war who are used to having somebody
else pull the chestnuts out of the fire for them”.
The Report contained a clear and well-defined account of

the fundamentals of Soviet foreign policy:

“1. We stand for peace and for the consolidation of bu-
siness contacts with all nations, we stand and we shall

stand by this principle as long as these nations abide by the

same type of relationship with the Soviet Union and as long

as they refrain from infringing the interests of our country.

2. We stand for peaceful, close and good-neighbourly
relations with all neighbouring countries having a common
border with the USSR. .

.

3. We stand for supporting the peoples who have fallen

victim to aggression and who are in battle for their national

independence. .

.” 5

The USSR strongly condemned Nazi aggression against

Czechoslovakia and branded the aggressors. On March 18,

the Soviet government sent a note to the government of

Germany, pointing out that Germany’s action “cannot but
be qualified arbitrary, violent and aggressive”. The Soviet

government declared that it could not agree to Czechoslova-
kia being incorporated in the German Empire. 0

By seizing Czechoslovakia, Germany did away with one
of the possible allies of France and other opponents of the

Reich in the event of war. It is worth recalling that Czech-
oslovakia could have fielded upwards of 30 well-armed
divisions in case of war. Now, however, those arms could
be used by the Nazis for an attack on other countries. Hav-
ing surrounded Poland from three sides, the Nazi Reich ob-

tained extremely good vantage ground for attacking her.

The position of Romania had drastically worsened as well,

notably because she had been supplied with war equipment
by the Skoda factories.

London Changed Methods,
Not Aims

Having moved into a position of advantage, by occupying
Czechoslovakia, to go ahead with its aggression, the Nazi
Reich started preparing to attack Poland. An immediate
danger of German aggression faced Romania and many
other European countries, too.
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Meanwhile, the forces of the European countries, threat-

ened by aggression, turned out to be disunited because of

the subversive action by the aggressors and the policy of

the Munich “appeasers”. London and Paris did whatever

they could to channel German aggression against the USSR,
having first put it into international isolation. But when
it became clear in the spring of 1939 that the Nazi Reich

preferred to deal with weaker opponents for the time being

rather than with the USSR, it turned out that by trying to

isolate the Soviet Union, Britain, France, Poland and some

other countries had placed themselves in a position of still

greater and more dangerous isolation.

The ruling circles of Britain and France finally bad to

admit that they would never secure “general settlement
"

with Germany by means of their earlier concessions and

handouts.

Without giving up the earlier objectives of their policies,

the British and French governments decided to take some

steps towards strengthening their international positions.

That was what brought about the Anglo-French guarantees

for Poland and some other countries. To try and induce

Hitler to change his plans and, eventually, accept the idea

of a “general settlement”, that is, one of imperialist collu-

sion with Britain and France, the British and French gov-

ernments decided to scare the Nazis a bit by a possible

Anglo-Franco-Soviet rapprochement.

Neither Chamberlain nor Daladier, however, had so much

as contemplated any rapprochement, let alone co-operation,

with the USSR in the struggle against aggression. That was

nothing more than a diplomatic trick in a bid to divert the

dangerous hurricane that was brewing in the centre of Eu-

rope, and turn it eastwards.

London and Paris saw their links with the countries of

Eastern Europe and their contact with the USSR as the

last resort they might turn to if the Western powers failed

to come to terms with the Nazis and found themselves at

war with Germany.
Besides, the British and French governments feared that

should the Soviet Union, faced by the stance of Britain and

France, have finally concluded that it was impossible to

set up a collective front to safeguard peace, it would have

to look for other ways to assure its own security. In par-

ticular, they were afraid that the USSR, once forced into
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isolation, might agree to some form of normalising relations

with Germany, for instance, by signing a non-aggression
pact with her. 7 Now, Germany’s intention to reduce ten-

sions in relations with the Soviet Union somehow was no
longer much of a secret to the diplomatic services of the
Western powers.

The ruling circles of Britain and France had to take into

account, besides, the mounting demand of the mass of the
people in their countries for steps to avert the danger of

aggression and, in particular, to establish close co-opera-
tion with the USSR.

Soviet Initiative

in Calling a Conference

The aggressive plans, being harboured by Germany, Jap-
an and Italy, were, indisputably, a tremendous danger to
the USSR. The oft-repeated statements by German Nazis
and Japanese militarists that they considered the destruc-

tion of the Soviet state to be their overriding objective were
well known.
The Soviet government, considering the mounting dan-

ger of war, was taking additional measures to build up na-
tional defences. The growing Soviet defence strength Avas,

undoubtedly, the major factor which had deterred the ag-
gressors for a time from action against the USSR.
At the same time, the Soviet Union Avas prepared to

make the utmost contribution towards action to avert ag-
gression and keep the peace. Should Britain and France
have displayed a real desire to co-operate with the USSR,
that would have been fully reciprocated by the Soviet gov-
ernment to stem the tide of German aggression.

Naturally, the Soviet government could not fail to take
into account the bitter experience of earlier years, above
all, of the immediately preceding developments Avhen the

governments of Britain and France had openly set course
towards an imperialist deal with Hitler and Mussolini, in

Munich and afterwards. For the foreign policies of Britain

and France in those years betrayed their reluctance to co-

operate writh the USSR in the struggle against aggression.

It was clear that they had no objection to German and Jap-

anese aggression, provided it was against the Soviet

Union, not against them.
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Nevertheless, the Soviet government still earnestly tried

in the spring and summer of 1939 to come to terms with
Britain and France on a collective peace-keeping front so

as, hy joint efforts, to curb the Nazi aggressors and prevent

them starting war. There was a hope that the increasingly

aggressive policy of the Nazis and the mounting pressure

from the mass of the people in Britain and France, worried

as they were by the threat of war, could eventually force

a change in the position of the British and French govern-

ments. But, as this book will yet show, the British and
French ruling circles had brought the negotiations just

started with the USSR to a deadlock, having thus cleared

the way for the Nazi Reich to trigger off the war.

That was demonstrated by the very opening of Soviet-

British contacts in March 1939.

Two days after the German troops had been moved into

Czechoslovakia, it was learned in London that the Nazis

wore hard at work to establish their economic and political

domination of Romania. The matter was treated as urgent

at a British Cabinet meeting on March 18. There was the

apprehension that this might lead to Germany establishing

her domination of Europe and to German troops reaching

the Mediterranean with the result that Britain might he

reduced to the status of a second-rate power. Should the

Romanian agricultural products and oil have fallen into

Germany’s hands, Britain’s attempts to impose a blockade

on the Reich in the event of war would have been futile.

The British Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, Lord

Ghatfield, admitted that Britain was not in a position to

prevent German domination of Romania. But with Poland

and the USSR ready to take part in agreement, the situa-

tion would have been entirely different. In such a case, Brit-

ain should have joined forces with them in resisting Ger-

man aggression. The government confined itself, however,

to deciding to inquire about the position of the govern-

ments of the USSR, Poland, Yugoslavia, Turkey, Greece

and Romania, and also to reach an understanding with

France on eventual action. 8

On the same day the British Ambassador in Moscow,

W. Seeds, asked the Soviet People’s Commissar for Foreign

Affairs, Litvinov, about the position the Soviet Union would

take in the event of German aggression against Romania.

The Soviet government decided to Lake the opportunity to
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raise the question of collective action to oppose aggression

as a matter of the utmost gravity. A few hours later Seeds

was in possession of the Soviet government’s proposal for

the immediate international conference to be called by the

USSR, Britain, France, Poland, Romania and Turkey. 9

London Deemed Action

Against Aggression “Premature
”

Chamberlain and Halifax decided to turn down this pro-

posal as inconsistent with the general tenor of their foreign

policy without even so much as bringing it before the gov-

ernment. On March 19, Halifax told the Soviet Ambassa-

dor in London th at to call the Soviet -proposed conference

would be “premature”. 30 The said Soviet proposal was also

communicated to the French government but there had been

no reply whatsoever from France. The Soviet government

could make only one conclusion, and that is that Britain

and France were essentially carrying on their former pol-

icies. 11

Since if was still utterly impossible to fail to react to

Nazi Germany's acts of aggression altogether, Halifax sub-

mitted a proposal, formulated together with Chamberlain

the day before, to a British Cabinet meeting on March 20 to

publish a declaration by the governments of Britain, France,

the USSR and Poland whereby they would “pledge to con-

sult together” in the. event of any danger to the political in-

dependence of any European state. Not even Halifax could

fail to admit that the publication of such a declaration

about consultations “was not a very heroic decision”. Cham-

berlain, on the contrary, considered that the draft had an

advantage in the sense that it avoided “specific commit-

ments” and left it open what would constitute a “threat”

and what particular steps should he taken in the event of

such a threat. The draft was approved hy the members of

the Cabinet. 12

After the Cabinet meeting Halifax brought the draft

declaration to the knowledge of the French Ambassador in

London, Corbin. The latter slated with ample ground that

such a declaration would be interpreted by other nations

to mean that in the event of fresh aggression the four pow-

ers would only talk rather than take any action. 13 Halifax
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Because of their class hatred of the USSR, the Polish
lullng circles did not wish to co-operate with it even in
the ace of a mortal danger to Poland. In the hope ofsomehow coming to an understanding with the Nazis,

,

y .id n°t want to commit themselves to any de-
claration and prevented its publication. On March 25, Beck
instructed Lipski, the Polish Ambassador in Berlin, to as-

i i°
i,tr0p that Poland would

’
as always, oppose the

,

taung Part in European affairs. 17 In that way, Po-
lands rulers were taking the line of outright betrayal of
the national interests and of the Polish people.
At the talks of Chamberlain and Halifax with French

i resident Lebrun and Bonnet in London on March 21 and

r
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t0 interisify co-operation between the
General Stalls ot the two countries. The main thing the
talks revealed was Britain’s reluctance to afford real aideven to the trench: she intended to send just a few divi-
sions to France and even that not immediately after the
outbreak oi hostilities. Besides, it was decided that in any
event oven if fascist Germany attacked Poland, the strategy
0ttum11 and France would be defensive, not offensive. 18

the Nazi Reich was increasingly insolent and arrogant.Lack on March 21, Ribbentrop had started a diplomatic
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build-up to the war against Poland. In a peremptory tone

lie demanded that the Polish government should consent to

Danzig being annexed to Germany and to an extra-territo-

rial Autobahn being laid through Polish territory into East-

ern Prussia. With a view to creating a “conflict situation”

between Germany and Poland, these proposals were framed

in such a way as to prevent them from being accepted by

the Polish government in any circumstances. On March 22,

the Nazis captured Klaipeda. Klaipeda’s status was guaran-

teed by Britain and France, but they did not budge to aid

Lithuania. On March 23, the Nazis struck again by forcing

a fettering economic agreement on Romania.
The statement made by the Soviet Commissar for Foreign

Affairs to the British Secretary for Overseas Trade, Robert
Hudson, who arrived in Moscow on March 23, 1939 was
of great importance under (he circumstances. Proceeding
from the fact of an aggressive bloc in existence, the Peo-

ple’s Commissar emphasised, one should not deny the need
for meetings, conferences and agreements between non-

aggressive slates. In particular, the Soviet government had
always been willing to co-operate with Great Britain and
to consider and discuss any concrete proposals. 19

Hudson did not even mention that statement in his report

to the British government about his trip to Moscow. Instead,

lie pronounced himself against an extension of relations

with the USSR. 20

Apart from that appeal to Britain, the Soviet government
found if necessary to establish contact with its Western
neighbours, facing a threatened German attack, for the

purpose of resisting aggression. On March 28, 1939, it for-

warded a statement to the governments of Latvia and Es-

tonia saying that the USSR wras interested in preventing

the aggressors’ domination of the Baltic states, for that

would run counter both to the interests of the people of

those countries and to the vital interests of the Soviet

state. The Soviet government declared that it could not

stand by looking indifferently at Germany establishing

domination of the Baltic area and was prepared to prove

that if need be. 21 The Soviet government was likewise an-

xious for the independence of Poland and Romania to be

preserved, notably, because for Germany to have overrun

them would have given the Nazi troops an opportunity of

reaching the Western borders of the USSR.
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The Soviet government considered it desirable to estab-
lish direct contact and co-operation with those countries
themselves in opposing aggression. On March 29, 1939, Lit-

vinov told the Romanian Minister in Moscow, N. Dianu,
that the USSR could not “react with indifference to an ag-
gressor nation’s domination of Romania or to the possibil-

ity for her to obtain strongpoints in the vicinity of our
frontier or in the Black Sea ports.” 22 On the same day Lit-

vinov, replying to a question from the French Charge d’Af-
faires in Moscow, J. Payart, about whether or not the USSR
was ready to co-operate with Poland, told him: “We consid -

er it very important to co-operate with Poland and we have
always offered her as much.” 23

Since Poland refused to co-operate with the USSR, the

British and French governments were wondering whom
they could regard as their more important ally in Eastern
Europe, Poland or the USSR. Chamberlain and Halifax con-

sidered that Poland and Romania which hated the Soviet
Union mattered more to Britain than the USSR. 24 British

historian Aster wrote: “The Soviet Union, after a brief

diplomatic appearance, was being nudged back into its

isolation.” 25

It was recognised at a conference which Halifax had
with the senior staff of the Foreign Office on March 25,

that since a war on two fronts was Germany’s Achilles’

heel, it was necessary to cut Poland off from Germany and
draw her into co-operation with Britain and France. Hali-

fax pointed out that in the event of Poland staying neutral,

Germany could attack Romania or Western powers. There-

fore, he considered it necessary to agree with Poland on

mutual assistance and to get her committed to come to Ro-

mania's aid in the event of her being attacked by Ger-

many. 26

Chamberlain approved this plan and at a meeting of the

Foreign Policy Committee on March 27, urged co-operation

with Poland. The British Premier could not fail to note on

that occasion that the new plan “left Soviet Russia out of

the picture”. Even Samuel lloare, having qualified his state-

ment by saying that no one could accuse him of any pre-

dilections in favour of the Soviet Union, stressed that it

was very important to bring in to the common front as

many countries as possible. Halifax was strongly support-

ed by Chamberlain. “If we had to make a choice between
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Poland and Soviet Russia,” he declared, “it seemed clear

that Poland would give the greater value”. He said, fur-

thermore, that French Foreign Minister Bonnet “had no

love for Soviet Russia” either and that “France seemed lit-

tle interested in Russia”. The British lord pointed out that

Poland had “some 50 divisions and might be expected to

make a useful contribution”, whereas the Soviet Army’s

“offensive value was small”. 27

Two days later the matter came before a British Cabinet

meeting. Halifax addressed it with arguments to prove

that Poland was the “key to the situation”. In spite of the

serious doubts expressed by Home Secretary Samuel Hoare

and Secretary for Public Health Elliot to the effect that

it was undesirable to exclude the Soviet Union from the

group of countries invited to co-operate, the Cabinet ap-

proved the course suggested by Chamberlain and Halifax. 28

A nglo-Freneh Guarantees

On March 29, London received information about the

proposals which Ribbeutrop had restated to Li pski on March

21 about an “adjustment” of German Polish relations. That

information threw the British government into confusion

because it feared a German-Polish collusion as most danger-

ous to the Western powers. In early March the British gov-

ernment had invited Beck to visit London. But on March

18 it received “absolutely reliable” information from the

Secretary-General of the French Foreign Ministry, A. Le-

ger, that Beck was going to propose an alliance in London

but on the understanding that the offer would bo found

unacceptable (throughout the 1920s and 1930s the British

government flatly refused to assume any commitment re-

garding aid to the countries of Eastern Europe). Beck

would then return to Poland and announce that his propos-

al had been rejected after which he would say that “there

had been two alternatives for Poland, viz. to lean on Great

Britain or Germany, and that now it was clear that she

must lean on Germany.” Beck was prepared to find a way

out “even at the cost of being the vassal (perhaps the

chief vassal) of the new Napoleon”. 29 The British were

alerted also by the information they had about the Nazis

planning some pressure tactics to apply against Poland in
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a mailer of days. Il was feared in London that this could
bring Poland’s politics under Berlin’s Control all the faster,
which would virtually put her into the opposite camp. 30

During the discussion of the matter at a British Cabinet
meeting on March 30, Halifax proposed to make a clear
declaration of Britain’s intention to support Poland if Po-
land was attacked by Germany. Chamberlain backed it up.
H° pointed out that Czechoslovakia’s resources had already
been used by Germany, if Poland’s resources fell into the
Reich s hands, too, that would entail very grave conse-
quences for Britain. The Minister of Co-ordination of Defence
admitted that in the event of Nazi acts of aggression Po-
land would hold out no more than two or three months. Nev-
ertheless, Germany would suffer heavy casualties as well,
lie went on to say. It was pointed out at the meeting that
unless the British government took up a firm stand in good
tune in the face of a threat to Poland, Britain’s prestige
throughout the world would bo badly damaged. 31

lo sum up, the British ruling quarters were thinking of
nothing beyond using Polish cannon fodder for a time. They
did not even contemplate any real assistance to Poland to
save her from being defeated. But, in fact, Germany’s sei-
zure of Poland could have been averted! The Soviet Union,
being, unlike Britain, profoundly interested in preventing
Poland from being destroyed, was ready and willing to
throw the full weight of its power on the scales of war for
the sake of preserving her independence and inviolability.
But the issue of Britain’s co-operation with the USSR was
no! even raised at the British Cabinet meeting.
On March 31, 1939, the British government published

a statement to announce its readiness to afford assistance
to Poland in the event of aggression against her. The An-
gle-Polish Communique, issued at the end of Beck’s visit
to London, pointed out that Britain and Poland had achieved
agreement on mutual assistance “in the event of any
threat, direct or indirect, to the independence of either”. 32

The British informed Beck about their plan to conclude
an agreement involving Britain, France, Poland and Roma-
nia. However, the Polish government rejected the offer.
Ever since 1921 Poland had been in alliance with Roma-
nia against the USSR. She did not want to extend her com-
mitments to cover a case of conflict between Germany and
Romania. 33 The government, of Romania, too, took up a neg-
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ative stand on this offer, having informed Berlin about

it.
34

Anglo-French guarantees were soon given also to Ro-

mania and Greece, and somewhat later to Turkey.

While offering these guarantees to Poland and other of

the above-mentioned countries, the British and French gov-

ernments presented them as disinterested concern for their

fate. The consideration of the issue of guarantees at a

meeting of the British government’s Foreign Policy Com-

mittee is noteworthy. “The Prime Minister recalled,” the

verbatim report of the committee meeting said, “that our

general policy towards Germany was directed not to pro-

tecting individual states which might, be threatened by

Germany hut to prevent German domination of the conti-

nent resulting in Germany becoming so powerful as to be

able to menace our security. German domination of Po-

land or Romania would increase her military strength and

it. was for this reason that we had given guarantees to those

countries. German domination of Denmark would not in-

crease Germany’s military strength and this therefore was

not a case in which we should be bound to intervene forci-

bly to restore the status quo.” 35

This means that Britain had no interests on her mind

beyond her own. Poland, Romania and Denmark and

other countries interested her only in the sense of (heir

potential military, strategic or economic importance for Brit-

ish imperialism. Not even British bourgeois historians can

fail to admit that the British Cabinet cared just as little

for Poland as for the Sndctenland. 36

The French government proceeded from a similar posi-

tion. The German embassy in Paris reported to Berlin (Ap-

ril 20, 1939) that the position of France was determined

not by her sympathy for Poland (it had been destroyed

by the co-operation of the Polish ruling element with the

Nazis in earlier years) hut “only by an intention to bar

the way to a German onslaught”. 37

The French General Staff also considered that it was nec-

essary to counter German aggressive designs with regard lo

the countries of Eastern Europe because otherwise France

might find her positions undermined. Poland with her

army and geographical position was recognised to he “too

important for France to neglect”. As to Romania, the sei-

zure of her oil resources by Germany was considered very
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dangerous in France. The conclusion made in France was
that, with Poland and Romania captured, Germany would
turn her military machine against Fiance, and she would
have to go to war alone, virtually without allies .

38

However, the importance of the Anglo-French guaran-
tees lor Poland, Romania and some other countries was
very relative. This was indicated to Chamberlain by Brit-
ain s former Prime Minister Lloyd George back on March
•fO. He declared that any real resistance to Germany in the
Fast can be organised only with the participation of the
USSR; the unilateral British guarantees to Poland wore
“an irresponsible gamble”. 39 Lloyd George spoke in the
same vein in the House of Commons debate on April 3.
Similar views were staled in the debate by some other MPs
as well.

The Soviet embassy in Britain also wrote on the occa-
sion: “What can, indeed, Britain (or even Britain and
France, put together) really do for Poland and Romania in
the event of a German attack against them? Very little. Before
a British blockade of Germany becomes a formidable threat
to her, Poland and Romania will have ceased to exist.” 40

Poland's Minister for Foreign Affairs Beck arrived in
London on April 3. Ihe British proposed transforming
their unilateral commitments into a bilateral treaty of mu-
tual assistance and that was accepted. The preliminary An
glo-Polish treaty of mutual assistance was signed on April
0. Poland, however, liad not agreed to afford assistance to
Romania in the event of a German attack against her.
Beck also declined the offer to come to agreement with the
USSR on its lending material aid to Poland in case of war.
Moreover he did not conceal bis extremely hostile attitude
towards the Soviet Union.
The British and French guarantees, however, were not

a sufficiently strong instrument of pressure on Germany.
That was indicated by the fact that on April 3, Hitler re-
leased a directive for German troops to he prepared to at-
tack Poland on September 1, 1939. On April If, he signed
the notorious Operation Weifi, that is, the plan for the mil-
itary rout of Poland.
As the situation continued to deteriorate, there was more

action in Britain and France against the masterminds of
the Munich sellout and for a reversal of the foreign poli-
cies of the two countries. An opinion poll in Britain held
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in April arid early in May showed 87 per cent of the popu-

lation of that country favoured an alliance between Britain,

France and the USSR. The sobering process in France

went on even relatively faster than in Britain. And that

was understandable because she found herself under a more
immediate threat. Paris figured out that Germany and Italy

combined could master 250 divisions against 120 French

and British. Therefore it was found necessary in Paris to

give more careful consideration to co-operation with the

USSR. President of the Chamber of Deputies Herriot of-

fered his good offices to Daladier to go to Moscow to con-

clude the treaty. 41

The Chamberlain government, however, still considered it

undesirable to assume any obligations in common with the

USSR. But having offered its guarantees to Poland and
Romania, it started pressing for the Soviet government to

assume unilateral commitments to assist the countries of

Eastern Europe if they were attacked.

So on April 11, Halifax, in a conversation with the So-

viet Ambassador in London, referred to “the form in which

the USSR could offer assistance to Romania in case of a

German attack”. On April 4, Maisky, on instructions from

the Soviet government, told Halifax that the USSR could

not look at Romania’s fate with indifference and was pre-

pared to join in providing assistance to her, but it wanted
to know how the British government contemplated the

forms of assistance to Romania from Britain and other

powers concerned. 42 The chief of the British foreign service

left the Soviet government’s quite natural and logical

counter- question unanswered

.

British diplomacy continued to press for the USSR to

assume unilateral commitments, disregarding the conse-

quences. On April 15, the British Ambassador in Moscow,

Seeds, on instructions from Halifax, officially raised with

the Soviet government the question of whether it was agree-

able to publish a declaration to the effect that any of the

Soviet Union’s European neighbours could count on Soviet

assistance in case of aggression should it find that assist-

ance desirable. 43

This proposal provided for the Soviet assistance to Poland

and Romania, which had Anglo-French guarantees, as well

as to other European neighbours of the USSR— Latvia, Es-

tonia and Finland, which had no such guarantees. There-
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fore, the publication of such a declaration by the Soviet
government could have left the Soviet, Union with no option
but to fight Germany alone, in the event of German aggres-
sion in the Baltic, while Britain and Franco would stay out.
An extremely dangerous situation would have arisen for

the USSR even in the event of a German-Polish or Ger-
man-Romanian conflict. Britain and France, in spite of
their guarantees to Poland and Romania, could have vir-
tually kept out of the war (as it did happen in September
1H30). The Soviet Union, having spoken out for assistance
lo Poland or Romania, could, under such circumstances,
find itself at war with Germany actually without any allies

to speak of.

Besides, the commitments about mutual assistance be-
tween Britain and France, on the one hand, and Poland, on
the other, were of a mutual nature: in the event of an
attack on Poland, she was to have been supported by Brit-
ain and France, and in the event of an aggressor’s attack
on Britain or France, Poland was to have come to their as-
sistance. But the Soviet guarantees to Poland were to have
been of a unilateral character, to follow the British de-
mand. For example, if Germany attacked the USSR, Po-
land was not under obligation to afford assistance to the
Soviet Union. The Soviet government even had no guaran-
tees that Poland under the circumstances would not join
Germany in a war against the USSR.
Even Western diplomats themselves admitted in private

that Britain’s position with respect to the USSR was un-
seemly. The U.S. Ambassador in Paris, Bullitt, pointed out
that (lie British government’s policy with regard to the
Soviet Union was “almost insulting”. 44 Now even Ambas-
sador Seeds could not fail to admit in his cable to the Foreign
Office that the British inquiry created the impression that
Britain bad no serious intention of reaching agreement
with the USSR.
The contacts established in March-April 1939, between

(lie Soviet government, on the one hand, and the govern-
ments of Britain and Franco, on the other, about the ways
to maintain peace in Europe showed once more the earn-
est aspiration of the Soviet Union for collective resistance
to fascist aggression. The ruling circles of Britain and
France, however, in fact, persisted in their Munich policy,

reluctant, to co operate with the USSR.
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TALKS BETWEEN1 THE USSR,

BRITAIN AND FRANCE

Soviet Proposals

for Three-Power Co-operation

On April 17, 1939, the Soviet Union turned to Britain

and France with concrete far-reaching proposals. It called

for Britain, France and the USSR to conclude an agree-

ment of mutual assistance; for the Three Powers to afford

assistance to the countries of Eastern Europe, bordering

on the USSR, in the event of aggression against them.

In accordance with the Soviet proposals, the Three Pow-
ers were to have discussed and fixed the size and form of

military aid, within the shortest time-limits, which each

of them was going to give to the victim of aggression, that

is, to conclude a military convention. The treaty of mutual

assistance and military convention were to have been signed

for a term of 5 10 years simultaneously. They were to

have been banned from concluding a separate peace with

the aggressor in the eventuality of an armed conflict. 45 As
he handed l.hese proposals to British Ambassador Seeds,

the Soviet People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs stressed

the importance of both agreements, political and military,

being signed simultaneously.

These proposals presented a clear programme for the

establishment of a reliable peace keeping front in Europe,

based on close co-operation with the USSR, Britain and

France. Those were the proposals which the Soviet govern-

ment persisted to get implemented in the course of the sub-

sequent Anglo-Franco-Soviet negotiations. To have put

them into effect would have meant raising a dependable

barrier in the aggressors’ way.

London Opposed
to Agreement with the USSR

The Soviet proposals met, however, no support from the

British and French governments. Paradoxical though it

might seem today, they found them inacccptablc. Perma-
nent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Cadogan
immediately drew out a memo about the Soviet proposals to

submil Lo (lie government’s Foreign Policy Committee. That

document clearly reflected the full extent of the hatred the

British ruling lop leadership had for the USSR.
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“The Russian proposal,” Cadogan wrote, “is extremely in-

convenient.” “We have to balance the advantage of a pa-

per commitment [!] by Russia to join in a war on our side

against the disadvantage [!] of associating ourselves openly
with Russia”. Cadogan claimed that “the political argu-

ments against . . . accepting the Soviet proposal . . . were
irresistible”. However, he pointed out that the “left wing
in England” would use its rejection in their struggle

against the government. Resides, if Britain turned down
the Soviet proposal, “the Soviets might make some ‘non-

intervention’ agreement with the German Government”. /,fi

The debates on the Soviet proposals at the meeting of

the British government’s Foreign Policy Committee on Ap-
ril 19 meant, essentially, that Britain had no interest ex-

cept in the Soviet deliveries of war equipment to Poland
and Romania in the event of a German attack against

them. Setting out his position, Chamberlain emphasised
that there was no need for an Anglo-Franco-Soviet mili-

tary alliance in order to enable the Soviet Union to help
these countries with war equipment. As the Minister for

Coordination of Defence, Lord Chatfield, stated at the end
of the meeting, “the general view of the committee appear-

ed to be that the political arguments against a military al-

liance between this country, France and Russia” were “such
as to outweigh any military advantages”. The minutes of

the meeting stated that “the Committee were not . . . dis-

posed to accept the Soviet proposal".
'

,7

On April 24, the Chiefs of Staff of the three armed ser-

vices of Britain produced a document Military Value of

Russia. In their class hatred for the USSR, Britain’s mil

itary top leadership deliberately distorted the true state

of affairs. Having admitted that at the very outset of war,

the Soviet Union could mobilise and field 130 divisions on

its Western Front, they asserted at the same time that the

country’s economy could supply no more of war equipment
than to keep in the field only 30 divisions.

The Chiefs of Staff sought to prove that some countries,

because of their “deep-seated hostility to Communism”
might deny the right of passage to the Soviet troops

through their territory and that “may well nullify the val-

ue” of military co-operation with the USSR. Expressing

their doubts regarding the offensive capability of Soviet

troops and about the condition of Soviet- railways, the

Chiefs of Staff arrived at the conclusion that any substantial

Russian military support “is out of the question”. The doc-

ument asserted that, the USSR would actually not be in

a position to supply war equipment to Poland, Romania and

Turkey either.

At the same Lime the document pointed out that co-opera-

tion between the USSR and Britain would be important in

the sense that “Germany would be unable to draw upon

Russia’s immense reserves of food and raw materials ’. Flic

Chiefs of Staff wrote that the rejection of the Soviet propos-

al might prompt an agreement between Germany and Rus-

sia.
48

Referring to this conclusion, it is necessary to point out

right away that it was so biassed that the Chiefs of Staff

themselves, as will yet be shown, had subsequently to dis-

sociate themselves from it, not to speak of the fact that the

real potentialities of the USSR demonstrated during the

war, completely disproved this inference.

Reporting on the following day the conclusions of the

Chiefs of Staff at a meeting of the British government’s

Foreign Policy Committee, Lord ChalPields summed them

up as follows: “Russia, although a Great Power for other

purposes, was only a Power of medium rank for military

purposes.” 49

When the Soviet proposals were debated at the British

Cabinet meeting on April 2(>, Lord Halifax objected to a

“comprehensive” agreement with the USSR. The British

Foreign Secretary’s main argument was that for Britain

and France to enter into alliance with the USSR would

adversely affect Anglo-German relations, that is, would

make impossible any fresh Anglo-German agreement which

the British government considered to be its main preoccu-

pation. The Soviet proposal was found inacceptable at that

meeting. 50

Characterising the position taken up by the British gov-

ernment, the Chief of the Northern Department of the

British Foreign Office, Laurence Collier, stated that the

government did not wish to hind itsell with the USSR, but

wanted “to enable Germany to expand eastwards at Rus-

sian expense”. 51

In the meantime, Chamberlain kept on building his poli-

cy with an eye to a Soviet-German conflict. Should Brit-

ain have concluded an agreement with the USSR, that
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would, lo a certain extent, deterr Germany from aggres-
sion against it. .Therefore, the conclusion of a co-operation
agreement with the USSR was at variance with the entire
political strategy of the British government.
Although the widest sections of French public opinion

were profoundly concerned over the course of events, the
I rench government also did not show any real intention
either to seek co-operation with the USSR. Following a
conversation with the French Minister for Colonies, G. Man-
del, Soviet Ambassador Surits reported from Paris on April

1,1 at the text of the Soviet proposal had not yet been
brought to the knowledge of the Cabinet members. None of
the ministers, except Bonnot and Daladicr, had yet seen the
draft. Two days later, Surits wrote that, apparently, all
talks about co-operation with the USSR would “end in
a common bluff” since Bonnet and Chamberlain had never
desired such co-operation in real earnest. 52

Meanwhile the international situation was fast deterio-
rating. On April 28, Hiller announced the termination of
the 1984 Polish German declaration of non-aggression as
well as the Anglo-German naval agreement of 1985. Maisky
reported to Moscow in those days that there was strong
anti-German feeling in Britain arid that everybody was
coining to recognise the need for resistance to aggression.
Hence, vast popularity of the idea Of an alliance with the
USSR among the masses. Each mention of such an alliance
al, political meetings and rallies up and down the nation is

cheered to the echo.” r’3

Nevertheless, the British government still believed that
Ihe only fact of Britain, France and the USSR conducting
any negotiations was enough to exercise certain pressure
on Hitler to make him accept an Anglo-German agreement.
A reply to the Soviet proposal was discussed at a British

Cabinet meeting on May 3. While expressing the hope that
a way would still be found to come to terms with Hitler by
leaving his bands free in (lie East, Halifax and other mem-
bers of the government suggested that there should he no
change in British policy. There was only some apprehen-
sion lest the Soviet government should be forced to agree to
normalising its relations with Germany, because of the po-
sition held by Britain. True, that was found hardly proba-
ble but, nevertheless, to prevent Soviet-German relations
from being normalised, it was found expedient “to keep
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negotiations continuing for some further period”. 54 Ghari-
non pointed out in his Diaries on the same day that Russia
was to he snubbed, or rather let down lightly. s5

On May 8, the British Government once more turned to
the USSR with the “olfer ' that the Soviet Government
should unilaterally commit itself to providing assistance to

Britain and France if they, in fulfilment of their com-
mitments to some East European countries, found them-
selves involved in war. 56 The Soviet Union, naturally, did
not find it possible to assume such a unilateral obliga-
tion.

The question of relations with the USSR was once more
brought up for a discussion at a meeting of the British gov-
ernment's Foreign Policy Committee on May 16. The
Chiefs of Staff submitted a new document, it now stated
that an agreement of mutual assistance between Britain,
France and the Soviet Union would offer “certain advantages.
It would present a solid front of formidable proportions
against aggression”. On the contrary, if such an agreement
was not concluded, that, would be “a diplomatic defeat
which would have serious military repercussions”. If, re-

jecting an alliance with Russia, Britain were lo prompt her
to enter into an agreement with Germany, “we should have
made a mistake of vital and far-reaching importance”. 57

In the face of a manifestly growing threat of German ag-
gression and, in particular of the intention, announced
by Germany and Italy on May 7, to conclude a military al-

liance between themselves, the British Chiefs of Staff ten-

ded lo adopt a more sober stand. Chamberlain, however,
was still adamantly opposed to Britain assuming any obli-

gations with respect to the USSR. He declared that, apart
from the military and strategical considerations with which
the Chiefs of Staff were concerned, there were political con-

siderations, and they prompted “a different attitude”. He
was supported by Halifax who repeated the old theory that

the political arguments against a treaty with the USSR
were more important than the military considerations in

favour of it.
58

Iri a conversation with his assistant Oliver Harvey, Ha-
lifax pointed out in those days that Chamberlain never
wanted a full triple alliance by any means. Strang noted,

in his turn, that the Prime Minister and his closest adviser

Horace Wilson guided themselves by the principle that fol-
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lowing the conclusion of a treaty with the USSR, it would
be impossible to continue with the policy of appeasement,
that is, to reach an accommodation with Germany. “All at

No. 10 are anti-Soviet,” Strang said. 59 That was confirmed
by an entry of Alexander Cadogan in his Diaries : “The
Prime Minister says he will resign rather than sign alli-

ance with Soviets.” 60 One of the partisans of the Anglo-Ger-
man accommodation, Henry Channon, pointed out that

Chamberlain and Halifax were decidedly opposed to an
Anglo-Russian alliance. They were reluctant to embrace the

Russian bear; it has now been decided ‘To hold out a hand
and accept its paw gingerly. No more. The worst of both
worlds”. 61

Enforced '‘Consent”

Meanwhile, British public opinion was increasingly wor-
ried. There was a heated foreign policy debate in the Brit-

ish House of Commons on May 19. Chamberlain's line

came under scathing criticism from Lloyd George, Chur-
chill, Attlee and some other MPs who called for the Anglo-
Franco-Soviet agreement to he concluded at the earliest

opportunity. Urging Britain's acceptance of the Soviet pro-

posal, Churchill stressed that there could be no effective

Kastern Front without the Soviet Union and without the

effective Eastern Front, there could he no hope of defend-

ing Britain’s interests in the West. If the Chamberlain gov-

ernment, he warned, “having thrown away Czechoslovakia

with all that Czechoslovakia meant in military power, hav-

ing committed us, without examination of the technical

aspects, to the defence of Poland and Romania, now reject

and cast away the indispensable aid of Russia,” it would so

lead Britain “in the worst of all wars”. 62

Anglo-French diplomacy was quite disturbed by the

news reaching the press on May 21, 1939, about a German
trade delegation going to Moscow (the German government
had, indeed, suggested sending a trade delegation to Mos-
cow on May 20, but the Soviet government turned down
the offer).

The signing of a German-Italian treaty of alliance (“The

Steel Pact”) on May 22, 1939, was a telling blow to Brit-

ain and France. The British and French governments in-

deed had something to worry about. On the following day,
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Mav 23, Hitler called a conference ol the Wehrmaclit top

chiefs to order effective preparations for war. lie declared

hal “further successes can no longer be won without

bloodshed”. It was clear from Hitler's pronouncements that

he was girding himself for war against Britain and France,

bul to make sure of his starting position, considered it nec-

essary “to attack Poland at the first suitable opportum

tv” 63 ,
4

The Chamberlain government eventually bad, against its

will, to give its consent to the conclusion of an Anglo-

Franco-Soviet agreement (which, unfortunately, was

more than a smokescreen, as the subsequent course of

events showed). At the British Cabinet meeting on May

24, Lord Halifax admitted that a breakdown o the talks

Britain and France were conducting with the USSR could

enduce Hitler to go to war and, therefore, he finally expres-

sed himself in favour of accepting the Soviet proposal to

conclude an Anglo-Franco-Soviet agreement. It as decid

ed however, there and then to hedge it m with a whole

series of reservations which were to reduce the importance

of the treaty virtually to naught. Chamberlain, having

stressed that he bad a keen sense of prejudice against a.

ti.ing that looked like an alliance with the USSR suggested

linking the treaty with Article 16 of the Covenant of th.

League of Nations. This article, he said, would possibly

modified subsequently, so a reference to it made the treaty

look provisional. He also objected to the treaty being
:
con-

cluded for a term of more than five years (although it was

mentioned at the meeting that the German-Italian allimic

had been signed for a term of 10 years). As for Halifax,

he considered it necessary for the treaty also to stipulate

that the contracting parties should first consult toget iei

before taking military action.'
4 That gave Britain an op-

portunity to evade her treaty obligations under a plausi-

b
' Channon piit down in his Diaries on the same day that

the government bad showed itself to be sly enough to link

the treaty with the League of Nations thus

new obligation quite meaningless, in point of fact. II P

iccted agreement “is so flimsy, so unrealistic and so im-

practieal that it will only make the Nazis poke fun at

l' S

Qn May 27, British Ambassador, Seeds and French Char-
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ge d’Affaires, Payart advised Molotov who was appointed
Peoples Commissar for Foreign Affairs early in May, of
the consent ’ of their governments to accept the Soviet pro-

posal tor concluding the Anglo-Franco-Soviet Treaty of Mu-
ual Assistance, hut hedged it in with the reservations just
mentioned. The Soviet government realised perfectly well
that those reservations reduced the treaty to a‘ mere
scrap of paper and said so in no uncertain terms to the
bntish and French diplomats. 66 From then on the French
government put forward no more proposals of its own at the
nlks, hut limited itself to backing up Britain’s position,
there was hectic controversy in France about whether or
not the treaty with the USSR should be concluded. Foreign
.Minister Bonnet was the most persevering opponent of the
treaty, and the British policy of stalling the conclusion
0 “e

.
Anglo-Franco-Soviet treaty of mutual assistance

well

de±eDCe agaillsfc aggression suited him perfectly

To hasten the negotiations and remedy the defects of the
Anglo-French proposals the Soviet government passed a
draft treaty of mutual assistance to the governments of
Britain and France on June 2. Tt provided for immediate
and all-round effective mutual assistance of the Throe Pow-
ers in case of an attack on auy one of them, and for them
to render assistance to Belgium, Greece, Turkey, Romania,
ioland, Finland and the Baltic states. The treaty of mutual
assistance was to have come into effect simultaneously with
a military convention. 67

blie Soviet draft was examined at the meetings of the
British government’s Foreign Policy Committee on June 5
and 9. The essential meaning of the debate was that Brit-
ain should avoid assuming any particular commitments,
including assistance to the Baltic states. 68

Back on June 10, the Soviet Ambassador in London was
instructed to tell Halifax that it would be impossible for
the negotiations between the USSR, Britain and Franco to
be carried through without finding a fair solution to the
question of guarantees for the Baltic states. 69 As Maisky
reported to Moscow, Plalifax, in a conversation with him on
the subject, bad to admit the “validity of our desire to have
the guarantees of the Three Powers against direct or indi-
rect aggression in respect of Latvia, Fstonia and Fin-
land”. 70
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That did not mean, however, that the British government

was ready to meet the Soviet Union half-way on the sub-

ject. On the contrary, it proceeded from the assumption

that German aggression against the Baltic states and Soviet

resistance to it were one of what it considered to be perfect-

ly suitable versions of the outbreak of an armed conflict

between the Soviet Union and the Nazi Reich. Seeds noted

in his cable to Halifax that the British proposals did not

envisage an unreserved guarantee for the Baltic countries

and that the appropriate point of these proposals contained

“a loophole through which Great Britain and France might

evade their obligations to assist the Soviet Union”. 71

The British and French governments would still not

agree either to the simultaneous signing of political and
military agreements.

Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union Andrei Zhdanov had every rea-

son to stale in a Pravda article that the British and French

governments did not want any equal treaty with the USSR
and that they -were dragging out the talks and saddling

them with all kinds of artificial difficulties with regard to

such matters which, given the good will and earnest inten-

tions of Britain and France, could have been resolved with-

out delay and hindrance. “It seems to me,” Zhdanov stres-

sed, “that what the British and the French want is not a

real treaty acceptable to the USSR, but only talk about a

treaty in order, by playing up the alleged Soviet intracta-

bility in front of the public opinion of their respective coun-

tries, to make it easier for themselves to strike a deal with

the aggressors.” 72 That was strong, yet fair, as the facts

showed, criticism of the British and French governments

and a perfectly justified qualification of their respective po-

sitions.

On July 1, Britain and France finally gave their consent

to the Three-Power guarantees being extended to the Bal-

tic countries. They proposed, however, that the nations re-

ceiving such guarantees should be listed not in the treaty

itself but in a protocol which was not subject to publica-

tion. In their opinion, the list of the countries concerned

should include Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Poland, Romania,

Turkey, Greece, Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands and

Switzerland. 73

At the same time, while llie Anglo-French guarantees for
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Poland and Romania covered both the contingency of direct

and indirect aggression, Britain and France agreed to as-

sist the Baltic countries only in the event of a direct armed
attack against any of them. In case of indirect aggression,

all they still agreed to was to consult together, which
meant reserving an opportunity to evade affording assist-

ance. Besides, in an effort to create more difficulties at the
talks, the British and French ruling circles had now started

an endless debate about the definition of ‘‘indirect aggres-
sion”.

“
Alternatives : to Break off the Negotiations

or to Conclude a Limited Pact”

The minutes of the meetings held by the British govern-
ment’s Foreign Policy Committee in those days furnished
striking evidence to show that the British ruling circles

still had no desire to conclude an effective agreement with
the USSR to oppose aggression. While the Soviet govern-
ment had every intention of reaching a concrete and effec-

tive agreement as soon as possible 74
,
Halifax tabled an en-

tirely different set of proposals at a meeting of the Foreign
Policy Committee on July 4, 1939. lie brought two alterna-

tives before it:

1) to break off the negotiations, or

2) to conclude a limited pact,

Halifax suggested that the talks should not be broken
off but he did not find it necessary to conclude a really ef-

fective pact with the USSR. To explain his position, he said

that Britain’s main objective in the negotiations with the

USSR was to prevent it from establishing any links with
Germany. 75

The proposals made by Halifax revealed the full depth of

the abyss between the positions of the USSR and Britain.

While the Soviet Union was in favour of a comprehensive
effective agreement, the British Foreign Secretary found it

impossible to go beyond a “limited pact”, or, to be exact,

beyond producing a mere scrap of paper.

As to Halifax’s statement about what constituted the Brit-

ish government’s “main objective” in the negotiations with
the USSR at the time, it is in need of some explanation.

To this end, we must throw a glance back to recall the
events of the 1920s. British and French diplomacy were
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doing everything possible in those years to set up a united

bloc of capitalist countries to oppose, in every way, includ-

ing the force of arms, the world’s first socialist state. All

those efforts proved futile largely because the Soviet gov-

ernment had succeeded in concluding the Rapallo Treaty

with Germanv in 1922 which made it impossible to create

such a bloc and laid the ground for the two countries to

build their extensive and mutually beneficial co-operation

on until 1932. Soviet-German co-operation, which continued

for a whole decade, was never forgotten by British and

French imperialist quarters. ,.

Once the Nazis came to power in Germany, the align

ment of forces in Europe changed substantially, although

not in every respect. The hostility of Britain’s and France s

reactionary riding establishment towards the worlds first

socialist state did not subside in any way. But whereas m
the 1920s they sought to draw Germany into their anti-^o-

viet hloc, now they were casting German fascism m the

role of the major strike force in imperialisms struggle

against the Soviet Union.
. 4 ,

However, there was one particular circumstance which

rather embarrassed both British and French statesmen in

the summer of 1939: German imperialism, in making its

plans for a war of aggression, intended to rout first its main

opponent in the West, that is, France, and, only afterwards,

to direct its war machine eastwards, against Russia, be-

cause it saw that to defeat her would be far more difficult.

Bv early July, the British and French governments had

plentv of information that, having defeated Poland, Ger-

many planned to move her troops against France, rather

than against the USSR.
, . c

Nor could London fail to draw certain conclusions from

the fact that, in spite of all the attempts of the British gov-

ernment to reach agreement with Germany, the Nazis were

avoiding it. In the meantime, it was receiving more and

more information to indicate Berlin’s interest m a reconcil-

iation with the USSR.
Therefore, the British and the French governments were

under no doubt any longer that they were running a huge

risk bv stalling the conclusion of a treaty with the l : n.

They understood just as well that, should the Soviet gov-

ernment definitely find out that all of its attempts to come

to agreement with Britain and France would end m failure,



It would have no reasonable option left beyond responding
to Germany’s overtures and accepting a way of normalising
relations with her, that is, reverting to what had come to
be known as the policy of Rapallo.
Chamberlain was, however, so much obsessed with his

aspiration for an understanding with Nazi Germany that
he was prepared to run any risk. At tho same time, when-
ever the British government formulated yet another nega-
tive reply to Soviet proposals, the invariable question was:
isn’t this reply the last straw that would break the Soviet
leaders’ patience and won’t it lead to a revival of the Treaty
of Rapallo? Therefore, the British government, reluctant to
conclude any effective agreement with the USSR, found it

necessary to “continue negotiations” so as to prevent a pos-
sible normalisation of relations between Gcrmanv and the
USSR.
At a British Cabinet meeting, Halifax pointed out that

a rejection of Russia’s proposal could push her into Ger-
man arms. Secretary for War IIore-Belisha, sharing this
apprehension, added: “Although the idea might seem fan-
tastic at the moment, the natural orientation suggested an
arrangement” between Germany and Russia. The Secretary
of State for Dominions M. MacDonald added that in the
event of war it would he serious if Russia were neutral
and supplying Germany with food and rawr materials. 76

To forestall the breakdown of the negotiations with the
USSR, which had virtually reached a dead end, Halifax
speaking at a meeting of the British government’s Foreign
Policy Committee on July 10, 1939, proposed consenting to
political and military agreements being signed simulta-
neously and to open negotiations about tho substance of the
military agreement. Intimating that all he meant, however,
was the idea of creating the conditions to enable “conver-
sations for the sake of conversations” to be continued, Hali-
fax remarked that “military conversations . . . would drag
on”. Besides, the military agreement might well not have
been very substantial in terms of its meaning. That was
also the position of Chamberlain. The Minister for Co-ordi-
nation of Defence, Ford Chat field, had to admit, however,
that the Soviet government attached great importance to
these military conversations, and wanted a detailed agree-
ment to contain specific commitments for the parties to it.

Rounding off the discussion, Halifax repeated: “When the
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military conversations had begun no great progress would

be made. The conversations would drag on. . .

.

In this way

we should have gained time and made the best of a situa-

tion.” The Committee approved the diplomatic move pro-

jected by Halifax. 77

The French government did not, however, accept the

course indicated by London. It told the British that there

would be serious difficulties during the military conversa-

tions because it would be necessary to obtain Poland s and

Romania’s consent to the transit of Soviet troops through

their territories. 78

The British government still considered breaking ofl the

negotiations with the USSR. As early as June 8, Chamber-

lain confessed in a conversation with U.S. Ambassador

Kennedy that he was not at all sure that he would not

call off”' the negotiations with the USSR. 79 Even in the con-

versation with Japanese Ambassador Shigemitsu late in

June, Chamberlain did not conceal his “intimate desire to

break off the conversations with the USSR”. 80

From early July onwards, the question of breaking oil

the conversations was repeatedly discussed at the meetings

of the British government’s Foreign Policy Committee. On

July 18 Halifax cynically declared that should the talks

break down, “this would not cause him very great, anxie-

ty”. 81

^ The position of the British and French governments did

condemn the Moscow talks to futility. The Soviet govern-

ment. was increasingly convinced that the British as well as

the French government leaders in their footsteps had no

real intention to bring the Moscow talks to a successful con-

clusion.
. . , „

Writing to the Soviet ambassadors in Britain and b ranee

on July 17, Molotov said that the British and French poli-

ticians were “resorting to all kinds of tricks and unworthy

subterfuges”. 82
. .

Considering the state of affairs at the conversations in

his letter of July 20 to the Foreign Office, British diplomat

William Strang who had arrived in Moscow to help Am-

bassador Seeds with them, pointed out that the Soviet gov-

ernment’s distrust and suspicion regarding the British

plans had nol diminished. The fact, he wrote, that Britain

bad been raising difficulty after difficulty, had produced the

Soviet government’s impression that British diplomacy was
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not seriously seeking an agreement. As to an eventual
breakdown of the conversations, Strang believed that an
“indeterminate situation” would be better than a “final
breakdown of the negotiations now”. He pointed out that
Germany could avail herself of the breakdown of the
negotiations to launch her aggression. Besides, the
breakdown “might drive the Soviet Union into isolation or
into composition with Germany”. Therefore, Strang sug
gested military conversations which would, however, pro-
duce “no immediate concrete results”. 83

The announcement published in Moscow in July 21 about
the opening trade negotiations between the USSR and Ger-
many prompted the British and the French to give their
consent on July 23 to the simultaneous entry into force of
the political and military agreements. Two days later, they
announced their consent to start negotiations with a view
to concerting the text of the military agreement. 84

All that did not mean at all, however, that London had
finally decided to take a step forward. British and French
diplomacy were still conducting nothing but “conversations
for the sake of conversations” with the USSR. Tn particu-
lar, they were to serve as a means of bringing pressure to
bear on Germany to induce the Nazis to give their consent
eventually to an Anglo-German imperialist deal.

ANGLO-GERMAN IMPERIALIST
PLOTTING

British Outline

of
11
General Settlement”

The British government considered that by having
strengthened its bond with Poland and with some other states
of Eastern Europe and having entered into negotiations
with the USSR, it had sufficiently consolidated its position,
and the time had now come for it once again to try and
reach an amicable agreement with the Nazi Reich. The Pol
ish Ambassador in London, E. Raczynski, wrote on June
8, 1939, after conferring with Chamberlain, that “the Pre-
mier means trying to reach agreement with Germany already
from positions of ‘strength rather than weakness’. He
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would consider it disastrous to slam the door leading to

agreement with Germany”. 85

Back on May 3, Neville Chamberlain suggested at a

Cabinet meeting that it was desirable to resume Anglo-

German economic negotiations which had been suspended

following Germany’s take-over of Czechoslovakia. He went

on to express his conviction that “Herr Hitler’s heart was in

Eastern Europe”. Halifax, like Chamberlain, took the line

that the only thing that Hitler was going to demand from

Britain was a “free hand in Eastern Europe”. In that con-

text, Halifax suggested that the British government might

avoid fulfilling its guaranteed commitments in respect of

Poland. He pointed out that the guarantees would stand

only if “Polish independence was clearly threatened”, which

gave Britain some right to exercise ber own judgement on

assistance to Poland. Chamberlain went along with Halifax

in this issue. 86

British politician H. Nicolson recorded in his memoirs a

very characteristic dialogue between two Tories—members
of the British Parliament— on that subject:

“I suppose we shall be able to get out of this beastly

guarantee business?”

“Oh, of course. Thank God, we have Neville.” 87

The idea now was for co-operation of Britain and France

with Nazi Germany to be established at the expense of Po-

land. The U.S. Charge d ’Affaires in France wrote to the

State Department on June 24, 1939, that he had the impres-

sion that “a second Munich, this time at the expense of

Poland, may be in the making”. “The influences”, he wrote,

“which were at work in France and England in last Sep-

tember are coming to life again.” 88

The attempts of the British ruling elements to come to

terms with the Nazis were intensified particularly in the

second half of July of 1939.

London decided to take advantage of the visit of Helmuth

Wohlthat, a high-ranking official of the department headed

by Goring, that was in charge of the four-year plan to pre-

pare Germany’s economy for war. Discussions between

Chamberlain’s closest adviser Horace Wilson and Wohlthat

about Anglo-German co-operation took place on July 18

and 21, 1921. Wilson set out the foreign policy plans of

Britain’s ruling top leadership. He stressed the particular

importance of preventing “an armed clash which might,
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develop far beyond ... Eastern Europe, into a new funda-
mental struggle between the groups led by Britain and
Germany”.
That was an unequivocal indication that Britain would

not object to German aggression in Eastern Europe provid-
ed Germany gave assurances that she would not encroach
on the interests of the British Empire.
Wilson then proposed a “programme for German-British

co-operation” which he had previously formulated in a spe-
cial memorandum and had it approved by Chamberlain.
The Programme provided for:

'a joint Anglo-German declaration not to use aggres-
sion; mutual declarations of non-interference by Germany
in respect of the British Commonwealth of Nations and by
Great Britain in respect of Greater Germany; the Colonial
and/or Mandates question; a German-British declaration on
a fundamental revision of the relevant provisions of the
Versailles Treaty”. 89

R. Hudson declared, in a conversation with Wohlthat,
that London regarded East Europe as a “natural economic
sphere of Germany” and that “(here were much wider pos-
sibilities”. In that context, he mentioned Russia, China and
the various colonial dependencies of European powers. 90

On August 3, Wilson disclosed the British plans also to
the German Ambassador in London. Dirksen wrote to Ber-
lin afterward that the British government’s expectation as
Wilson put it, was that “an Anglo-German agreement . .

.

would completely absolve the British Government from the
commitments to which it was now pledged by the guaran-
tees to Poland, Turkey, etc. .

.” 91

Many of the British government’s 1930 documents have
been declassified, but it has been decided in London to keep
secret until the Year 2000 and even 2039 some of the most
important ones regarding British policy on Germany. Evi-
dently, there is something in them that lias to be withheld
from the public.

Georges Bonnet, French Minister for Foreign Affairs, was
still a committed advocate of an accommodation with Ger-
many. He told the German Ambassador in Paris, J. Welc-
zeck that “in spite of everything," France “held fast to the
idea of bringing back co-operation with Germany, to grow
closer as time went on” arid that lie would never deviate
from the main lines of his policy. 92
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U.S. diplomatic representatives in the capitals of many

European countries supported such plans wholly and enti-

rely. The U. S. Ambassador in London, Joseph Kennedy,

believed that the Poles should be left to themselves to make

them accept an accommodation with Hitler which would

“enable the Nazis to pursue their objectives in the East”,

leading to an armed conflict between the USSR and Ger-

many “to the great benefit of the whole Western world”.

The U.S. Ambassador in Berlin, Hugh Wilson, also found

it the best way out if Germany ventured to “attack Russia,

with the tacit consent” of the Western powers, “even with

their approval”. 94

Britain’s and France’s policy on Poland changed consid-

erably since the spring of 1939 when they had given her

their guarantees in the belief that a German occupation

of Poland would have substantially weakened their own po-

sitions. Now they pinned virtually all their hopes on a deal

with the Nazi Reich in the expectation that, with Poland

smashed, the German forces would keep advancing east-

ward, that is, against the USSR, rather than turn westward,

that is, against them. So, the U.S. Charge d’Affaires in Par-

is wrote on June 24 that influential sources there consid-

ered that in the long run “France should abandon Central

and Eastern Europe to Germany, trusting that eventually

Germany will come into conflict with the Soviet Union.” BS

Poland’s Grave-Diggers

The fact that Poland figured first in the plans of German

aggression for the summer of 1939 was no secret to any

other country. The available documents indicate that the

Polish ruling circles, too, were aware of the Wehrmacht’s

preparations for an attack on Poland. 96 Should they have

built their policy on Poland’s real national interest, they

ought to have made their utmost towards creating in Eu-

rope a powerful united front of nations anxious to prevent

war and check the German aggressors. And there is no

doubt that Poland, given her good will, could have played

a role of no mean importance in pooling the efforts of the

countries concerned, all the more so since she was already

in alliance with France, Britain and Romania.

The Soviet Union repeatedly offered Poland its co-opera-
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tion and assistance in opposing aggression. It is particular-

ly worthwhile recalling in this context V. P. Potemkin’s

mission to Warsaw in May 1939. In a conversation with

,T. Beck on May 10 he said that “the USSR would not re-

fuse aid to Poland should she desire it”.
97 However, on the

following day the Polish Ambassador in Moscow, W. Grzy-

bowski, called on Molotov and declared that Poland did nof

wish any Anglo-Franco-Soviet guarantees and “does not

consider it possible to conclude a pact of mutual assistance

with the USSR”. 98

On May 25, 1939, the Soviet Ambassador in Poland,

N. I. Sharonov, once more told .1. Beck: “We, of course,

would be ready to help, but in order to help tomorrow, we
must be ready today, that is, we must know beforehand

about the need to help.” 99 Rut Beck left this statement

unanswered.
The Polish rulers still nurtured the hope that they would

somehow reach an understanding with the Nazi Reich and

that German aggression, leaving Poland untouched, would

turn against the USSR. That calculation accounted for Po-

land’s continued extremely unfriendly policy with respect

to the USSR even in the context of 1939. Not only did the

Polish government flatly refuse to accept Soviet aid in

case of a German attack, but it was doing everything it

could to prevent the successful completion of the Anglo

Franco-Soviet negotiations. It expected that should Poland

keep up an alliance with Britain and France, while the

USSR would have no agreement with them, that would

encourage the Nazis to attack the Soviet Union, rather

than Poland. 100

J. Beck also intimated to the Nazis several times that

he was looking forward to an early composition of the Ger-

man-Polish differences, and said that Poland was willing to

yield a good deal of ground to that end. Poland’s Vice-Min-

ister for Foreign Affairs M. Arcizcewski declared to the Ger

man Ambassador in Warsaw, H. Moltke, in May that

J. Beck “would be prepared to come to terms with Germany
had there been any way to prevent that looking like a sur

render”. Beck attached great importance to this, he went

on to say, as evidenced by the “restraint Poland is exercis-

ing in respect of the negotiations about a pact between the

West and the Soviet Union”. 101

The Polish rulers proceeded from the assumption that
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Germany's first target was Danzig and they were prepared

to meet the Nazi demand in this sense. 1 he German govern-

ment, striving as it did to strain relations with Poland, rath-

er than normalise them, left such appeals unheeded. 1 he

more so since all of British subsequent offers of co-ordina-

tion convinced Germany that in the event of an attack on

Poland, it would have no reason to fear any intervention by

Britain and France. As has been established by document-

ary evidence, that is precisely the conclusion that rimer

had drawn from Wohlthat’s report about his conversations

in London and other similar facts. For instance, Germany s

Air Attache in Poland A. Gerstenberg on a visit to Berlin

early in August 1939, said: “We shall be at war with Jo-

land before this year is out. I know from a perfectly relia-

ble source that Hitler had so decided. After Wohlthat s

visit to London, Hitler is convinced that Britain will re-

main neutral in the event ol such a conflict.
102

Speaking before Wehrmacht chiefs, Hitler declared, l

experienced those poor worms Daladier and Chamberlain

in Munich. They will be too cowardly to attack, they wont

go beyond a blockade.” 10:5 Anglo-French policy convinced

the Nazis that they could attack Poland without tear ol

any full-scale military action by Britain and Prance.

NEGOTIATIONS OF MILITARY MISSIONS

OF THE USSR, BRITAIN AND FRANCE

London and Paris Prefer Talking

to Business

The world was fast drifting to war. London and Pans

knew that Hitler had decided to attack Poland, that a mobi-

lisation was under way in Germany, and that she was quite

ready to open hostilities at the end of August, ihe Soviet

government likewise had rather complete and precise infor-

mation about the military plans and preparations ol the

Nazis.

Although the British government did, finally, accept, on

July 25, 1939, the Soviet proposal for negotiations of mili-

tary representatives of the USSR, Britain and Franco, that

did not mean at all, as stated earlier on, that Chamberlain
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had, indeed, decided to agree on co-operation with the

USSR. One characteristic fact was that British and French
military representatives had taken 17 days to reach Mos-
cow. Military conversations could not start until August 12.

The very composition of the British and French military

missions showed that Britain’s and France’s attitude to

these negotiations was not serious. At a meeting of the Brit-

ish government’s Foreign Policy Committee on July 10, the

Minister for Coordination of Defence Lord Chatfield sug-

gested that military conversations would have to he con-

ducted on the level of Deputy Chiefs of Staff because of

their complexity. 103 However, military representatives that

were ultimately sent to Moscow were of a far lower rank.

The British delegation was led by Admiral Drax. Even Lord

Strang had to admit in his recollections that the British

government had not wanted to conclude any military agree-

ment with the USSR. That was why a military mission of an

“inadequate standing” with instructions of a “limiting char-

acter” was sent to Moscow. 106

The French military mission, led by General Doumenc,
member of the French Supreme Council, produced no bet-

ter impression. The Soviet Ambassador to France, Surits,

reporting the make-up of the French mission to Moscow,

said it showed that the French government must have set

a “modest programme” for it to work on. 107

Information now made public about the instructions which

had been given to the British and French military delega-

tions bore out this assessment.

The British delegation’s instruction had been examined

at a British Cabinet meeting on July 26. It is worth point-

ing out that the minutes of that meeting contained not a

single word about Britain’s interest in the successful com-

pletion of the negotiations and in the signing of an effec-

tive military convention. That put it beyond all doubt that

the British government had not set itself such a task at all.

Halifax confined himself to noting in his speech that the

opening of the military conversations would have a good

effect on world opinion. 108 So the only concern of the Brit-

ish government was to mislead both the Soviet government

and British public opinion, while trying to reach an under-

standing with the Nazi Reich (that was just the time when
Wilson’s above-stated proposals to the Nazi emissar Wohl-

that had been made).

The debate on this issue at the Cabinet meeting predeter-

mined the instruction to he given to the British military

mission. The instruction stated, for example: “The British

government is unwilling to enter into any detailed com-
mitments which are likely to tie our hands in all circum-
stances.” Although the political discussions had been sus-

pended as early as August 2 (William Strang returned to

London) and the British government did not propose to

take any initiative towards their resumption, the British mil-

itary delegation was instructed until they were over to “go
very slowly” with the military conversations. 109 That was
how the British diplomacy created a “vicious circle” at the

talks.

All the British government still intended to conduct with
the USSR was “conversations for the sake of conversa-
tions”. Refferring to the object of these “conversations”,
Halifax pointed out that “so long as the military conversa-

tions were taking place, wo should bo preventing” a rap-

prochement between Germany and the USSR. 110

Neither did the instructions to the French military mis-

sion provide for an effective military convention to he con-

cluded. All referred to was a set of items of secondary im-
portance, as the lines of communication with the USSR, or

action in the Baltic against the German sea routes. 111 Nat-

urally, such instructions were utterly inadequate for the

talks to he conducted successfully and for a military con-

vention to be concluded.

British general II. Ismay, having studied these instruc-

tions, wrote: “The document strikes me as being couched
in such general terms as to be almost useless as a brief: it

deals solely with what the French wish the Russians to do,

and throws no light on what the French will do.” When,
talking to the French generals Jamot and Doumenc, Ismay
asked what the French proposed to say about the contribution

of France and Britain, Jamot “smiled and shrugged his

shoulders”, and Doumenc said: “Very little. I shall just

listen.” 112

Once informed of the instructions to Drax, Ambassador
Seeds could not but come to the conclusion that they meant
creating a hopeless deadlock at the talks which would be

immediately obvious to the Soviet government, too. There
is no doubt, he wrote to London on August 13, that under
such conditions the “military talks are likely to produce no
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result beyond arousing once again Russian fears that we
are not in earnest, and are not trying to conclude a concrete

and definite agreement”. 113

The principal objective of the British military mission

was to keep on creating a semblance of negotiating until

autumn rains which, as British military experts believed,

would make Germany’s attack on Poland virtually impos-

sible. Thereupon, the negotiations with the USSR were to

have been suspended in the hope of overtaking the Nazi

Reich in the arms race to some extent until the subsequent

spring and also coming to terms with it on a division of the

spheres of influence. The Director-General of the British

Territorial Army, General W. Kirke, declared that by that

spring Britain would have become strong enough militarily

“not to need any more Russian help”. 114 Ambassador Seeds

also noted in one of his letters to London that the military

conversations “might be prolonged sufficiently” to tide over

the nearest dangerous period. 115 The Foreign Office^ even

informed the U.S. Embassy in London that the British

military mission “has been told to make every effort to

prolong its discussions until October 1.” 116 A member of

the French military mission in Moscow General Beaufre

and the French Ambassador in Warsaw pointed out in their

recollections that the British government was concerned,

above all, with gaming time in the military conversa-

tions.
117

The British plans became known to the Nazis as well.

For example, the German Ambassador in Moscow, von Schu-

lenburg, cabled to Berlin to say that he had been informed

by British military sources that “from the very start the

military missions were under instruction to go slow in

Moscow and to drag out the conversations until October, if

possible”.
.

It was understood perfectly well in London and Paris

that the central problem in the negotiations would be that

of the passage of Soviet, troops through the territory of Po-

land to engage the German troops. The Soviet government,

as has been shown earlier on, had raised the matter back

in 1937 and also in 1938 in connection with possible Soviet

assistance to Czechoslovakia. The same issue was raised

by the French, too, in their note of July 11, 1939, to Brit-

ain. William Strang reminded Halifax of that problem on

July 20 just when the British government was draw-
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in2 up the instruction to its delegation at the mil-

itary conversations. “The military negotiations will proba-

bly not be brought Lo a conclusion,” Strang wrote, until

it can be agreed, for example, between the Soviet Union

and Poland that the Soviet Union will have passage through

at any rate a section of Polish territory in the event of a

war in which Poland is involved on our side.” 118

However, no steps were suggested either by the British

or by the French government towards resolving the issue.

The British government had virtually brought the politi-

cal discussions into an impasse by the stand it had taken

on guarantees for other nations in the event oi indirect ag-

gression. As far as the military conversations were concern-

ed it did want to have them deadlocked on the issue of

passage for Soviet troops through the territory of oland.

Besides, London was striving to put the blame lor the

breakdown of the talks on the Polish government because

its abstractionist position furnished enough reason lor doing

S

°One cannot fail to note that having dispatched their mili-

tary mission off lo Moscow with an instruction that doomed

the talks to failure, all British ministers (that is, the Brit-

ish government as a whole) went on holiday, by tradition,

early in August. And that at a time when London knew

that Nazi Germany contemplated an attack on Poland be-

fore they would be back from their holiday! Just as there

is a notion of “diplomatic sickness” m historical vocabulary,

so there is ample reason to speak of the British govern-

ment’s “diplomatic holiday”. The whole point was this: how

could the British government be reproached with having

failed to offer any resistance to German aggression when i

was on its statutory holiday? All that meant that the Bn

ish government was not proposing to make any change m
the instruction to its military mission even it Nazi Ger-

many really decided to attack Poland at the end ol August,

as planned (which was well known to London).

The Soviet Union’s attitude to the military conversations

was quite different. On August 2, 1939 the composition of

the Soviet military delegation was endorsed by l eoplcs

Commissar for Defence Marshal K. Y Voroshilov

The General Staff of the Soviet Armed Forces had prepar-

ed a detailed plan of military co-operation of the Three

Powers in time for the talks. That was a clear indication of
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Uie Soviet government's keen interest in bringing the talks
to conclusion as soon as possible and thereby preventing
the Nazis from starting the war.
At the same time the Soviet side could not help being

alerted by the true intentions ol the British and French
governments. So one objective the Soviet military delega-
tion had to achieve was to find out these intentions of the
British and trench missions so as to avoid being misled.

lhe Soviet-British-French conversations opened in Mos-
cow on August 12, 1939. The head of the Soviet military
mission, Voroshilov, proposed, first of all that they should
open with a statement of the powers the delegation had.
Those of the Soviet representatives were full and compre-
hensive. However, it turned out that the head of the French
delegation, Doumenc, was authorized only to negotiate, but
not to sign any agreements. Drax had arrived in Moscow
without any powers at all (he had to declare that he would
ask for them and present them subsequently).
When the discussions on the substance of the matter

opened, the head of the Soviet military mission asked the
British and the trench to state their proposals regarding
the steps which, in their opinion, should assure a joint
organisation of defence by the contracting parties, that is,
Britain, trance and the Soviet Union. ‘"Do the missions of
Britain and France have appropriate military plans?” Voro-
shilov asked, lhe head of the Soviet military delegation
underlined that the Three Bowers had to work out a joint
military plan to meet the contingency of aggression. "This
plan must be discussed in detail, lie said, “so we must
come to agreement, sign a military convention and go home
to wait for the course the events will take, sure of our own
strength.” 119

It turned out that the British and French delegations had
arrived in Moscow without any detailed plans of military-
co-operation of the Three Powers. That fact could not, of
course, fail to alert the Soviet delegation no less than the
absence of tbe requisite powers.
What the head of the French delegation general Dou-

menc announced at the talks on August 13 had nothing
to do with France’s real plans and intentions. As stated
earlier on, the Western powers had agreed between them
long in advance that, in the event of war, they would stick
to purely defensive tactics, pinning their greatest hopes on
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a blockade. Doumenc, however, asserted that the French

Army, 110 divisions strong, would, having first checked

enemy advance on its line of fortifications, concentrate

its forces in places convenient for tank and artillery action

and then go over to a counter-offensive”. Should, however,

the bulk of the Nazi forces be channelled eastwards, France

“will throw all of her forces into an offensive against the

Germans.” )2° That statement was a premeditated attempt at

misleading the Soviet government.

British General Heywood announced that Britain had

as few7 as five infantry divisions and one motorised division

at the time. 121 This statement signified that in the event of

war Britain virtually intended to keep out.

Cardinal Issue

At the session of the talks on August 13, Voroshilov asked

how the military missions and General Staffs of France

and Britain visualised the Soviet Union’s involvement in a

war against the aggressor, should the latter have attacked

France, Britain, Poland, Romania or Turkey. He explain-

ed that he put the question that way because Soviet involve-

ment in war was possible, owing to its geographical po-

sition, only on the territory of neighbouring states, above

all Poland" and Romania. 122 Tbe conversations of August

14 dealt with the same problem. The head of the Soviet

military mission emphasised that this was the "cardinal is-

sue” of the conversations. He specified that he meant pas-

sage of Soviet troops through some limited areas of Poland,

namely the Vilno Corridor in the north and Galicia in the

south. The Soviet military mission declared that “without

a positive solution to this issue, the whole of the enterprise

undertaken with a view to concluding a military conven-

tion between Britain, France, and the USSR is doomed to

failure in advance, in its opinion”.

Voroshilov told the conferees and showed on the map

how the USSR could take part in a common struggle

against the aggressor with its armed iorces. Having heard

him produce that information, Doumenc exclaimed. lhat

will be the final victory”.
123

As to the question raised by the Soviet delegation, Dou-

menc, avoiding a straightforward answer, pointed out that

16 *
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Poland, Romania and Turkey had to defend their own ter-

ritory with their own forces, while the Three Powers must
be ready to come to their assistance “when they ask for it”.

In that context, the head of the Soviet delegation pointed
out that Poland and Romania could just as well fail to ask
lor aid in good time, hut surrender. It was, however, not in
the interest of Great Britain, France and the Soviet Union
to see "additional armed forces of Poland and Romania de-
stroyed”. So it was necessary to agree in advance on the
involvement of Soviet forces in the defence of those coun-
tries against aggression. 124

The Soviet delegation, therefore, raised an issue which
was crucial to Soviet active involvement in the struggle
against the common enemy. Although Britain and France
understood that perfectly well, they had taken no steps
whatsoever towards settling the issue.

The position of Britain and France showed that there
was, in effect, no ground for agreement between the Three
Powers. “I think our mission is finished,” Drax noted after

that session. iZ'J The French military mission also stated in
its diary that the session held on that day “having been
of a rather dramatic character, marked the end of the cur-
rent conversations”. 126

The Soviet government could not, naturally, help drawing
similar conclusions and, thus, there was every reason for

it to arrive at the conclusion after the session of August
14 that actually there was no hope any more for agreement
to he reached.

At the opening of the session on August 15, Drax an-
nounced that the British and French military missions had
relayed the Soviet statement to their governments and -were

now waiting for a reply to it. In this context, the Soviet
delegation agreed to continue the discussions.

The military quarters of Britain and France realised the
danger the breakdown of the talks spelled. They were well
informed that the projected Nazi attack on Poland was just

a few days away. On August 16, the Foreign Office inquired

about the judgement of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff of

the three services of the British Armed Forces. The reply

came on the same day. Unlike their earlier statements
which had played down the importance of co-operation with
the USSR, this document said: “We feel that this is no
time for half-measures and that every effort should be
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made to persuade Poland and Romania to agree to the use

of their territory by Russian forces... It. is perfectly clem

that without early and effective Russian assistance the

Poles cannot hope to stand up to a German attack on land

or in the air for more than a limited time... The conclu-

sion of a treaty with Russia appears to us to be the best

wav of preventing a war ... At, the worst, if the negotia-

tions with Russia break down, a Russo-German rapproche-

ment may take place.”
127

. ,

However, this conclusion was not even examined b> in,

British government, nor were any steps taken in this re-

SP
The French Chief of Staff, General Gamelin, produced Ms

own judgement as well. He declared that France s inaction

could have disastrous consequences for her. Control of 1 o-

land would materially strengthen Germany. Should Poland

got support, she would he in a position to resist long enough

to keep Germany frorn^ throwing her forces into action

against France in 1939. 12S

Soviet Plan

for Military Co-operation

The plan for Three-Power military co-operation, worked

out in every detail by the Soviet side, was set out at the

Anglo-Franco-Soviet military talks on August 15 bv

B M Shaposhnikov, Chief of the General Staff of the Red

Army He announced that the USSR was prepared to field

136 divisions, 5,000 heavy guns, 9,000-10,000 tanks and

5 000-5 500 combat aircraft against the aggressor.

'

Tn the report lie presented, Shaposhnikov suggested three

versions of joint action by the armed forces of the USbtt,

Britain and France in the subsequent variations of aggres-

sive action by Germany: aggressors’ attack on Britain and

France; attack on Poland and Romania; and attack on the

USSR through the Baltic region. 129

t . c
' Doumenc cabled to Paris after the session that the Soviet

representatives had set out plans of ‘ very effective assis-

tance they are determined to afford us . In another cable,

he reported the Soviet Union’s willingness to undertake of-

fensive action in support or France should the mam strike

be directed against her. “In short,” he wrote, “we have to
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acknowledge a clearly expressed desire not to stay out, but
just on the contrary, to act in earnest.” 130

Referring to the Soviet proposals, a member of the French
delegation, General Beaufre, pointed out: “It would have
been difficult to be more concrete and more clear. . . The
contrast between this programme . . . and the confused ab-
stractions of the Franco-English project is amazing, and it
shows the gap between the two conceptions. . . The Soviel
arguments carried weight. . . Our position was false.” 131

The plan of military co-operation set forth by Shaposhni
kov attested to the Soviet government’s earnest intentions.
In the event of war being started by the Nazi aggressors,
the Soviet Onion was prepared to act together with Britain
and France in a determined operation to defeat the aggres-
sor within the shortest space of time and with the least
casualties. The main thing, however, was that should the
Soviet-proposed agreement have been concluded, the ag-
gressor would not have ventured to go to war.

I he proposals of the Soviet government conclusively dis-
prove the allegations circulated in the West to the effect
that Moscow was dreaming of a war between the two
groups of imperialist powers. Such contentions had nothing
to do with the real state of things. The Soviet government
realised perfectly well that neither Poland, nor France, nor
both, would have been in a position, without Soviet aid,
to stand up against the onslaught of Nazi Germany. Nor
did it have any doubt that, having routed those two coun-
tries, the Nazis would throw their full strength against
the USSR. As stated earlier on, it was in the spring of
10-»9 that, the Soviet government received information that
the Nazis were planning to crush Poland already in that
year, to defeat b ranee in 1940, and, then, launch a war
against the USSR. That alone made it. clear that the So-
viet Union had to, and did strive to forestall Germany’s at-
tack on Poland and France for the sake of its own secur-
ity: the defeat of those two countries was, in effect, sure
to make it impossible to prevent the Nazi Reich’s subse-
quent. attack on (lie USSR. And, conversely, had the Na-
zis been stopped from overrunning Poland and France, there
would have been less danger of Germany attacking the
Soviet Union.

I here was, however, no reply either on August 15 or 10,
or 17 to lli e Soviet delegation’s question about the passage
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nf Soviet, troops through the territory of Poland and Ro-

mania. Thereupon, the conversations were adjourned unt.i

August 21, on a motion from Drax. The only thing that

meant, was that the governments of Britain and France, far

from heing in any hurry to bring off the talks, were 1 11

ing them up advisedly. The Soviet government naturally,

could not see the situation thus created as anything hut a

sign of the utter futility of the talks.

Should the governments or Britain aT\d F™ n(T
~

lv wanted to arrive at an agreement with the USSR, the>

should have settled the issue of Soviet-Polish military co-

operation with the government of Poland even before the

Moscow talks started. When, however, the matter arose in

its full dramatic meaning in Moscow, the British and t i

French ought, it. would seem, to have taken most, urgent

steps to get it settled. Since, however, what, the govern-

ments of Britain and France were preoccupied with was

not. to conclude an agreement, with the USSR but just to

drag the talks on as long as possible they were in no huny

to turn to the Polish government, still less get it to agree to

military co-operation with the USSR. Incidentally, while

they did, after all, establish some contact with the Polish

government at long last, they never so much as addressed,

the government of Romania.

Poland’s Part

in Breaking Off the Talks

The contact which Britain and France established with

the Polish government in those days was of a very peculiar

character. For example, the French representatives in v\ ar-

saw showed no intention at all to get the Polish govern-

ment to agree to co-operation with the USSR in actio i

against German aggression, hut just wanted to get the right

for themselves to make a statement, in Moscow about Poland s

position which would enable the Three-Power military con-

versations to continue without in any way commuting I o

land. The member of the French delegation m Moscow

Beaufre, subsequently pointed out that the problem was no

to secure a Polish reply to the question of whether or not

they would allow passage of Soviet troops through them

territory but to “find a pretext to continue the talks.



With the ]\azi Reich’s attack on Poland only a few days
away, the Polish ruling circles still flatly refused all co-
operation with the USSR because of their flagrantly anti-
Soviet position. The French War Ministry stated in a mem-
orandum about the progress of negotiations in Moscow:
to make it easier for Poland to decide in favour of military
co-operation with the USSR, the Soviet delegation very
neatly limited the zone of passage of Soviet troops through
Polish territory and determined them out of considerations
of “purely strategic character”. However, Jozef Beck and
the Polish Chief of Staff General Stachiewicz, showed “ir-
reconcilable hostility”. 133 On August 20, 1939, Stachiewicz
told the British military attache that “there could never
be any question of Soviet troops being allowed to cross the
Polish frontier m All the Polish government quarters con-
sented to was the pretext suggested by French diplomacy.
Such a position of the Polish rulers will be easier to

understand if one takes into account the fact that they, as
lias since been made clear by the reminiscences of the Pol-
ish Ambassador in Berlin, Jozef Lipski, were still obsessed
in those crucial days with their own plans of reaching an
accommodation with the Nazi Reich. On August 18, Lipski
suggested to Beck the idea of a visit to Berlin to negotiate
with the Nazi chiefs. Beck agreed on the following day.
On August 20, Lipski flew to Warsaw on an urgent mission
to talk over with Beck the substance of the coming nego-
tiations. 135

The Polish rulers could hardly have any doubt about
the character those “talks” might have and what they
might end up in. For everybody still remembered only too
well the similar “talks” between Hitler and President Ha-
cha of Czechoslovakia in Berlin in the middle of March
1939. The Fiihrer is known to have forced him into
“agreeing to a dismemberment of Czechoslovakia and the es-
tablishment of a Nazi Reich’s protectorate out of what
would be left of her by threatening to wipe Prague off the
face of the earth. The Polish rulers could not fail to realise
that at a time when the Nazi Reich had massed its troops
close to the Polish borders in order to carry out a devastat-
ing strike against her, something like it was hound to ho
imposed on Poland in the negotiations in Berlin. But they,
evidently, were ready and willing to capitulate in the hope
of becoming Hitler’s lieutenants in the Poland lie would
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enslave, as a result of this betrayal of their own people.

Hitler, however, was not at all disposed to have any ne-

gotiations with Poland’s representatives lie was not, to be

satisfied even with her voluntary surrender. Tie had brought

off his preparations for a military defeat of loland am

he wanted no other solution to the issue.

Britain and France Deadlock

the Talks

The British government, wishing no agreement with the

USSR and anxious to put the blame for the breakdown

of the military conversations on Poland, did not

even try to convince the Polish rulers in anything.

The German troops were poised in readiness for yet an-

other breakthrough eastward, not westward, so the British

ruling establishment saw no particular reason to worry.

While the alliance with the USSR “was essential to France

from the military point of view”, Beaufrc pointed out, since

it was the “only means” of preventing war, for the British

and French governments the negotiations with the '- 0\iet

Union were nothing hut a means to achieve their true dip-

lomatic and strategic ends. As he stated these ends, Beau-

fre wrote that during the talks Britain and France were

thinking of a “possible German-Soviet clash .

The way London saw that clash can he judged from some

pronouncements of the British military attache in Mos-

cow Firebrace, about the views the British military nns

Sion guided itself by at the negotiations: “In the coming war

Germanv would remain on the defensive m the West at-

tack Poland with superior forces and probably overrun her

with one to two months. German troops would then be on

the Soviet frontier shortly after the outbreak of war. It was

not out of the question that Germany would then offer the

Western Powers a separate peace on condition that she

received a free band to advance in the East.
'

There was no reply to the cardinal question raised by

the Soviet government until August 21, which had been

fixed in advance for the next session of talks by the mili-

tary delegations of the Three Powers. Moreover, the British

and French missions attempted to get the session postponed

» i miion TTiilpr Gfirmativ’s attack on
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Poland was scheduled for August 25-26 about which the
British government had “a good deal of information”. 138

Nonetheless the Soviet military mission did not agree to

the session being postponed, so it did take place. Voroshilov
addressed it with a statement that, in the absence of any
reply from Britain and France to the cardinal question ho
had raised, ‘‘there is every reason to doubt their desire for

real and serious military co-operation with the USSR. In
view of the foregoing, the responsibility for the procrastina

tion of the military conversations as well as for the suspen
sion of these negotiations lies, naturally, with the French
and British sides.”

In view of the situation that had shaped up at the talks,

the head of the Soviet delegation had to admit that there
was, indeed, no more practical reason to meet again before
the replies from the British and French governments were
available. In case they would be affirmative, he declared,

“we would have to call our conference as soon as possi-

ble”. 139 That was the last session because the British and
French missions never received any affirmative reply from
their governments to the Soviet question.

Yet there was an epilogue on August 22 to the negotia

tions arising from the earlier-stated pretext regarding the

position of Poland. Doumenc sent a letter to Voroshilov in

forming him that he had received from the French govern-
ment “permission to give the affirmative answer to the ques-

tion put by the Soviet delegation”. 140

Still when he called on Voroshilov on the same day,

Doumenc turned out to be unable to say anything reason-

able either about the position of France or about Poland
or Romania. He could not even say whether or not his own
communication had been agreed with the Polish govern-

ment. Voroshilov pointed out in this context that if the

Polish government had given its consent to the passage of

Soviet troops through the territory of Poland, it must have
certainly wished to take part in the negotiations. He stressed

that what was required was an answer from Britain

and Franco in agreement with the governments of Poland
and Romania. ‘When complete clarity has been established

and all the replies have been received, then we will

work,” 141 Voroshilov concluded.

The governments of Britain and France, as well as of

Poland were, therefore, responsible for the failure of the
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military conversations in Moscow. Both the very course of

tbe talks and the attitude of the governments of the West-

ern powers to them quite clearly demonstrated that even

within a few days of the outbreak of the war, Britain and

France were still building their policies on the hope that

they could reach an understanding with Berlin.

The U.S. Secretary of the Interior, Harold Ickes, descri-

bing Britain’s political course at the time, pointed out in

his Diaries that Britain could have come to agreement with

the USSR long before that, hut she “kept hoping against

hope that she could embroil Russia and Germany with

each other and thus escape scot-free herself”.
143

The Western powers could not, however, make the events

take the course they wanted. The aggressive powers-Ger-

many, Japan and Italy had thrown the gauntlet to them

and openly set out to redraw the map of the world to their

advantage. Co-operation of Britain and France with the

USSR could have stopped the aggressors. But the

West rejected the Soviet proposals for such co operation.

The policy of the ruling circles of the Western powers was

built on shaky ground. The peoples had to pay dear for

that policy.
143

JAPAN FANS THE FLAMES
OF WAR

The Chinese People Aided Only by the USSR

in Their Struggle Against Japanese

Aggression

The situation in the Far East, too, went on deteriorating.

The Japanese imperialists were overrunning more and more

of China, trying to establish their domination through the

land. Along the military measures, they resorted to some

diplomatic moves to force China’s governing quarters into

[
surrender. Yet under pressure from the mass of the people

' who were up in arms determined to resist the aggression,

the Chinese government continued to oppose the Japanese,

albeit hesitatingly.

None of China’s appeals to the Western powers lor aid

, still fetched any response. In that context, the Chinese peo-

ple were particularly anxious to get assistance Irom the

|

Soviet Union.
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The Soviet government invariably supported China when-
ever the Japanese aggression was discussed in the League
of Nations. On January 11, 1930, Litvinov wrote to the So-

viet Ambassador in France, Surits, who was appointed to

represent the USSR at the session of the League’s Council,

that the Chinese representative Wellington Ivoo would be

“somewhat active” at it. “You will, of course,” the letter

pointed out, “support Koo’s proposal. . . Encourage him,

promise him all possible assistance. It is necessary to find

out in advance the position of the British and the French

and should they, indeed, show themselves willing to take

more resolute action against Japan, we will not be found

wanting”. 144 At the League’s session which opened soon

afterwards, the Soviet delegation once more went on record

with all determination for effective assistance to China.

On June 13, 1939, the Soviet Union granted China one

more large credit (worth 150 million U.S. dollars) for the

purchase of war equipment. That credit sufficed China to

get over 300 Soviet aircraft, 500 guns, 5,700 machine guns,

50,000 rifles, 850 lorries and tractors, as well as a large

number of bombs, shells, cartridges, fuel and lubricants

and other war equipment. 145

Japanese Aggressors Defeated

at Khalkhin-Gol

Right after the defeat of the Japanese forces at Lake
Khasan in August 1938, Tokyo decided to launch a well-

prepared invasion of some Eastern regions of the Mongol-
ian People’s Republic in the spring of 1939. 146 Early in

May, the Japanese General Staff received the Emperor’s

order to undertake military operations against the Mongol-

ian People’s Republic in the area of the Khalkhin Gol Riv-

er.
147 Soon afterwards, the first few Japanese army con-

tingents invaded Mongolian territory, but were thrown back.

The Soviet government came out in support of the Mon-
golian People’s Republic. On May 19, V. M. Molotov hav-

ing summoned Japanese Ambassador Shigemitsu made a

serious warning to him. He reminded him of (he Soviet

-

Mongolian pact of mutual assistance. 148 Speaking at a ses-

sion of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR on May 31, 1939,

Molotov declared: “We shall defend the border of the Mon-
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trolian People’s Republic—in virtue of the Treaty of Mutual

Assistance we have concluded—with as much determination

as we would our own border.”
llJ

U soon became obvious that the Japanese intended to

seize a slice of Mongolian territory. The Soviet Union lost

no time in coming to the aid of its ally. A big Soviet army

contingent was sent to the Mongolian Peoples Republic

Bitter fighting went on between the Soviet-Mongolian ana

Japanese troops for several months. One idea oi the scale

of that fighting is provided by the fact that the Japanese

Air Force lost 046 planes in air battles and on the airfields

from May to September. 150 Within two months, July and

August 1939, the enemy lost. 18,868 officers and men killed

and 25,900 wounded. 151
. .

Having launched a full-scale counter-offensive on August

20 the Soviet Armed Forces, in co-operation with the Mon-

golian troops, dealt a devastating blow at the aggressois.

By the end of August the whole U r Mongolian territory had

been cleared from Japanese and Manchurian invaders. ' IC

USSR demonstrated its loyally to its allied commitments.

The defeat of the Japanese and Manchurian troops on

the Khalkhin-Gol River did not, however, signify the end oi

the armed conflict. The Japanese aggressors did not want to

resign themselves to the defeat and to cease military opera-

tions. The Japanese government decided that in the event

of war between the USSR and Germany, Japan would be

prepared to take part automatically m it
, . .

The Soviet government was informed of that decision.

So the situation on the Soviet Far Eastern frontiers remain-

ed extremely tense. The USSR was faced by a grave danger

of war breaking out both on its Western and Eastern bor-

ders.

SOVIET-GERMAN
NON-AGGRESSION PACT

Soviet diplomacy was doing all it could to create a col-

lective front to safeguard peace against aggression. It be-

lieved that peace in Europe could still be preserved by

joint efforts of all the nations keen on preventing German

aggression. Unfortunately, those efforts by the Soviet

government were not crowned with success because of the

policies of Britain and France.
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The USSR remained, in point of fact, in international

isolation in which it had found itself in the autumn of

1938 as a result of the Munich deal of Britain and France

with German and Italian aggressors. Moreover, the Soviet

Union had to take into account the fact that in the event

of a German attack, it could be attacked also by certain

of its western neighbours, as well as by Japan. So the So-

viet state found itself face to face with a threat of war on

two fronts. Besides, there was a danger of an anti-Soviet

collusion of the entire imperialist camp.

The most important task before the Soviet diplomacy was

to forestall such a war. Since general peace and security

could not be assured through the fault of Britain, France,

the United Slates and some other countries, Soviet diploma-

cy had to do everything possible to limit the spread of Ger-

man aggression and to keep the USSR as long as possible

from being involved in war. It had lo take steps to prevent

the Soviet Union finding itself in a state of war in the

West and in the East at once under extremely disadvanta-

geous international conditions.

German Nazis Fearful

oj War with the USSR

Ever since the opening days of 1939, the German govern

ment began lo show interest in normalising relations with

the USSR in some way. As one can see from utterances of

Hitler and German military spokesmen, the Soviet Union

was the only power whom Nazi Germany really feared to

get into conflict with, and with whose position she

reckoned.

Intent on channelling German aggression against the

USSR the bourgeois propaganda machinery of the Western

powers kept harping on the weakness of the Red Army and

the fragility of the Soviet home front. Bourgeois newspapers

kept claiming that the USSR was a giant with feet ol clay.

They sought to convince Hitler that he would quite easily

make short shrift of the Soviet Union. It must be noted at

this point, however, that they did not succeed in convincing

Hitler and it was the ruling circles of the Western powers

themselves that fell for these talcs. Lord Halifax claimed

at a meeting of the British government’s Foreign Policy
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Committee on July 4, that “Hitler rated Russia low from

the military point of view ’. 153 Hence, the natural conclu

sion: Nazi Germany will go East. Subsequently the British

people had to pay in blood for the wishful thinking Cham-

berlain and his following substituted for reality.

The Nazis themselves used to write quite a lot in those

years about the weakness of the USSR in an attempt Lo

sustain the hope of the governing quarters of the Western

powers that all the concern of the Nazi Reich was to do

away with the Soviet State. When it came, however, to de-

ciding, by deed, not by word, who of the opponents was the

weaker side, and with whom it was less dangerous to fight,

it turned out that Germany was prepared lo measure swords

with anybody but the Soviet Union in 1939. 1 '
4

The German military command, taking into account the

Red Army’s strength, considered that to fight the Soviet

Union Germany must first build up her military potential

at the expense of the countries of Western Europe, to “safe-

guard the rear”, create the necessary coalition and create

a wide springboard for attack. 13

This was proved with conclusive evidence by the testi-

monials of German generals Keitel and Braucliitsch. Asked

by Hitler to say wliat would happen if the Reich attacked

Poland, and France and Britain would come to her aid,

both generals said they felt that Germany would finish

Poland up within a month. Keitel believed that Germany

would then crush France and Britain as well. Then Hitler

put another question, what would happen if the USSR came

out against Germany, loo? General Brauchitsch replied that

in that case “Germany would be beaten”. 156

The Nazis realised that had there been close co-operation

between the USSR, Britain and France, Germany would

have found herself in a very tight corner. Referring Lo Hit-

ler’s comments in bis conversation with YYehrmacht chiefs,

the chief of the General Staff of Germany’s Land Forces,

Haider, said: “It’s hard to swallow a pact between the Brit-

ish and the Russians... On the other hand, it’s the only

thing that will stop Hitler now.” 157 Ribbcntrop’s representa-

tive W. Hewcl also quoted the Nazi Chancellor’s comment

that in the event of the Moscow talks ending up in the con-

clusion of an alliance between the Western powers and

the USSR, he would have had to give up the idea of attack-

ing Poland. If the Western powers failed to sign an alliance
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with the USSR, Hitler declared, “I can smash Poland
without any danger of a conflict with the West.” 158

This has been confirmed also by diaries of Weizsacker,
State Secretary of German Ministry for Foreign Affairs. He
wrote on July 30 that whether or not there was to be a war
that summer depended on the outcome of the Anglo-Franco-
Soviet negotiations in Moscow. 159

Spokesmen of a faction within the German ruling estab-

lishment who believed that Germany was not prepared for

a major war as yet and feared that one more warlike ven-
ture by Hitler could end up in Germany’s defeat, sent their

representative to London to warn the British about Hitler’s

plans. The man they had chosen to carry out that mission
was an official of the German Foreign Ministry, Erich
Kordt, whose brother Theodor Kordt worked as counsellor

of the German embassy in London. The trip was under-
taken under a perfectly plausible pretext: Erich had decided [

to pay a visit to his brother. Having arrived in London in I
the latter half of May, Erich Kordt had a secret meeting
with R. Vansittart. He warned that Hitler was still sure that

Britain and France did not intend to lend Poland effective

help. “What he is frightened of is Soviet Russia”, 100 Erich A
Kordt declared.

Early in August Hitler declared on several occasions that

he would not undertake military operations against Poland
before lie felt sure that Russia would not come to her

aid. 161

The USSR Rejected German Proposals

Since Hitler did not consider Germany for the time being

to he adequately prepared to attack the USSR, he told Rib-

bentrop that it was “necessary to stage a new Rapallo epi-

sode in German-Russian relations” and that “it will be ne-

cessary to pursue a policy of equilibrium and economic co-

operation with Moscow for a certain period of lime”. 162 As
Weizsacker wrote later on, they had “begun to woo the Rus-

sians”. 163

That became apparent shortly afterwards from the tone

of German press comments. The German papers gradually

stopped publishing all references to German plans with re-

gard to the Ukraine just as any of their typical anti-Soviet

insinuations. At the New Year’s reception on January 12,
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relations between the USSR and Germany, to conduct n^
gotiations about increasing trade and economic links be-

tween the two countries. The People’s Commissar for For-
eign Affairs indicated as much lo the German Ambassador
He pointed out that economic conversations had begun sev-
eral times with Germany during the recent period, but in-

variably proved inconclusive. That was what gave the So-
viet government the reason Lo tell the German side that it

had the impression that the German government meant to

stage a kind of game instead of businesslike negotiations
on trade and economic issues. For this sort of game the

People’s Commissar said in his conversation with Schulen
burg, Germany should look for another country as a part-

ner, not the USSR which had no intention of joining in

such a game. 167 Discouraged by that, answer, Schulonburg
called on Deputy People’s Commissar Potemkin straight

away and “complained” to him in confusion that he was
at a loss about what he should report to his government.
But Potemkin could not “comfort” the Ambassador
either. 168

That negative reply, although the Germans were prepared
for it, could not lmt discourage them. The men in Berlin

began planning further “moves” in confusion, but, fearful

of yet another setback, they did not venture to make them.
An outline letter to Schulenburg, prepared by Weizsacker,

reflected the apprehension that yet another appeal to the

USSR “risked inviting another refusal”. In the final text

of the letter mailed to Moscow on May 27, Weizsacker
pointed out that a further German approach could make
Moscow burst into laughter. Therefore Schulenburg was
told to exercise “complete restraint” for the time being. 169

With Hitler’s approval it was decided to undertake a fur-

ther sounding in Berlin. On May 30 Weizsacker pointed

out in his conversation with Astakhov that Germany had
taken off the agenda the “Ukrainian question” thereby re-

moving a pretext for a war between the two countries. lie

said there was a chance of improving Soviet-German rela-

tions. “If the Soviet Government wants to talk on this sub-

ject,” lie continued, “there is such an opportunity. If, how-
ever, it means to ‘encircle’ Germany together with Britain

and France and wants to act against Germany, we will get

ready for it.” 170

After that conversation Weizsacker put down in his diary
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that the German government was “making advances’ but

the Russians were still “showing mistrust .

'

On June 17, 1939, Schulenburg, coming to Beilin ioi

more instructions, talked it over with Astakhov m yet more

definite terms. 172 Referring to Astakhovs conversation with

Weizsacker, Schulenburg asked why the Soviet govern-

ment was not reacting to the questions Weizsacker had put.

Yet lie got no answer Lo his own question eithei. L

viet government did not reply to the approaches of Nazi

diplomats, while pressing on for an agreement with Bntam

and France. Schulenburg had to state m his report about

this conversation that Astakhov had once more emphasised

Moscow’s distrust in Germany’s policy. “ -

On his return to Moscow, Schulenburg called on the So-

viet People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs on June 2J

He assured him that ‘The German government desires not

only to normalise but even improve its relations with the

USSR” Schulenburg stressed that this statement, whi

made on behalf of Ribbentrop, had Hitlers approval In

the course of this conversation he referred,
[fj
P^11 l

®£

to the 1926 Soviet-German Treaty of Neutrality. The bo

viet People’s Commissar ironically expressed his amazement

at the fact that the German government still remembeict

that treaty; the Soviet government had quite a lew doubts

on this score. Considering the actual record of experience,

the People’s Commissar pointed out, the validity of trea i -

could well be open to doubt. 17i

.
. ,,

On Iho following day, the German Ministry lor Foreign

Affairs cabled an urgent message to Schulenburg;
to te

him that “in the political field enough has been said until

further instructions and that for the moment the talk,

should not he taken up again by us'

.

,(5 *or at
whole rnoii i

the Germans no longer ventured to approach the So\

government on these matters.
h Britain’s

The soundings were resumed late m July when
j

Britai

consent to start military conversations with the 1)

came known in Berlin? On July 24 J. Schnurre with re-

ference to Ribbentrop, told G. A. Astakhov about the nee

to improve political relations between the USSR Ger

mynu” He exoressed his disappointment over the fact tnai

“the People’s Commissariat for Foreign> Affaira left mwn-

swered all German overtures with the view of talking Bus

subject over” 176 In a subsequent conversation with

17*
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Astakhov on July 26, Schnurre repeated these remarks. 177

On August 3, 1939, G. A. Astakhov was invited to see
Ribbentrop. The German Minister declared that there were
no unresolvable issues between the USSR and Germany “all

over the land from the Black Sea to the Baltic. Agreement
on all of these issues can be achieved if the Soviet govern-
ment shares these underlying principles”. In an effort to
put up some pressure, Ribbentrop did not conceal that. Ger-
many was conducting secret negotiations with Britain and
France. At the same time Ribbentrop resorted once more
to unequivocal threats. “If you have different prospects”,
he said, “if, for instance, you consider that the best way
to adjust relations with us is by inviting Anglo-French Mis-
sions to Moscow, that is, of course, up to you. As far as
we are concerned, we do not pay any attention to all the
hue and cry against us from the camp of so-called West
European democracies. We are strong enough to look at

their threats with contempt and derision. We are sure of

our strength; (here is no war which we could not win.” 178

On the same day, German Ambassador Schulenburg put
the same questions to Molotov. After pointing out that,

normalisation of Soviet-German relations would meet the
desire of the Soviet government, the People’s Commissar
declared straight away that it was not through the Soviet
government’s fault that these relations had deteriorated,

and pinpointed the Anti-Comintern Pact as the root cause
behind bad German-Soviet relations. The People’s Com-
missar went on to cite examples of anti-Soviet foreign pol-

icy of the Third Reich; support for, and encouragement of

Japanese aggression against the USSR and the Munich
Agreement. How could all that be reconciled with the Am-
bassador’s assurances that Germany had no hostile designs
against the USSR? He then made it clear that the Soviet
government did not trust the peaceful assurances of the
Nazis regarding Poland. A peaceful settlement of the Polish

question, he said, depends, above all, on the German
side. 179

Schulenburg’s conclusions from that conversation were
disappointing once again. In his dispatch to Berlin on Au-
gust 4, he stated that the Soviet government “was deter-

mined to conclude an agreement with Britain and France.” 180

Three days later Schulenburg wrote that in Moscow
“at every word and at every step one can sense Lhe great
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distrust towards us. That this is so, we have known for a

long time.” The unfortunate part of it is that the mistrust

is very easily kindled, “and can only be allayed slowly

and with difficulty.” 181

Weizsackor stated on August 6 that the Germans were

making increasingly hard efforts to reach an agreement,

but Moscow left those feelers unheeded. 182

There is enough documentary evidence to indicate that

the Soviet government saw through the insidious designs of

the Nazis. For instance, on August 8, 1939, G. A. Astakhov

reported to Moscow that Nazi chiefs were not, naturally,

going “to respect appropriate eventual commitments in ear-

nest and for a long time. I think only that in the foreseeable

future, they find possible a certain measure of agreement. .

.

As to the way things may shape up in the future, every-

thing would depend, of course, not on these commitments,

but on a new environment that would be created.” G. A. As-

takhov pointed out that the Germans were “obviously wor-

ried by our conversations with Anglo-French military men,

and they are not stinting any arguments and promises of

the largest possible order so as to forestall an eventual mili-

tary agreement. For this sake, they are not prepared, as

far as 1 can see, to make such declarations and gestures

as could have seemed ruled out altogether several years

back”. 183

Even Western students and political journalists have had

to recognise the extreme complexity of the Soviet Union’s

position in view of the reluctance of the Western powers to

co-operate with it in the defence of peace in Europe. Here

is. for instance, an excerpt from a book by British histo-

rian L. Mosley about the opening stages of the Second

World War. Speaking of the natural rise of suspicion in

the USSR regarding the motives behind Britain’s and

Franco’s policies, he wrote that the Soviet leaders realised

that they “could trust neither side. They feared that at any

moment the procrastinating representatives of the democ-

racies and the tempting talkers in Berlin would reveal them-

selves as tricksters and turn to each other once again as

they had at Munich, leaving the Russians more isolated

than ever. It was a time for caution.” 184

Without ever reacting to the advances by German diplo-

mats, the Soviet government persistently strove for the suc-

cess of the Anglo-Franco-Soviet negotiations. But in the
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1 middle of August it became perfectly obvious to the Soviet

government that it was altogether impossible to come to

terms with the governments of Britain and France about
the conclusion of an effective treaty of mutual assistance.

So there was a kind of vicious circle: Britain and France
wanted an accommodation with Germany, but she balked

at it; German strove to get a treaty of non-aggression signed

with the USSR, but. the Soviet government turned down
the German offers; the USSR was seeking a treaty of mu-
tual assistance with Britain and France, but they shied

away from it.

Incontestable evidence that Britain and France did not

want to co-operate with the Soviet Union was provided by
the British government’s documents about Anglo-Franco-

Soviet conversations which have recently been declassified

(although not in their totality) and made available to re-

searchers. None of the pronouncements of Chamberlain,
Halifax and any other British Ministers at Cabinet meetings
or in the Foreign Policy Committee, nor the memoranda
submitted for their consideration contained any statements

or documents to attest to a desire to conclude an effective

treaty with the USSR about mutual assistance in opposing

.Nazi aggression. On the contrary, as shown earlier on, these

documents prove beyond dispute that the British ruling

quarters pursued entirely different objectives in the con-

versations with the USSR.
Right until mid-August, 1939, that is, so long as the

slightest hope remained for the conclusion of an Anglo-

Franco-Soviet agreement, the Soviet government left all

German approaches unanswered. Yet because of the break-

down of the Three-Power talks, it was no longer possible to

ignore the German overtures.

Since the Anglo-Franco-Soviet talks were clearly incon-

clusive, the Soviet government faced, in point of fact, the

following alternative:

either to watch passively how Germany was overrun-

ning or otherwise bringing into submission all the East

European countries bordering on the USSR, occupying ad-

vantageous strategic vantage grounds for a subsequent at-

tack on the USSR, and that at a lime when any armed con-

flict breaking out near Soviet frontiers could erupt into full-

scale hostilities;

or, taking advantage of Germany’s indisposition to go to
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vsr against the USSR at the time, to do everything possible

Ide, the circumstances for limiting the spread of German

aggression so as to safeguard to the utmost 'ntoreste °

?,?? USSR as well as those of other nations and peoples of

Eastern Europe, and to avert the possibility of spontaneous

unoremeditated hostilities between Germany and the
y

Meanwhile, German diplomacy grew increasingly active-

On August 14, 1939 Schulenburg got instructions from

Ribbentrop to call on the Soviet People’s Commissar tor

Foreign Affairs on an urgent mission to make a statement

that Britain and France were trying again u> dnve the

vicl Union into war against Germany. In UU4 tins policy

had serious consequences for Russia, itj5 ^ compellmg

i Merest of both countries to avoid for all tutuie time u\c

snog
war against the USSR, the German government expressed

its willingness to conclude a non-aggression pact with the

Sovipt Union On the following day, the German Ambassa

ssssrstfi 5.w
reply to the questions asked, including the one about a pos-

sible arrival of Ribbentrop m Moscow.

Berlin grew manifestly impatient On August \i_Schu

lcnbunz called on the Soviet People’s Commissar for Fo.cign

Affairs^ once again to confirm that Germany was prepar-

bentro
p

' was prepared to ’come Moscow on August 18 or

on any subsequent day. » Hitler ^
pared to come to Moscow personally it need be
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On instructions from Ribbentrop, Schulenburg, conferring

with Molotov on August 19, once more insisted on the im-

mediate visit by the German Minister to Moscow, only to

be refused once again. 189

Non-Aggression Pact Signed

On August 20, 1939, Hitler addressed a message to Stalin

to say that a “crisis may arise any day” and it might in-

volve the Soviet Union unless it agreed to sign a non-ag-

gression treaty with Germany. “I therefore again propose”,

the message said, “that you receive my Foreign Minister on

Tuesday, August 22, but, at the latest on Wednesday, Au-

gust 23. The Reich Foreign Minister has tlm fullest powers

to draw up and sign the non-aggression pact.” 190

It was impossible to decline the German overtures any

longer. Fur it was necessary to forestall the outbreak of war

across the Soviet Western border, when Soviet forces in

the Far East were already engaged in fierce fighting against

the Japanese aggressors in the area of the Kbalkin-Gol

River, that is there was a serious danger of war breaking

out in the West and in the East at once, with the TJS.SH

having to fight it without any allies. In no way overestimat

ing the value of the treaties signed with Germany, the So-

viet government still found it necessary to accept the Ger-

man offer this time.

It was in the evening of August 21, following the incon-

clusive last session of the conversations between the Brit-

ish, French and Soviet military missions, that the Soviet

government finally agreed to the German Minister for For

eign Affairs coming to Moscow on August 23.

But that did not mean that the Soviet government had

criven up all further attempts to get an agreement conclud-

ed with Britain and France. On the following morning, for-

eign news agency reporters in Moscow were told that Rib-

bentrop’s arrival for the conclusion of the non-aggression

pact was not inconsistent with the continuation of negotia-

tions between the British, French and Soviet military dele-

gations with a view to organising resistance to aggression.

On the contrary, the conclusion of the non-aggression pact

was quite compatible with the conclusion of a triple al-

liance between France, Britain and the USSR, These acts
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did not cancel each other out at all. The Anglo-Fianco ‘ O

viet pact supplemented with a military agreement, had the

aim of checking Germany, if she persisted in her aggressive

deTigns For the USSR and Germany to have concluded a

non-aggression pact would have meant reducing the tension

b
^bbertropTrr“eTta mIow on August 23 to sign the

^Onc^—heTp noting in this context a difference of

principle between the approach of the °
0

'

n
min find France, on the one hand, and that oi Germany,

he other to negotiations with the USSR The German gov-

ernment
1

unequivocally declared through ^
Amb^sador

in Moscow that it wished to conclude a non-aggression 1 1

tv with the USSR. The German head of government ad-

dressed a special message to Stalin on this matter There was

the German Foreign Minister m Moscow. These facts con

not but point to Germany’s true
^

desire to

with the USSR without any delay. But all that " r,h

i f va ci in i ho attitude of London and 1 aris to the

tZaRons wi h he "union. While the Soviet gov-

ernm nt had spent months on end for inconclusive negm

tiations with Britain and France, it took but one day to

draw up the text of the Soviet-German Treaty of Non-

the small hours of August 24 com

tained the commitments of non-aggression (Article I) and

‘a* stntement on refusing assistance to a
,^

0^attacking

one of the contracting parties (Aiticle )• I
.

undertook to inform one another on matters involving the

the other party. The Treaty was concluded tor a leim

l

°T
y
hTsoviet government’s decision to conclude this treaty

of ever creating an Anglo-Franco-Soviet coalition

Conferring with the French Ambassador on August 23

through the Anglo Franco-Soviet conversations.
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In an interview for Izvestia, People’s Commissar for De-
fence Voroshilov also pointed out that the USSR had con-

cluded a non-aggression pact with Germany because the

“military conversations with France and Britain have reached

a deadlock because of insurmountable differences.” 193

Even the French military attache in the USSR, Palasse

admitted that throughout the Anglo-Franco-Soviet talks,

the Soviet government showed its sincere interest in the

conclusion of the Three-Power agreement and that to sign

a treaty with Germany was the only right step for it to

take under the circumstances. Writing on August 27 about
the position of the Soviet government, he said: “I still be-

lieve that, fearful of the excessive strengthening of Ger-

many, it would have preferred an agreement with France

and with Britain, should it have proved possible at all.” 194

The Chairman of the Council of People’s Commissars
and Commissar for Foreign Affairs, Molotov, declared at a

session of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR a few days later

that since the negotiations with Britain and France showed
there was no ground for expecting to conclude a mutual as-

sistance pact with them, the Soviet government could not

fail to consider other ways of removing the danger of war
between Germany and the USSR. “Our duty”, he stressed,

“is to think of the interests of the Soviet people and of the

interests of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The
more so since we are firmly convinced that the interests of

the USSR coincide with the basic interests of the people

of other countries.” 195

The German government, while concluding the treaty of

non-aggression with the USSR, pledged itself not to en-

croach on Soviet land. At the same time, it was to relin-

quish its plans of alienation of the Soviet Ukraine and to

create a vassal “Ukrainian state” as, equally, the plans for

its domination of the Baltic states including the idea of

turning them into a springboard from which to attack the

USSR.
By signing the non-aggression pact with Germany, the

Soviet government contributed towards peace-keeping in

the Far Eastern border areas of the USSR. The conclusion

of the treaty caused confusion among the governing quar-

ters of Japan which counted on Germany as their main

ally in a war against the USSR. “The news of the conclu-

sion of the non aggression pact between the USSR and
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T
Germany has produced a staggering impression over there,

pausing ^ obvious disarray, particularly among the milita-

rist.^ and the fascist camp”, 196 said a message from the So-

I Embassy in Japan The Hiranuma government, which

^ faSS Us policy on anti-Soviet collaboration with

I Germany fell. Japan hart to reconsider her plans and to

refrain from invading the Soviet Far East for a
China

lanan found her position weakened in respect ot China

as well! On August 26, 1939, the Chinese Ambassador m

Moscow Yang Chieh said in a conversation with S. A. Lo

zovskv Deputy People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs, that

he’ welcomed the conclusion of the Soviet-German pact of

non aggression because that treaty "will, no doubt, be a

I
W

Tlie^SovirnGoverument did, naturally, rea'isethatitwas

impossible to rely on Lhe non-aggression pact with^Gerinmy

providing safety from aggression. It was clear that as s

Nazis found themselves strong enough to do so, t

would bring all their forces into action against the

I TCCT-J 198

When the Soviet-German non-aggression pact ^ame ;ip

for ratification in the Supreme Soviet of tJjeUbSR,

stressed that it “cannot blunt our vigilance .

The USSR Wanted Talks with Britain

and France Continued

Even after the signing of the Soviet-German Treaty- of

Non-Aggression, the Soviet government was stl1
.
“ SL® ‘ch

in co-operating with Britain and Franc;

. Ambassa-
Amhissidor Naggiar communicated to the U.S. Am lias,

to 7n Moscow L. Steinhardt on August 23 Molotov had

^^T^thUcouneilTFpeople’Tcommissars noted, how-

™r, ttf—faringU Poland's -fusal to accept

Soviet aid.
200 Molotov also emphasised that the ^

French Treaty remained in force as it stood.
, , .

The French military attache in Moscow Palasse cab ed

. p.ivic mi the same day: “1 still consider that loi it

USSR to have settled the matter by concluding an agree-
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merit with Germany was nothing but the best of the two
evils, and, perhaps, a means of exercising pressure with a

view to bringing about a sound and integrally well-welded
coalition as soon as possible which, as it has always seemed
to me, is an object of the Soviet leaders’ desire.” 202 On
August 24, the Foreign Office informed the British em-
bassy in Washington about Molotov’s satement that “nego
tiations with France and Britain could be continued some-

what later, say in a week”. 203

However, the British and French military missions were
ordered back to London and Paris. When they paid a cour-

tesy call on Voroshilov on August 25, the latter told them:
“Unfortunately, we have not succeeded in coming to agree-

ment this time. But let us hope that on another occasion

our work will be more successful.” 204

The matter came up again during the conversation the

Soviet Deputy People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs,

S. A. Lozovsky, had with Yang Chieh, the Chinese Ambas-
sador, on August 26. Replying to the Ambassador’s ques-

tion as to whether the Anglo-Franco-Soviet negotiations

would continue, the Deputy People’s Commissar declared

that “negotiations with Britain and France went on for

five months, and the departure of the delegation is but an

episode in these talks. Delegations come and go, but the is-

sue of the battle for peace remains. This departure is not

due in any way to the conclusion of the non-aggression pact

between the USSR and Germany, but to a lack of agree-

ment on a number of issues. Should Britain and France ac-

cept the proposals of the Soviet government, the possibility

of a treaty being concluded with them cannot be ruled

out. . . At the present time, the negotiations are being sus

pended, but their resumption depends on Britain and

France”. 205

What was to be done further on was an issue that came
up for debate at a French government meeting on August

24. Daladier expressed the view that negotiations with the

Russians should he resumed. On the following day, one

of his assistants, R. Genebrier suggested that a former

French Air Minister Pierre Cot (who had consistently ad-

vocated co-operation with the USSR ever since 1933)

should be sent to Moscow, in the hope that he could bring

off the process of concluding an agreement. Doumenc also

suggested that it was still possible to conclude an alliance

with the USSR. Yet no positive decisions on the matter

were taken by the French government. 206

The Chamberlain government made feverish attempts in

those days, however, to secure a last-minute agreement

with the rulers of the Nazi Reich, having lost all interest,

in the negotiations with the Soviet Union. So the events m
the closing week of August of 1939 finally confirmed that

what London and Paris sought was not an agreement with

the USSR, but yet another imperialist collusion with the

Nazi Reich.
,

. „ . , . ,

The course of events made it quite clear how iar-sigh Led

and correct the Soviet government’s policy was Just as it

feared, Britain and France did not offer the slightest aid to

Poland after she had been attacked by the Nazi Reich. As

long as there was a war going on in the Fast of Lurope,

the French forces were sitting it out behind the Magmo

Line. That was the beginning of what came to be called

the “phoney war”. Had the USSR imprudently assumed any

unilateral commitments at the time of the Anglo-Franco-

Soviet talks while the British and French governments

.lodged all concrete obligations regarding active opposition to

the aggressor iu the West with fairly large forces, the So-

viet Union could have found itself in a state of war with

Germany without any true allies.

NAZI GERMANY
triggers off world war

“We Want War”

Hitler called a conference of Wehrmacht Commanders on

August 22, 1939, to tell them be wanted the war to be

started immediately. He claimed, and not without some rea-

son, that, although Britain and France bad assumed certain

obligations in respect of Poland, they would not actually

fulfil them. 207

The German Nazis were no longer satisfied with their

bloodless victories. They were preparing for a world war

and wanted their recruits to be tried out in a local con-

flict, that is, in the war against Poland.

Therefore, when the Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs

Ci ano asked Ribbentrop: “What do you want: the Corridor
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or Danzig?”—the German Minister cynically declared: “Nei-

ther the one, nor the other... Wo want war.” 208 Hitler in-

formed the Italians that, in the opinion of the German Gen-

eral Staff, it would take from four to six weeks to put

Poland to rout. Since autumn rains and slush begin in Po-

land on October 15, “the last date for the beginning of the

operation is the end of August,” 209

In the course of the war with Poland, the Nazis planned

to intimidate all of their other possible adversaries, par-

ticularly the small nations of Europe, with acts of vandal-

ism without precedent in human history, to get them to

surrender without resistance. 1 he Nazis contemplated an in-

human extermination of the population o! Poland also with

a view to securing “living space” (Lebensraum) for the

German “race of masters”. When it came to an armed

struggle between Germany and Poland, Hitler told Ribbon

trop, “the German Army will be acting cruelly and merci-

lessly. Throughout the world . . . the Germans are known as

Huns, hut what will take place in case of war with Poland

will outmatch what the ITiins did.” 210

Anglo German Deal Projected

at Poland’s Expense

With the world swiftly drifting to war, the British and

the French governments made yet another attempt at col

lading with the Nazis. The British Ambassador in Berlin,

Henderson arrived at the conclusion that, just as in advance

of Munich, Chamberlain bad to get. down to business him-

self once again. On Henderson’s initiative the British Pre-

mier sent a message to Hitler on August 22 which clearlv

revealed the hypocrisy of Chamberlainean diplomacy. While

pretending that the British government proposed to fulm

its obligations to Poland, Chamberlain pointed out that lie

was ready to enter into negotiations both to consider the

issues in dispute between Germany and Poland, and to dis

cuss the wider problems affecting the future of international

relations, including matters of interest of Britain and Ger-
04 4

many. 1
^

The action undertaken by the British government was

an unequivocal indication that, for the sake of a “general

settlement” with Germany, it was ready for another Munich
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situation, this time at the expense of Poland. W. Bullitt,

having read Chamberlain’s message, arrived at a far from

casual conclusion that “it sounded to me like the prepara-

tion for a new Munich”. 212 As he informed the U.S. Am-

bassador in London, Kennedy, of the substance of his mes-

sage, on the following day, Chamberlain himself confessed

that Britain’s policy on Poland was the same as it was on

Czechoslovakia at the time of Munich. 2,3

Instead of affording assistance to Poland, in co-operation

with the USSR, the British government drastically intensi-

fied pressure on her to make her surrender to Germany

without waiting for a war to break out.

The United States also decided to do its bit towards yet

another Munich, because it did not hope that Britain and

France could hold out in case of war. On August 23, Ken-

nedy urged in a message to the U.S. government that some

pressure should he brought to bear on Poland urgently, f

see no other possibility”, 214 he concluded. Joseph Kennedy,

therefore, did not even suggest that Britain, France and the

U.S. should exercise any pressure on Germany, that is,

the aggressor, and found Poland’s surrender to he the only

“way out”.

On August 23, Roosevelt addressed a message to the Ita-

lian king, and on August 24 to the Nazi Chancellor and

the President of Poland, calling on them to work towards

a peaceful settlement of the disputes that had developed.

With the arrival in London of the British Ambassador to

Germany, Henderson, who was, like Chamberlain, a com-

mitted partisan of an accommodation with Germany, there

was yet more speculation about another shameful deal with

the Fiihrer in the making. Bullitt, for instance, cabled to

the Department of Stale that, according to his information,

the British Premier had agreed with his ambassador in Ber-

lin about “preparing a careful betrayal of Poland using a

variation of the technique that they employed so success-

fully on Czechoslovakia.” 215
.

Describing the situation as it shaped up, 1. M. Maisky

pointed out on August 26 that “there is certainly some Mu-

nich mood in the air”. The British government, Roosevelt,

the Pope, the Belgian king, to mention just a few, he

wrote, are feverishly groping for some ground on which to

“compromise” on the Polish issue.
216 It was likewise noted

in the Diaries of Oliver Harvey (Assistant to Halifax) on
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August 27 that “another attempt at a Munich and selling

out on the Poles'
1

were in preparation. “Horace Wilson and

A. A. Butler are working like beavers for this
,

he

stressed.
2^

‘

As one can see from the minutes of British Cabinet Eat-
ings which have now become available to historians, Han

fax declared at one of thorn that the capture of Danzig, of

itself was not yet providing a casus belli for Britain-

That meant that Britain did not intend to come to Poland s

aid if tho war began over Danzig. Chamberlain still believed,

as late as August 26, that it was possible to reach an

accommodation with Hitler. Setting out the Fuhrers posi-

tion as he saw it, the British Premier said at a Cabinet

meeting: “The basic idea was that if Britain would leave

Herr Hitler alone in his sphere (Eastern Europe), he would

leave us alone
11

.

219 London was prepared for a new deal

with the Fiihrer on the same terms.

On the following day, August 27 Chamberlain and Hali-

fax informed Hiller again—through their unofficial me

diator, the Swedish industrialist Dahlerus, who plied be-

tween London and Berlin, that they “desired a settlement

Meanwhile* the Nazis were about through with their prep-

arations for war. On August 23, the Danzig Nazis declared

their Fiihrer Vorster to he the head of municipal authori-

ties That, was a premeditated act of provocation designed to

Invite the retaliation by the Polish government which was

to serve as a pretext for Germany’s ‘ defensive measures

against Poland, that is, for the launching of hostilities

Under those circumstances, the British government signe

a mutual assistance agreement with Poland on Angus

t

25 Yet, it did not so much as suspect that so belated ai

agreement could save Poland from defeat. On the very nex

day Henderson said at the British Cabinet Meeting that

“the real value of our guarantee to Poiand was to enable

Poland to come to a negotiated settlement with Germa

nv” 221 However, even this evaluation proved exaggerated.

The British government made further attempts to come

to terms with the Nazis. On August 28, Chamteriam sent

another message to Hitler, urging turn to settle the German,

Polish conflict so as to get down to drafting a broad

Anglo-German agreement. He expressly pointed out that lie

had a “sincere desire to reach agreement .
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The full meaning of that message was revealed, for in-

f Stance in a dispatch Hitler sent to Mussolini who was in

I
co^Vd h

s

I rsas rssrrss s
. ^ 223

I Although it became known in London by that time that

tho Nazi Reich had concentrated a large number ol

sts t

a

o sS at Poland in a matter of day£; it was agr^l

t British Cabinet meeting on August 30 that these

I itary concentrations aflordcd no valid
o^tTe

European economic political problem which he *as

U
The° French’ government proceeded along the^Imes

peace between our countries, but sincere c0'°P^al '01 ‘

”S»™. »i« da .I;"

IsssasHi
1 instruction about the line to take on -r~^l*£

the possibility of opening negotiations, entemg

tiations was strictly forbidden.

Nazis Go to War

I 31 ZiSXfi,. IffiM— ..

-
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and a half million, more than 2,500 tanks and up to 2,000

combat aircraft.
229

At daybreak on the 1st of September, 1939, the German
forces invaded Poland at three points. All the attempts of

the British and French governments to come to agreement

with -Nazi Germany failed ignominiously. They had to face

an extremely daunting task. They had themselves put En-

gland and France into an appallingly precarious predica-

ment. The British and French governments could not count

on a victory over Germany. Yet they presumed that to shirk

their allied commitments to Poland would be still worse,

as that would mean that Germany would swallow up Po-

land, Romania, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Greece and Turkey,

one by one, and, with the resources of all these countries

at their disposal in addition to their own, the aggressors

would turn against France and England. 230

England and France had to declare a state of war with

Germany, it was now a world war.

CONCLUSION

7J
‘ ou£ak lie. Willi imperialism as a social-economic sys-

te

Three imperialist powers wore the major fme-brands o^

in 1931- Nazi Germany which, as the stiongest am,
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whatever it could throughout the prewar years towards a

collective effort by a number of nations to keep the peace

and curb the increasingly arrogant aggressors. That was
the concern behind the Soviet proposal for a definition of

aggression, the draft Eastern Pact, the offer to conclude

the Pacific Pact, the determination to reinforce the League

of Nations, and the effort to bring about a dependable col-

lective peace-keeping front during the Three-Powers talks

in Moscow in 1939. However the Soviet proposals were not

supported by the governments of the Western Powers.

Taking advantage of the disunity of the nations they had

their aggressive designs on, the fascist powers triggered

off the Second World War.
Co-operation between the USSR, Britain and France in

setting up a collective peace-keeping front could have raised

dependable barriers in the way of the fascist aggressors. By

their ignominious policy of connivance at aggression, and

by their class-inspired imperialist policy of abetting Ger-

man and Japanese aggression against the Soviet Union, the

reactionary circles of the Western Powers made it possible

for the fascist aggressors to start the Second World War.
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